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DEDICATION 

My this work 
(English translation of Kabitt Sw~yye Bhai Gurda,s Ji) 

is dedicated to my father 
SARDAR SANT SINGH PURI 

whose integrity, humility, love and compassion for all people left 
an indelible impression ,on my life, 

I will be eternally grateful to him for his footprints for me to 

tread on that he left for me. 

To my mother 
SARDARNI NIHAL KAUR 

whose heart-felt blessings have always been with me. 

To my wife 
DEEP 

who has always inspired me to devote my time to the 
interpretation of the works of 

such imminent scholars. 

To 
MANVINDER, ISHPINDER, PREETINDER, GURMINDER 
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They bring me more joy than l could have hoped for. 

For them to be their, is my greatest reward. 
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PUBLISHERS' NOTE 

Bhai Gurdas (1551-1636), a leading Sikh scholar of early 
Sikhism, presented a genuine and standardised exposition of 
Gurbani in his classic and voluminous works Vars and Kahitt 
Swayyas. His works were blessed with the epithet of 'Key to 
Gurbani', by Guru Arjan Dev himself. These works form a part 
of accepted Sikh canon and are sung at the Sikh congregations 
along with Gurbani. 

S. Sham.5her Singh Puri, a reputed Civil Engineer of 
international fame, is now settled in USA after his retirement. 
Fortunately, he has engaged himself with full devotion and 
missionary zeal to propagate the universal message of our great 
Gurus amongst the coming generation of Sikhs settled in foreign 
countries. Besides his many other useful works, he has also 
taken up the translation of the Kahitt Swayyas of Bhai Gurdas 
and submitted it to us for its publication. The translator really 
deserves our accolades for taking up this Herculean project and 
accomplishing it with his labour of love. 

This work could not have been presented in this form 
without the kind co-operation and assistance of a seasoned 
scholar Col. Devinder Singh, who on our request, thoroughly 
revised the English translation and made it coherent, 
comprehensible and smooth reading. Many a times, the 
translation was redrafted to make it easier and intelligible. It 
was really a difficult task to transcreate the variety of similes 
and metaphors used by Bhai Gurdas in a communicating 
language for western audience. But Col. Devinder Singh has 
accomplished this job diligently. We express our gratitudes for 
his devotion to work and labour of love. 

We have also incorporated the transliteration of the 
original text in Roman to increase its utility for its readers. 
S. Gurjit Singh and S. Harjit Singh deserve our appreciation for 
meticulously transliterating the text in Roman script. 

We hope the final presentation will be useful for the reader 
to comprehend and appreciate the vision and flavour of Bhai 
Gurdas' incomparable exposition of Gurbani in a powerful 
language. 

-Publishers 
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KEY TO PRONUNCIATION 

In order to facilitate the correct pronunciation of the 
original Gurmukhi (Punjabi) script the following key has been 
used while transcribing it into Roman script. 

Gttrmukbi Vowel Roman Script 
Letter· -~rmbol equivalents 

}}{ a (as in hut) 
');fT T a (as in cai] 

fu f (as in sit) 

it r (as in week) 

~ u (as in put) 

fl a (as in fool) 

-E e (as in male) 

~ "" (as in cat) ai 
€" 0 (as in soap) 
'>;:f au (as in cost) 
H s (as in sun) 

'J h (as in he) 
q k (as in king) 

tf kh (as in khaddar) 

err g (as in le/j) 
U( gh (as in ghee) 
~ ri.g (as in rin/j) 

B ch (as in church) 
5 chh (as in Chhatarpur) 
ti j (as in Japan) 
"S" jh (as in jhansi) 
1{ ri.y 
c ~ (as in cut) 
0 rh (as in thug) 
~ <,i (as in doct011 
~ c;lh 
~ J) (as in Rwm of Kutch) 
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Gurmu!-1hi Vowel Roman Script 
Letter Symbol equivalents 

"3" (as in Telugu) 

tr th (as in thumb) 

tr d (as in thee) 

ti dh (as in dhobi) 
(%)" n (as in nun) 

lf p (as in pin) 

~ ph (as in phase) 
'l:I' b (as in bed) 

s bh (as in bhang) 
}f m (as in man) 
~ y (as in year) 
0 r (as in rinfi) 
g (as in love) 
~ v (as in valley) 

~ r (as in Roorkee) 

~ rh (as in saree) 
R sh (as in show) 

J:f kh (as in khan) 

XJT ~ (as in Ghazi) 
;;r z (as in zero) 
"?; f (as in feet) 

Nasal Sound 
n (as in single) 

n (as in plant) 

Note: The short vowels /2./ and /fo/ were used at the end of 
certain words in medieval Punjabi to represent certain cases. 
Usually a modern Punjabi speaker, in general, is unable to 
pronounce these short vowels at the last position. We have used 
these short vowels in brackets as (u) and (i) towards the end, 
which of course, helps to transcribe the exact spellings of Kabitt 
Swayye Bhai Gurdas Ji. 
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approximate than in old scriptures; more in the conduct of 
life itself than in speculation thereon. 

The name 'Gurdas' in Punjabi means "The slave of the 
Guru". There have been more than one person of this name 
in the Sikh history. Bhai Gurdas whose work is under study 
was a great scholar and the amanuensis of Sikh scripture
Sri Adi Granth, when it was being dictated by Guru Arjun 
Dev Ji the fifth Guru (Master) of Sikhs during the period 1601-

1604 A.D. 
Although very little is known about Bhai Ji' s early life, 

there is difference of opinion among the scholars about his 
date of birth, place of birth and the name of his parents. It 
is generally accepted that he was related to Guru Amar Das 
Ji as a son of his brother. Thus, he was a cousin of Bibi Bhani, 
daughter of Guru Amar Das Ji and wife of Guru Ram Das 
Ji. Consquently he becomes maternal uncle of Guru Arjun 
Dev. 

According to Bhai Kesar Singh Chhibbar, Bansawalinama 
Dasan Patsbahian Ka, Bhai Gurdas was born in the family 
of Isar Das who was son of an uncle of Guru Amar Das Ji. 
Therefore Bhai Gurdas was a nephew of Guru Amar Das Ji. 
Bhai Gurdas was the only son of his father. His father died 
when he was barely three years old and his mother also left 
for heavenly abode when he was twelve. (Dr. Jodh Singh, 
Varan Bhai Gurdas). On page 10 of his book Bhai Gurdas : 
t/.?e First Sikh Scholm~ Mr. S.].S. Pall writes that Bhai Gurdas 
lost his mother and father when he was three and tweleve 
years respectively. Dr. Kishen Singh Gupta in his book L~/e 
and Thoughts of Bhai Gurdas concurs with the statement of . 
Dr. Jodh Singh. 

Some of the scholars hold the view that he (Bhai 
Gurdas) was born in 1551 A.D. whereas S. Sardyul Singh and 
others hold his year of birth as 1558 A.D. Bhai Vir Singh, 
S. Harinder Singh Roop and S. Kartar Singh also subscribe 
to this view, as according to them Bhai Gurdas was born 
sometime between 1600 and 1610 Bk. On page 310 of his 
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book, Histo1y of the Sikhs Vol. I, Khushwant Singh has also 
mentioned that Bhai Sahib was born sometime between 1540 
and 1560 A.D. 

There is also difference of opinion about Bhai Gurdas's 
place of birth. Some opine that Bhai Ji was born in Basarke, 
where Guru Amar Das Ji was born while others hold that 
Goindwal was the place of birth of that great scholar where 
Guru Amar Das Ji and his family had shifted. According to 
Encyclopedia of Sikhism edited by Harbans Singh, Bhai 
Gurdas was born in 1608 Bk. at Goindwal. His father's name 
was Isar Das while mother was known by t11e name of Jiwani. 

It is unfortunate that no authentic details are available 
about Bhai ]i's early life and his education. Since he was 
closely related to Guru Amar Das Ji and having lost both his 
parents was brought up by him at Goindwal must have 
received all his education under his care. It is also reliably 
learnt that he studied Sanskrit at Varanasi and achieved high 
degree of proficiency in the language and knowledge of 
Hindu scriptures. 

Bhai Gurdas travelled to various places of India to 
spread Gum's doctrine but most of the later part of his life 
was spent in Amritsar. He accompanied Guru Hargobind 
Sahib wherever he happened to go to preach. One morning, 
while he was with Guru Hargobind Ji at Goindwal, he 
informed Guru ji that his time of ascension to the world 
beyond had arrived. Then reciting Guru's hymns slowly and 
deliberately he covered himself and breathed his last. 
According to Mahan Kosh of Bhai Kahn Singh 'Nabha', Bhai 
Gurdas left for his heavenly abode on Bhadon Sudi 8 
Sammat 1694 at the ripe age of eighty-eight. Guru Hargobind 
Ji performed his cremation rites and after consigning his 
ashes to river Sutluj, returned to Amrtisar. 

Bhai Gurdas did not marry. However, it does not mean 
that he was against life of a householder. He most probably 
preferred to remain celibate throughout his life for serving 
the house of Gurus whole-heartedly. The tremendous 
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missiona1y and literary work done by him shows that he had 
dedicated his life for the cause of Sikh religion. Since he was 
well versed with the tenets of Sikhism, there could not have 
been any reason for avoiding the life of a householder. His 
attitude towards the married life is in conformity with tenets 
of Sikh religion that is amply proved in his compositions. 
His views about women expressed in his writings confirm 
his appreciation of the life of a householder. In Kabbit 376 
he has categorically upheld life of a householder when he 
says "HCIB 'QOrf H ~ 1{UTO 'J" (Sakal dharm mai grihsat 
pradhan hai). Living a householder's life is the supreme in 
the life of a human being. 

Bhai Gurdas's writings show that he was a great 
philosopher. Human consciousness operates at four levels. 
The first is Empirical, the second Objective, the third 
Subjective and the fourth Absolute. The usable materials and 
their realizable qualities are conveyed by an empirical 
consciousness which works through the outer organs of 
human body. These materials are either known or knowable 
and this level of knowledge is the level of science. Generally, 
imperceptible objects are known through objective 
consciousness because objectc; at this level are mostly self
evident entities which are objectively realized. Completely 
self-contained subjective consciouness concentrates on 
Atman which is the self supported power. Beyond all these 
categories of consciousness is Absolute Consciousness, which 
is neither related to any outer objects nor to any subjective 
realization. It is rather identical to the all-pervading cosmic 
force which is Absolute Truth. 

Science deals with first level of consciousness and its 
subject matter. The last three levels and their imperceptible 
subject matter are attainable through philosophical 
.consciousness and the problems and understanding of their 
solutions as well as findings come under the jurisdiction of 
philosophy. Bhai Gurdas deals with self evident concepts 
such as Shabad, Hukam, Truth, Guru, Satguru, Atman, Holy 
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congregaton (Sadh sangat), Gurmukh. Manmukh etc. clearly, 
his domain of philosophy. 

One of the ways to understand Guru's teachings and 
philosophy is to understand well the poetic compositions of 
Bhai Gurdas Ji. His Kabbit-Swayye and Vars are the indicators 
of his understanding of Sikh doctrine and provide priceless 
jewels of wisdom for the benefit of mankind. Just as we 
cannot see, walk or work in the dark, similarly without 
proper understanding of Bhai Ji's writings we are blind about 
his in-depth exposition of Gurbcmi. 

Bhai Gurdas's Varan Kabitt-Swayye are ocean of 
spiritual knowledge and are elucidations of teachings of 
Gurus in simple idioms and language in order to remove 
ignorance from our minds. His writings therefore, should be 
understood properly. 

The litera1y compositions of Bhai Gurdas have been 
classified under three categories. 

1. Sanskrit Slokas 
2. Kabitt-Swayye 
-3. Vars 

Sanskrit Swkas 

As per Bhai Santokh Singh's Gur Partap Sura} Granth, 
these are six in number. Neither any information nor their 
text is available. 

Kabitt-Swayye 

A Kabitt is a short poem with a distinct form of meter 
in poetry. It is a syllable meter of eight steps (paurees). So 
far as swayya is concerned, it is a particular stanza form of 
four lines. There are number of swayyas included in Sri Guru 
Granth Sahib and Dasam Granth. The number of verses in 
a swayya vary and so is the system of syllabic instants. 

Till late thirties of the last century, the number of known 
Kabitt and Swayyas by Bhai Gurdas were 556. By the year 
1940, Bhai Vir Singh searched out 119 more Kabitts and 
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published them under the title Kabitts, Bhai Gurdas Dusra 
Skandh. Bhai Gurdas's Kabitt-Swayye have not been very 
popular as his Vars are. Probably it is because of less 
popularity of Braj Bhasha in Punjab. Also, very scant attention 
has been paid to them by the scholars. 

From an old source, Bhai Vir Singh had learnt that Bhai 
Gurdas had written many more Kahitt-Swayyas than 556. 
Based on this information, he started his search and found 
an old potbi (compilation) wherein number of Kahitt
Swayyas starting from 556 and going upto 673 were found. 
Later, he found another pothi which contained 21 Kabitts, out 
of which 15 were those which were already present in the 
first 556. Another four tallied with those in the first potbi 
found earlier. Thus only 2 new kabitt-swayyas came to light 
out of the second pothi discovered by Bhai Vir Singh. These 
were numbered 674-675. 

The Kabitt loaded with devotion and Sikh code of 
conduct can create a reasonable dialogue of Sikhism with 
the Hindu belt of India. Obviously, it could be said that these 
were composed when Bhai Gurdas was away at Agra, 
Benaras and such other places in Hindu heart land. 

Out of 675 Kabitt-Swayyas, more than 658 are Kabitts. 
Out of the rest, 8 are Dohas, 8 Sorathas and eight Chbants 
etc. Swayyas are only 3 in number and those too in first 
Skandh. Hence the appropriate name of this collection 
should be "Kabitts by Bhai Gurdas" The important feature 
of these Kahitts is that no Arabic or Persian words have been 
used in them, and that shows the extent of command that 
Bhai Gurdas had over Braj Bhasha. 

It is believed that Kabitt-Swayyas were written when 
Bhai Sahib was residing in Benaras. He had sound 
knowledge of Sanskrit and Hindu scriptures. Because of his 
knowledge of many other languages, he had a treasure-house 
of words that he could use. S. Onkar Singh a prominent Sikh 
scholar writes, "The way Bhai Gurdas has explained Gurmat 
Sidbant (Sikh Theology) cannot be described. Bhai Sahib has 
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clearly unfolded the mystery of Sikh tenets in his Kabitts." 
In the beginning there are 8 groups of (Dohra.s, 

Sorathas, Chants) 3 each in which praises of first six Gurns 
(from Guru Nanak to Guru Hargobind) are written. Kabitts 
start from number 9 and go on to 658. There are only six 
Swayyas and these are numbered 440, 401, 422, 527, 528, 
556. Number 144, 145 and 580 are ]holna Chhants. Thus the 
total adds upto 675. Altogether, these are called Kab,tts. 

In these Kabitts, there is mention of fathomless, 
wonderous and undescribable bliss of the Lord. One finds 
a glimpse of the all Pervading, Omnipresent, Supreme 
Personality of God-Head in them. He has mentioned about 
the significance of Guru's refuge, service and meditation on 
His name (Naam Simran). He has also explained the 
consequences of these virtuous deeds. As is recorded on 
page 680 of Sri Guru Granth Sahib "~ ~ ~ ~ 
-& 7)T(')O[ <r+fmI 1.l1??" {Hirde chara1J, Sabad(u) Sat(i)gur(u) ko 
Nanak bandhio pal] enshrining His feet in mind Nanak has 
tied the word of Guru to his mind. Again on page 821 of 
Sri Guru Granth Sahib is written "~ rn:rt ~ tfu.rr" 
[Sat(i)gur(u) sabad ujaro dpa] Lord's paeans enlightens a 
man as a beacon spreads light. 

These Kabitts inspire one with love for Sikhism. They 
carry detailed explanation about glimpse of God (Guru 

Darshan) talking lovingly (Mitha bolna), merciful look 
(Mehar bhari takni) and meeting Him. Bhai Gurdas also 
writes in them about the significance and joy of His 
(Satguru's) bliss and accepting His Will. 

Those whom Satguru blesses are called Gursikh (Pious 
persons). Only those who remain in His presence consciously 
can be His obedient servants i.e. Gurmukh. Such persons 
are called saints and holymen (Sants and Bhagats). A 
gathering of such holy devotees is only Sadh Sangat (Holy 
Congregation). 

Bhai Gurdas has used the word Gurmukh at many 
places. Whereas at many places its meaning is through Guru, 
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while . at other places, it means one 'who is an obedient 
devotee and remains in His presence mindfully and accepts 
His will as blessing' and considers Guru's presence with him 
always. In stanzas 21 of Anand Sahib on page 919 of Sri Guru 
Granth Sahib, Guru Amar Das Ji describes the characteristic 
of a Gurmukh (Guru-conscious person) as; ">w<r sfu" Fft!"T ~ 
~ q]O fuQ ~ ?'i ~ ~ II era nrncr ~ ~ft fmr J17i)jlj ~ II" 
!Ap chhaef,(t) sada rahai pan.-zai Gur bin(u) avar(u) na ja1:zai 
koe. Kahe Nanak sw;oh santoh so sikh samnukh( u) hoe! 
Renouncing his self conciet, he remains ever on the side of 
the Guru, he knows none other than Guru. Such a disciple 
is ever in the attendance of the Almighty, says Nanak. 

To elucidate Sikh doctrine, Bhai Gurdas has explained 
them (Sikh doctrines) by giving very practical similes from 
daily life which can be easily understood by a common man. 
For example to explain how the wandering mind can be 
stabilized by meditation and hard work, he compares it with 
impure gold which keeps on moving when heated in a 
crucible but when purified and cooled becomes stable and 
precious. 

In Kabitt, Bhai Gurdas advises obedient devotees on the 
principles of Sikh Religion (Gurmat). In the beginning, Bhai 
Ji says that a disciple denouncing ego, listening to Guru's 
teachings, absorbing His Name in his mind, recognizing self 
acquires divine knowledge. By deep meditation and 
contemplation in mind leaving all else, he becomes a true 
devotee and enjoys His bliss remaining in ecstacy and 
happiness. This is the highest stage of God-realisation and 
is also called Dasam Duar the tenth opening. 

There are a few commentaries available on Kahitt

Swayyas in Punjabi, but are as difficult to understand as the 
original text. One by Bhai Sewa Singh is easy to understand 
and is written in very simple language. The one by Sant 
Sampuran Singh Ph.D. is good but has been written in a 
scholarly manner which makes its understanding hard, it is 
named Sidhant Bodhni which means 'Understanding of 
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Doctrine'. I believe there is one by Pandit Narayan Singh, 
published by Jawahar Singh Kirpal Singh Amritsar but I could 
not find it. Akali Kaur Singh also made an index (Tatkara) 
of this great work. Although English Translation of Va~ by 
Dr. Jodh Singh and Hymns from Bhai Gurdas's Compositions 
by Gobind Singh Mansukhani are available, nothing is 
available on Kabitt-Swayyas. Your most humble servant, with 
the Grace of Satguru and best wishes of all lovers of spiritual 
literature, has attempted to bring you an English translation 
of this great work of Bhai Gurdas. Since Bhai Gurdas's 
composition is in Braj Bhasha and no Braj-English dictionary, 
is available, attempt has been made to find suitable words 
by searching Punjabi equivalents and then translating them 
in English . Many mistakes must have been made and I most 
humbly apologize for that and request all the readers to send 
me their comments and suggestions for its improvement. 

13 December, 2004 
5235 Sterling Trace Ct. 
Lilburn, Ga 30047. 
Ph. : 770-931-8337 
E-mail : puris@bellsouth.net 

-Shamsher Singh Puri 
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(7..f?;-r 4 4 9} 

God Almighty has entrusted this task to ignorant Nanak. 
(And he has blessed me, a fool to perform this service) 

0, Satguru, my True Father, with your blessings, 
I set out on this task of English Translation of 

Kabitt-Swayye of Bhai Gurdas Ji. 
Bless me with knowledge and 
ability to accomplish this sewa. 

I have only your patronage and hand of potection 
on my head. 
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otf~ta Hi~.{~~ QJd€ 1H tft 
Kabitt Swayye Bhai Gurdas Ji 

(Text in Gurmukhi and Roman along with English Translation) 

fuJOT 
~ YOl:f ~. W>l-r l{t Hf.3QJa ~II 
UR" UIC w ~, ~cP>f~ ~ Hfi:J 119.11 

Sortha 
Ad(i) purakh ades, onam sri sat(i)gur charan. 
Ghat ghat ka parves, ek enek bibek sas(i).1. 

My Supplication to Ad(i) Purakh (Primordial Lord), salutation 
in the holy feet of the True Guru (who is the embodiment 
of the Lord) 

Like moon, who though one, resides everywhere and in 
everyone and yet remains one . 

.... 
~ 

~ JF Hfd~d -eao, »f1fu' !:JOlf ~II 
~ ~ fri"Cf 'RfiJ I UfZ' U{C w ~ 11~11 

Dohra 
Onam sri sat(i)gur charan, ad(i) purakh a.des. 
Ek anek bibek sas(i), gha{ ghat ka paroes.2. 

Salutation in the holy feet of Satguru, the embodiment of 
glorious Waheguru who is the Primeval Lord. He is like moon, 
who though one is present everywhere and yet remains one. 
Quintessence : A True Guru (Satguru) is embodiment of God 
who is effulgent in everything, yet remains one. My salutation 
to Him. 

21 
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~ 
UJZ UJZ qr ~I RH lJfu CRTa" 0 ~ II 
m m at:r "Afa", w ~ ~11 
>wft Hfu })@' »f3" I y3" ya- ~ Yi'> fu;}f II 

>wft ~~.~Ji)~ W>H 11~119.11 

Chhaild 
Gba/ ghat ka parves, ses paih kahat na avui. 
lVet(iJ n.et(i) kaih net(O, hr!d haridf;an gavai. 
Ad(i) madh(iJ ar(u) ant, hute hut hai pun honam. 
Ad(i) punllih(u) c1des, cha.rem srl sat(i)gur oncmi.].1. 

Wabeguru (Lord) who is all-pervading and whose extent 
cannot be defined even by Sheshnag (a mythological serpent 
with thousand heads), 

Whose praises Ved, Bhats and all others have been singing 
since eons and yet say-not this, not even this. 

Who was there in the beginning, in between era and will 
remain in future, 

My supplication to Him through the holy feet of the True 
Guru in which He is totally effulgent. 
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..... 
ffiJOT 

~ »IB<i ~, ))iQlH nRfld >'>f*3" qJQ' II 

Hfdajd oioq ~' ~ ~-~ lJBll 

Sortha 
Ahigat(i) alakh abbev, agam apar anant gur. 
Sat(i)gur Nanak dev, purbrab?n puran-brahm.4. 

Eternal, imperceptible, fearless, beyond reach, illimitable, 
infinite and destroyer of the darkness of ignorance 

Waheguru (Lord) who is transcendental and immanent in 
the form of Guru Nanak Dev . 

.... 
~ 

»rdl}f »fUTa' ~ QJa-, ~ ~ ~ II 

~ ~ ~. Hf3C2.Jd (')T(')q ~IP-HI 

Dohra 
Agam apar anm:lt gur, abigat(i) alakb abhev. 
Piirbrahm puran hrahm, sat(i)gur Nanak dev.5. 

Satgur (True Gum) Nanak Dev the immanent form of God, 
is the embodiment of formless God, who is imperishable, 
beyond description, inaccessible, illimitable, infinite and 
destroyer of darkness of ignorance. 
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~ 
Rfdli)d ~ ~' ~ ffi 'RS ~II 
O't! ~ fumfre', OTOT oroITo qJ7i ~ II 

Bn m-rrftr ))fOTTftr I 'flTQ" frart'o ~ 11 
>iffsoTf3' ))f1?Cf ~, ))f01}f >mrrfi.ffg ~ 11 El I ~I I 

Chhant 
Sat(i)gur Nanak dev, dev devi sahh dbiaoeh. 
Nad bad bismad, rag ragan(i) gun gaveh. 
Surm samadh(i) agadh(i), sadh sangat(i) sapranpar. 
Ahigat(i) alakh abhev, agam agmit(i) apranpar.6.2. 

All gods and goddesses contemplete on True Guru, Guru 
Nanak Dev. They along with minstrels of heaven sing his 
praises to the accompaniment of musical instruments 
producing ecstatic music. 

Saints and holy men in his company (Guru Nanak) go in 
deep meditation and state of nothingness, 

And get absorbed in the eternal, imperceptible, infinite, 
fearless, and inaccessible Lord (Satguru). 
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HoOT 
traf}l"Qf ii'fu ~, traH Hfu fHR? ii'fu Hfu" I I 

"' 
~ >1ef3fu >)f<')'l.f , traH 33' 33'fu ~ 11::; 11 - "' 

Sortha 
.fup,mag jot( i) sarJ,p, param jot(i) mil(i)jot(i) maih. 
Adbhut atih(i) anup, param tat tateh mi/io. 7. 

The light eternal of Guru Nanak Dev melded into the light 
of Guru Angad Dev who acquired effulgence like the former. 
With the light of Guru Nanak coalescing with that of Guru 
Angad Dev Ji, the latter became wondrous in form and 
beyond words of praise . 

.... 
~ 

traH "ffi3 fHfg Rf3" Hfu", HOTHOT Rf3" ~ II 
= 

traH 33" 33fu fiITTW. ~ ))ffufu )){Qll lltll 

Do bra 
Param jot(i) mil(i)jot(i) maih, jagrnagjot(i) santp. 
Param tat tateh milio, adbhut atih(i) anftp.8. 

Light supreme (Guru Nanak Dev Ji) melded in Guru Angad 
Dev's light who himself became light divine. Truth of Guru 
Nanak merged with the essence of Guru Angad transforming 
him into astonishing form. 
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~ 
~ ~ ))f(')l[, Oll ~ ~ lPOH II 

- = = 
iilO >ffirR" fi.fIB" »fur iraT I fiffg iraT ~ 11 

~ CfW ~, Ff3' mfa" fur li3° Hfu II = = ... 
tiOfHOT Hfu 'ffiTU Hfu I fHf5 ffi3" Hfu Hfu II~ II~ 11 = 

Chhailt 
Adhbut atih( i) ani1p, rap paras kai paras. 
Gur A i1gad mil(i) ang sarig, mi/(i) scing udbaras. 
Akal kala bha1pii.r, sutra gat(O ot pot maih. 
jag mag jot( i) sarilp jot(i), mil(i) jot(i) jot( i) maih .9 .3. 

Guru Angad coming in contaC[ with Guru Nanak the 
philosopher-stone, became a philosopher-s[one himself. His 
form too became wondrous. 

Becoming inseparable from Guru Nanak, Lehna Ji became 
Guru Angad and then whosoever came in touch with him 
(Guru Angad) was liberated. 

Guru Angad Ji integrated himself like warp and weft with 
Guru Nanak, the possessor of Divine power of the Lord. 

Ligh[ merged with light so much that whosoever came in 
contact with light embodiment (Guru Angad), became 
resplendent too. 
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HaOT 
~~~.~~~mrt"ll 
Hf d(!Jd })f}fd" l[OPlf, f>ITTP>ffi@" ~ ~ 11 9 o II 

Sortha 
A1imrit drisat(i) niuas, anmrit bachan anhad sabad. 

Sat(i)guramarpmgc1s, mil(t) anmrit arimrit hhae. 10. 

In the divine glimpse of Guru Amar Das dwells the elixir 
of life. (On whomsoever he casts his look, he makes him 
immortal). His elixir-like words are like unstruck music. 

Resplendent True Guru Amar Das Ji became elixir-like after 
meeting Guru Angad Dev Ji. He now makes others calm and 
immortal. 

..... 
~ 

~ W<'i ~ mrt", »ff>@"~~ II 
fi.fft.s' ~ ~ ~, H Fa ~a »fHO l[OPR 119 911 

Dohra 
Anmrit bachan anhad sabad, anmrit drisaf(i) niuas. 
Mil( i) arimrf.t cnimrit bhae, sat(i)gur amar pragas, 11. 

Meditating on unstruck melodious Divine Word, the sight and 
utterances of Guru Amar Das Ji, started showering elixir of 
life. 

Meeting Guru Angad Dev Ji, elixir-like cool, tranquil and 
granter of emancipation, Satgur Amar Das too became the 
same. 
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~ 
Hfdqjd ~ l{OPH, 3'TT1 ~ ~:I 
CfTH-(l)T}f ~, traH lit! 'RUH ~ 11 

CfJOHfu fITTr Birfu', 'FfTQ' irarf3" t?it1 ))f'ffi')' 11 

~~~' ~!flf ~ t{Of'l1<'> 11 9~11811 

Chhailt 
Sat(i)gur amar pragas, tas charnamrit pii.uai. 
Kiim-nam nihkii.m, parmn pad sahaj samavai. 
Gu.rmu.kh(i) sandh(i) sugaiidh(i), sadh sangat(i) nU asan. 
Arimrit drisf(i) nivas, anmrit mukh bachan pragasan. J 2.4. 

Satgur Amar Das Ji who is light refulgent, whosoever partakes 
nectar-like wash of his feet, 

Becomes free from all desires is absorbed in high state of 
spirituality and equipoise. 

By the fragrance of Naam Simran of Guru Amar Das Ji, the 
Guru's obedient seeker finds stability in the company of holy 
men and Lord's devotees. 

In the elixir-like vision of Guru Amar Das lies the nectar of 
life and his words provide elixir-like luminance of Naam of 
the Lord. 
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ffiror 
~ fmrH, qJ0 ~ QJO!ffu" Hfu fi1m' II 

~ d'l13T O'lf, Ol}f 7)l}f ~ ~ II 9:311 

Sortha 
Brahnicisan bisram, gur hi.Jae gurmukh(i) sandb(i) mi/(i). 

Gurmukh(i) ramta Ram, Ram nlim gurmukh(i) bhae.13. 

Satguru who resides in rvaheguru (Brahm),. meeting such 
Guru-conscious person (Guru Amar Das), and becoming one 
with him he too acquired all traits of Guru. 

Through the blessings of Naam Simran of the principal Guru 
Satguru (Amar Das Ji), Guru Ram Das Ji too became prime 
Guru. 

..... 
~ 

qJO ~ ~ Afu fi.ITT?, ~ fulrH JI 

QJ}f (')T}f ~ ~. ~ ~ QJ}f 119811 

Dohra 
Gur bhae gurmukh(i) smidh(t) mil(i), hrahmasan hisram. 
Ram nam gurmukh(i) hhae, Gunnukh(i) ramtii Ram.14. 

In the association of prime Guru (Guru Amar Das Ji) he too 
became Guru and found refuge in the holy feet of the Lord. 

The Guru-conscious person whose name is Ram Das, by 
perpetual meditation on Lord's name, became Guru-oriented 
and virtuous (Satguru). 
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~ 
~ QH3T ~. (')l}f ~ l{dlc•FEG 11 

~ ~ qrcr ~ fwwci>, QJQ ~ O(iJifuG 11 

w ffi3" fiITT? w Rf3" I ffiJTifOT ~ ~ II 
~ OH3T ~I irfu ~ft.ITT;)~ qFJ II <=t ttll 411 

Chhant 
Gumwkh(i) ramtZi Ram. narn gurmukh(i) prag{aeo. 
Sabad surat(i) gur gian. dhian, gui· guru kahaeo. 
Dip jot(i) m.i!(iJ dip jot(i), jagmap, aiitar(i) u.r. 
G1mn11kh( i) mm ta Ram, sa1i.db(i) gurmukh( i) mil( i) hhae gur. J 5. 5. 

Through God-conscious Guru Amar Das Ji and by the 
blessing of meditation on His name, the virtuous Ram Das 
emerged as Guru Ram Das (slave of the Lord). 

Because of knowledge of Guru Sbahad and consciously 
uniting with Him, Guru Ram Das became known as principal 
Guru. 

The flame of a beacon lights up another lamp. 

Thus Guru Ram Das became principal Guru through the 
blessings of Simran of Lord's name and his association with 
Guru Amar Das Ji. 
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Boor 
»rfu ~ fumfre' I ~ ~ Q]O fwi Hfq aif3" II 
))fTfu" UCJH ~. »fa"-~ o ~II C\Ell 

Sortha 
Ad( i) ant bismad. phal drum gur sikb sandh(l) gat( i J. 

Ad(i) param parrnadW, mit anatit na janiai.16. 

Just as the puzzle of seed and tree as to who came first is 
strange and perplexing, similarly strange is understanding the 
meeting of Guru and Sikh. This mystery of the beginning and 
end is beyond comprehension. Lord is beyond, away and 
infinite. 

~ 
GB"~ q]O flitf Afl1 orf3', ~ ~ fmn.rt 11 

~ ~ () ~. rn1fu trO}f ~ llC\.911 

Dohra 
Pbaf drum gur sikh sandh(i) gat(i), tid(i) ant hismad. 
Arit anaiit n.a janiai, ad(i) param parmad(i). 17. 

Guru Ram Das caused the meeting of Guru and Sikh in the 
same wondrous way of fruit and tree. That perspective is 
infinite and no one can understand it. It is beyond, away 
and still away out of the reach of mortals. 
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~ 
>wfu lf(J}f tfd'H1ft, ~ f>.ITT? ~ ~ yf?) 11 

Hf~rnfo ~ HWfu, ?>Tt! Rfa3r m Bfo" 11 
Odllfo '83' ~ ~, BB QfflJfu Q]7) ITh3HO 11 

'a1H ?>'l-flrawfu ~, QJCJ 3' tI@ ~ II qt II e II 

Chhaiit 
A.d(i) param parmad(i), nad mil(i) nad sahad dhun(iJ. 
Salilah(i) salil samae, nad sarita sagar sun(i). 
Narpat(i) sut nrip hot, jot(i) gurmukh(i) gun gai_jan. 
Ram nam pai-·sad(O bhae, gur te gur(u) arjan.18.6. 

Just as the sound of musical instruments melds with the 
words (of song/hymns), similarly Guru Ram Das and Guru 
Arjan became indistinguishable. 

Just as the river water becomes inseparable from the water 
of the ocean, Guru Arjan became one with Guru Amar Das 
by engrossing himself in his precepts and following them 
obediently. 

Just as son of a king becomes king, similarly Guru Atjan born 
as son to Guru Ram Das became an enlightened soul by 
singing the eulogies of Lord-a boon blessed to him by 
Satguru. 

By the grace of Guru Ram Das, Arjan Dev succeeded him 
as Guru Arjan Dev. 
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fRJor 
~ ~ fuircf, »f1'lP" »flU 1{0T1R ~ 11 

(l)l}f Bfu l@" ~. ~ ~ ~ ll9tll 

Sortha 
PU.ran brahm bibek, apa ap pragas hue. 
Nam doe prahh ek, gur Gobind bakhaniai.19. 

Being supreme conscious and knowledgeable; it seems God 
Himself has descended as light divine in the form of Guru 
Hargobind. 

One may hold them (Guru Hargobind) and Gobind different 
due to their names, but in reality, God Himself has appeared 
in the form of Hargobind. 

~ 
»PW ))ftl.f ~ yfu', ~ ~ ~ II 
~ "ffi'M! ~. OTH '§fu l@" ~ ll~oll 

Dohra 
Apa ap pragas hue, puran brahm bibek. 
Gur Gobind bakhaniai, Nam doe prabh ek.20. 

Guru Hargobind the enlightened is manifest of Lord. He is 
granter of spiritual knowledge. Guru and Gobind are just two 
separate names, but in reality it is Lord Himself who is 
manifest. 
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&ra 
O'H ~ 1.{3" ~. ~ ~ 6Ja 1el II 

))flfu" ~ QJO Of}{, ~ ~ ~ [J 

ma- qra- ufu ~. iffl?) ofu wfu ~ [J 
~ ~ ~. l{dTG yfu ~ })fTlR) 11~911.?ll 

Chhant 
Nam doe prabh ek, tek gunnukh(l) fhal.m7.f. 
Ad(iJ hhae gw· nam, dutia Gobind baefai. 
Har(i) gur har(i) Gobind, rachan rach(i) thap(i) uthapan. 
Pllran brahm bibek, praga( hue Ci.pa apan.21.7. 

Guru and Gobind though are two different names, in reality 
He himself is refulgent. Sikhs ever in attendance of Guru has 
this strong belief that, first He was called Guru Atjan and 
then he gave this honour of Guruship to Hargobind. God 
Lord is Guru Arjan Himself and then He Himself became 
Hargobind. The Omnipotent Lord who created the cosmos, 
established it and has singular authority of destroying it; it 
seems He Himself has taken the form of Hargobind to reveal 
all knowledge about Himself. 
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Fraor 
fum.rrBfu fum.rt!, '1')1H'edt'I fo ~ O'l'8 11 

»fTfu" yal:f 'lfOHTfu, ~ ~ rl" 11~~11 

Sortha 
Bismadah(i) bismad, ascharjah(i) ascharaj gat(O. 
Ad(iJ purakb parmad(i). adbl:mt paramadbbttt bbae.22. 

God-manifest Satguru's play is ecstatic and blissful, astonishing 
beyond astonishment, unimaginably wondrous, and amazing 
beyond perception. 

~ 
'l')IH'edt'lfo ~Olfo, fum.rrBfu~tl 

~~~' )){Tftryal:t'~ 11~~11 

Dohra 
Aschai:jah(i) ascharaj gat(i), bismadah(i) bismad. 
Adbbut paramadbhut bhae, ad(i) purakb parmad(i).23. 

(Describing the wondrous state of Gum who is immanent 
form of the Lord), we have reached the awesome of awesome 
state, in the most enrapturing ecstatic state, wonderfully 
strange condition of transcendence seeing the magnificence 
of the Lord who is the beginning of the cosmos, who is 
beyond this beginning, beyond and still beyond. 
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" ~ 
>iPfu Y'O"tf ~, ~ ill1 oTlJ ~ II 
fuRfz ~ ))fHlJOff, !fOfa' Hf:3' ~ ~ II 

" BOT ~ crifu furwo ??U ()jt ~ ~ II 
AfH Afa" qfu oH oH olOTI'3C!Jo ~ II~ 81lt: II 

Chhailt 
Ad( i) purakh pamu"id(i), svad rns gandh agochar. 
Drisat(i) daras aspars, surat(i) mat(i) sahad manochar. 
Log bed gat(i) gian lakhe nahi alakh abheva. 
Net(i) net(i) kar(i) narno namo nam sat(i)gur deva.24.8. 

Primordial Lord (God) has no beginning. He is beyond and 
still farther. He is free of such mundane worldly pleasures 
like taste, desires and fragrances. 

He is beyond vision, touch, reach of mind, intelligence and 
words. 

The imperceptible and unattached Lord cannot be known by 
study of Vedas and through other earthly knowledge. 

Satguru who is embodiment of Lord and inhabits His divine 
radiance is infinite. Thus, he is worthy of salutation and 
obeisance in all the three times-past, present and future. 
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toHO ~ ul Bfu" cit o Bfu mtt, 
~ITT o "§fu ~. Hfa" }to H8 ~11 
Bafu x 0 '!JOf3' ~ fu>W<r> H- o fulwQ araq, 
ftrr>.rn H- 0 ftrr>.rn ~, m H- o m ~ 11 

til<ttf ~ tffirtt"' OTa1.i ~ ~ ~' 
of3' H 0 of3' ~' l(fo Qfa l(fo ~ II 

~ ~. ftn:l'H fuRH' 
~ ~. )){fo" )){fo" ~ lltll 

Darsan dekhat hi sudh(i) ki na sudh(i) rahi, 
hudb(i) ki na budh(i) rahi, mat(i) mai na mat(i) hai. 

Sumt(i) mai na surat(i) au dhian mai na dbian(u) rabio, 
gian mai na gian rahio, gat(i) mai n.a gat(O hai. 

Dbiraj ko dhiraj, garb ko garb(u) gaio, 
rat(i) mai na rat( i) rabi, pat(i) rat(i) pat(i) bai 

Adbhut 
ascbary'ai 

parmadbhut, 
as char;~ at(i) 

bismai 
at(i) 

hisam, 
hai.9. 

A glimpse of (Satguru) left me bereft of all my consciousness, 
senses, intelligence, cleverness and all other considered 
wisdom of the world. 

I lost my awareness, attachment of mind with insignificant 
matters, desires to acquire base or futile ego inflating 
knowledge and other worldly predicaments. 

My patience was lost and so was my vanity. There was no 
life in me and I was bereft of my existence even. 

The glimpse of Satguru is capable of amazing one with 
wondrous feelings. These are astonishing and marvellous and 
there is no end to this amazement. 

Quintessence: He (Paramatma) is so wondrous and 
marvellous that with just one glimpse of the Satguru (Lord) 
I lost my conscious, my ego, my intelligence and was happily 
surprised. 
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-emf 'A'W<1> ~ HHtfo ~ ~ atr, 

~ ~ !f ~. >'103" o ~II 
~ ~ ~ ~ $ M.3-, 
~ ~ ~ wtit, 3"1Ul 1Wi ~II 
~ ~ 'RHRfu ~ ~ ~' 
lft ~ ~ tffir, mrr ~ wrn 11 

fo50 ~ 1J10 gra 0 ~ cm, 
~ ~ ;:rrfu, ~ H- HWffiucto11 

Dasam sathan ke saman(i) kau.n bhaun .kahon, 
gurmukh(i) pavai su tau, anat na pavaI. 

Unmani jot(i) pa(antar dljai kaun jot(i), 
daia kai dikhavai jahl, tr1.hi ban(i) avai. 

Anhad nad samsar(i) nad blid kaun, 
Sri guri~ sunavai jahe, soi liv Laval. 

Nijhar apar dhar tul(i) na anmrit ras, 
apio piavai jahe, tahi rnai samauai.10. 

What other place of mystic abode can I say than the tenth 
concealed opening of a human being? Only the Guru
conscious person can reach it by the grace of True Guru by 
meditating on His name. 

What light can be equated with the radiance one receives 
at che time of spiritual enlightenment? 

What melodious musical sound can be equal to the 
melodious unscruck musical sound of divine word ? 

There is no other elixir capable of making one immortal than 
the one that flows perpetually in the concealed opening 
(Dasam Duar) of a human being. And one who is blessed 
by the Trne Guru (Satguru) to receive this elixir of 
immortality obtains it by His grace. 

Quintessence : The stage where one reaches with deep 
meditation and Guru's blessing, is wonderful and mystic. The 
recipient of such a grace of Satguru lives in a state of 
perpetual ecstasy, wonder, bliss and indescribable happiness. 
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QJa f'Rl:f ftfu nra-. mR- recr mri- mri-. 
fs 3' ~, ~ tPfu 6ila ·~sl II 

~-~ }{tr w fulr-~ a-... = t ..... • 

ttaTHOT Mg ~ Bfu ~II 
BOG-~ ill, mra OfUTG ~. 
O"l'e" ~ ~, ))fOJ3" ~ ~II 

~ r~rnaf t'13 >if(') d'H' afu3" ~' 
~ ))NTO l:PO ~ ~ 119.9.11 

Gur sikh sandh(i) mile, bis ik is is, 

it te ulangh(i), u t Jae thahravat. 

Charam-dt·ist( i) mund, pekhai dib-drisa f(i) kai, 
jagmag jot(i) unmani sudh(i) pavai. 

Surat(i) sankochat hi, bajar kapat kho/(i), 
Nad bad parai, anbat !iv lavai. 

Bachan bisarjit an ras rahit hue, 
nijhar apar dhar apio piavai.11 . 

Meeting with Guru, a sikh receives the Lord's word to 
meditate upon and by his untiring and resolute efforts 
become one with Him. He frees himself from the worldly 
matters and lives in harmony in the realm of the Lord. 

He shuts his eyes from mundane worldly attractions and lives 
in the spiritual wisdom that helps him feel His presence in 
everything. 

Weaning his thoughts away from the worldly attractions, his 
doors of ignorance are opened; he is distracted from all 
sources of worldly pleasures and he gets engrossed in 
listening to celestial songs and music . 

Renouncing the worldly matters and shedding all attachment 
with worldly pleasures, he drinks deep the elixir that flows 
continuously in his (Dasam Duar) the celestial door of the 
body. 
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~ ~ )){()-Off lJfi:r' 3{J ~ mft i{H (J!J' 

~ ~ )){TO ftp,flo, ))fTftf »fTY mft ~ 11 

~ ~ )){TO fup)ro' 3{J ~ 0 ))fQ':;rt3}f forwo' 
~ ~ (')!€" Wt!, o ~ ~II 
~ ~ ~ Wtr, Bfu 5fu o ))f3aa1fa, 
~~-n~.w~~-n~11 
Hfu a1.f Hfa 01H, HfE q]'d forwo ft:p;ro, 

~ ~ ~ ~. ~ ~ ~ 119~1] 

]au !au an-ras bas(i), tau lau nahi prem ras(u), 
]au Lau an dhiii.n, ap(i) ap( u) nahi dekhiai. 

}au lau an gian, tau !au na adhyatam giiin, 
}au tau nad bad, na anahad bisekh'iai. 

}au !au ahan budh(i), sudh(i) hoe na antargat( i), 

]au !au na lakhavai, tau !au alakh na lekhiai. 

Sat(i) rap sat(i) nam, sat(i) gur gian dhian, 
Ek hi anek mek, ek ek hhekhiai.12. 

So long a human being remains absorbed in worldly 
attractions and pleasures, he cannot know Love. So long his 
attention is focused on something else, he cannot realize self. 

(Renouncing Lord) as long as one is busy acquiring 
knowledge of mundane worldly things, he remains bereft of 
spiritual wisdom. A:5 long as one remains involved in worldly 
pleasures one cannot hear the unstruck celestial music of 
divine word. 

A:5 long as one remains proud and arrogant, one cannot 
realise self. Till such time True Guru does not initiate a person 
with the boon of Lord's name and propitiate the Lord, one 
cannot realise the 'formless God'. 

The knowledge of Almighty lies in the consecrating words 
of the True Guru that leads one to reality of His name and 
form. By uniting his mind with His name, the Lord who 
prevails in various forms gets revealed. 
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'('5"l'(')T fi..JJWO l.[T7)) ~ ru\"1(') j f e ~ t 
Jffi:fd ffi31r -aR r d'Ror ~ ~ 11 

~ ~ )){g Hlffi Bofu ~. 
far>wo ~ fRHa7>, >Mf>f3' ~~II 
~ !fOfu' l)ffi1JdH I ~ araf <'>£, 

~ lj"g ~. ~ ~ lJTET ~II 

QJO>ff3' 'Rf3(')1}f fH>ra3" RG5 ~' 
~ HgO yfo, Bf<;"~~ 119.~ll 

Nana mtstan pan, bahu bii:Zjnad(i) svad, 
sinchat sarab ras, rasna kahai hai. 

Drisaf(i) daras ar(u) sabad sumt(i) liv, 

gian dhian simran, amit barjai hai. 

Sakal surat(i) asparas, au rag nad, 
budh(i) bat bachan, bibek {ek pai hai. 

Gurmat(i) sat(i)nam simrat saphal hoe, 
bolat madhur dhun(i), sun(i) sukhdai hai.13. 

Tongue that enjoys many for111s of sweet and savoury foods, 
drinks and is relisher of all the tastes is called gustation. Eyes 
see good and bad, beautiful and ugly and is therefore known 
as vision power. Ears for their ability to hear all sorts of 
sounds, melodies etc. are called hearing power. With the use 
of all these faculties, one obtains knowledge of various 
things, focuses one's mind in meaningful thoughts and earns 
worldly respect. 

The skin brings awareness of things through touch. 
Enjoyment of music and songs, intellect, strength, speech and 
dependence on discrimination is the boon of the Lord. 

But all these senses of knowledge are useful if a person 
obtains the boon of Guru's wisdom, dwells his mind in the 
name of the Immortal Lord and sings the sweet paeans of 
the Lord's name. Such tune and melody of His name is 
bestower of bliss and happiness. 
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it>f OH mH ~ ~ 'fran.r 0 ~I 
~~Hlo~o-Hfu~~ll 

~ FtPwn Hf3' }r, o-~ 'ffiit ~, 
~ fu!J1:f ~, 1..['0 6 f ~Jdl6 ~ II 
fHfg ~ 'aTf3' i'{>f 0 ~ ;:roT t 
Hfo ~ tf3oT HfJ ~~~II 
}f10H ttOlf fq:crr t fro ~ ~ Mo, 

Prem ras bas(i) hue patang smigam na ;anai, 
birah bichhoh min hoe na mar(i) Jane bai. 

Daras dhian fot(i) mai, na hue joti smup, 
charan bimukh hoe, pran thaihrane bai. 

Mil(i) hichhrat gat(i) prem na birah Jani, 
min au patang mohe dekhat lajane hai. 

Manas Janam(u) dhrig( u), dhann( u) hai trigad jon( iJ. 
kapat saneh deb, narak na mane hai.14. 

In order to become one with my dear beloved, I, a deceitful 
lover, not possessed by his love, did not learn from a moth 
how to die in separation from him, nor did I learn from fish 
how to die in the separation of beloved. 

And here I am who is not making any effort to merge in 
my Lord by keeping his refulgence in my heart; and yet with 
all this recalcitrance , I am alive. 

I have not understood the intensity of love and consequence 
of death as is in the case of a moth and flame or fish and 
water, and therefore both moth and fish feel ashamed of my 
fraudulent love. 

Being a deceitful friend, my human life is damnable, whereas 
the reptilian species are worth appreciation for the ir love of 
their beloveds like the moth and fish . Because of my 
fraudulent love I will not even get a place in hell. 
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Gurmukh(i) sukh phal svad bismad at(i), 
akath katha hinod kahit na avai. 

Gtmnukh(i) sukh phal gmidh paramadhhut, 
sital komal parsat ban(i) avai. 

Gunnukh( i) sukb phal mahimil agadh0) bodh, 
gur sikh saridh(i) mile a/akh lakhavai. 

Gurmukh(i) sukh phal mig ang kot(i) sohha, 
nwia kai dikhauai so to anat na dbc1vai.15. 

The spiritual happiness of a devout Sikh of Guru who 
meditates on Lord's name, the bliss and his spiritual 
happiness is wonderful beyond explanation. 

The peace and joy of a Guru-conscious person diffuses 
wonderful fragrance. Its tranquility and softness can only be 
realised when it is relished. There is no limit of the divine 
peace and wisdom of such a Guru-oriented person. It can 
be understood best when a Sikh becomes one with his Guru. 

One who is a devout Sikh of Gum, the glory of his spiritual 
knowledge gets reflected in eve1y limb of his body umpteen 
times. Eve1y trichome of his body becomes alive with divine 
effulgence. 

By His grace, whosoever is shown this state of spiritual bliss, 
he does not wander about anywhere. 
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Ulaf(i) pavan man min ki chapal gat(i), 
sat(i)gur p arche param pad pae hai. 

Sur sar sokh(i), pokh(i) som sar puran kai, 
handhan dai mrit sar apia piae hai. 

Ajrah(i) jar(i), mar(i) amreh bhrat(i) chha(l(i), 
asthir kandh hans anat na dhae hai. 

Adai ad(i) nadai nad(i) salilai salil mil(i), 
Brahmai brahm mil(i) sahaj(i) samae hai.16. 

By practicing Naam Sirnran (meditation on Lord's name) one 
can turn the wind-like wayward mind into sharp and swift 
movement of fish. Developing association with the word of 
True Guru, one attains noble state. 

Nectar of life (blissful peace) is obtained only by meditation.* 

By burning away the indestructible ego and by killing the 
imperishable mind, leaving all doubts and suspicions, those 
who stabilise their body, their life-force finds a direction. 

As the space merges with space, air with air and water mixes 
up with its source, so does the life-force integrates with the 
radiance of the Lord and supreme bliss is experienced. 

* Bhai Gurdas Ji has used the Yogic practice of raising the dormant divine 
power by exercising control over the breathing in Trha, Ping/a and Sukbnzana. 
!rha is believed to be a vein on the right side of the spine while Ping/a is on 
the left side of the spine. Both end up in their respective nostril. Sukbmana 
is one that runs through the spine right upto the tenth opening (Dasam 
Duar ). The control of breath through lrha and Pingf.a and forcing it through 
Sukhmana opens up the Dasam Duar. 
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Chirankal manas janam nirmol(u) pae, 
saphal janam gur chamn saran kai. 

Lochan amol gur daras amoi dekhe, 
Sravan amol gur bachan dharan kai 

Nii.ska amof chamarbind basna kai, 
rasna amol gur mantra simran kai. 

Hasat amol gurdev sev kai saphaf, 
Charan amoi pardachhana karan kai.17. 

After wandering many births, this human life is obtained. But 
this birth becomes successful only when one takes the refuge 
in the holy feet of a True Guru. 

Eyes are invaluable only when they see a glimpse of the Lord 
through the form of Satguru. Ears are fruitful if they listen 
to the precepts and command of Satguru attentively. 

Nostrils are worthy only when they smell the fragrance of 
the dust of Satguru 's lotus-feet. The tongue becomes 
invaluable when it recites the word of the Lord given as 
consecration by Satguru Ji. 
Hands are invaluable only when they involve in the comfort
giving service of Satguru and feet become precious when 
they ever stroll about in the vicinity of Satguru. 
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Daras dhian dib-drisat(i) pmgas bhai, 
karuna katachb dib deh parviin hai. 

Sahad surat(i) Liv bajar kapar khule, 
prem ras rasan kai ai:Zmrlt nidhan hai. 

Charan kamal makrm:Zd basna subas, 
hasat pz~ja pranam saphal sugian hai. 

Ang arig bisam srabang mai samiie bhae, 
Man mansii thakat brahm dhiii.n hai.18. 

Focusing mind on the form of True Guru, one is enlightened 
with celestial vision of knowledge. By the grace of True Guru, 
the human form acquires Godly refulgence making its 
coming to this world a success. 

Concentrating the mind on rhe divine word, the rock strong 
doors of ignorance become ajar. The acquisition of 
knowledge then blesses one with the treasure of Lord's name. 

The touching and feeling of the dust of True Guru's feet 
enlivens the fragrance of Lord's name in the mind. Involving 
the hands in His prayer and service, one is blessed with trne 
and real spiritual knowledge. 

Thus every trichome of a person becomes glorious and he 
merges with the light divine. All his vices and desires end 
and his mind dwells in the love of Lord's feet. 
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Gurmukh(i) sukh-phai at(i) ascbaraj-mai, 
Herat hirane an dhian bisrane bai. 

Gurmukh(i) sukh-pbal gmidh ras bisam hue, 
an ras basna biliis na bitane hai. 

Gurmukh(i) sukh-phetl adbhut asthan, 
mrit-maiu;laf asthal na lubhane hai. 

Gurmukh(i) sukh-phal sangat(i) milap dekh(i), 
An gian dhian sabh nii-as kar(i) Jane hai.19. 

The contentment that a devout Sikh gets from meditating on 
His name is so mystical that he (Gursikh) forgets all other 
worldly pleasures. 

With the fragrance of spiritual peace Guru-conscious person 
lives in a state of bliss and forgets all other worldly 
enjoyments. 

Those who live in the conscious presence of True Guru live 
in a state of perpetual bliss. The perishable pleasures of the 
destructible world entice and attract them no more. 

In the company of spiritually elevated souls and seeing their 
state of ecstacy of uniting with the Lord, they consider all 
other wisdom and attractions of the world as worthless. 
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Gurmukh(i) sukh-phal daia kai dikhavai jahe, 
tahe an mp rang dekhe nahi bhavai. 

Gurmukh(i) sukh-phal maia kai chakhavai jahe, 
tahe an-ras nahtn rasna hitavai. 

Gurmukh(i) sukh-phal agauh gabavai jahe, 
sarab nidhii.n parsan kau na dhavai. 

Gurmukh(i) sukh-phal a!akh lakhavai jahe, 
akath katha binod vahi ban(i) avai.20. 

One who is blessed by Satguru with spiritual wisdom, he 
does not like to see any other form or attraction. Nothing 
else can give tranquillity and peace to such a blessed person. 

One who is blessed with spiritual pleasure by the True Guru, 
he does not relish any other pleasures. 

A devout Sikh who is blessed with the spiritual pleasure that 
no one can reach to, he need not run after other worldly 
relishments. 

Only he who is blessed with self-realization (spiritual 
knowledge) can feel its pleasure and this cannot be 
explained. The devotee himself can only appreciate the 
pleasure of that state. 
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Sidh nath jogi jog-dbian mai na an sake, 
bed path kar(i) brahmadik na Jane hcti. 

Adhyatam gian kai na siv sankad(i) pae, 
jag bhog mai na i11J.lradik paibchane hai. 

Nam simran kai sekbadik na sankhya Jani, 
hmhmcharaj nardadik hirane hai. 

Nana avtar kai apti.r ko na par paio, 
pa.ran hrahmgur slkb man(i) mane bai.21 . 

The Supreme, absolute, true Lord whom Sidbs, ]ogis and 
Naths could not bring in their perception, who could not be 
known by Brahma and other deities despite contemplation 
of Vedas; 

The Lord who could not be realised by Shiva and four sons 
of Brahma, nor by Indra and other such deities who resorted 
to myriad yags and penances; 

Whom Shesb Naag with his thousand tongues could not 
comprehend and speak out all names of the Lord; bewildered 
by His magnificence, even the celibate sage Narad gave up 
the search out of frustration, 

About the infinitude of which Lord, Vishnu in spite of 
manifesting in so many incarnations, could know nothing. 
Satgurn manifests Him in the heart of his obedient devotee. 
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Gur updes ridai nimrata nivas jas( u). 
dhian gur mfirat(i) kai puran brabtn hai. 

Gunnukh(O sabad sumt(O unman gian. 
sahaj subhae sarbatam kai smn hai. 

I-!aumai tiUg(iJ tiagi bismad kai bairagl bbae, 
man unman /iv garunita agatim bai. 

Sukhmn asthi-U mill ek hi anek mek, 
jivan mukat(i) namo n.amo namo nam hai.22. 

The Sikh in whose heart resides the percept of Guru, and 
by focusing his mind in the holy feet of the Lord through 
Simi-an, the omnipresent Lord dwells in him; 

He who lodges the holy word of the True Guru, contemplates 
on spiritual knowledge and in the process realises that One 
Supreme Lord refulges in all, thus treats all as equals; 

He who sheds his ego and becomes an ascetic by virtue of 
Simran, yet live a detached worldly life; reaches the 
inaccessible Lord, 

He who recognises one Lord manifested in all things subtle 
and absolute; that Guru-conscious person is emancipated 
even when living a worldly life. 
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Dcirsan jot(i) na joti sanlp hue patm1g, 
Sabad surat(i) inrig jugat(i) na _lane hai. 

Charan kamal makra11d ncf. madhup gat(i), 
birah biog hue na min mar(U jane hai. 

Ek ek tek na farat hai trigad jon(i), 
chiltur chatur gun hoe na hiran.e hai. 

Pilban kathor sat(Ogttr(u) sukh sagar mai, 
sim(i) mam nam jam namk lajane hai.23. 

Like a moth, I do not sacrifice myself over the radiant glimpse 
of the True Guru, nor do 1 know the method of lodging the 
sweet music of True Guru's words as is the wont of a deer; 

Like a bumble bee mad for the nectar of lotus flower loses 
his life when the flower closes, but I have not sacrificed 
myself unto the lotus like feet of my Satgurn, nor have I 
known the pangs of separation from my Satguru like a fish 
feels when out of water; 

The living being of lower species do not backtrack their steps 
from dying for their love that is based on just one virtue. 
But I with all my wisdom do not carry any trait like these 
living beings, I do not sacrifice myself unto my True Guru 
as these creatures do; 

Satguru is ocean of peace and tranquility but I am like a stone 
(who is least influenced by any precept of the True Guru) 
despite living near Him. Hearing the name of a sinner like 
me, even the messenger of hell would feel ashamed of me. 
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Gumiat(i) sat(i) kar(i) chanchal acbal bhae, 
mahiiii ma/ miltra-dharl nirmal kine hain. 

Gurmat(i) sat(i) kar(i) jon(i) kai ajon(i) bhae, 
kal se aka/ kai amar pad dine hairi. 

Gurmat(i) sat(i) kar(i) haumai khoe hoe ren(u), 
trikuti tribeni par(i) ti.pa ap chine hai1i. 

Gumwt(i) sat(i) kar(i) baran abaran hhae, 
Bhai bhrnm nivar(O cj.ar(i) nirhhai kai tine haii~.24. 

Those frolicsome persons who toil on the name of the Lord 
with devotion and love become peaceful and tranquil. Those 
who are filled with dross become neal and clean. 

Those who practiced the consecration of True Guru saved 
themselves from the repeated bilths in the life of various 
species and achieved immortality . 

Those who toil on the Naam Si1nran of the Lord with full 
devotion and love, become humble by renouncing ego and 
crossing all hurdles merge into Him. 

They are free from caste, creed, race and colour-based social 
inequalities and becoming fearless merge with the Fearless 
Lord. 
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Gurmat(t) sat(l) kar(i) adham asadh sadh. 
Gurmat(i) sat(i) kar(i) }ant sant nam hai. 

Gurmat(i) sat(i) km{i) abibekf hue bibeki, 
Gurmat(i) sat(i) kar(i) niim nihkam hcli. 

Gurmat(O sat{i) kar(O agiani brahm-giani, 
Gurmat(ii sat(i) kar(i) sahcy bisriim /Jai. 

Gurmat(i) sat(i) kar(i) jivan mukat(i) hbae, 
Gurmat(i) sat(i) kar(i) nihchal dhii.m hai.25. 

By adopting and accepting the Guru's word as true and 
immortal, a lowly and base person can become pious. By 
concentrating on the precepts of Guru, even a lowly and 
trivial person can rise co become a holy man. 

The thoughtless and ignorant person becomes rational and 
considerate once he accepts the truth of Gum's wisdom. He 
also becomes free from all desires and wants. 

One who is wandering in the darkness of ignorance becomes 
a Brahm Gyani once he accepts the truth of Guru's wisdom 
and teachings. By practicing the teachings of Guru with full 
devotion and confidence, one reaches a state of equipoise. 

By accepting Guru's teachings as true and practicing them 
with concentration, devotion and faith, one attains salvation 
when still alive and secures a place in the higher realms of 
the Lord. 
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Gurmat(i) sat(i) kar(i) hair nirbair bhae, 
Paran hrahm gur sarah mai jii.ne hai. 

Gurmat(O sat( i) kar(i) hhed nirbhed bhae, 
dubidha bidh(i) nikhedh khed binsane hai. 

Gurmat(i) sat(i) kar(i) bais param-hans, 
gian ai:Zs bans nirgandh gai:Zdh thane hai. 

Gun nat(i) sat(i) kar(i) karam hharam khoe, 
Asa mai niras hue, bisvas ur(i) ane hai.26. 

Those who abide by Guru's teachings with faith and sincerity 
are without rancour. They carry no enmity for any one 
because they have realised His presence in everybody. 

Those who practice the teachings of the Guru are free from 
discriminatory temperament. All are alike for them. The sense 
of dualism and attitude of condemnation of others disappear 
from their mind. 

Those crow-like dross-filled persons who adopt Guru's 
wisdom as truth are able to shed all the dross and become 
clean and pious. A miniscule of spiritual knowledge help 
them spread the fragrance of the Lord like Sandalwood. 

Those who abide by the teachings of the Guru destroy all 
their doubts of rites and rituals. They become unattached 
with worldly desires and imbibe the intellect of the Guru in 
their hearts. 
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Gurmat(i) sat(i) kar(i) siribal saphaf hhae, 
Gunnat(i) sat( i) kar(iJ bans 1nai sugandh hai. 

Gu.rmat(i) sat(i) kar(i) lzanchan mant1r Mae, 
Gurmat(i) sat(i) kar(i) parkhat andb bai. 

Gurmat(i) sat(i) kar(i) kat-kfit anmrit hue, 
ka/ mai aka! bhae asthir karidh hai. 

Gurmat(i) sat(i) kar(i) jivan m:ukat bhae, 
maya mai udas Ms bandh 11i1·handh hai.27. 

Those who sincerely and faithfully follow the teachings of 
the True Guru turn into a fruit-bearing tree from a silk cotton 
tree (Simbal). That is to say'that they become worthy from 
what good for nothing they were earlier. It is like egoistic 
bamboo tree becoming humble and worthy. 

Those who toil their lives on the teachings of Guru become 
glittering like gold (those who are highly noble and piou.<-) 
from burnt out iron sludge (useless persons). The ignorants 
acquire assayer intellect and become knowledgeable. 

Those who imbibe Guru's teachings as true are filled with 
spiritual happiness shedding all the attachment with maya. 
They do not fear death any more and their body rests in the 
memory of the Lord forever. 

Such people are emancipated from the love and attachment 
of worldly pleasures despite staying and living their life-span 
in this world. 
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Sabad sumt(i) !iv gursikh sandh(i) mile, 
sas(i) ghar(i) silr(u) pi1r(i) nij ghar(i) Zle bai. 

Ula{( i) pavan man min triheni prasarig, 
trikut1 ulai?.gh(i) sukh-sagar samae hai. 

Trigu.n atlt cbaturath pad gm?.mita kai, 
nijhar apar dhc7r amia chuae hai. 

chakai chakor mar cMitrik anand-mai, 
kadlf kamal so bimal fa! chhae hai.28. 

The union of Guru and Sikh leads the Sikh to focus his mind 
on the divine word. The irha, pingla and Sukhmcma enter 
the tenth door of the Sikh making him realise himself and 
granting him spiritual peace. 

Practicing Naam Sim mn, the frolicsome mind becomes 
peaceful and crossing all hurdles gets engrossed in the realm 
of peace and tranquillity~the Dasam Duar. They are not to 
bear the torments of yogic practices. 

A practitioner of Naam detaches himself from the three
pronged influence of mammon i.e. the worldly attractions 
and reach the stage of absolute. 

Just as Chakui (Sun bird) seeing sun, Chakor (moon bird) 
seeing moon, rain bird and peacock seeing clouds get into 
wondrous stage of bliss, similarly a Gurmukh (Guru
conscious person) who practices Naam Simrcm keeps 
progressing like a lotus flower in the water. 
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Sabad surat(i) !iv gursikh sm-idb(i) mile, 
panch parpmich mite parich pardhane hai. 

Bbage bhai bharam bhed, ka! au kamm khed. 
log bed ulangb(i) udot gu r giane hai. 

Maia au hrabm smn dasam duar par(i). 
cm/Jad mr;jbw.z ha.jat ni.wJne hai. 

Un.man magan gagan jag mag jot( i), 

n!fhar apii.r dbar pam m nidhti.ne bai.29. 

With the meeting of Guru and Sikh, and engrossment of the 
latter in the divine word, he is able to counter the deceit 
of five vices- kam, krodh. lobb, moh and abankai~ The five 
virtues of Truth, Contentment, Compassion, Devotion and 
Patience become paramount in his life. 

All his doubts, fear and discriminatory feelings are destroyed. 
He is not hunted by the worldly discomforts those accrne 
from worldly activities. 

With his conscious awareness firmly lodged in the mystical 
tenth opening, the worldly attractions and Lord appears alike 
to him. He sees the image of the Lord in every creature of 
the world. And in such a state, he remains engrossed in the 
celestial music that he hears. 

In such a high spiritual state, he enjoys heavenly b liss and 
the light divine refulges in him. He is ever relishing the divine 
elixir of Naam. 
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Crib maih grihsatt hue paio na sahaj ghai: 
Ban bcmvas na udas phal paio hai. 

Parb(i) parh(i) paru;l.it na akath katha bichari, 
sidhasan kai na ni; asan drrfaio hai. 

Jog dhiti.n(u) dbaran kai nathcm na dekhe nath, 
jag(i) bbog puja kai na agoh gahaio hai. 

Devi dev sev kai na ahanmev tev f ari, 
alakh abhev gurdev samjhaio hai.30 

Without Guru's teaching and all by himself a householder 
engrossed in all household duties cannot reach the state of 
oneness with Lord nor renouncing the world and living in 
jungles can he attain Him. 

By becoming a scholar, reading scriptures no one can 
become knowledgeable of the magnificence of the Lord and 
describe Him. Nor by doing Yogic practices can one merge 
in Hirn. 

Yogis, Naths could not realise Him by their strenuous yogic 
practices, nor can He be attained by doing yags etc. 

Serving gods and goddesses one cannot get rid of one's ego. 
All this worship and offerings before these gods and 
goddesses only inflate the ego. The Lord who is beyond 
reach and description can only be reached with the teachings, 
knowledge and wisdom of the Guru and by His Grace. 
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Trigun atft chatumth gun ganmita kai, 
pa11ch tat ulangh(iJ pararn tat vasi hai. 

Khat ras tiag(i) prem ras kau prapat( i) /Jhae, 
pur(_iJ sar-sapat anhad abhiasi hai. 

Asat sidhii:rit hhed(i) nathan kai n?ith bhae, 
dasam sathal sukb-sagar biliisi bai. 

Unman niagan gagan hue nUbar jhami. 
Sabaj samadh(i) gur parchai u.diisi hai.31 . 

Detaching himself from the worldly attractions and the three 
traits of ma.ya, a Guru-conscious person acquires fourth state 
and discarding all adorations of the body lives in the memory 
of the Lord. 

He is not enamoured by the tastes of worldly things, and 
enjoys the bliss of love of the Lord; and celestial music by 
keeping Him in his mind all the time. 

He renunciates yog and ways of Naths and surpasses them 
all-spiritually, and reaching the ultimate, enjoys ail happiness 
and peace. 

Because of his high spiritual state and residing his conscious 
awareness in the Dasam Duar, he gets detached from worldly 
things and remains in a state of bliss. 
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Dubidha 1ziva1'(i) abaran hue baran bikhai, 
ptirich pmparich na daras adcii·tL'i bai. 

Param plims gur paras(i) paras bhae, 
kanik anik d/Jat iipil aparas hai. 

Nav du cir pc7r(i) brahmasan sii-ighasan mai, 
n ijhar jharan(i) m chat na an ras hai . 

Gu.r sikb sa1idb(i) mile his ik-1s is, 
an.had gad gad abha r bharas hai.32. 

By perpetual meditation on Lord's name, a Guru-conscious 
person distances himself from duality and caste discrimination. 
He frees himself from the grip of five vices (lust, anger, greed, 
ego and attachmen t) nor does he entangle himself in the 
rationales or reasoning of philosophies. 

Just as an iron piece when touched with a philosopher-stone 
becomes gold, similarly a devotee meeting Guru becomes 
a pious and a clean man. 

Overcoming the pleasures of the nine doors of the body, he 
rests his faculties in the tenth door, where the divine elixir 
flows perpetually that turn him away from all other pleasures. 

Be assured that the meeting o f Guru and a disciple, makes 
a disciple realise Lord and vhtually becomes like Him. His 
insatiated heart then remains immersed in the celestial music. 
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Charan kamal bha/(i) kamal pragiJs hhae, 
dam s daras(i) sam-daras dikhae hai. 

Sabad surat(i) anhad liv-lin hhae, 
imman nzagan gagan. pu.r chhti.e hcti. 

Prem ms has(i) hoe hisam /Jideh hi.we. 
at(i) ascharaj-mai herat hirtie bai. 

Gunnukb(i) sukh phal mahimli agadh(iJ bodh(i), 
al<.ath katha binod, kahat na c1e hai.33. 

By taking refuge of Satguru's lotus feet, a devotee's mind 
too blooms like lotus flower. By the blessings of a True Guru, 
he treats and conducts himself alike with all and sundry. He 
carries no rancour for anyone. 

Such Guru-conscious person attaches his mind in the 
unstruck celestial music and enjoying heavenly bliss, rests his 
mind in the Dasam Duar-. 

Enamoured by the love of Lord, he does not remain 
conscious of his body any more. This is such a wondrous 
state that surprises everyone. 

The spiritually ecstatic state of a Guru's disciple cannot even 
be praised. It is beyond contemplation and indescribable too. 
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Dunnat(O mef(O gurmat(O hirdai pragasi, 
khoe kai agi[m jli.ne hrahm-giline hai. 

Daras dhilin an dhilin bisimran kai, 
sahad ·s1trat(i) mon(i) brat paruiine hai. 

Prem ras rasik hue an ras rahat hue, 
joti tnaih jot(i) san1p, sohmi sur tane hai. 

Gur sikb sandb( i) mile hzs ik-is is, 
parcm bibel;z rek ek hiye ane hai.34. 

When a disciple meets his Guru and he works hard and toil 
himself on his precepts, he gets rid of base intellect and 
divine intelligence is revealed to him. He sheds his ignorance 
and acquires His knowledge. 

By the glimpse of the True Guru and focusing his mind, he 
weans away his attention from worldly pleasures and 
concentrates the divine word in his consciousness and closes 
his mind from all other attractions. 

In His love, leaving all worldly pleasures, getting absorbed 
in His Naam, he keeps on remembering Him all the time. 

Believe it for sure that by meeting with Guru, a Guru
conscious person becomes one with Lord and all his life 
depends on Naam Simran-an exclusive support of the Lord. 
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Rom rom kot(iJ hrahmaruj ko nivasjas(u), 
man as autnr dhar(i) dams( u) dikhc1e hai . 

.fa kai Omikar ke akar bai nana praka1; 
srf mukh sahml(u) gursikhan sunae hai. 

jag bhog nafbed jagat bhagat jahe, 
asan basan gursikhan fa(/ae hai. 

Nigczm sekhadik kathat net(i) net( i) kar(i), 
pitmn hrahm gursikhan lahhae hai.35. 

Supreme Lord, whose each trichome support millions of 
cosmos has incarnated as Satguru in human form. 

The Omniprotector Lord who has many forms, appearing as 
Guru has given sermon to his disciples in person. 

God for whose propitiation yags are performed, food and 
offerings are made, the same Lord takes the form of Guru 
and is now coddling his Sikhs by distributing food and 
clothings to his disciples. 

The Supreme Creator, whom Shesh Nag and others have 
been calling by innumerable names, now manifests as Guru 
and is showing Himself to His devotees (the Sikhs). 
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Nirgun sargun kai alakh abigat nip, 
pnran brahm gur rtip pragtae hai. 

Sargun srf gur daras kai dhian n"1p, 
akul aka! f<Ursikhan dikhae hai. 

Ni1;1.?,un sri. gur sabad anhad dhun(U, 
sahad-bedbi gursikhun sunae hai. 

Cbaran kamal metkrand nihkam dhain, 
gursil..?h madhukar gat(i) laptiie hai.36. 

The Supreme Lord whose countenance is beyond perception, 
who is indestructable, despite being formless took human 
form and revealed Himself as Guru. 

God in His immanent form as Satgun1. who is beyond all 
castes, creed and race make the Sikhs realise the true form 
of God. 

The heart piercing melodious tune which Sat[<ttrlt sings to 
his Sikhs is in fact manifestation of True Lord. 

Fragrance of the dust (of the lotus feet of such Satguru) with 
which the Sikhs remain attached is capable of destroying all 
worldly desires. 
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Pitran hrahm gur(u) he! hue chaiibelf gat(i), 
MiU sakha patra kar(i) hihidh(i) bithar hai. 

Gursikh puhap subas nij ri"i.p ta mai, 
pragat hue karat sansar ko udhar hai. 

Ti/ mil( i) basna subas ko nivils kar(i), 
apa khoe hoe hai phulel maihkar hai. 

Gurmukb(i) marag mai patit pun.ft iit(i), 

sarisiiri hue nirankarI pampkar hai.3 7. 

Satgu ru, manifestation of Almighty God, is like jasmine 
creeper of which He Himself is the root and all His devotees 
and pious persons are its leaves and branches. 

Pleased at the services of His devotees (like Bhai Lehna Ji, 
Baba Amar Das Ji, e tc.) Satguru turns those devotees by His 
grace and makes them into fragrance-spreading flowers and 
by manifesting in them is liberating the world. 

Just as sesame seed loses its existence and becomes scent 
w hen unites with the fragrance of the flowers, the devotees 
too lose themselves to the Lord through meditation and 
spread divine fragrance in the world. 

Sikhism has a traditio n of changing sinners into holy persons. 
And in this path, this is a very righteous task and service 
towards others. Those engrossed in material world are 
converted into God-loving and godly persons. They are 
detached from mayce (mammon) and united with the Almighty. 
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P1"l1-ai1. hrahm gw'( u) birakh hithar dhar. 
Mui kand salzhct patra anik prakar bai. 

Ta mai nij rnp gursikh pha! ko prnglis. 
hasniJ. subas au svad upkii.r hai. 

Charan 
chiikhe 

kamal makrand ras rasik hue. 
charamrit sansar ko udhar hai. 

Gunnukh( i) ma.rap, mabatam akath katha, 
N et(i) net(i) net(i) namo namo n.amaskar hai.38. 

Satguru, a total form of complete Lord is like a fragrant tree 
whose spread has many branches, leaves, flowers in the form 
of Sikhs. 

By the strenuous toil of devoted Sikhs like Bhai Lehna Ji and 
Baba Amar Das Ji, the True Guru illuminated His own light 
in them. Engulfed in the desire of worship and fragrance of 
the Lord, these pious souls are keen to spread and distribute 
the elixir-like Namn. 

Such Gursikhs enjoying the fragrance of the dust of Lord's 
lotus-feet emancipate others from the world. 

The glory of the path of Sikhism cannot be described. All 
that we can say is that He is infinite, infinite and beyond 
and is worthy of our salutes myriad times . 
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Baran baran bahu barcm go-bans jaise, 
Ek hi baran duhe dfldh jag janiai. 

Anik prakar phal phfil kai hanaspati, 
ekai rii.p agan(i) sarab mai samaniai. 

Chatur baran pan chftna att supari katha, 
a.pa khoe milat anup ru.,p thaniai. 

Logan mai logachar gurmukh(t) ekankar, 
sabad surat(i) unman unmaniai.39. 

Just as the cows are of many breeds and colours, yet the 
whole world knows that they all yield milk of the same 
colour. 

There are many species of fruit and flower trees but all carry 
the same latent fire in them. 

Four different colours-beetle leaf, Supari (beetle nut), 
Kattha (extract of the bark of accacia) and lime shed their 
own colour and merge in each other in a Paan and make 
beautiful red colour. 

Similarly the Guru-conscious person (Gurmukh) renounces 
various worldly pleasures and adopts one colour of the 
formless God. And because of the blessings of his Guru who 
has taught him to unite with the divine word and his mind, 
he achieves higher spiritual state. 
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Sinchat sa/il hahu baran hanaspatf, 
chanda11 subas ekai chandan bakbaniai. 

Parbat bikhai utpat hue asaf dhat, 
Paras paras(i) ekai kanchan kai janiai. 

Nis andhkar tara manc;lal chamatkar, 
din dinkar jot(i) ekai pamaniai. 

Logan mai logachar gurmukh(i) ekankar, 
sabad surat(i) tmman unmaniai.40. 

By irrigation, several kinds of plants and vegetation can be 
grown but when they come in touch with sandalwood they 
are all called sandalwood (because they have the same 
fragrance). 

Eight metals are obtained from mountain but when each one 
of them are touched by philosopher-stone become gold. 

In the darkness of the night, many stars shine but during the 
day, the light of one Sun alone is considered authentic. 

Similarly a Sikh who lives life according to the advice of his 
Guru becomes divine in all respects, even when he is living 
life as a worldly person. Due to the lodging of the divine 
word in his mind, he is known to be living in heavenly state. 
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.faise kula-hadh1~ gur-jan mai ghughat-Pat, 
sihja sai:ljog samai aiztar(u) na pia sai. 

}aise mwi(i) achhat kutanb hi sahit aih, 
bank tan. sfidho bi/ paisat hue fia sai. 

Mat pita achhat na bolai sut bcmita sai, 
pachhai kai dai sarbas moh(u) sut tia sai. 

Logan mai logachar gurmukh(i) ekanka1~ 
sabad surat(i) unman man hia sai.41 . 

Just as a daughter-in-law covers herself with veil in front of 
the elders of the house, but keeps no distance from her 
husband at the time of sharing his bed; 

Just as a snake remains crooked when with female snake 
and his family, but becomes straight when it enters in the 
burrow; 

Just as a son avoids talking to his wife in front of his parents, 
but when alone showers all his love upon her, 

Similarly a devoted Sikh appears worldly among others but 
having attached his mind with Guru's word, he rises 
spiritually and realises the Lord. 

Quintessence : One may maintain oneself as a worldly person 
outwardly but inwarldly one keeps oneself attached with 
Naam and attains divine bliss. 
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jog bikhai bhog ar( u) bhog bikhai jog jat, 
gurmukh(i) panth jog hhog sai atit hai. 
Gian bikhai dhian ar(u) dhiun bikhai hedhe gian, 
gurmat(i) gat(i) gian dhian kai ajit bai. 

Prem kai bhagat(i) ar bhagat(i) kai prem nern, 
a/akh hhagat(i) prem gurmukh(i) rit(i) hai. 

Nirgun 
bis am 

sargun bikhai bisam bisvas ridai, 
bisvas par(i) puran pratit hai.42. 

Where yogic practitioners have innate desire for worldly 
relishments and the worldly people desire to become yogi, 
but those treading the path of Gum maintain a very different 
and unique desire in their hearts than the yogis. 

Those following the path of Gyan (knowledge) keep their 
mind focused on contemplation while those in contemplation 
are wandering for Gyan. But the state of a person treading 
the path of his Guru is above those persons who are persuing 
Gyan or Dhyan (contemplation). 

Followers of path of love yearn for devotion and those on 
path of devotion desire love, but the innate desire of Guru
conscious person is to remain engrossed in loving worship 
of God. 
Many seekers hold a faith on the worship of Transcendental 
Lord while others hold a strange view of worship of Immanent 
God. Perhaps their belief and understanding is half baked. But 
the disciples of Guru hold their faith on the Lord much above 
these strange devotions and beliefs. It is absolute. 
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Kiilchat kafachh dib(i) deh dib(i) drisaf(i) hue, 
dib(i) jot(O ko dhian dib(iJ drtsta1it kai. 

Sabad bibek tek praga{ hue gurmat(i), 
anhad ganm(i) unmani ko matant kai. 

Gian dhian karnf kai upjat prem ras(u), 
gurmukh(i) sukh prem nem nij krant(i) kai. 

Charan kamal da[ sanpat madhup gat(i), 
Saha} samadh(i) madbu-pan pran sant(i) kai.43. 

With just a miniscule of clement look of Satguru, the body 
and looks of a disciple of the Guru become divine. He then 
starts seeing the presence of the Lord all around him. 

By meditating on Cur Shabad (Guru's Word) and taking its 
refuge, Guru's precepts are revealed to him. When he reaches 
the state of listening to unstruck melody of the divine word, 
he enjoys the bliss of higher state of equipoise. 

Concentrating on the knowledge of the True Guru, listening to 
his counsel, practicing contemplation and living life according 
to His command, a feeling of love grows and blossoms. And 
in living this life of love, a Guru-conscious person realises the 
radiance of his self by the divine enlightenment. 

As the bumble bee attains the divine bliss by drinking the 
elixir and getting shut in the box-like petals of a lotus flower, 
similarly in order to provide spiritual peace to his life, a true 
seeker enjoins the lotus-like feet of Guru and drinks deep 
by contemplating on Naatn. 
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Stia gaih nalini kau ulat(iJ gahavai Zip(u), 

bath sai chhac;lae chha~iai par-has( i) avai. 

Taise barmibar ter(O-ter( i) kahe pafho-patho, 
Zipno bi nau. sfkh( i) ap hi para.val. 

Raghubarisf ram nc1m. gal jii:mni su bhakhli, 
sangat(i) subhav gat(i) hudh(iJ pragrauai. 

Taise g1ff cbaran saran(i) sadh sang mile, 
apa ap(u) chin(i) gurmttkh(i) sukh pc1vai.44. 

A parrot catcher fixes a rotating pipe/tube on which a parrot 
comes and sits. The pipe rotates and the parrot hangs upside 
down. He does not let go the pipe. The parrot catcher then 
comes and frees his claws. Thus he becomes a slave. 

As the parrot is trained and taught to say words, he repeatedly 
speak those words. He learns to speak his own name and 
he teaches it to others as well. 

A parrot learns to pronounce the name of Ram from the 
devotees of Ram. From the wicked and unrighteous, he learns 
bad names. In the company of Greeks, he learns their 
language. He develops his intellect according to the company 
he keeps. 

Similarly in the company of holy men, and taking the refuge 
of the lotus-like feet of the Satguru, the Sikh in attendance 
of his Guru realises his self and enjoys the true bliss and 
peace. 
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Drisat(iJ maih daras, daras maih drisaf( iJ drip,. 
Drisut(iJ daras adaras gur dhit1n bai. 

Scthad maih surat(i), surat(i) maib sahad dhwz(i), 
sabad surat(i) agmit(i) gur gian hcti. 

Gian dhian karn'i kai prag{at pr em ras(u), 

g1mnat(i) gat(i) prem nem nirban hat. 

Pi1zt,i pran pranpat(i) bis ko ha11man, 
Gurmukh(i) su.kh ik-is 1no nidhan bai.45. 

In the vision of Guru-conscious persons rests the image of 
the True Guru, and in the eyes of the True Gum, rests the 
glimpse of the disciple. Because of this attention of Satguru, 
these disciples keep away from the worldly attractions. 

They remain engrossed in the words of the Guru and the tune 
of these words remain lodged in their consciousness. But the 
knowledge of word and consiousness is beyond reach. 

By following the teachings of the True Gum and moulding 
one's character in accordance with the contemplation of 
Lord's qualities, a sense of love develops. The well defined 

• 
routine of Gum's philosophy, leads one to free onself from 
the worldly shackles. 

Living life in the world, a Guru-conscious person always 
believes that his life belongs to the Master of Life-God. 
Remaining engrossed in One Lord is the wealth of happiness 
of the Guru-conscious persons. 
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Man hacb kmm hue ikatra chhtrapat(i) bhae, 
Sahaj si1~ghasan kai nihchal raj hai. 

Satya au santokh daiii dharam arth mef (0, 
pmicb parvan kie gurmat(i) saj bai. 

Sakal padarath au sarah nidhan sabha, 
siu nagri subas kot chhab(i) chhaj hai. 

Rajnit(i) ri.t(i) pri.t( i) par:/a kai sukhai sukh, 
pitran manorath saphal sabb kaj hai.46. 

A Guru-conscious person feels like a mighty king when he 
is able to concentrate his mind on words and acts as per 
the teachings of Guru. When he is able to rest in a state of 
equipoise, he feels like an emperor of infallible kingdom. 

By imbibing the five virtues of Truth; Contentment, 
Compassion, Righteousness and Purpose in accordance with 
the teachings of the Guru, he becomes acceptable and an 
honourable person. 

All materials and worldly treasures are his. The divine abode 
of Dasam Duar is his fort where the continuous presence 
of melodious Naam makes him a unique and glorious 
person. 

The loving and affectionate treatment of such a king-like 
disciple of the True Guru with other human beings is his 
statesmanship that spreads happiness, peace and success all 
around him. 
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Charan saran(iJ man bach kram hue ikatra, 
ganmita trikal tribhavan sudh(i) pal hai. 

Saha} samadh(i) sadh(i) agam agadh(i) katha, 
antar( i) disantar(u) niraiitari jatai hai. 

Khanq brahmand pi114 pran pranpat(i) gat(i), 
gur sikh sandh(i) mile sohmig !iv !iii hai. 

Dmpan daras au Jantra dbunli) jantrl bidh(i), 
ot(i) pot(i) siit ekai dubidha mitai hai.47. 

When a Guru-conscious person achieves harmony with his 
mind, words and actions, and by the blessings of the refuge 
of True Guru , he acquires knowledge of times and the three 
worlds. 

By practicing on Naam, a Guru-conscious person lives in a 
state of equipoise. Any description of that state is beyond 
our comprehension. It is indescribable. By dint of that state, 
he becomes aware of all that is happening in evey nook and 
corner of the world. 

By the union of Guru and Sikh, the seeker feels the presence 
of the Lord of Cosmos in his body and his life-giving support; 
and when he achieves oneness with God, he remains 
engrossed in the memory of Lord. 

As the mirror and image in it, music and the musical 
instrument, waft and woof of a cloth are all part of each other 
and inseparable, so does the Guru-conscious person 
becomes one with God and is freed of all doubts of duality. 
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Charan saran(l) man hach kram hoe ikatra. 
tan tribhavan gat(iJ alakh !akhai hai. 

1Wan. bach karam, karam man bachan kai, 
bachcm. karam man unmani chhai hai. 

Ciani dhian.i karni jio gur mahua kamad, 
nzjhar apctr dbar bha{bi kai chulU hai. 

Prem ras mimri.t-nidhan pan. puran hue, 
f<urmu.kb( iJ smidh(i) mile sabaf smnai hai.48. 

Because of the rduge of True Guru and moulding his mind, 
words and actions as per His teachings, a Guru- conscious 
person learns the happenings of the three worlds innately. 
He recognises the true Lord residing within. 

With the harmony of actions, mind and words, the thoughts 
of the mind, the utterance of the words and actions 
performed are influenced. 

As wine is brewed from jaggery, sugarcane and Madhuca 
Indica flowers, so does a Guru-conscious person obtains the 
unique flow of elixir of Naarn when Gyan. of his Guru's 
precepts, Dhycm (concentration of mind) on these precepts 
and clean actions are performed by him in the furnace-like 
Dasam Du.en· (tenth door of the body). 

Guru-conscious person satiates himself by drinking deep the 
loving elixir of Lord's name and by his union with the divine 
word of the True Guru, he resides in a state of equipoise. 
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Bihidh(i) hirakh bali phal phul mill sakha, 
rachan charitra chitra anik prakar hai. 

Baran baran phal, bahu bidh(i) svcld ras, 
baran baran phUI, hasna hithii1- hai. 

Barcm baran miJ!. baran baran sakhii, 
baran harem. patra sugan achclr hat. 

Bibidh(i) hanaspat(i) antar(i) agan jaise, 
sakal smisci.1' bikhai ekai ekarikiir hai.49. 

The vegetation is seen in many forms like trees, creepers, 
fruit, flowers, roots and branches. This beautiful creation of 
the Lord unfolds itself in many forms of wonderful artistic 
skills. 

These trees and creepers bear fniits of different tastes and 
flavour, flowers of myriad shape and colour. All of them 
spread various types of fragrance. 

The trunks of the trees and creepers, their branches and 
leaves are of many kind and each leaves a different effect. 

As the latent fire in all these types of vegetation is the same, 
so do the God-loving persons find One Lord dwelling in the 
hearts of all the living beings in this world. 
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Gur-sikh sandh(i) mile drisat(i) daras !iv, 
gurmukh<O hrahm gian sadh !iv lai hai. 

Gur-sikh sandh(O mile sabad surat(i) !iv, 
gurmukh(iJ bral.nn gian dhian sudh(i) pai hai. 

Gur-sikh sandb(i) mile svami sev sevak bue, 
gurmukh( i) nihkam karni kama1 bai. 

Gur-sikh sandh(i) mile karni. su gian dhian, 
Gurmukh(i) prem nem sahaj samai hai.50. 

When the devoted Guru-conscious person becomes one with 
the True form of the True Lord, his vision enjoins the holy 
sight of Guru. He who practices meditation on Lord's name 
remains attached with the words of wisdom of the True Guru. 

By the union of True Guru and his disciple (Gursikh) the 
disciple obeys the command of his Guru very sincerely and 
faithfully. By meditating on the Lord, he learns to reflect on 
the True Guru. 

Thus union of a disciple with Guru imbibes the trait of service 
of the Master. He serves all without reward or desire as he 
has learnt that he is serving Him who resides in all. 

Such a person emerges as a person with ideal actions by 
virtue of the meditation and reflection on Lord. In the 
process, he attains equipoise and remains engrossed in it. 
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Gunnukh(i) sandh(i) mile brahm dhian liu, 
efwnkar kai akar anik prakttr bai. 

Gurmukh(t) smidh(i) mile brahm gian !iv, 
niranka1· omikar bibidh(i) bithar hai. 

Gur-sikh sandh(i) mile svami sev seuak hue, 
brahnz bihek prem bhagat(iJ achCff bat. 

Gurmukh(i) sandh(i) mile pamwdhhu.t gat(i), 
net(i) net(i) n.et(1) namo n.amo namaskar hai.51. 

When a Guru-conscious person lives in harmony with his 
Guru, his mind is absorbed in the remembrance of God. He 
then realises that all forms are actually His forms. 

And when he establishes his relationship with Him, he 
realises through the medium of meditation on His name that 
Formless Lord has manifested Himself in various forms and 
shapes. 

The union of a devoted Sikh with True Guru renders him 
with an attitude of service and benevolence and he yearns 
to be available at His service. He then develops character 
of loving devotion and divine reflection. 

The state of union of a God-consdous person and his True 
Guru is glorious and full of astonishment. No other state can 
equal it. He is worthy of salutation infinite time, again and 
again. 
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Gurmukh(i) num hacb karam ikatra hhae, 
ang a1ig bisam srabmig rnai samae hai. 

Prem ras anmrit-nidhan pan kai madon, 
1·asna thakat bbai, kahit na ae hai. 

Jagmaf? prem jot(i) at(i) ascharaj-mai, 
lochan cbakit bhae he rat hirae hai. 

Rag nad bad bismad preni dhun(i) sun(i), 
srvan surat(i) bilai bilai bilae bai.52. 

By practicing the teachings of Guru with mind, words and 
action, the devoted Sikh in attendance keeps every limb of 
his body in the memory of blissful Omnipresent Lord all the 
time. 

He remains in a state of trance by drinking the loving elixir 
of Nacim. He relishes not any other pleasure of life anymore. 
The wonderful elixir that has caused him to live such a 
celestial state of trance is indescribable. 

The radiance of love for Naam Siinran refulges in him a 
strange form that surprises all the beholders. 
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Gunnukh(i) man bach karam ikatra bhae, 
pii.ran parmn pad p1·em prag{ae hai. 

Lochan mai drisaf(i) daras rasgandh(i) saiidh(iJ. 
srauan sahad surat(i) gandh ras pae hai. 

Nasna mai ' ras gandh sabad surat(i) me/, 
11tis bils ras srut(i) sabad lakhae hai. 

Rom rom rasna sravan drig nasa kot( i), 

khan4 hrahmmicj, piii4 pran mai jatae hai.53. 

By virtue of the harmonious state of mind, words and actions, 
a Guru's disciple who is blessed with the loving elixir of 
Namn Sirnran, reaches a highly conscious state. 

By virtue of the fragrance of Naam relishment, he is blessed 
with True Guru-like glimpse. His ears perpetually hear His 
celestial music. 

This harmonious integration of word and consciousness 
renders his tongue to be sweet and comfort-giving. The 
exhaling of his breath too is fragrant and reflects his high 
state of harmonious relationship between his mental faculties 
and Nawn. 

Thus by perpetual meditation on Him, with the relishing 
fragrance of Lord's name residing on his tongue, eyes, ears 
and nostrils, a Guru-conscious person realises the presence 
of Lord who abides in millions cosmoses within himself. 
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Piiran hrahm ap(i) lipan hi ap(u) sqj(iJ, 
c7.pan rachio hai nao c7.p bi hichar kai. 

Ad(i) gur dutiii Gobind nam kai kahaio, 
gurmukh(O rachna akar onkar bai. 

Gtmnukb(i) nad bed gurmukh(i) pavai blJ<?d, 
gunnukh(i) liladba1i cmik au.tar kai. 

Gun"'l. Gobi1id au Gohi1id gun! ek-mek, 
Ot(l) pot(i) siltm gcrt(i J arr bar uchar kai.54. 

Omniscient and Omnipotent God Himself has created His 
own form and has named Himself as (Gum) Nanak. 

The second name that He called Himself is Gobind. The 
transcendental Lord took the immanent form to appear as 
the first Guru. 

Lord Himself is the precept of Vedas and He Himself knows 
all the secrets that lie therein. Lord Himself has created this 
wonderful act and is manifesting in many forms and bodies. 

Like waft and woof of a doth, both Guru and Gobind (God) 
are not different to each other. 
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hU hoe hot birakb bithar 
bra/mi nirmihar ekmikar 

ek bimhh sai bot bai (.tnek 

gwxilib sadh smigat( i) akai· 

g111: 
hai. 

phal, 
bai. 

dhian gur sahad gian gui; 
nirgun sargun brahm bichar hai. 

Gian dhian brahm-sathan saudban, 
sadb sarigat(i) prasarigprem bhagat(i) udhar hai.55. 

As the seed sown develops into a tree and with time it 
expands, so has a Trne Guru emerged out of the one divine 
form of the all knowing, all powerful, Omnipotent God. 

As a tree yields countless fruits, so is the gathering of many 
disciples (Gursikhs) of the True Guru. 

Focusing mind on the holy form of True Guru who is the 
immanent manifestation of Lord, his percepts in the shape 
of word, its contemplation and understanding of the 
Transcendental form of God is in reality the contemplation 
of immanent Lord. 

By assembling in the holy congregation at the appointed 
place and meditating on Lord's name with total concentration 
and loving worship, can one sail through the worldly ocean. 
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Phal mu/ m ftl phal, mUl phal phal mu!, 
ad(i) parmad(i) at(u) mit kai anatit hai. 

Pit SUI Sttt pit, SW pit pit sut, 
utpat(i) p,at(i) at(i) gar muf-mmit hai. 

Pathik-basera ko nibera jiu nikas bairh, 
it ut var par saritt1 sidhant bai. 

Puran brahm gur Gobi1id Gobind gur, 
ahigat(i) gat(i) simrat sikh sm:Zt bai.56. 

From fruit one begets a seed and seed develops into a tree 
to give fruit , and this process continues. This system of 
growth has been in vogue before the beginning. Its end is 
beyond the end. 

Father begets a son and the son then becomes a father and 
begets son. Thus continues the system of father-son-father. 
This convention of creation has very deep quintessence. 

As the end of journey of a traveller depends upon his 
embarking a boat and then de-embarking from it, crossing 
the river defines its near and far ends, and these ends keep 
changing depending upon which direction a traveller is 
crossing the river from. 

Similarly all powerful, all knowing Guru is God Himself. He 
is both Guru and God. This incomprehensible state can best 
be understood by a Gum-conscious person. 
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Gurmukh(i) panth gahe jampur(iJ panth mete, 
gursikh(i) sang(i) pmich ditt sang tiage hai. 

Charan saran(i) gur karam bharam khoe, 
daras akal kiJ.l-kantak bhai bhage hai. 

Gu.r updes ves hqJ.jar kapii.t khule, 
sabad surat(i) nnirchhat man jt/.ge hai. 

Kinchat katachh kripa sarah nidhan pae, 
]ivan mukat(i) gur gian !iv !age hai.57. 

Treading the path of Guru's percepts, a Sikh is freed from 
the fear of death. By keeping company of the holy Sangat 
(congregation) even vices like lust, anger, avarice, attachment 
and pride are shed. 

By taking the refuge of Satguru, one destroys all effects of 
the past deeds. And beholding the God-like form of Satguru, 
the fear of death disappears. 

Abiding by the sermons of the Satguru, all desires and 
apprehensions vanish. By engrossing the mind in the holy 
words of the Guru, the mammon-gripped unconscious mind 
becomes alert. 

Even a subtle element of grace of the Satguru is no less than 
all the worldly treasures. By engrossing the mind in the word 
and Namn blessed by the Satguru, one achieves salvation 
w hile still alive and living life. 
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Gurmukh(i) pmith sukh chahat sakal panth, 
sakal daras gur daras adhin hai. 

Sur sursar(i) gur charm-1 saran chahai, 
hed brahrnadik sahad livlin hai. 

Sarah gian gur gian augahan mai, 
sarab nidhan gur kripa jal min hai. 

jogi jog j ugat(i) mai bhogi bhog bhugat(O mai. 
gurmukh(i) nu pad kul akulin hai.58. 

All religions yearn for the comfort and peace of the path of 
Guru-conscious people. All cults and religions are subservient 
and in attendance to the path of Guru. 

All gods and their holy rivers yearn for the refuge of Satguru 
Ji. Brahma the creator of Vedas also longs to attach his mind 
in the words of Guru. 

All the religions are seekers of the Naam Simran. By the 
blessings of the Guru, one gets all the treasures of the world 
just as a fish receives life-supporting water. 

Just as the Yog'/S are perpetually immersed in practicing yogic 
exercises and a worldly man is ever engrossed in enjoying 
the relishments, similarly the devoted Sikhs remain engrossed 
in the higher spiritual state through Naam Simran and keep 
themselves unsullied of caste and creed divide. 
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Vlaf(i) pavan man min ki chapal gat(t), 
sttkhmana sangam kai brahm sathan hai. 

Sagar salil gaih gagan ghata ghamaruJ, 
unman magan lagcm gur gian hai. 

jot( i) mai joti sarrip damini chamatkar, 
garjat anhad sabad nfsan hai. 

NUhar apar dhar barkha anmrit jal, 
sewak sakal phal sarab nidhan hai.59. 

By the practice of Naam Simran, Guru-conscious disciples 
are able to control the wayward and frolicsome mind and 
with sharp fish-like movement harbour their consciousness 
in the Dasam Duar (tenth opening), the meeting place of 
kha. Ping/a and Sukhmana. They do not have to indulge 
in obdurate practices of yogis to cause the meeting of Irha, 
Sukhmana and Ping/a. 

With their consciousness resting in the Dasam Duar, they 
integrate themselves in the light eternal of the Lord just as 
the river merges with the water of the ocean. They remain 
in the ecstatic state of Naam Simran and all their interest 
and devotion remain focused on enlightening the spiritual 
knowledge that Guru had so kindly rendered. 
By melding into the super radiance of the Lord, they enjoy 
the blissful electric radiance of the union. They hear the 
sound of unstruck music loud and clear. 
They perpetually enjoy the continuous flow of the divine 
elixir in the Da.sam Duar and the seekers obtain all the fruits 
and treasures. 
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Logan mai logachar bedan mai bed bichar. 
log bed his ilz-zs gur gian hai. 

jog mai na jog bhog mai na khan pan, 
jog bbogat'it unman unman hai. 

Drist( i) . darns dbian, sahad surat(O gian, 
gian dhian lakh(i) prem param nidhan hai. 

Man bach kram sram sadlmadhyatam kram, 
gurmukh(i) sukh sarbotim n.idhan hai.60. 

A Guru-conscious seeker lives like a worldly being in the 
society and conducts himself as a knowledgeable person 
among the scholars. And yet for him, all these are worldly deeds 
and keeps him unsullied from them. He remains engrossed in 
the memory of the Lord as taught to him by the Guru. 

The yogic practices do not provide a seeker with the true 
union of the Lord. The worldly pleasures are also devoid of 
true comfort and peace. Thus a Guru-conscious person keeps 
himself free from such distractions and enjoys the true bliss 
by engrossing his mind in the higher spiritual state. 

Guru-conscious person's vision is always focused on the 
glimpse of his Guru. His mind is always engrossed in 
repeated remembrance of Lord's name. In acquiring such 
divine awareness, he is able to receive the divine treasure 
of love of the Lord. 

Whatever good he does with mind, words and actions, is all 
spiritual. He enjoys all the happiness in the supreme treasure 
of Naam Simran. 
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Sabad sumt(i) Liu dbavat haraj( i) rakhai, 
nihchal mat(i) man unman hhin hai. 

Sagar Lahar gat(i) titam tarang gmig, 
parmadbhut parmarath prabin bai. 

Cur updes nirmolak ratan dhan, 
param nidhan gur gian livlin hai. 

Sabad surat(i) !iv gur sikh satidh(i) mile, 
Sohaiig hanso ek-mek apa ap(u) chin hai.61. 

By engrossing the mind in the divine word, a Guru-conscious 
seeker is able to arrest his wandering mind. That stabilises 
his memory in the meditation of Naam raising him to a higher 
spiritual state. 

The sea and the waves are one and the same. Similarly by 
becoming one with the Lord, the spiritual waves experienced 
are astonishing and gloriously unique. Guru-conscious 
people are only capable of understanding and experiencing 
the spiritual state. 

The Guru-conscious person obtains the invaluable jewel like 
treasure of Naam by the precepts of Guru. And once he 
obtains it, he remains engrossed in the practicing of Naam 
Sim ran. 

By the harmonious union of Guru and Sikh (disciple) the 
Sikh attaches his mind in the divine word that enables hb 
self to become one with the Supreme soul. Thus he is able 
to recognise what he truely is. 
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Sabad surat(i) avgahan himal mat(i), 
sabad surat(i) gur-giaJZ ko pragas hai. 

Sabad surat(i) sam-drisf(i) kai dih(i) jot(i), 
sabad surat(i) Liv an-bhai abhic1s bai. 

Sabad surat(i) parmarath param pad. 
sabad surat(O sukh sahaj n.ivas hai. 

Sabad surat(i) !iv prem ras rasik hue, 
sahad surat(i) Liv brahm bisvas hai.62. 

The Sikh who remains in service of his Guru, whose mind 
is engrossed in his teachings, who praccices remembering 
Lord; his intellect becomes sharp and high. That enlightens 
his mind and soul with the light of Guru's knowledge. 

With Gum's word residing in the memory, seeing and treating 
all alike, he experiences the divine refulgence in his soul. 
By attachmenc of his mind in the divine word, he becomes 
a practitioner of Fearless Lord's Naam Simran. 

By this union a Guru-conscious person achieves emancipation, 
the supreme spiritual state. He then rests in a state of 
perpetual comfort and peace and lives in a state of blissful 
equipoise. 

And by imbibing the divine word in his memory, Guru
conscious person lives in the love of the Lord. He relishes 
the divine elixir for ever. An astonishing devotion for the Lord 
develops in his mind then. 
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Drist(i) dams liu gur sikh smidh(i) mile, 
ghaf(i) ghaf(iJ k(.,1..'i jell antar dhian hcti. 

Sabad sw·at(i) tiu gur sikb saridh(I) mile, 
ja1itra dbun(i) jai1trl unman unman hai. 

Gurmukh(i) man bach kram ikatra hhae, 
tan trihhavan gat( O ganmita gian hai. 

Ek au cmek mek brahm bibek tek, 
srot sarita samundra ii.tam saman hai.63. 

When a devoted Sikh meets True Guru, his vision gets 
absorbed in the sight/glimpse of the Guru. And then his soul 
recognises everyone as if He resides in all; like the sky/space 
resides equally in all the water pitchers. 

The union of a True Gum and a Sikh blesses the Sikh with 
the capability of remaining engrossed in the words/ precepts 
of the Guru. As a musician gets totally engrossed in the tune 
that he is playing, so is the case of a Sikh's absorption in 
his Guru. 

With the concentration of mind and Guru's words in a Guru 
devotee, he realises all the happenings of the three worlds 
within his body. 

By the help of divine knowledge, the soul of a Guru devotee 
becomes harmonious with One Lord who is present in every 
bit of His creation. This union is like the merging of a river 
water in the ocean. 
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Gurmukh(i) man hach kram ikatra bhae, 
parmadhhut gat(i) alakh lakhae hai. 

Antar dhian dih jot(i) ko udot hhaio, 
trihhtwan rup ghat antar(i) dikhae hai. 

Param nidhitn gur ,gian ko pragas hhaio, 
gai1niitc7 trikal gat(l) jatan jatae hai. 

Atam tarang prern ras madh pan mat, 
akath katha hinod herat hirae hai.64. 

The obedient slaves of Guru , being dyed in the hue of Naam 
Simran (with their mind, speech and actions being 
harmonious) sees the astonishing and transcendental Lord 
God conspicuous. 

And when he looks inward (concentrates his faculties 
within), he sees the divine light refulgent within. He sees 
the happenings of the three worlds in his consciousness. 

When the supreme treasure of Guru's Gyan (Divine 
knowledge) becomes effulgent in the mind of a Guru
conscious person, he becomes aware of all the three worlds. 
And even then, he does not go astray from his objective of 
absorption of self into the vastness of the Lord. 

Such a devotee remains in a state of trance drinking deep 
the divine elixir of ecstasy. This wonderful state is beyond 
description. One feels amazed at this state. 
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Bin ras rasna hakat hi hahut batai, 
prem ras bas hbae mon(i) brat !in hai. 

Prem ms anmrit-nidhan pan kai madon, 
an.tar bhian drig dutia na chin hcti. 

Prem nem sahaj samadh(i) anhad Liv, 
dutfii. sabad sravnantar(iJ na kin hai. 

Bisam bideb jap, fivcm -mukat(i) bhae, 
tribhauan au trikal gmimita prahin hai.65. 

Without tasting the elixir of Naam, an insipid tongue speaks 
much trash. On the contra1y, by indulging in repeated 
utterance of His name, a devotee becomes sweet of tongue 
and pleasant of disposition. 

By drink~g the elixir-like Naam, a devotee remains in a state 
of exhilaration. He sta1ts seeing inward and depends not on 
anyone else. 

The devoted traveller on the path of Naarn stays in a state 
of equipoise and remains absorbed in the celestial melody 
of divine words music. He hears no other sound in his ears. 

And in this blissful state, he is free of body and still alive. 
He is free from all worldly things and is emancipated while 
still living. He becomes capable of knowing the happenings 
of the three worlds aud of the three periods. 
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sttgai1dhta mi/at a7p,ajti 
mgajti mil(i) bisanz subas 

bot. 
kai. 

anfip rf.tjJ kam!a bikhai samat. 
hin1t kot(i) kamlli pragas kai. 

Sarab nidhii.n mil(i) param nidhti.n hhae. 
kotik(i) nidhan hue cbakit bi/as kai. 

Charmz lwmal gur mabima agadh(i) hodh(i). 
gw·sikb madhukar anbhai ahhias kai.66. 

When sandalwood, musk, camphor and saffron are mixed; 
a fragrant paste is formed. But millions of such pastes are 
worthless before the fragrance of the lotus like feet of 
Satp,1111 t ] i. 

All the beauties of the world are absorbed in Lakshmi (the 
conso1t of Vishnu) but the beautiful radiance of Lord's feet 
is many times more blissful and pleasant than millions of 
Lak.shmis. 

The wealth of the world put together becomes supreme and 
invaluable assets. But all the peace and comforts obtainable 
from many times more wealth is not even a counterpart of 
the comforts obtained from the spiritual bliss of the Lord. 

The glory of the lotus feet of a True Guru is beyond the 
perception of a man. The devoted Sikhs enjoy and relish the 
elixir of the lotus feet of Fearless God through engrossing 
themselves in Naam Simran 
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Rat an parakh mil( i) rata n parikhc7 hot, 
/!,llrlllUkb( i) ha( Stl( ratcm bioha1· bai. 

,V/anak hfrcl amol ma11(i) mukttihal kai. 
p,li.hah chahak labb lahbat(iJ apar bai. 

Sabad surat(i) avgahan hisahan /~ai, 

param nidhc?1z prern Hem gur duar hai, 

Cur sikb sandh( iJ mil( i) sarigam samagam l<.a i, 

maia niai udas hhav tcl1'at smisar bai.67. 

The genuineness of a gem can only be assayed by some 
connoisseur of the trade. Similarly an alert and attentive Sikh 
of the Guru trades in the purchase of jewel like Naam at 
the shop of a True Gum. 

He who is genuinely interested in the trading of the 
diamonds, pearls, rubies and precious stones, he alone makes 
maximum profit out of it. Similarly true devotees and 
disciples of the Guru trade in the commodity of Trne Naam 
and make their life profitable. 

By engrossing the mind in the divine word and trading in 
the commodity of Naam and Sbabad (divine word), Trne 
Gurn blesses his disciple with the treasure of love. 

When a true servant meets with True Guru; when he joins 
the loving and devoted congregation of the Guru, such a 
disciple who is ever in attendance of the Guru remains aloof 
and unsullied of 1naya (mammon). He sails across the 
worldly ocean with impunity. 
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Charan kama! makrand ras lubbit hue, 
nij ghar(i) sahaj samadh(i) liu tagi hai. 

Charan kamal makraiid ras lubhit hue, 
gunnat(i) ridai jagmag jot(i) jagi hai. 

Charan kamal makrm1d ras !ubhit hue, 
anmrit nidhan pan durinat(i) bhagi hai. 

Charan kamal makrand ras !ubhit hue, 
nzaia mai udas bas hirlo bairagi hai.68. 

A Gursikh (disciple of the Guru) immersed in the pleasure 
of the elixir of Naam of the Lord remains stable of mind and 
fully conscious of his self. His mind is ever absorbed in the 
memory of God. 

One who remains engrossed in the elixir-like Naam of the 
Lord is blessed by the wisdom of Guru. The higher wisdom 
and his toil of remembering the Lord perpetually reveals the 
supernatural form of God radiance in his mind. 

One who is absorbed in the lotus-like holy feet of True Guru, 
keeps drinking the elixir Naam from the inexhaustible source 
of the Lord. Thus he destroys his sullied wisdom. 

One who remains absorbed in the lotus-like holy feet of the 
True Guru remains unsoiled by the effect of maya 
(mammon). Only a rare person achieves renunciation from 
material attractions of the world. 
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jaise nao bur/,at sai jou bachai soi bhalo, 
hilr/,(i) gae pachhai pachhtaio rah(i) jat hai . 

.f aise ghar !age ag(i) jot bachai sot bhalo, 
jar(i) bujhai pachhai kachh( u) bas( u) na basal hai. 

]at~<;e chor !age jage jot rahai soi bhalo, 
soe gae 1ito ghar dekhai uth(i) prat hai. 

Taise 
pavai 

ant kat gur 
mokh padvi. 

charan 
natar(u) 

saran(O avai, 
bit-lat hai.69. 

Blessed are those who are saved from a capsizing boat. 1f 
drowned, there would be nothing but repentance. 

All those who escape from a burning house are blessed 
people. Nothing can be done if one is burnt into ashes. 

As one wakes up when the thief is committing theft, what
ever is left behind by him is bonus and blessing. Otherwise 
one would find the house empty in the morning. 

Similarly if a wayward person comes to the refuge of Guru 
even at the near end of his life, he can achieve a state of 
emancipation. Otherwise he would fall in the hands of angels 
of death and keep wailing. 
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Ant kal ek gbari nigrah kai satf hoe, 
dhann(i) dha17n(i) kahat hai sakal saiisc1rji. 

Ant kal ek ghai~f nigrah kai Jodha jftjhai, 
it ut fat kat hot jai jaikar jf. 

Ant kal ek ghari nigrah kai chor(u) marai, 
phasi kai surf char;l.hae jag maih dhikar ji. 

Taise durmat(i) gurmat(i) kai asadh sadh, 
sangat(i) subhav gat(i) manas autar Ji. 70. 

Controlling her mind and with utmost determination, when 
a woman jumps into the pyre of her husband and self 
immolates herself, the whole world applauds her effort of 
being a loving and devoted wife. 

As a brave warrior lays down his life fighting for his noble 
cause determinedly till the end, he is applauded here, there 
and everywhere as a martyr. 

Contrary to this, as a thief determinedly makes up his mind 
to commit theft, if caught, he is jailed, hanged or punished, 
he is degraded and rebuked the world over. 

Similarly one becomes bad and wicked with base wisdom 
whereas accepting and abiding by Guru's wisdom makes a 
person noble and virtuous. A human being makes his life 
a success or failure according to the company he keeps or 
his devotion to the holy congregation. 
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A.d(i) kcli anad(i) ar(u) ant kai anant at(i), 
pti.r kai apar na athah thii.h pai hai. 

Mit(i) kai amit(i) ar(u) sankh !eai asmikh pun(iJ., 
lekb kai alekh nahi to! kai tulai hai. 

A radh uradh parjaiit kai aparjmit, 
agam agochar, na mol kai mulai hai. 

Pannadbhut ascharaj bisam at(i), 
abigat(i) gat(i) sat(i)gur ki haefiU hai. 71. 

As the imperishable Goel is beyond beginning though He is 
the beginning of all; as He is beyond end since He is the 
end of all; as He is beyond the farthest conceivable extent 
as He is unfathomable, so is the praise of True Guru just 
like that of Lord. 

As the imperishable God is beyond measurement, beyond 
counting, beyond perception, beyond weighing; so is the 
praise of a True Guru. 

As the Almighty is limitless, inaccessible, beyond the 
perception of senses and evaluation, so is the praise of the 
True Guru. 

As God Almighty is absolutely marvellous, astonishing and 
very strange, so is the praise of True Guru. 
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Charan saran(i) gur tirath purab kof(i), 
deui. dev sev gur charan saran(i) hai. 

Charan saran(i) gur kamn{i sakal phal, 
Ridh(i), sidh(i), nidh(i), avtar amaran hai. 

Charan saran(i) gur nam nihkam dham, 
bhagat(i) jugat(i) kar(i) taran taran hai. 

Charan saran(i) gtw mahima agadh(i) bodh, 
haran bharan gat(i) karan karan hai. 72. 

Refuge of a ·True Guru is equivalent to pilgrimage of millions 
of holy places. Service of millions of gods and goddesses is 
also equivalent to living in the service of True Guru. 

All desires fructify in the holy refuge of True Guru. All the 
miraculous powers remain in attendance for ever. 

Meditation on Lord's name carried out in the refuge of the 
True Guru but with no reward at the back of the mind, is 
the place of all the comforts and peace in the world. A 
devoted Sikh absorbs himself in Naam Simran and sails 
across the worldly ocean beside he lping others in their 
emancipation. 

The glory of the refuge of a True Guru is beyond perception. 
Like eternal Lord, it destroys all base deeds and vices and 
fills a person with virtues. 
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Gursikb(i) ek mek rom mahima anant, 
agam apar gur-mahima nidhan hai. 

Gu.rsikh ek mek hol ko na tol mol, 
srT gw· sabad agmat( i) gian dhian hai. 

Gursikh ek mek drisat(iJ drisar(i) tarai, 
srl gui- katachh kripa ko na parman hai. 

Gursikh ek mek pal sang rang ra.s, 
abigat gat(O sat(i)gur nirban hai. 73. 

By virtue of inexhaustible toil of Naam Simran in the service 
of a True Guru, the praise of a trichome of a Gursikh is 
infinite. Then the inaccessible Satgunt with countless virtues 
is a treasure house of praises. 

Those who obey the commands of their True Guru; those 
who are one with their Guru; their words are beyond 
evaluation. Then the divine words of a True Guru, his Gyan 
(knowledge) and reflection on his precepts is beyond 
comprehension. 

When one who is in harmony with True Guru, who meditates 
on His name, his one glimpse is good enough to sail the 
recipient across the ocean. Then the intensity of power of 
a True Guru is incomprehensible. 

The company of a person for a second, who is deep into 
the meditation of Lord's name bless one with happiness, 
ecstasy and elixir of life. Like indestructible Lord, Satguru 
is an epitome of eternal bliss. 
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Baran baran bahu baran ghatcl ghamaru;t, 
basudhcl birajmtin bm·kha anarid kai. 

Baran haran hue p raphulit banaspatf, 
baran haran phal p hii.l mu/ ka1id kai. 

Baran baran kbag bibidh(i) bhakha pragas, 
kusam sugmidh paun gaun sit mand kai. 

Ravan gavan jal thal trin sobba nidh(i), 
saphal hue charan kamal niakrand kai. 74. 

The gathering of thick and different hue of clouds in the sky 
causes rain that beautifies the Earth spreading hapiness all 
around. 

That also causes colourful flowers to bloom. The vegetation 
wears a fresh and new look. 

With fragrance of the colourful flowers carried by cool breeze 
and fruits of different shape, size and taste, birds of various 
species come and sing songs merrily. 

Enjoying all these attractions of the rainy season become 
more fruitful and enjoyable by putting hard work on the 
meditation of Lord's name as is advised by Satguru. 
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ChitI ke udar bikhai hastf samae kaise, 
atul pahar bhar bhringi na uthavat. 

Machhar ke cjang na marat hai basak nag, 
makri na chitai jltai sar( i) na pujavai. 

Tamchar ucjat na pahunchai akas-has, 
milsa tau na pairat samundra par pavai. 

Taise pria-prem-nem agam agadb(i) bodh( i), 
gurmukh( i) sagar jio bihid hue samavai. 75. 

As an elephant cannot be contained in the stomach of an 
ant, as a small flying insect cannot lift the weight of a 
mountain, 

As a mosquito sting cannot kill the king of snakes, a spider 
can neither win a tiger nor match with it, 

As an owl cannot fly and reach the sky, nor can a rat swim 
across the ocean and reach the far side, 

So are the ethics of love of our beloved Lord difficult and 
beyond for us to understand. It is a very serious subject. As 
a drop of water merges with the waler of the ocean, so does 
a devoted Sikh of the Guru becomes one with his beloved 
Lord. 
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surat(i) avg ah an kai sadh sang(i), 
tarang gang sagar lahar hai. 

athah ahe apar apar at(i), 
pragas nidh(i) pilran gahar hai. 

marfiva gun gahak chahak sa1it, 
nis din ghatika maht7.rat pahar hai. 

Svant(i) bilnd barkha jio gavan ghata ghamanrj., 
hot muktahal au nar narhar hai. 76. 

When a Sikh joins in the holy congregation and become 
engrossed in the divine word, the ecstasy of the spiritual 
waves felt by him is like the waves of the ocean. 

The ocean-like Lord is beyond our reach and its depth is 
unfathomable. One who stays engrossed in Naam Simran 
and edulations of the Lord is able to realise the jewel-like 
treasure of the Almighty. 

The true disciple and seeker of the Lord remains a trader 
for the jewel-like traits of the Lord's name and he is never 
affected by the time of the day or night, watch, 
auspiciousness of the time and other rites and rituals . 

As the Swati raindrop becomes a precious pearl when it falls 
on a clam in the deep sea, similarly when a Sikh experiences 
the divine unstruck music in the tenth opening (Dasam 
Duar) as a result of Naam Simran, he becomes God from 
the form of a human being. 
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Sabad surat(i) Liv jot(i) ko udot hhaio, 
trihhavan au trikal antar(i) dikhae hai. 

Sabad surat(i) liv gurmat(i) ko pragas, 
akath katha hinod alakh lakhae hai. 

Sabad surat(i) liv nijhar apar dhar, 
prem ras rasik hue apia piae hai. 

Sabad surat(i) !iv sohang so ajapa jap, 
saha:f samadh(i) sukh sagar samae hai. 77. 

With the absorption of his mind in the divine word, a devoted 
servant of Guru experiences the radiance of the Lord within, 
and in such a state, he becomes aware of the happenings 
of the three worlds and in the three periods. 

With the lodging of the divine word in the consciousness 
of a Guru-conscious person, he experiences the refulgence 
of the divine wisdom within. And in this state, he establishes 
a relationship with the God and enjoys lasting bliss. He then 
understands the unknowable Lord. 

By his engrossment in the word, he experiences a perpetual 
flow of elixir of Naain from the Dasam Duar and he 
continuously enjoys its relishment. 

This engrossment of his consciousness attaches him with the 
comforting and peace-giving Lord and he remains absorbed 
in meditating on His name. 
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Adh(i) kai hiadh(i) kai upadh(i) kai tridokh hute, 
gursikh sadh-gur haid pai lai ae hui. 

A1imrit-katachh pekh janam maran mere, 
jon(i) jam bbai nivare, ahhai pad pile hai. 

Charan kamal makra11d rc~j tepan kai, 
dikhia sikhiil sanjam kai aukhadh(i) khavae bai. 

Karam bharam khoe dhavat baraj( i) rakhe, 
nihchal mat(i) sukh sahaj samae hai. 78. 

The disciple servant of the Guru brings all those who suffer 
from physical, psychic or ailments of mind, to the doctor
like True Guru. 

The True Guru obliterates their cycle of re-incarnation by 
casring one clement look of grace upon them. He makes 
them free of all psychosis of death and thus they attain a 
state of fearlessness. 

By providing support to all those who come to his refuge, 
by consecrating them with practice of meditation and 
imparting them with divine knowledge, he provides them 
with the medication of Naum and restraint. 

And thus the ailing persons sheds away the network of rites 
and rituals controlling the wandering mind for enjoyment of 
false pleasures. They then stay in stable disposition and 
acquire state of equipoise. 
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Bohith(O praves bbae nirbhai hue parg1ilmf, 
bohith scmdp hi"it!l(i) marat abhage hcti. 

Chandan samip du.rgandh so soga1idh hohe, 
dri.raritar tar( u.) gandb man-tt n.a lcJ.ge hai. 

Sihja sarijog bbog nar(i) gar bar hot .. 
purakh bides(!) kul dipak na jc7.ge hai. 

Sri gur krt.pa nidhan simran gian dhitin, 
gurmukh(i) sukh phal pal anurage hai. 79. 

Once someone boards a ship, he is confident of sailing across 
the sea. But many unfo1tunates die even when the ship is 
near about. 

Fragranceless trees acquire fragrance when they grow near 
Sandalwood trees. But those trees which are located far away 
do not receive fragrant breeze of Sandalwood as it cannot 
reach them. 

To enjoy the pleasure of nocturnal bed, a faithful wife clings 
to her husband. But one whose husband is away don't even 
feel like lighting a lamp in her home. 

Similarly a Guru-conscious, slave disciple who holds the True 
Guru close receives the celestial comfort by abiding by the 
counsel, sermon and loving by remembering His name every 
second that the clement True Guru has so kindly blessed him 
with. One who does not feel the presence of the divine Lord 
within cannot attain peace. 
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Charan karnal ko mahatam agadh(i) bodh( i), 
at(i) ascharaj-mai namo namo nam hai. 

Koma/ komaltii au sUal sitalta kai, 
biisna suhas(u) tas(u) dutfa na sam, hai. 

Saha} samadh(iJ nij asan singhasan, 
svad bismad ras ganmita agam hai. 

Rup kai anup rilp, man mansa thakat, 
aka.th kathii hinod hismai bisam hai.80. 

The praise of the lotus feet of Satguru Ji is beyond 
comprehension. It is indeed wonderful. Salutations to him 
time and again. 

They are tender than the tenderness of the whole world. They 
are indeed comfortably cool. No other fragrance matches 
them. 

The disciple who lives ever in attendance of the holy feet 
of the True Satguru Ji and has worked hard on meditation 
of Lord's name, has relished the supernatural e lixir of Naam 
Sim ran. 

The beauty of Satguru's lotus feet is exemplary. The desire 
and faculty of mind tires describing it. Their praise is 
indescribable. This wonder of wonders is astonishing. 
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Sat(iJgur darsan sctbad agadb(i) hodh, 
abigat(i) gat(i) net(O net(i) namo nam hai. 

Daras dhiiin ar(u) sabad gilin !iv, 
p,upat praga( that puran-brabm hai. 

Nirgu n sargun kusmavali sugandh(i) saridh(i), 
ek au anek n1p ganmita agam hai. 

Parmadbhut ascharjai ascharaj-mai, 
akath katha alakh bismai hisam hai.8 1. 

Understanding the deep philosophy and his precept is highly 
unfathomable matter that is beyond comprehension. Like the 
imperishable Lord, it is beyond and infinite and worthy of 
saluta tion time and again. 

By concentrating mind in his philosophy and attaching the 
mind in Naam Simran, one realises the omnipresent Lord 
in the entire expanse created by Him. 

One Transcendental Lord is appearing in countless immanent 
forms. Like the fragrance of a flower bed, He, the inaccessible 
Lord can be realised and felt. 

The precept and philosophy of the True Guru is utmost 
admirable. It is most astonishing and beyond description. He 
is beyond understanding and stranger than the strangest. 
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Sat(i)gur(u) daras dhiti.n gian anjan kai, 
mitra satrata nivi'iri puran brahm hai. 

Gur updes parves ad( i) kau a des. 
ustat( i) ninda mef(i), gmimita agam hai. 

Charan saran(O gahe dhavat baraj(i) rakhe, 
asa mansa thakat, saphal Jan.am hai. 

Sadh smig(i) prem nem, jfvan m.ukat( i) gat( i), 
kilm nibkam nihl?aram karam hai.82. 

By concentrating mind on the vision and by toiling on Naam 
Sim1-an with rapt attention, one destroys all enmity and 
friendship and experiences presence of One Lord God. 

By imbibing the words of the Guru in one's heart and by 
the counsel of the True Guru can one indulge in His praise 
humbly. All desires of praise and slander are destroyed and 
one reaches the inaccessible Lord. 

By taking the refuge of a True Guru, a mind chasing vices 
and other evil pleasures come to rest. All desires and 
expectations end. Thus a human birth becomes a success. 

By joining the holy congregation of a God-like True Guru, 
the loving promise or pious resolution is fulfilled and one 
reaches the state of emancipation while still alive Ueevan 
MukO. One feels pacified towards worldly desires and 
indulges more in noble deeds like Simran and Sewa without 
desire for any reward. 
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Sat( i)gur dev sev alakh abhev gat( i), 

savdhan sadh sang(i) simran matra kai. 

Patil punit rit(i) paras karai manu1~ 

ha1is mai subas(u) dai kupatrah(U supatra kai. 
Patit punit kar(i) pavan pavitra kine, 
paras mcm.ar bans basai drum jatra kai. 
Sarita samundm sadh sang(i) trikhavaiit jia, 
kripa Jal dijai, mohe kmith ebbed cbatmkai.83. 

Keeping company of holy person~ wakefully, serving the 
effulgent True Guru and practicing continuous Naam Sim ran 
the indescribable and incomprehensible Lord is perceived. 
In the true tradition of converting sinners into pious individuals, 
by the sermon of Naam Simran, a True Guru changes the iron
s lag-like base persons into gold/ philosopher-stone. And by 
instilling the fragrance of Naam Sim.rem in the bamboo-like 
arrogant individuals, he makes them superior persons. 
Whoever is made noble by Satguru, he strives to make others 
noble too. Vices ridden, iron-slag-like person becomes pure 
like gold or even philosopher-stone. And a bamboo-like 
arrogant person becoming humble with the practicing of 
Lord's name acquires fragrance of Naam and infuse others 
too with the divine fragrance. 
The company of holy and True Guru is like rivers and lakes 
from where his disciples drink the elixir of Naam and quench 
their thirst. I, an unfortunate person am still thirsty because 
I am full of ill traits and vices. Please be clement on me and 
grant me the boon of Naam Simran. 
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Bis ke bartman bhae na subas( u) baris, 
hem na bhae manu1~ log bed-gian hai. 
Gurmukh(i) pa1ith ik-fs ko harlmcm, 
chai1.dan subas bans basai drnm an hai. 
Kanchan manar hoe paras paras hhef(i}, 
paras manfir karai aur (haur man hai. 
Gursikh sadh sang( 0 patit pun ft rit(i), 
gursikh sandh(i) mile gursikhjan(i) hai.84. 

By the common folk wisdom, knowledge of religious books 
and the dealings of the worldly people, a bamboo cannot 
acquire fragrance nor can the iron waste become gold. It is 
the undeniable truth of Guru's intellect that a bamboo-like 
arrogant person cannot acquire fragrance of virtues nor can 
a vice ridden person burnt out like iron slag can become 
glittering like gold. 
The path of Sikhism is a path of One God. The sandalwood like 
True Guru blesses a bamboo-like arrogant person with humility 
and Naam making him full of virtuous qualities. His dedication 
to Naam Simran instills fragrance into other similar persons. 
Vice laden iron waste-like person becomes philosopher-stone 
by touching Paaras (philosopher stone) like True Guru. The 
True Guru convert<; the wasted person into gold like virtuous. 
He earns respect everywhere. 
The congregation of holy and true disciples of a True Guru 
is capable of making the sinners into pious persons. One who 
joins the congregation of true Sikhs of Satguru is also known 
as Guru's disciple. 
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Charan saran( i) gu1~ bhai nihchal mat(i), 
man unman /iv sahaj samiie hai. 

Drist(iJ daras ar( u) sabad surat(i) mil( 0 , 
parmadhhut prem nem upjiie hai. 

Gur sikb sadh sang(i) rang(u) hue tanbol ras, 
paras paras(i) dhat kanchan dikhae hai. 

Chandan sugandb(i) smidh(i) basna subiis tas, 
akatb katba binod kahat na Cle hai.85. 

In the refuge of Satgunt the intellect becomes stable. The 
mind attaches itself with state divine and rests in equipoise. 

With the mind engrossing into the teachings of Satguru and 
divine word residing for ever in the memory, astonishing 
loving devotion is generated. 

In the company of devoted, slave Sikhs, noble and pious 
persons, one gets dyed in the hue of colour as beetle leaf, 
beetle nut, lime, cardamom and catechu mix together to 
become red beside giving pleasent smell. As other metals 
become gold when touched with philosopher-stone; so 
becomes the state of devoted Sikhs. 

As the fragrance of sandalwood makes other trees equally 
fragrant, so does the touch of the holy feet, a glimpse of the 
True Guru, and with · the union of the divine word and the 
conscious mind; the company of pious and noble persons, 
fragrance blossoms. This state of ecstasy is beyond 
description. 
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Prem-ms anmrit nidhlin pan puran hue, 
akath katha binod kabat na ae ha i. 

Gian dhian sian simran bisimran kai, 
bisam bideh bismad bismae hai. 

Ad(i) parmad( i) ar( u) a1it kai anant bhae, 
thah kai athah na apar par pae hai. 

Gur sikh sandh(i) mile his ik-is is, 
sohang soi dfpak sai dipak jagae hai.86. 

The union between Guru and Sikh is full of pleasure and 
happiness. It cannot be described. By the strenuous practice 
of meditation on the Gum blessed Naam and by relishing the 
elixir of love, a Sikh feels totally satiated. 

Forgetting the worldly boasts of knowledge, involvements, 
wisdoms and other achievements, practicing the Simran 
strenuously, a Sikh loses the awareness of his existence and 
he merges in the astonishing of astonishing state. 

By reaching the high divine state and becoming one with 
the Lord who is beyond the beginning, and even the aeons, 
a Sikh goes beyond the beginning and end. He becomes 
unfathomable and because of his oneness with Him, his 
extent cannot be comprehended. 

This union of Guru and Sikh surely makes a Sikh like God 
Himself. This union makes him dwell in His name. He 
perpetually utters-Thou ! Thou ! Lord ! Lord ! and he 
enlightens the beacon of Naam. 
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Sat(i)gur charan saran(i) chal(i) jae sikh, 
ta charan saran(i) jagat(u) chal(i) avai. 

Sat{i)gur agia sat(i) sat(iJ !2ar(i) manai sikh, 
agia tabe sakal sansarab(i) hitavai. 

Sat(i)gur seva bhae pran pilja karai sikh, 
sarab nidhan agrahhag Liv lavai. 

Sat(i)gur sikhia dikhia hirdai praves jahe, 
ta ki sikh sw-iat param pad pavai.87. 

A Sikh who devotedly goes to the refuge of a True Guru, 
has the whole world falling at his feet. 

A Sikh of the Guru who abides by the command of his Guni, 
accepting it to be true; his command is loved by the whole 
world. 

A Sikh of the Guru who serves his Guru with loving devotion 
at the cost of his life considering such service as worship, 
all the treasures are mute attendant before him. · 

A Sikh of the Guru who has the teachings and consecration 
of his Guru in his heart, listening to his teachings/sermons 
one can reach supreme spiritual state. 
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Gursikh sadh-sang rang mai rangile bhae, 
baruni bigandh gang sang mile gang hai. 

Sursari sarigam hue prabal pravah !iv, 
sagar athah sat(l)gur sang sang(i) hai. 

Cbaran kamal makrand nihchal chit, 
darsan sohha-nidh(i) lahar(i) tarang hai. 

Anbad sabad kai sarab nidhan diin, 
gian ans bans gat(i) sumat(i) srabang hai.88. 

As evil smelling wine when poured into river Ganges become 
like the water of Ganges, so can vice ridden, maya 
(mammon) immersed, worldly pleasure seeking individuals 
get dyed in the hue of Naam Simran when they join the 
true, Naam immersed holy company of devoted Sikhs. 

As the rapid flow of brooks and rivers like Ganges merges 
into the vast ocean losing all their destructive traits, so can 
one get absorbed into the ocean like Satguru by keeping 
the company of true, loving and devoted Sikhs. 

The mind stabilises in the fragrant dust of Satguru 's feet. The 
glimpse of infinite praise, myriad colourful waves of Naam 
appear in his consciousness. 

By virtue of Naam Sim.ran and appearance of unstruck music 
in the consciousness, a Sikh feels he has been blessed with 
all the treasures of the world. He acquires knowledge of the 
True Guru that reflects in every trichome of his body. 
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G1mnukh(i) marag hue dubidha bharam khoe, 
charan saran(i) gahe nij ghar(t) ae hai. 

Daras daras(i) dib(i) drist(i) pragas bhaf, 
arimrit katachh kai amar pad pae hai. 

Sabad surat(i) anhad nijhar jharan, 
simran mantra liv unman chhae hai. 

Man bach kram hue ikatra gurmukh(i) sukh, 
prem nem bisam bisv& upjae hai.89. 

Entering the path of Sikhism destroys suspicions and 
separatism and by the support of Satguru, one realises self. 

By the glimpse of Satguru, one is blessed with a vision that 
enables one see the Lord all around oneself. By the clement 
look of Satguru, one achieves eternal position. 

By the union of word and consciousness and by virtue of 
the sweet tune of Naam, a perpetual flow of divine elixir 
starts flowing. By continuous repetition of Guru-given 
incantation, higher spiritual state is achieved. 

A Guru-conscious person attains real spiritual comfort and 
peace by bringing in harmony between mind, words and 
deeds. That unique tradition of Lord's love breeds a 
wonderful confidence and faith in his mind. 
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Gurmukh(i) apa khoe, jivan m u.kat(i) gat(i), 
bisam bideh geh samat subhao hai. 

janam maran sam, narak surag ar( uJ, 
punn pap smipat(i) hipat(i) chinta chti.o hai. 

Ban grah, jog bhog, log bed, gian dhian, 
dukh sukh soganmid mitra satra tao hai. 

Losar kanik bikh(u) anmrit agan(i) Jal, 
sahaj samadh(i) unman anurao bai.90. 

The Sikh follower of Guru loses his self and achieves 
salvation in his life when still alive. Leading a house holders 
life, he feels no concern for distress or peace/comfort that 
comes his way. 

And then birth and death, sin and piety, heaven and hell, 
pleasures and tribulations, worry and happiness all means 
equal to him. 

For such a Guru-conscious person, jungle and home, 
enjoyment and renunciation, folk traditions and traditions of 
the scriptures, knowledge and contemplation, peace and 
distress, sorrow and pleasure, friendship and erunity are all 
the same . 

A lump of earth or gold, poison and nectar, water and fire 
are all the same for a Guru-conscious person. Because, his 
love is to remain absorbed in the stable state of perpetual 
knowledge of the Guru. 
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Saphaljanam gurmukh(i) huejanam jitio, 
charan saphal gur mai·ag ravan kai. 

Lochan saphal gur darsa va!okan kai, 
mastak saphal raj pad gavan kai. 

Hasat saphal nam sat(i)gur ba~ii likhe, 
surat(i) saphal gur-sabad sravan kai. 

Sangat(i) saphal gursikh sadh sangam kai, 
prem nem ganm.ita trikal tribhavan kai.91 . 

A human life is usefully spent when one leads it as an 
obedient Sikh of the True Guru and wins all its benefits. The 
feet are successful if they tread the path defined by the Guru. 

The eyes are successful if they accept the omnipresence of 
the Lord and see Him everywhere. The forehead is successful 
if it touches the dust of the path tread by Satguru. 

The hands are successful if they are raised in the salutation 
of Satguru and to write his utterances/compositions. The ears 
become successful by listening to the glory, adulations of the 
Lord and words of the Guru. 

The congregation of holy and true souls attended by a Sikh 
is useful as it helps in uniting with the Lord. Thus abiding 
by the tradition of Naam Simi-an, he becomes aware of all 
the three worlds and the three periods. 
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Charan kamal makrand ras lubhit hue, 
Saha} samadh(i) sukh smipat samane hai. 

Bhaijal bhaeanak lahar na biap(i) sakai, 
dubidha nivar(i), ek tek thahrane hai. 

Drisf(i) sabad surat(i) baraj(i) hisarjit, 
prem nem bisam bisviis ur(i) ane hai. 

]ivan-mukat(i) jagjivan fivan mUI, 
apa khoe hoe aparmipar parane hai.92. 

By becoming a true servant of Satguru Ji, remaining fond 
of the fragrance of the dust of the holy feet of the True Guru, 
and in perpetual contemplation, a Sikh permeates himself in 
the spiritual peace. 

Guru-conscious person is never affected by the frightening 
worldly waves of desires and hopes. He is deemed to have 
destroyed all duality and taken the refuge of the Lord. 

He keeps his eyes away from the evils and ears closed to 
the slander and praise. Ever engrossed in Naam Simran, he 
imbibes the celestial faith of the Lord in his mind. 

Liberated Guru-conscious Sikh sheds all his ego and becomes 
a devotee of the infinite Lord, the creator of the World and 
source of all life on it. 
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Sarita sarovar 
ek sai anek 

salil mil 
hot kaise 

ek bhae, 
nirvaro Ji. 

Pan, chz7-na, katha, supari khae surang bhae, 
hahur( i) na chatur harem bistbaro jf. 

Paras paras(i) hot karzik anik dhat(u), 
kanik sai anik na hot gotacharo Ji. 
Chandan subas kai suhasana banaspati, 
bhagat jagat-pat(i) hisam bichiim jl.93. 

When the water of river and lake meet, they become 
indistinguishable. Then how can they be disintegrated into 
their earlier form when they have become one ? 

Chewing beetle leaf, catechu, lime and beetle nut produces 
deep red colour. But then none of these ingredients can be 
separated from that red colour. 

Many metals turn into gold by a touch of the philosopher
stone. Thereafter they cannot revert back to their original 
form. 

The sandalwood tree imparts fragrance to all the other trees 
around it. That fragrance cannot then be taken away from 
them. Similarly the union of the Lord and his devotees is a 
very strange and astonishing tale. They become one and 
there is no duality left. 
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Chatur baran mil(i) suraiig tanbol ras, 
gursikh sadh smig raiig mai rangile hai. 

Kharu! ghrit ch17n Jal mile binjnadW svtld, 

Prem ras a1im1·it mai rasik raslle hai. 

Sakal sugandh sanbandb argaja hoe, 
sabad surat(i) Liv biisna hasile hai. 

Paras paras(i) jaise kanik anik dhat, 
Dih(i) deb, man unman unmTle hai.94. 

As the union of beetle leaf, beetle nut, lime and catechu 
produce deep red colour, so do the Sikhs living in the 
presence of Satguru get dyed in hue of his love and Naam 
in the company of True and noble Sikhs. 

As the mixing of sugar, clarified butter, flour and water results 
in various types of dainty dishes, similarly Guru-conscious 
persons become the reHshers of elixir like Naam in the 
company of the holy and noble people who themselves are 
engrossed in the meditation of Lord's name. 

As all fragrances when put together result in a perfume of 
high quality, similarly the servant Sikhs of the Guru become 
pleasant smelling by virtue of Namn Simran and instilling 
the words of Guru in their conscious mind. 

As many metals turn into gold by the touch of paaras 
(Philosopher-Stone), so do the devoted Sikhs become 
refulgent and blossoms in the company of True Guru. 
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Pavan gauan jaise gut;ffa ur)at rahai, 
pavan rahat gu~ti urj( i) na sakat hai. 

!;Jori kf maror(i) jaise latua phirat rabai. 
tao hao mifai gir(i) parai /Jue thakat hai. 

KClJichan asu.dh jio ku.th11ri fhabrat nuhf. 
sudh bhae nihchal chhab(i) kai chhakat hai. 

Dimnat(i) dubidbii bhramat bai chatur kwi(, 
gurmat(i) ek tek, mon(i) na bakat hai.95. 

As a kite keeps aloft in the sky only if there is breeze blowing, 
and in the absence of breeze it drops down on the ground; 

As a top keeps revolving on its axis/spindle as long as the 
torque provided to it by the thread lasts, whereafter it drops 
dead; 

As a base gold cannot remain stable in a c1ucible and on 
becoming pure, rests and acquire glitter; 

So does a person roams about in all the four directions due 
to duality and base intelligence. But once he takes the refuge 
of Guru's wisdom, he acquires peace and becomes engrossed 
within. 
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Prem ras aiimrit nidhan pan piiran hoe, 
parmadhhut gat(i) Ci.tam tarang bai. 

It te d rist(iJ surat(i) sabad bisarjit, 
ut te bisam ascharr.~j prasang hai. 

Dekhai su dikhavai kaise sunai su sunavai kaise, 
chakbai so batauai kaise, rag ras rmig hai. 

Akath katha binod ang ang thakat hue, 
herat birani build sagar srabang hai.96. 

A Guru-conscious Sikh feels fully satiated drinking the loving 
elixir of the nectar-like Naam. He experiences strange and 
astonishing waves of spiritual ecstasy within. 
Relishing the loving elixir, a Guru-conscious person turns his 
senses away from the worldly engrossments and attaches 
them with the faculties that help him enjoy the divine 
pleasures. As a result he experiences strange and astonishing 
sensations within. 
All that he experiences, he cannot make others experience. 
How can he make others hear the unstruck music that he 
himself hears ? The taste of Naam nectar that he enjoys 
himself, how can he describe it to others ? All these he alone 
can enjoy. 

It is impossible to narrate the state of spiritual delight of such 
a person. Every part of his body becomes stable in the 
happiness of this state and one feels flabbergasted. Staying in 
the holy feet of Satguru, such a person merges in the ocean
like God just as a drop falling in the sea loses its identity. 
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Sadh sang( i) gang mil( 0, sn gur sagar mile, 
gian dhian param nidhan livlfn hai. 

Charan kamal makrand madhu.kai· gat( iJ, 
chandrama chakor gur dhian ras bhin hai. 

Sabad surat(i) muktahal ahar hmis, 
prem parmarath bimal jal mln hai. 

Anmn't katachh amrapad kripa kripiil, 
kamla kalpatr(u) karndhainadhfn hai.9 7. 

A Sikh ever in attendance of Satguru merges in the ocean
like True Guru through the Ganges-like holy congregation. 
He remains engrossed in the fountain-head of Gyan 
(knowledge) and contemplation. 

A True Sikh remains absorbed and immersed in the holy dust 
of the Tme Guru like a bumble bee and longs for a glimpse 
of his Guru just as a moon bird (Allectorls graeca) 
experiences pangs of separation of his beloved moon. 

Like a swan whose diet is pearls, a true Sikh relishes the 
pearl- like Naam as his life support. Like a fish, he swims 
in the cool, clean and comforting waters of spirituality. 

By the element and nectar-like glimpse of grace of the True 
Guru, a true Sikh attains immortality. And then all mythical 
donors like Kamdhen. cow or Kalap brichh and even Lakshmi 
(Goddess of wealth) serve him diligently. 
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Ek brahmchicJ ke bithar kz apar katha. 
kot(iJ brahmCind ko naik(u) kaise jZiniai. 

Ghat(i) ghat(i) ai1tar au sarah nirantar(i) hai, 

sz7.kham sathUl mal, kaise paihchanfai. 

Nii-gun adrtst srisf( i) mai nan a praka1~ 

alakh lakhio na jae, kaise ur(i) aniai. 

Sat(i) mp sat(i) nti.in sat(i)gur gian dhian, 
pilran brahm sarbatam kai miiniai.98. 

When description of one universe is beyond the ability of 
a human being then how can the master of millions of 
universes be known? 

God, the cause of all visible and invisible world who is 
prevailing equally in all and sundry; how can he be 
reckoned? 

God who is not visible in His Transcendental form, and is 
visible in myriad forms in His immanent form; who cannot 
be perceived, how can he then be lodged in the mind? 

Imperishable of character, of ever stable name, the complete 
Lord God, becomes known to a devoted Sikh through the 
Cyan dispensed by True Guru. He attaches his conscious 
mind in the word and its tune and realises His presence in 
every living being. 
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PU.ran hrahm gur puran sarab-mai, 
paran kripa kai pripuran kai janiai. 

Daras 
sabad 

dhiil.n Liv ek au anek 111.ek, 
bibek fek ekai ur(i) aniai. 

Drisf(i) daras ar(u) sabad suratU) nzi!(i), 
pekhta bakta srota ekai paibchaniai. 

Siikhani sathiU mu/ gupat pragat tbat, 
nat vat simran ma11-tra man(u) munfai.99. 

Guru-blessed Sikh realises the universal presence of God 
through the total benefaction and kindness of the complete 
Guru who is manifestation of Supreme God. 

By absorbing the mind in the form of True Guru and 
contemplation of Guru's teachings, the Sikh lodges that God 
in his heart who is one and is present in all. 

By keeping the vision of the eyes in the glimpse of Satguru 
and tuning the ears to the sound of Guru's utterances, an 
obedient and devoted Sikh reckons Him as the speaker, 
listener and watcher. 

God who is the cause of the visible and invisible expanse, 
who is playing the game of the world both as a performer 
and the apparatus, the mind of a devoted Sikh of Guru gets 
engrossed in words and teachings of the Guru. 
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Nahi dadsar pita pitama par-pitama, 
sajan kutanb sut bchidhav na bhrata hai. 

Nabi ncmsar mata par-mata hridh par-mata, 
mama mami masi au mausa bihidh bikhyata hai. 

Nahf sasurai- sas( u) sasura saro au san, 

nahi birtisur mai jachik na data hai. 

Asan basan dhan dham kahu mai na dekhio, 
jaisa gursikb sadh sai-igat(i) ko nata hai. JOO. 

In the paternal hierarchy, there is not one relation; whether 
grandfather, great grandfather or any other son of the family, 
ward or brother; 

Similarly there isn't any relation, whether it is mother, grand
mother or great grandmother, maternal uncle, aunt or any 
other recognised relationships; 

And also there is no relationship in the in-laws family 
whether mother-in-law, brother-in-law or sister-in-law ; nor is 
their any relationship of family priest, donor or beggar. 

Nor has any relationship been seen amongst the friends and 
close associates who share their eats and drinks as is the 
relationship of Sikh Sangat (congregation) and a Sikh. 
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Jaise mat pita pi-atiptUat anek sut, 
cmik sutan pai na taise hue aval. 

jaise milt pita chit chabat bai sutan kau, 
taise na sutan chit chii.h upjii.vaf. 

)aise mat pita sut sukb dukb soganarid, 
sukh dukb mai na taise sut {haihravaf. 

jaise man bach krcmz sikhan lar;f,avai gur, 
taise gur seva gursikh na hitauai.101. 

As parents bring up and care for many of their children yet 
those children do not reciprocate the same way; 

As parents love their wards from the core of their hearts, the 
same intensity of love cannot be generated in the hearts of 
the children. 

As parents feel delighted on the happy occasions of their 
children and are distressed when they face tribulations, but 
the children do not feel the reciprocal intensity for their 
parents; 

As Sutguru}i pamper and cuddle the Sikhs with mind, words 
and deeds, similarly a Sikh cannot express in reciprocation 
these boons of Satguru Ji with equal intensity. 
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jaise kachhap dbar(i) dhiiin slivdhan karai, 
tclise mat pita piit(i) sut na !agaua'i. 

]aise simran kar( i) kiti~j pmpali karai. 
taise simran sut pai na hem( i) auai . 

.f aise Rau bachhra kau dugadh pitJ.e pokhai, 
taise hacbhra na gau prU(i) hit(uJ lavai. 

.faise gian dhian simran gu.rsikh prat(i), 
taise kaise sikh gur seva thaihravai.102. 

Just as a she tortoise bears its youngones in sand and takes 
care of them till they are sufficiently capable of looking after 
themselves, such love and concern for parents cannot be the 
characteristic of a child. 

Just as a crane teaches its youngones to fly and make them 
adept by flying many miles, a child cannot do for his parents. 

Just as a cow feeds her youngone with her milk and brings 
him up, the youngone cannot reciprocate with. same feelings 
the love and affection for the cow. 

As a Tme Guru blesses a Sikh and expresses his love by 
making him well versed in divine knowledge, contemplation 
and meditation on Lord's name, how can a devoted Sikh I'ise 
to the same level of dedication and devotion in the service 
of Guru? 
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jaise mat pita keri seva saruan kini, 
sikh birlo i gur seva thaihiravai. 

jaise lachhman raf!,hupat(i) bhiie hhagat(i) mai, 
kot( i) madhe kahu gur bhai ban(i) avai. 

]aise Jal baran baran sarbcrng rang, 
birlo hibek'i sadh smigat(i) samavai. 

Gur sikh sandh(i) mile his ik-t.s is, 
pitran kripa kai kaha alakh lakhavai.103. 

A rare disciple would stay and serve his Guru just as noble 
Sarvan served his blind parents so dedicatedly. 

Some rare devotee would serve his Guru with so much love 
and devotion with which Lachhman served his brother Ram. 

As water mixes with any colour to acquire the same hue; 
thus a rare Sikh contemplating and practising meditation 
merges into the holy gathering of Guru's devotees. 

On meeting the Guru and receiving the blessings of initiation 
from him, a Sikh surely reaches and realises God to become 
one with Him. Thus a True Guru showers his beneficence 
on a rare Sikh and lifts him to the divine level of supreme 
consciousness. 
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Lochan dhian sam losat kanik ta kai, 
Smvan ustat(i) nfr1,da samsar(i) janfai, 

Naska sugm1dh birgandh sam tul(i) ta kai, 
ridai mitra satru sa1nsar(i) unmilnfai. 

Rasan suad bikh(u) anmrit(u) samiin(i) ta kai, 
kai· sapras jal agqn( i) samanfai. 

Dukh sukh samsa'l'(i) biapai na harakb sog(u), 
fivan mukat(i) gat( i) sat(i)gur gianiai.104. 

For a devoted Sikh of the Guru, a lump of earth and gold 
are equal in value. Thus, praise and slander for him are the 
same. 

For that devoted Sikh, both fragrance and foul smell means 
nothing. So he treats both friend and foe alike. 

For him the taste of poison is not different from that of nectar. 
He feels the touch of water and fire alike. 

He treats comforts and distresses alike. These two emotions 
do not influence him. By the benign and magnificence of 
a True Guru, who has blessed him with Naam, he achieves 
emancipation while living a house-holder's life. 
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Charan saran(i) gahe ni:f ghar mai nivas, 
asa mansa thakat, anat na dhavcl'i. 

Darsan matra an dhian sai rahat hoe, 
simran an sim.ran bisrava'i. 

Sabad surat( t) man brat kau prapat( i) hoe, 
prem ras akath katha na kah(O avdi. 

Ki1ichat karachh ki·ipa param nidhan dan. 
paramdbhut gat(i) at(i) bismavai.105. 

In the refuge of a True Guru, a devoted Sikh resides in higher 
spiritu~l plane. All his expectations and desires vanish and 
his mind does not waver any more. 

By the glimpse of True Guru, a devoted Sikh seeks not 
audience with anyone else. He rids himself of all other 
remembrances. 

By engrossing his mind in the divine word (of Guru), he 
becomes bereft of all other thoughts. (He gives up all other 
futile talks). Thus his love for his Lord is beyond description. 

By a momentary glimpse of the True Guru, one attains 
invaluable treasure of His name. The state of such a person 
is amazing and a cause of surprise for the beholder. 
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Sabad surat(i) apa khoe gur das( u) hoe, 
bartai bartman(i) gur updes kai. 

Honhar hoe joi Joi soi soi hhalo, 
pa.ran brahm gian dhian parves kai. 

Nam n.ihkam dbtim sahaj subhae chae, 
prem-ras rasik hue anmrit aves kai. 

Sat( i) riip sat(i) ntim sat(i)gur gian dhitin, 
puran sarab-mai ad(i) kau ades kai. l 06. 

Shedding away the mine and thine differentiation by the 
union of mind and divine word, one becomes a humble slave 
of the Guru. He makes his present a success by perpetual 
contemplation on His name. 

With his mind focused on the name of the Lord; living life 
according to Guru's teachings, he accepts all happenings as 
divine Will and blessings. 

A devotee living life of a householder, engrossed in 
meditation of Lord's name and seized in His love ever enjoys 
the elixir of His name. 

Such a slave of the Guru who by focussing his mind in the 
Lord regards the indestmctible and ever stable Lord 
permeated in every speck, salutes and pays his obeisance 
to the force who is the cause of all beginnings. 
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Sabad surat(i) a.pa kboe gur das(u ) hoe, 
ha! budh(iJ sudh(i) na karat mob droh kf. 

Sravan ustat(i) ni11.da sam tu! surat(i) !iv, 
!ochan dhian /iv kanchan au !oh kt. 

Naska sugandh birgmidh samsar(i) ta kai, 
jihba saman(i) hikh(u) anmrit( u) 1uz hoh ki. 

Kar char karam akarm apath path, 
Kirat(i) birat(i) sam ukat(i) na droh kf.107. 

One becomes true disciple only by getting the divine word 
of Guru absorbed in the mind and becoming a humble slave 
of the Guru. For virtually a possessor of the child-like 
wisdom, he is free of deceit and infatuations. 

Since his consciousness is engrossed in the name of the Lord; 
he is least affected by praise or rejection. 

Fragrance and foul smell, poison or elixir are the same for 
him, because his (devotee's) conscious is absorbed in Him. 

He remains stable and uniform even if he uses his hands 
in good or indifferent deeds; or treads path not worthy of 
appreciation. Such a devotee never harbours any feeling of 
deceit, falsehood or ill deeds. 
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Sabad surat( i) apa khoe gu r das( u) hoe, 
sarab mai paran brahm kar(i) manlai. 

Kasat agcm(i) mcliti sittra goras gohcnis. 
ek a u allek ko bihek(zt) paihchaniai. 

Locha11 sravan mukh naska anek sotra, 
dekhai sunai bolai man mek ur aniui. 

Cur sikh sandh(i) mile sobang soi ot(i) pot(i). 
foti jot(i) mi/at jotl saritp janlai. 108. 

By contemplating and absorbing oneself in the name obtained 
by the blessings of a True Guru, and shedding the feelings of 
mine and his, one becomes a servant of the Guru. Such a 
servant acknowledges the presence of one Lord everywhere. 

As the same fire exists in all the woods, different beads are 
arranged in the same thread; as all shades and species of 
cows yield milk of the same colour; similarly the slave of 
True Guru achieves the wisdom and knowledge of the 
presence of one Lord in all the living beings. 

As all that is seen by the eyes, heard by the ears and said 
by the tongue reaches the mind, similarly the slave of the 
Guru sees one Lord residing in all beings and lodges Him 
in his mind. 

The union of a Sikh with his Guru makes him utter Lord's 
name repeatedly and enjoins in Him like warp and weft. 
When his light merges with light eternal, he too acquires the 
form of light divine. 
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Gfi1i</a mai mi/has tas chhilka na !lo jtle, 
daram au dakh bikhai bij p,ah(i) rjariai. 

A.rib kbirni cbhuhanl majh guthli kathur, 
kharhz~;a au kalida scf/at hikariai . 

. 11adhu. makhi mcti malin samai pae sapha! bue, 
ras bas(i) bhae nahf trisna niuCiriai. 

SJi gur sabad ras anmn·t-nidban pan, 
gursikh siJ.dh sa1ig(i) janam( u.) savariai.109. 

As the sweet juice of the sugarcane is taken and bagasse is 
discarded; as the seeds in pomigranate and grapes are 
discarded; 

Mango, dates have their endocarps hard ; melon and 
watermelons though sweet release water and become 
unworthy of consumption very soon; 

The honey when cleaned of the bees and the wax become 
hard to give up eating it; 

Similarly a Sikh of the Guru, relishes the elixir-like Naam 
in the company of holy men and makes his life a success. 
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Salil mai dharan(i), dharan(i) mai salil jaise, 
kup annlp kai bimal Jal chhae hai. 

Tahi Jal maff kai hanai ghatika anek, 
ekai jal(u) ghat ghat ghafika samae bai. 

.fahi jahi ghatika mai drisf{O kai dekhiat. 
pekhiat apa ap(u) an na dikhae bai. 

Pilran 
bmhm 

brahm gur ekankar kai akar, 
hibek ek {ek thaibrae hai.110. 

As there is land in water and water inside Earth, like a well 
that is dug up to obtain neat and cold water; 

The same water and earth are used for making pots and 
pitchers and all of them contain the same type of water. 

Whichever pot or pitcher one looks into, one would see the 
same image in it, and nothing else is seen, 

Similarly the complete God pervade.s in the form of a Guru 
and appear in the hearts of Sikhs (as was the case of image 
in various water-filled pots and pitchers). 
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Charan 
sat(i)gur 

Ek bar 
simran 

saran(i) gttr ek paiiicj,a fae 
kot(iJ pai11.(la iige hoe let 

sat(i)gur mantra simran 
tahe baraiibar gur bet 

cha!, 
hai. 

matra, 
bai. 

Bhavnf bhagat(i) bhae kauc;l.i agrabhag rakhai. 
tahe gur sarah nidhan dan det hai. 

Sat(i)gur daia nidh(O mahima agadh(i) bodb(iJ, 
namo namo narno namo net(i) net(i) net(i) hai. J 11. 

A desciple who walks one step towards Guru to take his 
refuge and goes to him with devotion and humility, Guru 
advances to receive him (devotee) by taking million steps. 

He who unites with the Lord by remembering the incantation 
of the Guru even once, the True Guru remembers him 
millions of time. 

He who makes an offering of even a shell before the True 
Guru with loving worship and faith, the True Guru blesses 
him with the countless treasures of invaluable wealth that 
is Naam. 

The True Guru is a repository of compassion that is beyond 
description and understanding. Therefore myriad salutations 
to Him because there is no one else like Him. 
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Prem ras anmrit nidhan p(/:n pfiran hue, 
unman unmat bisam bisviis bai. 

Atam tarang bahu. rang, arig ang chhab(i). 
anik anil.p nip i7,P ko pragc.l.s hai. 

Svad bismad bahu bibidb surat(i) sarah, 
rag nad bad bahu basna subas hai. 

parmudhhut brahmasan sirighasan mat, 
sohha sahha 11ia11rjal, akhmic;lal bilas hai.112. 

When a devotee meditating on His name is satiated with the 
drinking of loving nectar of Lord's name, he (devotee) enjoys 
supernatural ecstatic feeling in higher spiritual planes. 

With multi-coloured waves of spiritual thoughts growing in 
h is (devotee) mind, every part of his body conveys the glory 
of the Lord by emittence of strange and unique radiance. 

The relishment of loving elixir of the Lord's name is 
astonishing. Enchanting tunes of all the musical modes and 
their consorts are heard in the ears. The nostrils feel the smell 
of myriad fragrances. 

And with the residing of the consciousness in the highest 
spiritual seat (the tenth orifice), one enjoys the strange and 
magnificent glory of all the spiritual planes. Staying in that 
state renders complete stability to the body, mind and soul. 
It is the ultimate state of peace and tranquility. 
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Baytbavantai jantai jaise baid upchar(u) karai, 
haytha birtt:nit sun(i) harai dukh mg kau. 

jaise mata pita hit-chit kai niilat sutai, 
khan pan pokh(i) tokh(iJ hamt hai sog kau. 

Birhani hanita !~au jaise bhm1ar(u) milai, 
prem ras kcti harat birah biog kttu. 

Taise hi hibekf Jan parupkar bet, 
milat salil gat(i) sahaj smVog kau.113. 

As a medicine practitioner listens to the ailment of a patient 
and treats him for the malady; 

As parents fondly and lovingly meet their son, bring him up 
by serving dainty dishes, feel happy to allay all his distresses; 

As a wife separated from her husband for long relieves her 
pangs of separation and distresses with loving emotions; 

Similarly those wise and realised servers of Lord dyed in the 
hue of Lord's name become humble like water and meets 
the needy who yearn for the divine solace and clemency. 
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Baythavantai haid rup, jachik datar gat(O, 
gahkai biapari hoe, mat pita put kau. 

Nar( iJ bhartar(i) bidh(i) mitra mitrai rap, 
sz~jan kutmih sakha bhae chae sut kau. 

Logan mai logachar bed kai bed hf.char, 
gian gur ekankar avdhut avdhut kau. 

Birlo biheki fan p arupkar het, 
mi/at salil gat(i) srahang bhilt kau.114. 

Gursikhs with contemplated knowledge extend all help to 
the needy as an act 0f welfare, just as a medicine practitioner 
does for a patient, a donor does for a beggar, a trader for 
a customer and parents for their son. 

As an act of benevolence, the relishers of Lord's name reach 
the distressed people to render them comfort. Tuey are 
husband to a distressed wife or vice versa, friends to friends 
and other loved ones; according to the defined moral code. 

Sikhs blessed with Guru's wisdom acquire the supreme 
knowledge of the Lord and meet the common mortals as one 
of them and as intelligent and wise in the gathering of learned 
men. They approach the hermits as renouncers. 

Such a rational and knowledgeable Sikh is very rare who for 
the sake of benevolence becomes humble like water and 
unites with the people of all denominations. 
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Darsan dhiii.n dib(i) deb kai hideh bhae, 
drip, dih(i) dri..">f(i) bikhai bhau bhagat(i) chin hai. 

Adbiatam karam kar( i) ti.tam praves, 
parmatam praues sarbatam lio /in hai. 

Sabad gian parvan hue nidhlin pae, 
parmarth sabdarth prabin hai. 

Tatai milai tat, joti jot(i) kai param jot(O. 
prem ras has(i) bhae jaise Jal min hai.115. 

By the contemplated vision of the True Guru, the Guru
conscious Sikhs become free of ego while still in their body 
form. By virtue of divine sight of the True Guru, they acquire 
the wisdom of loving worship. 

By virtue of his spiritual knowledge and righteous actions, 
a follower of Guru finds peace and tranquility in his self. 
By becoming one with Lord, he realises the presence of the 
divine light in the beings. 

By the knowledge acquired through meditation on divine 
word, a devoted Sikh is accepted by the Guru who blesses 
him with the treasure of Lord's Naam. He then becomes wise 
to understand the principles of spirituality. 

As the quintessence merges in its origin and become one; as 
flame of a beacon becomes one with the other flame, so does 
the soul of a Guru-conscious person merges with the Supreme 
soul. He gets so engrossed in the pleasure of Lord's love that 
he remains in a stare of ecstasy like a fish feels in water. 
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Adh iii.tam karam panniJtam pa ram pad, 
tat mil( i) tatcth( i) param tat vasi hai. 

Sabad bibek tek ek hi anek mek, 
ja1itra dhun(i) rag nad anbhai abhiasi hai. 

Daras dhian unman. pi-an pranpat(iJ, 
abigat(O gat(i) at(i) alakh biliJ.si bai. 

Anm1'it katachh dih(i) deb kai bideh bhae, 
;Tuan. mukat(i) kou hirlo udas'i bai.116. 

A rare Guru-conscious person attains the knowledge of 
spirituality through spiritual deeds and absorbs himself in 
Him as truth rejoins with Truth. 

As musical instruments produce melodious notes which also 
represent words in a song, so does a meditation practitioner 
merges in the fearless Lord who prevades in all and sundry. 

As meditation renders all our breaths one with Lord-the 
granter of life, so would a Guru-conscious man be engrossed 
in Him by contemplating on Him and becomes capable of 
enjoying all His bliss by this union with Him. 

By the elixir-like divine glance of the True Guru, he becomes 
unconscious of his body (needs). Such a person with 
renounced and detached inclination is rare to come by. 
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Supcm charitra chitra jagat na dekhtat, 
tarka inarit;lal( u) parbhat na dikhafai. 

Taruar chhiiia lagh(u) dirag( u) chapal ha!, 
tirath purab jatra thir(u) na rahafai. 

Nadi nav ko sanjog log bahurio na milai, 
gandhrab nagar mrig trisna bilaiai. 

Taise mZi.ia mob dhroh kufanb saneh deh, 
gwwukh(i) sabad surat(i) liv laiai.11 7. 

Just as dream events cannot be seen while awake, just as 
stars are not visible after sunrise; 

Just as the shadow of a tree keeps changing in size with the 
falling rays of the sun; and the pilgrimage to the holy places 
does not last for ever. 

As the fellow travellers of a boat do not get to travel together 
again, as the presence of water due to mirage or the 
imaginary abode of gods (in space) is an illusion. 

So does a Guru-conscious person regards mammon, 
attachment and love of the body an illusion and he keeps 
his consciousness focused on the divine word of the Guru. 
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Naihar kuar(i) karinia lai;f,ili kai manfat, 
biilhe sasurar jiie gunan lzai maniai. 

Banet} biu.har lag(i), jat bai bicles(iJ prani, 
kahie sapllt(i) lahb labbat kai aniai. 

jaise tau sangrani samai par-eta! mai akelo Jae, 
fit(i) avai soi sfim subhat(uJ bakhaniai. 

Manas janam(u) pae charcm saran(i) gw; 
sadb smig(i) milai gur davat(i) paihcbaniai.118. 

An unmarried daughter is loved by everyone in parental 
house and enjoys respect in the in-laws house because of 
her virtues. 

As one goes to other cities to trade and earn living, but one 
is known as an obedient son only when one makes profit; 

As a warrior ingresses into enemy ranks and comes out 
victorious is known as a brave man. 

Similarly he who enjoins the holy gatherings, acquire the 
refuge of the True Guru is accepted in the court of the Lord. 
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Naibar ku(mih tc~j(i) biahe sasurar Jae, 
gunan kai kula-hctclh£t hirad kahauai. 

Pi7ran patihrat(i) au .qui- fan seva hhtle, 
grih mai EJ,ribesur(i) sujas(uJ praR(ii.vai. 

Al'it kill(i) jue pri.a sangOJ sah-gaminf hue, 

lok parlok bikhai i'J.ch pad paved. 

Gurmu/Jh(i) marag(i) bhai hhae nirbah(uJ kcwai, 
dhann gursikb ild{i) ant(i) thaihravai.119. 

Jusr as a girl leaves her parent's house after getting married 
and earns a respectable name for herself and her husband's 
family by virtue of her good traits; 

Earns the honourable title of all in all and revered one, by 
devotedly serving her elders and remaining loyal and faithful 
to her partner; 

Departs from this world as an honourable companion of her 
husband and earns name for herself here and in world 
hereafter; 

So is a Sikh of Guru worthy of praise and adulations from 
beginning to end who treads the path of the Guru, lives life 
in the reverential fear of the Lord. 
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]aise nrip dhiim hham ek sai adhik ek, 
naik anek ra.fil sahban laqavai . 

.fanmat jfi kai sut(u) uahi kai suba/l,(u) hbag(u), 
sakal ran.i mai parrani so kahavai. 

As an bas an 
raj adhikar(uJ 

sihjasan san_7ogi 
tau sapi:ui grih 

sabai, 
avai. 

Gursikh sahai gur charan sarcm(i) Liv, 
gur sikh sandh(i) milai n~j pad(u) p!wal.120. 

As a king has many queens in his palace, each of remarkable 
beauty, he cajoles and pampers each one of them; 

One who bears him a son enjoys higher status in the palace 
and is declared as the chief among the queens; 

Each one of them has the right and opportunities to enjoy 
the pleasures of the palace and share the bed of the king; 

So do the Guru's Sikhs assemble in the refuge of the Tme 
Guru. But he who meets with the Lord after losing his self 
reaches the realm of spiritual peace and comfort. 
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Tus mai tandul boe nipjai sahm1sra guno, 
deh dhar( i) karat hai pantpkar jf. 

Tus mai tandul n.irbighan, na lagai ghun, 
rakhe rahai cbirankal, hot na bikar fi. 

Tus mai nikas( iJ hoe bbagan malf n. mp, 
svad karviie, radhe rahai na sansar fi. 

Gur udpes gursikh grih mai hairagi, 
grib taj( i) hankharu;l hot na udhar ji.121. 

A grain of rice covered by its husk when sowed yields many 
time more such grains and as rice (a staple food item) do 
much good in the world. 

The rice remains protected against insects as long as it 
remains in the husk. ft remains preserved for long. 

Outside the husk, rice breaks. It acquires a darkish hue and 
slight bitterness. It loses its worldly importance. 

So does a Sikh of Guru following the advice of Guru lives 
a householder's life without being attached and engrossed 
in it. He does good to others while living with his family 
members. He does not renounce the family and lives in 
jungles to emancipate himself from this world . 
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Hardf au chfmii 1nif(i) anm baran jaise, 
chatttr baran kai tanhof ras rilp hcti. 

Dftdh mctijaman milai dadh(i) ka i hakhc1niat, 
khtfri4 ghrit chem mil(i) hinjcm anilp hai. 

Kusam sugmidh(i) mi/(i) ti! sai pl.ntlef hol. 

sakal sugm1.dh(i) milUJ argaja dhitp bai. 

Doe sikh sadh sa11g(u), panch parnzesar hai, 
das bis tis mile ahigat(i) ap hai.122. 

As turmeric and lime when mixed produce red colour, but 
when betel leaf, lime, betelnut and catechu are all brought 
together, a very deep red colour is produced; 

As a small cogulent added to the milk set it as curd but sugar, 
flo ur and clarified butter produces a very tasty dish; 

An extract of flowers when mixed with sesame oil become 
scented oil, but mixing of saffron musk, sandalwood and rose 
make a very fragrant product called argaja; 

So would rwo Sikhs together make a holy congregation while 
five of them would represent the Lord. But where ten, twenty 
or thirty like-minded Sikhs engrossed in the love of the Guru 
meet, their praise is beyond description. 
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Ek bi goras 
dahio mahio 

mai anek 
makhan au 

ras ko prap,as, 
ghrit unmanfai. 

Ek hi 
gur(u), 

Ek hi 
bhii.ne 

itkhari sai mithas ko mvas, 
kbatic;f,, misri au kalikand paihchaniai. 

gehii sai hot nanii. binj-nad svad, 
bhije pise au usei bihidhaniai. 

Pavak satil ek ekah(i) gu n anek, 
pmich kai panchamrit, su sadh sm1.g(uJjihtfai. I 23. 

From milk alone several products like curd, butter milk, 
butter and gbee (clarified butter) are obtained; 

Being sweet, sugarcane gives us jaggery cakes, sugar, crystal 
sugar etc; 

n 

Wheat is turned into various forms of dainty dishes; some 
fried, boiled, roasted or minced; 

Fire and water have specific traits but when three others 
(wheat flour, clarified butter and sugar) join with them, elixir 
like Karbah Parshad results. Similarly coming together of 
obedient and loyal Sikhs of the Guru in the form of a 
congregation is considered holy and supreme. 
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Khan4 ghrit chiln Jal pavak ikatra bhae, 
pmich mil(i) pragat panjam1·it pragas hai. 

Mrig-mad gaura choa-chandan kusam-dal, 
sakal sugandh(i) kai argaja subas hai. 

Chatur baran pan chilna au supari katha, 
apa khoe milat anup rap tas hai. 

Taise sadh sangat(i) milap ko pratap aiso, 
savdhan puran brahm ko nivas hai.124. 

As coming together of sugar, clarified butter, flour, water and 
fire produces elixir like Karhah Parshad; 

As all aromatic roots and materials like musk, saffron etc. 
when mixed produce scent. 

As betel nut, betel leaf, lime and catechu lose their self
existence and merge with each other to produce a deep red 
colour more attractive than each one of them; 

So is the praise of the holy congregation of saints blessed 
by the True Guru. It drenches everyone with such hue of 
Naam Ras that it opens the path for mergence into the Lord. 
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Sabaj samadh(i) sadh sangat(i) mai sach khm1ef,(O, 
sat(i)gur puran brahm ko nivas hai. 

Daras dhian sargun aka! nu~rat(z), 

pCija phul phal charnarnrit bisvas hai. 

Nirm1kar 
sabad 

char 
surat(i) 

parmartb param pad, 
avgahan abhias hai. 

Sarah 
kam 

nidhan 
nihkam 

dan daek bhagat0) hhae. 
dham puran pragas hai.125. 

The congregation of holymen is like Realm of Truth where 
they get absorbed in the memory of the Lord, His abode. 

For the Sikhs of the Guru, focusing of mind on True Guru 
is like seeing the Transcendental Lord who is beyond time. 
There belief of enjoying the magnificence sight of the True 
Guru is like performing worship with flowers and fruits. 

A true servant of Guru realises the supreme state of the 
Absolute Lord through perpetual meditation and engrossment 
of his mind in the divine word. 

By the loving worship of the Lord, (the bestower of all 
treasures) in the true holy congregation, a Guru-conscious 
person is convinced of no alternate place for him and he 
rests in complete radiance of the light divine of the God Lord. 
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Sahaj samadh(i) sadh sangat(i) sukrit bbum(i), 
chit chitvat phal prapat(i) udhar hai. 

Ba.jar kapat khule hat sadh sangat( iJ mai. 
sahad surat(iJ ltibh mtan biuha1- hai. 

Siidh smig( i) brahm sathan gurdev sev, 
alakh ahhev parmarath achar hai. 

Saphal su khet het banat amit(i) /ahh, 
sevak sahZi.f bardai upkar hai.126. 

Engrossed in meditation on His name, holy congregation is 
the best place to sow the seeds of supreme deeds that satiates 
all desires and sails one across the worldly ocean. 

The company of holy men removes ignorance and opens up 
the tightly shut doors of knowledge. In the union of 
consciousness and divine word, one enjoys the benefit of 
trading in the jewel like Naam. 

The service of True Guru in the divine like place of holy 
congregation leads one to the realisation of the Lord who 
is imperceptible and indistinguishable. 

Loving the fruitful place like holy congregation, one obtains 
immeasurable gain. Such a congregation is benefactor, 
helpful and philanthropic for the servers and slaves (of the 
Lord). 
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GurmulehUJ sadh charnamrit nidbZ'in pan, 
kal mai aka!. kal bial bikh(uJ miiriai. 

Gunnukh(i) sadb charnamrit nidban pan, 
ht! akulin bbae, dubidha niui'triai. 

Gunnukh(i) sadh charntimrit nidhan pan, 
sabaj samadh(i) nij asan Iii taliai. 

Gurmukh( i) sadh charnamrit pram pad 
gurmukb(i) panth abigat gat(i) nili.riai.127. 

A Guru-conscious person enjoys the benefits of all the nine 
treasures in the company of holy men. Despite living in the 
wheel of time, he remains protected from its wrath. He 
destroys the poison of the time like snake. 

He drinks deep the elixir of the Lord's name sitting in the 
dust of the feet of holy men. He becomes bereft of caste 
pride and is able to remove all differences of high and low 
from his mind. 

In the company of holymen and enjoying the treasure of 
elixir like Naam, he remains engrossed in his self and 
attached consciously in a state of equipoise . 

Relishing the elixir like Naam of the Lord in the company 
of the holymen, he attains the supreme state. The path of 
Guru-conscious people is beyond description. It is imperishable 
and celestial. 
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Sabaj samtidh(i) stidh saiigat(i) sakhii. milii.p, 
gagan ghata ghaman4 fugat(O kai faniai. 

Sahaj samtidh(i) klr!an gur sabad kai, 
anhacl nad garjat unmilniai. 

Sabaj samadh(i) sadh sangat(i) joti sariip, 
damini chamatkar unman maniai. 

Sabaj samadh(i) liv nijhar apar dha1~ 

harkha anmrit Jal, sarab nidhaniai.128. 

The method of meeting with the Lord God through 
meditation in a holy gathering is like the gathering and 
formation of clouds that cause rain, lightening and thunder. 

Acquiring a stable state of contemplation and meditation in 
the holy congregation, the continuous melody that is heard 
within should be regarded as sound of thunder of the clouds. 

The divine light that radiates during stable state meditation 
in the holy gathering is like miraculous lightening that 
blossoms the mind. 

The continuous flow of the elixir of Naam that takes place 
in the tenth door of the body as a result of meditation in 
the congregation of holy men is like rain of nectar that is 
the treasure house of all the boons. 
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jaise tau go-bans tri1J kbae duhe goras dai, 
goras au{ae dadh(i) mal~han pragas hai. 

Of~h mai piukh, tan l~hai1~t khm:Zc:f ke pirae, 
rus ke autae khanq misrf mifhti.s hai. 

Chandan sugcnidh scmbaiidh kai hcm@patf, 
cJbak au palas jaise chandan suhas hcti. 

Sadb sang( i) mi/at sa11.sclri nimiiktiti hot, 

gunnat(O parupkar kai nivas hai.129. 

As a cow grazes on grass and hay yields milk which when 
heated, cooled and set to coagulate as curd, butter is 
obtained; 

Sugarcane is sweet. It is put through a crusher to obtain its 
juice that is heated and converted into jaggery cakes and 
sugar c1ystals; 

As a sandalwood tree infuses its fragrance in the vegetation 
that grows amund it; 

So does a worldly person become a humble servant of God 
in the company of saintly persons. By virtue of the teachings 
and initiation of Guru, he is blessed with the traits of doing 
good to all and sundry. 
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Ko fan( i) kotan( i) mistczn pan sudha ras. 
pz~jas(i) na sadh mukh madbur hacban kau. 

Sftctl sugandh chand chatidan kotanU) kof(i), 
pujas(i) na sadh mat(i) ninmrata sachan kau . 

Kotan(i) ko{an(i) kamdhen au kalpatat~ 

pi~jas(i) na kfrichat katachh ke rachan kau . 

Sarah nidba11 phal sakal kotan(i) kof{iJ, 
pujas(i) na parupkar ke khachcm kau.130. 

Countless eatables of elixir like sweet tastes are nowhere 
equal to the sweet words uttered by saintly persons. 

The tranquility and coolness of million moons and fragrance 
of million sandalwood trees cannot be even a patch on the 
humility of saintly Sikhs of the Guru. 

A little glance of grace and kindness of the True Guru as 
a result of perpetual meditation of Naam, cannot be 
compared with millions of heavenly cows (Kamdhenu) and 
all granting tree (Kalap-brichh). 

All treasures and fruits of Jabour even when multiplied 
million times cannot reach the philanthropic deeds of Guru's 
Sikhs. 
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Kofan(iJ kotan(i) n1p rarif!. ang ang chhah(i), 
koran(O ko(an(i) sl!ad ras biJ~iniid(i) kai. 

Kofan(i) ko{an(i) kof(i) basna subas ras, 

kotan(i) kotan(i) kof(i) rag nZi.d bad kai. 

Kotan(i) kofan(i) ko{(i) ridh(i) sidh(i) nidh(i) sudhil, 
kotan(i) kof an.(i) gian dhian karmCi.d(i) kai. 

Sakal padaratb hue kofan( i) kofan(i) g111J,, 

pujas(i) na scldh upkar bismad kai.131. 

Countless forms and colours, beauty of various parts of body 
and enjoying the tastes of meals; 

Countless fragrances, sensualities, tastes, singing modes, 
melodies and sounding of musical instruments; 

Countless miraculous powers, elixir like pleasure-giving store 
houses of goods, contemplation and following of rites and 
rituals; 

And if all that had been said above become million times 
more, cannot match with the good done by persons of saintly 
temperament. 
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Ajaya adhinta te param pvitra hhai, 
garab kai singh deh maha1i apvitm hai. 

Mon brat gahai jaise itkh mai payukh ras, 
ha1:Zs hak ban'i kai sugaridhtii. na sitra hai. 

1HUI bue mafifh rang sangam sa1ighatf bhae, 
phi7.l hue kasunhh rang cbaikhal charitra hai. 

Taise ht asadh sadh dadar au min gat(i), 
gupat pragat mob droh kai bachitra hai.132. 

A goat, herbivorous animal do good of yielding milk is 
considered pious and good because of its humble nature but 
a lion, proud and carnivorous is considered highly impious. 

Because of his quiet nature, sugarcane has nectar-like juice 
in it, but noisy by nature bamboo cannot grasp any fragrance 
of sandalwood even if it grows close by. 

Rubiaceous plant (Majitha) has its colour characteristic in the 
bottom part of the plant but when joined with a cloth gives 
it a beautiful red colour and integrates with it. 

Similarly a wilful or self-oriented person is like a frog whose 
love for water is fake and a deceit but a God-oriented person 
is like a fish whose love for water is strange and unique. 
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Pfiran brahm dbiiin puran brahm gian, 
p it ran bhagat( i) sat( i)gur updes hai . 

.faise jal(u) a.pa khoe banm baran milai, 
taise hi hiheki panntUczm praves hai. 

Paras pams(i) jaise kanik anik dbat(u.), 

chandan bcmaspati basnii tives hai. 

Ghat(i) ghaf(i) pfimn brahm jot(iJ ot(i) pot(i), 
{Jhti.vanf hhagat(i) hhae ad(i) kau ades hai.133 . 

Satgum \· sermon (in the form of blessing of Naam) is 
complete contemplation of the Master Lord, His knowledge 
and is total worship. 

As water mixes with several colours and acquires the same 
hue, similarly a disciple following Guru's advice becomes 
one with God. 

As many metals when touched with philosopher stone 
become gold, bushes and plants grown in the vicinity of 
sandalwood attain its fragrance, similarly a devotee following 
Guru's advice becomes pure and one who spreads the 
fragrance of goodness all around. 

Making prayers and supplications to the Almighty Lord, a 
wise and rationalist person enjoins the divine radiance of the 
Omnipresent Lord like warp and weft of a fabric through 
complete faith and devotion instilled in him by the Guru. 
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jaise karpi"i.r mai zujcm ko suhbau ta te, 
aur basna na ta kai agai (haihravai. 

Chandan subas kai subasniJ banii.spati, 
tahf te sugandhta sakal mai samavai. 

jaise Jal milat smhmig saiig ra1ig rakhai. 
agan(i) jarae sabh rangan mitavai. 

]aise rav(i) sas(i) siv sakat(i) suhhav gat(i), 
sanjogi biogi dristarit kai dikhavaf.134. 

As the fragrance of camphor has the characteristic of 
spreading in the air, thus its smell cannot remain lodged in 
anything; 

But vegetation around a Sandalwood tree become equally 
fragrant with the aroma released but it; 

As water acquires the same colour that is mixed in it, but 
fire destroys all the colours by burning them (into ashes); 

just as the effect of Sun is undesirable (Tamoguni) while the 
moon has virtuous effect, similarly a Gum-conscious person 
behaves peacefully and virtuously while a self willed and 
apostate person caught in the evil effects of mammon is 
conspicuous. 
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Sri gur· dams dhitin sri gur sabad gian. 
sastra sanli.h pmich dii.t bas(i) ae bai. 

Sri gur charan ren(u.) sri gu.r saran( i) dhen, 
karam bharam ka({i), abhai pad pae hai. 

Sri gur bachan lekb, sri gur sevak bhekb, 
achhal alekh prabb( 11) alakb( u) lakhae hai. 

Gursikh sadh sang gosat(iJ p rem p rasmig, 
ninmrta nirmitri kai sahaj samae hai.135. 

Contemplating on the vision of the True Guru and practising 
His impressed divine word are the weapons for fighting the 
five evils like lust, anger, avarice etc. 

The refuge of True Guru and by living in the dust of His 
feet, the ill effects and doubts o f all past performed deeds 
are vanquished. One acquires a state of fearlessness. 

By imbibing the divine words of Satguru (True Guru), and 
by developing an attitude of a true slave, one realises the 
imperceptible, indeceivable and indescribable Lord. 

In the company of holy men of the True Guru, singing 
Gurbani (Guru's utterances in praise of the Lord) with 
humility and love, one gets absorbed in the spilitual peace. 
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Jaise tau mafifh hasudbti sai khod(i) krJ4hfat, 
anhar surarig bhae, smi~(u) na tajat hai. 

Jaise tau kasunhh taj( i) mu/ pbfj,f anfal. 

jilnfat saiig( 1 ij chhii(l( i) tZlbi te bhr.~jat hai. 

Aradh u radh mukb salil sL~cb'i subhti.o, 
tari te sit tapat(i) ma/ amal sc~jat hai. 

Gunnat(O durmat(i) ucb nfch nfch itch . 

.flt bar bar jit lt(jct na la.fat bai . .736. 

As the red colouring agent of a Rubiaceous plant is extracted 
from the bottom part of its stem, and the clothes coloured 
with it become beautiful to behold, while the colour does 
not fade; 

As the colour of Safflower plant resides in the flower and not 
in the lower part of the stem, so it is believed to leave or fade 
away when a cloth is dyed with it, since that is its character; 

As the water flows downward while the fire extends upward, 
the fire is heat and soot-giving while water is cool and free 
of dross or dirt. 

So does the teachings of Guru raises the consciousness of 
the humble and converts defeat into victory. But the base 
wisdom lowers the proud and arrogant and converts victory 
into def eat. The lower level of intelligence makes a person 
bereft of shame and honour while adopting Guru's wisdom 
makes a person honourable and bashful. 
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Gurmukh(iJ saclh sa1ig(u) sahad surat(i) /iv, 
pi1.ran hrahni(u) sarhatam kai janiai. 

Sahaj suhhiie ridai hbavani hhap,at( i) bhae, 
Bihas(i) mi/an sam daras dhianiai. 

Ninmrta nivas das dasan dasan mat(i), 
madhur hachan mukh(i) henti bakhaniai. 

Pitja p~·an gian gur agiakari agrhhag, 
atam aves parmatam nidhaniai.13 7. 

A Guru-conscious person strings the word divine in the 
thread of his consciousness in the company of saintly 
persons. He acknowledges the presence of omnipresent Lord 
in the form of soul in every one. 

He is ever engrossed in the love and faith of the Guru Lord 
in his mind. He treats all alike and smilingly too . 

The Guru-conscious person who ever lives in the presence 
of the True Guru is always humble and has the intellect of 
being the slave of slaves (of the Guru). And when he speaks, 
his words are sweet and full of supplication. 

A Guru-oriented person remembers Him with every breath 
and stays in Lord's presence like an obedient being. Thus 
his soul remains absorbed in the treasure house of peace and 
tranquility. 
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HB 91I i1f3' OTH Rf 3 aj d ~ fir>W<r>, 
Rf 3 qJd Hf3" Bfc'; FfB cffir wol ~ II 
~ fWwo RHBOR1 ~ fu»rot, 
~ 1'oPwo QJO l@H fup,fT<'>l ~ 11 

~ ~ ~ l!_OT1H ~. 
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~~r ~r ~ ~ 
ll:ll111 l l:IHH ~ ~-}f, 

~ ~ crrB O"'Ol ~ 11 'lSt:ll 

Sat(i) ri1p sat(i) na111 sat(iJgur giall dhian, 
sat(i)gur mat(O sun(i) sat(i) kar(i) manf hai. 

Daras dhian -~amdarsi brahm dbiti.ni. 
sahad gum gur brahm giant bai. 

Gurmat(O nihchal puran p ragas rida.i, 
manai man mane unman unmani hai. 

Bismai hisam aschmjai ascharaj~mai. 

adhbut pannadbhut gat(i) than'i hat. 738. 

The granter o f knowledge and contemplation of ever stable 
form and name (Lord) is True Guru. A Guru-conscious person 
listens to the teachings of the True Guru and practices His 
words in his deeds and actions. 

By virtue of glimpse and contemplation of the True Guru, 
a Guru-oriented person treats all uniformly. And as such he 
is Lord-conscious person and because of the knowledge of 
the words of Guru, he is Lord aware person. 

By practicing the teachings of the True Guru completely and 
with patience, the light effulgent appears within him. He is 
filled with the love of the Lord and he acquires higher state 
of spiritual being. 

By the grace of the meditation of Naam of the Lord carried 
out by the blessings of the True Guru, he stays in most 
ecstatic, strange and blissful state all the time. 
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yon tra}f Ha Rf-dqJ(f 'Fff3" 91.f I 
~ ~ ~ r;fuO'}f 111 

~ trmfu Hfu 'Fff3" QTd'Hfu ~. 
yon If R? HTQ" *°1f3" fuJt1H ~ II 
~ UH1' ue •a Fae HYCfiJ >fiZ>, 

~-d'H = ~ ~ ~ fotraTH ~II 
~ l!_tJ}f QJO ~ lffiffofu I 
~ l{OPH fuRH Hlfl? WH ~ II q ~ tll 

PU.ran param jot(iJ sat(i)gur sat(i) rap, 
puran gfr1n sat(i)gur sat(i)nam hai. 

PU.ran jugat(i) sat(i) sat(i) gurmat(i) ridai, 
pi1.ran su sev sadh sangat( i) bisram hai . . 
Pili-an pilja padarbind madhukar man, 

prem-ms pitran hue kam nihkam hai. 

Pt7.ran brabm gur p aran pararnnidhr i), 

pl/ran pragas bisam sathal dhanz hai.139. 

The True Guru is the true and complete form of the Radiance 
Supreme-the Lord. The blessings of Naam to the Sikhs is 
the complete knowledge of the True Guru. 

A slave Sikh of the True Guru imbibes the teachings of the 
Guru in his heart according to the manner taught and holds 
it as total truth. He practices it in the holy congregation very 
devotedly; 

In the worship of the lotus-like feet of the True Guru, the 
beetle-like mind is satiated with the love elixir of Lord-like 
Guru and feels free from all other desires and wants. 

The storehouse of all treasures are the form of complete form 
of True Guru. By virtue of the meditation on Naam (obtained 
from the True Guru) the heart that feels the light effulgence 
of the Lord, that heart is wonderous and astonishing. 
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BOR?> "ITTa" a- ~ ~-HI 
3T H Fm? sfu ~ ~ ~II 

~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ Bdfa"~. 
~ ~ ftmrr 0 furwo H ~~II 
w me Fm- ~ ~ ~ k rrz. 
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»far "l>fur lifu" lfO WiW ~ rn, 
Af3 m ?iif i'>if »ffu 'i]" 3" ))f8 ~ 11'H3o11 .. 

Darsan jot(i) ko udot ascharaj-mai, 
ta mai ti/ chhab( i) parmadhhu.t chhak( iJ hai. 

Dekhhe kau diisf(t) na sunihe kau surat(i) hai, 
kahihe kau jihba nu gian mai ukat(i) hai. 

Sobba kot(iJ sobh lobh lubhit hue lot pot, 
jagmag jot(iJ kot(i) ot lai chhipat(i) hai. 

Arig mig pekh(i) man mansa thakat hhai, 
net(i) net(i) namo namo at(i) hu te at(i) hai.140. 

The divine radiance of True Guru's light is astonishing. Even 
a miniscule part of that light is beautiful, marvellous and 
quaint. 

Eyes have no power to see, ears have no power to hear and 
tongue has no power to describe the beauty of that light 
divine. Nor are there words in the world to describe it. 

Numerous praises, lights of glittering lamp hide behind 
curtains before this supernatural light. 

A very momentary glimpse of that divine effulgence ends all 
the notions and options of the mind. The praise of such 
glimpse is infinite, most wonderous and marvellous. Thus He 
should be saluted again and again. 
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5fu ~ ~ sfu. i"m'r ~ ~ Rw, 
'ffi'3' ~ ~ RS oH oH OH ~ II 

QAdf3 ~ H<J13H Hfuw ~. 
B'Of fu°8" aCf1' >Hf3" })fOl}f })fOl}f ~ 11 
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m fm? ~ ~ ~ f(')tJ~ifa ~. 
»f1i:rarfu OTfu ~ ~ l@H ~ 119 8 911 

Chhab(i) kai anek chhab( i), sohha kai anek sohha, 
jot( i) kai anek jot(i) namo namo nam hai. 

Ustat( i) u.pma mahatam mahima anek, 
ek til kathii. at( i) agam agam hai. 

Budb(i) bat hacban bibek jau enek mile, 
ek til iid(i) bismad(i) kai bisam hai. 

Ek til kai anek hhant(i) nihkrant(i) hhai, 
abigat(i) gat(i) gur puran hrahm hai.141 . 

Myriad beauties and many praises salute the beauty and 
praise of divine effulgence of the True Guru. 

Praise of the True Guru equal to a sesame seed is beyond 
many praises, comparisons, and glories described. 

If all the wisdom, strength, powers of speech, and worldly 
knowledge combine, these would be astonished by a 
momentary initial glimpse of the True Guru. 

All the beauties become insipid and fade away before a 
momentary glimpse of the divine light of the Tme Guru. 
Therefore grandeur of complete God like True Guru is 
beyond apprehension. 
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Darsaii 

kin chat 

Mmid 
madhur 

~ M3- -&- ~ ~-H-, 
~ C(Zl5 -a- fumr ~ fu>wo ~ II 
m= ~ wR> ~ 'OTfu, 
HIJ0 ~ -a- ~ ~ ~ ~II 
~ ~ a- fuwo -&- 0 ~. 
-&fc" ~ fimoo ~ ~II 

~-fl;fu ~ -f<'>'fu BCf-fofu' Hw-fofu' 
Hfuw fo"qlo, ~ 0 ~ ))f10 ~ 1198~11 

jot(i) ko udot ascharaj -rnai, 
katachh kai bisam kot(O dhian bai. 

muskii.nW ban(i) parmadhhut gat(i), 
bachan kai thakat ko{(i) giii.n bai. 

Ek u.pkar ke bithar ko na parii.vii.r( u J, 
kot(iJ upkar simran unmc1n hai. 

Daia-nidh( iJ leripa-n.idh(i) sukh-nidhOJ, sohha-nidhO), 
mahima nidhan, ga1imita na kal:nr an hai.142. 

A sight of the divine refulgence of the True Guru is full of 
astonishment. A momentary glance of grace of the True Guru 
baffles millions of contemplation. 

Sweet smiling nature of the True Guru is marvellous. Millions 
of understandings and perceptions are paltry before his elixir 
like utterances. 

The grandeur of a blessing of the True Guru is fathomless. 
And therefore, to remember other good deeds is trifle and 
meaningless. 

He is a treasure-house of kindness and ocean of clemency 
and sea of comforts. He is such a vast storehouse of praise 
and coffer of grandeur that no one else can reach it. 
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~ ~ ~ 'ij1fu' lJOHlft ~I 
<1fzo <krfo ~ ft:rRH ~ H II 
afz ~ ~ ?> ))fl!'O ~. 
WU afz ~ ~ ~ H II 
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~~~~~. 
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I<ofin kotan(O ad(i) bad(O parmad(i) hikhai, 
ko(in kotan(i) ant bisam cmarit mai. 

I<of(i) paraoai- parauar(tt) na apar pavai, 
thah /wf(i) tbakat athah aparjmit mai. 

Ahigat(i) gat(i) at(i) agam agadh(i) hodb(O. 
f!,aiirnita na gifm dbian simmn mant mai. 

Alakh abhev apam11.par devfidh(i) dev. 
aise gurdev seu gzttsikh sant mai.143. 

True Guru is the true form of that Lord who has countless 
atoms subsumed in, who has millions of astonishments 
absorbed in His awesome form. 

God whose near and far end cannot even be perceived by 
millions of ocean, millions of depths who feel defeated at 
the fathomlessness of the Lord, the True Guru is embodiment 
of such a Lord. 

Lord whose form is so awesome and marvellous, whom no 
one can perceive, whose knowledge is imperceptible, many 
incantations uttered in total contemplation cannot reach him, 
such is the form of the True Gum. 

God who is beyond reach, whose secret cannot be known, 
who is infinite, who is God of gods, the service of such-like 
True Guru can only be pe rformed in the congregation of 
saints and Gursikhs. (True God can only be meditated upon 
in the company of holy men). 
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(~~) 
~ ~ fuHwW ~ ()}ftr, 

l@Tl" ~ ~ Hfu CJTtIT 11 

fl.ITT? ~ 'llOO fEq-~ ~ wq Hort 
FfilH yfo ~ J11fe' R1Ut II 
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Uhillnli Chhm1d) 
Ad(i) dharmad(i) bismad(i) gure namah, 
pragat pitran brahm jot(i) riikhi. 

Mil(i) chatur baran ik baran hue sadh sang, 
sahc~j dhun(i) kirtan sabad sakht. 

Nam nihkam nij dham gursikh sravan dhun( iJ, 
gursikh sumat(i) alakh lakh'i. 

Kinchat katachh kar(i) kripa dai janhe lai, 
ta11he avgah(i) pria prit(iJ chakhi.144. 

Salutation to the True Guru the wonderous form of the (root 
of all) Lord, in whom God Himself has lo~ged His light 
effulgent. 

In the congregation assembled before God-like True Guru, 
praises of the Lord are sung and recited. All four varnas 
(caste based sections of the society) then integrate into one 
caste society. 

A Sikh of the Guru whose base is Lord's name, listens to 
the melodious paeans of the Lord's praise. He then realises 
his self that helps him perceive the imperceptible. 

The True Guru showers his benediction in very small 
measure on such a person who gets engrossed in it and 
relishes the loving elixir of Lord's love. 
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'ITTfe" at !Wfa' ~ ~ ~ m-. 
~ ~ WlT Hor ~ ()1-jt II 

i{>f l.ra3T3' ~ d1B fu3' '313' qfu 1 

ttE W> :;:rcrs HO ~ ~ 11 

Cf!){ ~ ~ ~ qO}f Cifu, 
))fTR foorH ~ '5'Q3" ()1-jt 11 

fmnpo qJO fw>rT?5" ~ wf<r> ~~I 
ttaT3' Hfu ~ HB &ra3' ~ II <=t8tlll 

Sahacl ki surat(i) asphurat(U hue turat hf, 
jurat hai sadh sarig mumt nahi. 

Prem partlt ki rit(iJ hit chit kar(i), 

jit man jagat man du.rat nabi. 

Karn JZihkam nihkarcun hue kcm:mi kar(i), 
ns niriis hue jharat nahi. 

Gian gur dbian ur man(i) pt1ran hrahrn, 
jugat maib bhaf?al mat(i) chharat rzahi. 745. 

In the company of godly people, the mind readily focuses 
on the divine word. That results in perpetual and 
uninterrupted meditation on Namn. 

As a result of union with holy gathering, the mundane 
distractions of daily life do not disturb any more. It adheres 
to the loving code with faith and confidence. 

By virtue of keeping company of holy men, a God 
worshipping Guru-conscious person remains free of worldly 
desires despite living in their influence. He claims no credit 
for any deed performed. He remains bereft of all expectations 
and hopes and feels no distress for anything. 

By the virtue of holy congregation, with the instilling of Lords 
knowledge and perception in the mind, and feeling His 
presence around, such a devotee is never cheated or tricked 
in the world. 
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Ko fin 

kotin 

Korin 
ko{in 

~ 
men~ ftwwo ftw>rro »ic;; d)lij(') a-, 
mzn ~ ftr>W<i> fu>wo ~ ~ 11 
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men~~~ wa til 11 
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Kabitt 
kotan(i) gitfri gian avgaban kaf, 

kotan(i) dbiifrl dhian ur(i) dhar-hz. 

ko{an(i) simran simran kar(iJ, 
kotan(i) unman barcl1i bti.r ht. 

Kotin !wtan(i) surat(i) sabad au drisf( i) kai, 

kofin kotan(i) nlg nad jhunkar-hf. 

Kotin kotan(i) prem nem gur sabad ko, 
net(i) net(i) ncmzo namo kai namaskar-hl.146. 

For searching the words of True Guru, millions keep the 
knowledge and contemplation of the Guru in their mind. 

For acquiring the vastness of Guru's perception and 
contemplation, millions of meditation methods of repeating/ 
reciting/uttering the words of the Guru are adopted. 

Millions of hearing powers try to perceive the divine word 
of Guru. Millions of singing modes are playing melodious 
tunes before the enchanting notes of Gur Shabad (Gum's 
words). 

Abiding by many codes oflove and discipline , millions salute 
the words of the True Guru repeatedly calling it infinite, 
infinite and beyond. 
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FfS¥ BOf3° fMc;;M1(') ~ rl', 
~ ~ fHfi? 'fl'TtT Har ~II 
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Sabad surat( iJ liutin akufin bhae, 
chatur baran mil(i) sadh sang janiai. 

Sabad surat(i) !ivlin Jal min Rat(i), 
guhaj gavan jal pan unmaniai. 

Sabad surat(i) livlin parbin bl.we, 
puran brahm ekai ek pai'hchaniai. 

Sabad surat(i) livlin pag-rin bhae, 
gimnukh(i) sahad surat(i) ur(_iJ anlai.147. 

With the union of the divine word and mind, a Guru
conscious person becomes free of high and low caste based 
differences. According to them, joining the ideal assembly of 
saintly people, the four castes become one only. 

One who is engrossed in the divine word should be 
considered like a fish in water who lives and eat in the water. 
Thus the Guru-conscious person latently continue with the 
practicing of Naam Simran (meditation) and enjoy the elixir 
of divine name. 

Guru-oriented people absorbed in the divine word become 
aware completely. They acknowledge the presence of One 
Lord in all the living beings. 

Those who are engrossed in the Cur Shabad (Divine Word) 
become humble of disposition and feel like dust of the feet 
of holymen. It is because they are perpetually practicing 
meditation on Lord's name. 
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~ ftr;rro <} ~ ~ B-, 
~ ~ oft ITT"r r:: BtJ•~el II 

~ BCf G?? fur>W<ri ~ tfTO' 

(')l()T !1l~'Hoif€ 1J1B° ~~II 
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Gurmukh(iJ dhian kai patista sukhm1.bar lai, 
anil~ paranbar kf sohha na suhavai. 

Gurmukh(iJ sukh phal giiin mistan pan, 
niinii. bitijnacl(O svad Iti.L>a mifavai. 

Param nidhan pria prem parmaratb kai, 
sarah nidhan ki ichha na upjava'i. 

Puran brahm gur kinchat kripa katachbay, 
man mansa thakat an at na dhii.uai. J 48. 

By the grace of True Guru, a Guru-conscious person 
appreciates no other apparel than the comfort giving dress 
of respect and honour acquired by virtue of perpetual 
engrossment of the mind in the Lord. 

He also feels no more desire for other foods after relishing 
the soul comforting sweet elixir like food of Naam Simran 
(Meditation on Lord's name). 

Having attained access to the love filled treasure of the Lord, 
a Guru-obedient person desires for no other treasures. 

By a miniscule grace of God-like Tnie Guru for practicing 
meditation on Lord's name, all expectations of a Guru
oriented person are defeated. Except for indulgence in Naam 
Siinrcm, they wander nowhere else. 
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iITo Ufcz> qJij" fmf mo qJOfm:f ~I 
qJij" fmf Hf<z> QJafi:n:f HO ~ a 11 
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Dbann( i) dhann(i) gur sikb sun(i) gursikh hhae, 
gur sikh rnan(i) gursikh man mane bai. 

Cur sikh bhae gursikh bhao chZi.o ridai, 
gur sikh jan(i), gursikh jag jZi.ne hai. 

Cur sikh sandh(i) m.i/ai gursikh puran hue, 
gursikh pilran brabm paihchane hai. 

Cur sikh prem nem gur sikb sikh gur, 
sohang soi his ek fs ur(i) an.e hai.149. 

Blessed is he who accepting Guru's advice become his 
disciple (devotee). In the process his mind is reassured in 
the True Guru. 

By accepting his (Guru's) teachings with faith, love and 
enthusiasm develops in the heart of a devotee. He who 
labours on the teachings of Guru with singular mind, 
becomes known as a true Sikh of the Guru the world over. 

The union of Guru and his Sikh by virtue of strenuous 
meditation on Lord's name that enables him practice Guru's 
teachings sincerely and adeptly, the Sikh then recognises the 
complete Lord. 

The sincerity of the Sikh in labouring on the teachings of 
his Gurn brings both together to the extent of becoming one. 
Believe it ! by repeated incantations of Wahegum, Wahegunt 
(Lord) and Uhi Uhi (He alone, He alone), he lodges the Lord 
in his heart. 
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Sat(i)gur sat(i), sat(i)gur mat( i) sat(i) ridai, 
bhidai na dutfa bhao, trigun atit hai. 

Piiran bmhm gur pilran sarab mai, 
ek hi anek mek saga/ ke mit hai. 

Nfrvair nirlep niradhar nirlanhh, 
nirankar n.irbikar nihcbal chit hai. 

Ninnal nirmol nira11jan nirii.har, 
nirmoh nirbhed achhal ajf.t hai.150. 

True Guru has eternal form. His teachings are also for ever. 
He is never ridden with duality. He is free of the three traits 
of mammon (Tamas, Rajas and Satv). 

Complete God Lord who is one and yet present in everyone, 
who is friend of everyone, manifests His form in True Guru 
(Satguru). 

God-like True Guru is free of all animosity. He is beyond 
the influence of maya (mammon). He requires nobody's 
support, nor takes anyone's refuge. He is formless, beyond 
the grip of five vices and is ever st~ble of mind. 

God-like True Guru is free of dross. He cannot be evaluated. 
He is beyond the smudge of maya (mamrnon). He is free 
of all bodily needs like food and sleep etc; He has no 
attachment with anyone and is free of all differences. He 
tricks no one, nor can be tricked by anybody. He is 
invincible. 
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SatO)gur sat(i), sat(i)gui· ko sabad(u) sat(i), 
sat(i) siidh sangat( iJ hai, gurmukh(i) jiiniai. 

Darsan dbiti.n sat(i), sabad surat(i) sat(i), 
gursikh sang sat(i), sat(O kar(i) nianiai. 

Daras brahm dbian, sabad brahm gian, 
sangat{i) brahm than. prem paihchiin'iai. 

Sat(i) rap sat(i) nam sat(i)gur gian dhian, 
kiim nibka m unman unmanzai. 151. 

Trne Lord (Satguru) is truth. His word is truth. His holy 
congregation is truth but this truth is realized only when one 
presents oneself before the Trne Lord (Satguru). 

Contemplation on His vision is truth. Union of consciousness 
with Guru's word is truth. Company of the Sikhs of the Guru 
is truth but all this reality can be accepted only by becoming 
an obedient Sikh. 

Vision of the True Guru is like vision and meditation of Lord. 
The sermon of the True Guru is the divine knowledge. The 
congregation of the Sikhs of the Tnie Guru is the abode of 
the Lord. But this truth can only be realised when love reside's 
in the mind. 

The remembrance of the eternal and true name of the True 
Lord is contemplation and awareness of the True Guru. But 
this can only be realised after becoming bereft of all lusts 
and worldly desires and raising the soul to a higher realm. 
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Gurmukh(i) puran hmhm dekhe dii..'i!(O kai, 
gunnukh(i) sahad kai puran brahm hai. 

Gurmukh(i) parcm hrabm smt(i) sravan kai, 

madhur bachan kaih benti bisarn hai. 

GttrmukhW paran brahrn 1-asgarzdh saiidb(O, 
prem ras cbmidan sugandb gamagam hai. 

Gunnukh(i) pumn hrabm gur sarab mai. 
gurmukh(i) pi1ran hrabm namo nam hai.152. 

An obedient Sikh of the Guru sees the Lord pervading every
where. By his utterances and expressions, he shows His 
presence to others as well. 

G\.lru's obedient slave hears the melodious sound of the 
complete God with his own ears by his very sweetly spoken 
words. He makes supplications which have marvellous 
sweetness in them. 

Guru-conscious person always relishes the elixir of Lord's 
name even if he is lured by the combined attractions of his 
sense of smell and taste. The wonderous e lixir obtained as 
a result of his love for the Lord is far more fragrant than the 
Sandalwood. 

Guru-oriented person considers the True Guru as a form of 
all-pervading Lord God. He makes his salutations and 
supplications to him again and again. 
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Daras adaras daras ascharaj-mai, 
herat hirane, drig drisf(i) agam hai. 

Sabad agochar sahad parmadbhut, 
akath kathli kai sntt(i) sravan bisam hai. 

Svad ras rahit, apia pia prem ras, 
rasna thakat net(i) net(i) namo nam hai. 

Nirgun sagun abigat(i) na gahan-gat(i), 
silkham sathU! ma! puran brahm hai. 153. 

A vision of the Lord is beyond the knowledge of the six 
philosophies (of Hinduism). That vision is astonishing and 
wonderous. One is amazed at its sight. But that marvellous 
sight is beyond the capabilities of these eyes that can only 
see outwardly. 

The form of divine word of the Lord is beyond speech and 
language. It is extremely wonderful. Even a description made 
and heard with ears is capable of sending one into a trance. 

For His vision, relishing the elixir of Naam with love is 
beyond the worldly tastes. It is indeed unique. The tongue 
feels tired of making salutations to Him repeatedly and 
saying-Thou art infinite! Thou art infinite. 

No one can reach the latent and patent characteristics of the 
Transcendental and Immanent God who is complete in both 
forms. The complete and absolute God is the source of all 
the visible and invisible cosmos. 
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Khu.le se hmidhan bikhai bhalo bai sicban.o jc7 te, 
flv ghat karai na hikar(u) /Joe avai. 

Khule se bandhan bikhai chal:wi bhali ja te, 

rc7m rekh met(iJ nis(i) pria saiig(u) paual. 

Khule se baiidhan bikhai bhalo hai siia prasidh, 
sun( i) updes(u J ram nam Ziv lavai. 

Mokh padvi sai taise man.as Jan.am bhato, 
Gurmuleh(i) hoe sadh sang(i) prabh dbiavaf..154. 

A falcon is better in captivity as it would keep him away 
from killing other birds. 

A red-legged partridge (Chakvi) is better in captivity that 
enables her meet her partner at night contrary to the curse 
of Sri Ram Chander. 

A parrot is better in cage where he can receive sermons from 
his master and repeat the name of the Lord perpetually. 

Similarly being born in a human body is better since it helps 
an individual to be an obedient slave of the True Guru and 
remembers the Lord in the holy company of Lord's beloveds 
rather than acquiring emancipation outwardly. 
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]ai.se sua ucJat phirat ban ban prat(i), 
;aise i birakh /Jaithe, taiso phal(u) chakhai. 

Par-bas(i) hoe jaisi jaisitii sangat(i) milai, 
sun(i) updes taisi bhiikha lai su bhakcti .. 

Taise chit charichal chapal Jal ko subhao, 
jaise rang sarig milai, taiso rmig rZi.khai. 

Adham asadh jaise haruni binas kat, 
sadh sang gang mi/(i) sujan hhilakhat.155. 

As a parrot flies from one tree to the other and eats fruit 
that is available on them; 

In captivity, the parrot speaks language that he learns from 
the company that he keeps; 

So is the nature of this frolicsome mind that like water is 
very unstable and instable since it acquires colour that it 
mixes with. 

A Jowly person and a sinner desires for liquor on his death 
bed while a noble person desires company of noble and 
saintly persons when time for this departure from the world 
approaches. 
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jaise ;aise ra1ig smig(i) milat sett'11ihar hue, 
taiso taiso rang ang ang laptae hai. 

Bhagvat katha aradhan kau dharnik, 
likhat kritas patra bandh mokhdae hai. 

Sit grikhamad(i) barkha trihidh( i) harakh mai, 
nis(i) din hoe lagh(u) diragh dikhae hai. 

Taise chit chancbal chapal paun gaun gat(i), 
sangam sugandh hirgandh pragtae bai.156. 

Every fibre of a white cloth in contact with any colour 
acquires the same hue. 

Paper made of kritas leaf (considered to be impious) when 
used for recording the praises and paeans of the Lord, 
becomes capable of freeing one from the bondage of 
repeated births. 

The periods of day light and the ambient conditions varies 
during summer, rainy season and winter; 

So is the instable and frolicsome mind that blows like breeze. 
The air acquires fragrance or foul smell when it passes over 
stacks of flowers or heap of filth. Similarly a human mind 
acquires good traits in the company of good persons and 
ill traits when in contact with evil persons. 
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Chatur pahar din, faRat(i) chatur jug, 
nis(i) maha parlai saman(i), din prat(i) hai. 

Utam madhim nich trigu1J sansar(i) gat(O, 
log bed gian unman asakat(i) bai. 

Raj(i) tam(i) sat(i) gun augun simrat chit, 
trigun atft birlo i gurmat(i) hai. 

Chatur baran sar chaupar ko khel( u) jag( u), 
sadh smig(i) ju.gal hue ff.van mukat(i) hai.157. 

In the four epoch world, consider the four quarters of day 
of life and the four quarters of night as great calamity, a game 
that is being played regularly. 

Uke the dice of Chaopar~a black-gammon like game, the 
progress of the worldly game is sometimes supreme, modest 
or low. People living in the three traits of maya are entangled 
jn debating about the worldly and spiritual knowledge. 

A rare Guru-oriented, Guru follower holds these three traits 
of maya (Rajas, Tamas and Satv) as evil and strives to get 
rid of them. 

The world is a game of four coloured dice. As in the game 
of Chaoparh where two dice are used and often fall 
favourably, one can achieve salvation from repeated births 
by keeping and adopting the company of godly men. 
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.f aise rang sa>ig mi lat salil, 
mil(i) hoe taiso, tai~'>O rang jagat(u) mai jdniai. 

Chandan sugandh mil(i) pavan sugandh. 
sang(i) ma! mutm sii.tra bri.gmidh unmanfai. 

faise jaise pak sak binjan milat ghrit, 
taiso taiso svad ras(u) rasna kai manzai. 

Tctise h'i asadb sadh sangat(i) subhav gat(i), 

mfiri au tanhol ras khae te paibcban.iai.158. 

As water acquires colour that it comes in contact with, so 
is the effect of good and bad company regarded in the world. 

Air in contact with sandalwood acquires fragrance, while it 
becomes foul smelling when in contact with filth. 

Clarified butter acquires the taste of the vegetable and other 
items cooked and fried in it. 

The nature of good and bad people is not latent; like the 
taste of a radish leaf and betel leaf that is recognised on 
eating. Similarly good and evil persons may look alike 
outwardly but their good and bad characteristics can be 
known by keeping their company. 
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Balak kishor jobanad(i) au jara bivastha, 
ek hi janam hot anik praka1· hai. 

jaise nis(i) din tith(i) varpachh mas mt(i), 
chatur mas trtbidh(i) barakh bithar hai. 

}agrat supan au sakhopat(i) avastha kai, 
tuiia pragas gur gian upkar hai. 

Manas janam sadh sang mil(i) sadh sant. 
bhagat bibeki, Jan brahm bichar hai.159. 

Just as one go through childhood, adolescence, youth and 
old age in one lifespan. 

As days, nights, dates, weeks, months, four seasons are the 
spread of one year; 

As wakefulness, dream sleep, deep slumber and a state of 
nothingness (Turi) are different states; 

Similarly meeting with saintly people and contemplating on 
Lord's glory and grandeur during human life, one becomes 
a godly person, a saint, a devotee and a wise man. 
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jaise chcikai mudit pekh( i) pratibfrzb nis(i), 
singh pratibinb dekh(i) kz7,p mai parat hai. 

}ai.se kach mandar mai man as anand-mai, 
svan pekh(i) a.pa ap(u) bhus kai marat hai. 

}aise rav(i)-sut jam rap au dharam-rae, 
dharam adharam kai bhiiu bhai karat hai. 

Taise durmat(i) gurmat(O kai asadh sadh, 
apa ap(u) chfnat na chinat charat hai. 160. 

As a red-legged partridge (chakvi) feels happy seeing its 
image and regarding it as her paramour, whereas a lion jumps 
in the well when he sees his image in the water and regards 
it as his rival; 

A5 a person feels ecstatic watching his image in the mirror
studded house while a dog barks perpetually considering all 
images as other dogs; 

As the son of Sun becomes an object of fear for the 
unrighteous people in the form of angel of death, but loves 
the righteous people by projecting himself as the king of 
righteousness; 

So do the deceiver and trickster not recognise themselves due 
to their base wisdom. On the contrary, Godly people acquire 
the wisdom of the True Guru and recognise their real self. 
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Jaise tau salil mil(i) baran baran hikbai, 
ja/Jf jtihi rang milai soi hue dikbavai. 

Jaise ghrit jahi jahi pak sak sarig milai, 
taiso taiso svad ms rasna chakha:uai. 

Jaise svti.1igl ek hue, ctnek bha1it(t) bhekh dbami, 
joi joi svang kachhai soi tau kahavai. 

Taise chit chai1chal chapal sang dokh Tep, 
gurmukh(i) hoe ek tek {haibravai.161. 

As water acquires the hue of colour that is mixed in it, 

As the clarified butter conveys to the tongue the taste of the 
vegetable and other items cooked in it, 

As a mimic has a definite character of his own adopts 
different characters for mimicry but he is known by the 
character that he is mimicing at that moment, 

So does a man of frolicsome mind takes to vices in the 
company of those whose minds are restless and playful. But 
an obedient Sikh of the True Guru becomes God-oriented 
in the company and teachings of the True Guru. 
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Sagar mathat jaise nikse anmrit hikh( u), 

parupkar net bikar samsar(i) hai. 

Bikh(u) achvat hot ratan hinas kal, 
achae aiimrit mite fivcm amu1· bai . 

.faise taro tari ek losaf sai pragaf hue, 
handh mokh padvf sansiir(i) bisthar hai. 

Taise h1. asadh sadh scm au mafif h gat(i), 
gu1·mat( i) durmat(i) rev sai na tar( i) bai.162. 

Churning of ocean produced nectar and poison. Despite 
coming out of the same ocean, the goodness of nectar and 
harm of poison is not the same. 

Poison ends the jewel-like life whereas nectar resuscitates or 
revives the dead making him immortal. 

As the key and the lock are made of the same metal, but 
a lock results in bondage whereas a key frees the bonds. 

Similarly a man does not give up his base wisdom but a 
person of Godly disposition never falters from the wisdom 
and teachings of the Gum. 
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Barkha saiijog muktahal ora pragas, 
pantpharz au hikZi.ri kabavai. 

Ora barkhat jaise dhan-pan ko bin.as, 
mukta cmtip rap sabha sobha pavai. 

Ora tau bikar dhar(O dekbat bt'fae Jae, 
parupkari mu kt a jio thaihravai. 

Taise hf. asadh sadh sangut(i) subhav gat(i), 
gurmat(i) durmat(i) durai na duravai.163. 

In the rainy season, both pearl and hailstones are produced. 
Being of the same form, a pearl is considered good doer 
while the hailstone causes damage. 

Hailstones destroy/damage crops and other vegetation, 
whereas a pearl is praised for its beauty and lustrous form. 

Being damaging in nature, a hailstone melts away in no time, 
whereas a good doer pearl remains stable. 

Similar is the effect of the company of vice/evil and viltuous 
people. The supreme wisdom acquired by the teachings of 
a True Guru and polluted intellect due to base wisdom cannot 
be hidden. 
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Laja-kul mikas(u) au gur-jan sll c,lil, 
kufii-badhii hrat(i) kai patibmt kahavai. 

Dusat sabhii sm~jog, adham asc7dh sa1ig, 
bahu bibichiir dhar(i), ganika bulavai. 

Ku.la-Badhii sut ko bakhaniat gotrachar. 
ganika suan pita nam ko bataval. 

Durmat(i) lag(i) jaise kag ban ban phirai, 
p,urmat(i) haiis ek tek jas(u) pavai.164. 

Because of the good of the family honour, displaying calm 
and tranquil behaviour before the elders of the house and 
following the right ethos expected of a married woman, a 
daughter-in-law of a good family is called faithful and 
virtuous. 

A woman who keeps company of evil people, doing acts 
highly condemnable and indulging in licentious deeds is 
called a whore. 

The son of a virtuous woman furthers the family lineage but 
who can tell the name of the fathe r of a whore's son. 

As a self-willed person of crow-like temperament wanders 
all over, a Guru-oriented person of swan-like attitude enjoys 
respect by ta.king the refuge of Lords name as taught and 
initiated to him by his Guru. 
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Manas janam dhar(i), sangat( i) suhhav gat( 0. 
gurmat(i) durmat(i) bihidh(i) bidbani hai. 

Sadh sang( i) padvf bbagat(i) au bibekl jan, 
jTvan mukat(i) sadhu brahm g iani hai. 

Adham asadh saiig char jii.r au jCt.ari, 
tbag batvara rnatviira ahhimani bai. 

Apu.ne apu ne rang sang sukh(u) nianai bi.s(u), 
gun nat(i) gat(i) gunnukh(i) paihchani hai.165. 

In the human birth, one is influenced by good or bad 
company. Thus the teachings of Guru instills virtues whereas 
bad company fills a person with base wisdom. 

In the company of true people, one attains a position of a 
devotee, an analytical person, liberated alive and possessor 
of divine knowledge. 

Association with evil and vice-ridden people turns a man into 
thief, gambler, deceitful , dacoit, addict and arrogant. 

The whole world enjoys peace and pleasures in their own 
way. But a rare person has understood the intensity of the 
blessing of Guru's teaching and happiness it gives. 
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]aise tau asat dhat( u) rjariat nau bikhai, 
par(i) parai tahe, taii var par soi hai. 

Soi dhat(u) aj?an(i) mai hot hai agan(i) riip, 
tau Joi soi pai su ghat that hoi hai. 

Soi dhat(u) paras paras(i) pun(i) kanchan hue, 
mo! kai amolanap n7.p av/of hai. 

Param paras gur paras(i) paras hot, 
sangat(iJ hue sadh sang satsm!zg poi hai.166. 

As a bundle of eight metals loaded in a boat will reach the 
other bank without any change in its form or colour during 
transit, 

When these metals are put in fire, they melt and acquire the 
form of fire. It is then turned into beautiful ornaments of 
metal better looking than each individually. 

But when it comes in conract with philosopher-stone, it turns 
into gold. Beside becoming invaluable, it also becomes 
beautiful and attractive to look at. 

Similarly in the company of God-oriented and holy men, one 
becomes holy. Meeting with True Guru, the Supreme of all 
philosopher-stones, one becomes like a philosopher-stone. 
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jaise ghar lagai ag(i), bhag(i) niksat khan, 
p rltam parosf dhue jarctt b1yhavaz. 

Godbcm harat jaise harat pukar p,op, 
gao mai gubar lag(i) rumt chhat;favaf. 

Bft~lat atbah jaise prabal prcwab bikbai, 
pekhat pairaua var par lai lagavai. 

Taise ant Jail! jam1ii.! kat biat grase, 
gursikh sadh saiit smikat mi(avaf.167. 

As the owner of the house that catches fire escapes from the 
inferno to save his life, but sympathetic neighbours and 
friends rnsh to put the fire off, 

As a herdsman shouts for help when his cattle are being 
stolen, the village folks chase the thieves and recover the 
cattle, 

As a person may be drowning in rapid and deep water and 
an expert swimmer rescues him and reaches him on the other 
bank to safety, 

Similarly, w hen death-like snake is entangling a person in 
the throes of death, seeking help of saintly and holy persons 
allay that distress. 
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Nih-kam, 
nihmev, 

Nirlep. 
nir-highnae, 

nih-krodh, nirlobh, nirmoh, 
nih(e-u. nirdokh uasi bed. 

nirban, nirmal, 
nira/m1h abinasi 

niruai1; 
hai. 

Niraha1: 
nihchal 

niradba1: niranka1: nirbikar hai, 
nihbbru11t(i) nirhhai nirasl bai. 

Nibkaram, nihhhararn, nih-sarmn, nih-suctd, 
nir-bivad nira1ijan sitiin( 0 -mai sminiasi hai.168. 

An obedient disciple of True Guru is free of lust, anger, 
avarice, attachment, arrogance, base habits and other vices. 

He is free of the influence of mammon (maya), bondage, 
dross, animosity, hindrances and support. He is indestructible 
of form. 

He is free of all desires of taste, not dependent on the grace 
of gods and goddesses, transcendental of form, independent 
of all support, free of vices and doubts, fearless and stable 
of mind. 

He is a recluse beyond rites and rituals, infatiguiable, 
undesirous of all worldly tastes and relishments, beyond all 
worldly disputes and discords , not smudged by the mammon 
( maya), who lives in a state of trance and tranquil thoughts. 
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Gurnmkh(i) sabad surat(i) /iv sadh sarig(i), 
paramadbhut pr em puran pragase hai. 

Prem-rang mai anek rang, jio taran& 1w:z15, 

prem-ras mai anek ras hue biliise hai. 

Prem-gandh sandh(i) mai sugandh san.hc11idh lw{(iJ. 

prem-sntt(i) anik an ah ad ulase hai. 

Prem 
aka th 

asparas komalta 
katha binod bisam 

sit alt a kai, 
bisvase hai.169. 

Supernatural love grows in the heart of an obedient disciple 
of the Guru when he lodges the divine word in his 
consciousness and keeps the company of holy men. 

The company of saintly persons and perpetual Naam Simran, 
creates a loving hue like the waves of river Ganges that 
generates multi-coloured effects. The Guru-conscious person 
enjoys many elixirs in this loving state. 

Due to the practicing of Naam Sim.ran., that fragrance is the 
combination of millions of fragrances. And the unstruck 
music emerging from the loving fragrance of God, contains 
the pleasure of many modes of singing. 

None can reach the sensitivity and coolness of that Jove 
(generated by Naam Simran). The pleasures and ecstasy are 
indescribable. It generates marvellous faith. 
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Prem-rang samsar(i) pujas(i) na koil rcdzg(u.). 
prem-ras pi~jas(i) na an-ras saman(iJ kai. 

P1-em-gmidh pz~jas(i) na an koilai sugmidh. 
prern-prabhuta pi~jas(i) prabhuta na an kai. 

Prem-to/(uJ tu. l(i) 1w p1.~jas(i) to/ tuladba1~ 
mol-prem pujas(i) na sarah nidhan kai. 

Ek ho/ prem kai pujas nabi ho/(11) koi"i, 
gian unman c.1s thakat l<.otli.n( i) kai.1 70. 

No colour or shade can reach the hue of love nor anyone 
can reach near the elixir of love. 

The loving fragrance produced as a result of contemplation 
on Guru's words cannot be reached by any other fragrance 
in the world, nor any praise of the world can match the praise 
of love resulted from Naam Simran. 

The mergence of Guru's words in the consciousness cannot 
be measured by any balance or measures. The invaluable 
love cannot be reached by any treasure of the world. 

A loving word resulting from the Naam Simran cannot be 
matched by any explanation or elucidation of the world. 
Millions of volumes have consumed themselves t1ying to 
estimate this state. 
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Pfiran brahm gur charan kamal }as, 
anad sahaj sukh bisam kotiin(t) hai. 

Kofin kotan(i) sobh lohh kai luhbit hoe, 
ko{in kotan(i) chhab(O chhttb(i) kai lubhan hai. 

Kornalta kof(i) lot-pot hue komalta kai, 
sitalta kot(i) of chahat hin1n hai. 

Aizmrit kofan(i) anhad gad gad hot, 
man madhukar tih sarzpm saman hai.171 . 

Millions of comforts of the world fall inadequate before the 
calming ecstasy of singing the praises of the True Guru, the 
epitome of Lord, the celestial knower. 

Millions of grandeurs of the world are allured by the glory 
of the holy feet of the True Guru. Millions of worldly beauties 
go into trance over the beauty of the feet of True Guru. 

Millions of tendernesses of the world are sacrificed over the 
tenderness of feet of the True Guru. Millions of calmnesses 
seek His refuge and are amazed. 

Millions of nectars are going gaga over the nectar of the holy 
feet of True Guru. As a bumble bee enjoys the sweet nectar 
of the flower by sucking deep into it, so does a Guni
conscious person remains immersed in the fragrance of the 
holy feet of the True Guru. 
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Sovat pai supan charitra chitra dekhio chabai. 
Sabaj samadb(i) hikhai unmani jot(i) hai. 

Surapan svad matvara prat(iJ prasann jio, 
nijhar apil.r dhar aribhai udot hai. 

Balak pai nad bad sabad bidhan chahai, 
anhad dhun(i) runjhun suratOJ srot hai. 

Akath katha hinod soi janai ja mai bitai, 
chandan sugandh jio tarovar na got hai.172. 

If someone desires to see the happenings of a dream in 
reality, it is not possible. Similarly the divine radiance of the 
celestial light generated due to Naain Simran cannot be 
described. 

As a drunkard feels satisfied and happy drinking liquor and 
he alone knows about it, similarly the continuous flow of 
the elixir of Naam generates divine awareness that is 
indescribable. 

Just as a child is unable to explain the notes of music in 
various modes, similarly a Guru-conscious person who listens 
to the unstruck music cannot describe its sweetness and 
melody. 

The melody of unstruck musk and continuous fall of elixir 
as a result is beyond description. One who has the process 
going in his mind, experiences it. Just as the trees which are 
fragranced by a Sandalwood are not regarded different than 
the Sandalwood tree itself. 
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Prem-ras ko pratap( u) soi janai ja mai bite, 
madan madon mat(i)uaro jag janiai. 

Ghuram hue ghail so ghiimat arun dri.g, 
mitra sat1uta nilaj laja ha lajaniai. 

Rasna rasili katha akath kai mon brat, 
an-ras rahit, na u.tar hakhaniai. 

Surat(i) sankoch samsar(i) astut( iJ ni1ida. 
pag cj.agmag jat kat hismaniai.173. 

He alone can appreciate the greamess of Lord's love-elixir 
who experiences it. It is just like a drunkard who is 
considered crazy by the world. 

Just as a warrior wounded in the battlefield wanders around 
with his eyes blazing red, he shams the feeling of friendship 
and animosity, 

One enamoured by the love of God has his speech nectar
like due to perpetual recitation of Lord's indescribable traits. 
He adopts silence and is free from all other desires. He talks 
to no one and remains relishing the sweetness of Lord's 
Naain. 

He keeps all his desires under wrap. Praise and insult is all 
alike to him. In the stupor of Naam he is seen living a life 
of wonders and marvels. 
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Tanak hi jliman kai dudh dadh(iJ hot jaise, 
tanak hi ka1iji parai dudh phaf(i} jat hai. 

Tanctk hi hU hoe hirakh bithar boe, 
tanak hi chinag parai hhasam hue samat hai. 

Tanak hi Mae bikh(u) hot hai binti.s k?il, 
tanak bi arimrit kai amar(u) /Jue gat hai. 

Sarzgat(i) asadh sadh ganika hivahita jio, 
tanak mai upkar au bikar gbat hai.174. 

As a little cogulant turns the milk into curd, whereas a little 
citric acid would split it; 

As a small seed grows into a mighty tree, but a spark of fire 
falling on such a mighty tree reduces it to ashes, 

As a small quantity of poison causes death, whereas a little 
elixir makes a person imperishable, 

So is the company of self-willed and Guru-willed people that 
can be compared with a harlot and a loyal married woman 
respectively . Company of self-willed/ self-oriented persons 
cause much damage and destruction to good deeds. On the 
contrary the company of Guru-oriented people cause 
destruction of many ill deeds. 
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sadh smig(i) drisf(i) daras /Jai hrahm dhian, 
soi tau asadh sang(i) drist(i) hikar hai. 

Sii.dh smig(i) sabad surat(i) kai brahm giiin. 
soi tau asii.dh sang(i) had ahmikc1r bcti. 

Sadh satig(i) asan hasan kai 1naha prasii.d, 
soi tau asadh sang(i) hikham czhar hai. 

Durmat(i) .fan.am maran hue asadb smip,(i), 
Gu.rmat( i) sadb sa1ig(i) mukat(!) duti.r hai.175. 

\'<'hen the vision rests on the congregation of holy people, 
one's consciousness attaches with the Lord. The same vision 
turns into vices in the company of self-willed people. 

In the holy company, one realises the Lord through the union 
of the True Guru's words and the consciousness. But the 
same consciousness becomes a cause of arrogance and 
discord in the company of ill reputed persons. 

By virtue of the company of Guru-conscious persons 
simplicity in life and eating becomes supreme blessing. But 
eating (of meat etc.) in the company of ill-famed and self
willed people become painful and distressing. 

Due to base wisdom, the company of the self-willed people 
become a cause of birth and death repeatedly. On the 
con trary, adopting Guru's wisdom and keeping company of 
holy persons become a cause of emancipation. 
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Gurmat(i) charam drist(O dib(iJ drist(O hue, 
Durmat(O lochan achhat midh kandh hai. 

Gurmat( iJ surat(i) kai hajar kapaf kbulai, 
durmat(i) kathin kapaf smihandh hai. 

Gunnat(i) prem-ras anmrit-nidhiin pan, 
durmat(i) mukh(i) durbachan durgmidh hai. 

GurmatU) sahaj subhae na harcikh sog. 
durmat(i) higrah birodb .krodh sandh(i) hai.176. 

Accepting the initiation sermon of the True Guru turns the 
outward vision of a person into divine vision. But the base 
wisdom makes a person blind despite the presence of eyes. 
Such a person is bereft of knowledge. 

With the sermon of the True Guru, the tight shut doors of 
the consciousness become ajar whereas this does not 
happen in the case of a person of base wisdom and self will. 

By adopting the counsel of the True Guru, one relishes the 
elixir of God's Jove perpetually. But base wisdom emanates 
foul smell from the mouth as a result of ill and bad words 
spoken. 

Adopting the wisdom of True Guru produces true love and 
peace. He is never touched by happiness or sorrow in this 
state. However, base wisdom remains a cause of discord, 
quarrels and distress. 
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Dunnat(i) gurmat(i) sarigat(i) asadb sadh, 
kam-chestii. sa1:Zjog, )at satva11t bai. 

Krodh ke birodh hikhai, sahaj santokh mokh, 
lohh lahrmitar, dhamm dbir }ant hai. 

Maia nioh droh kai, m1h pramt1rth sai. 
ahanmev rev, daia dravibhiU smit hai. 

Dukrit sukrit chit, mitra satrta subhav, 
pantpkZir au hilaii.r mul mant /:Jai.177. 

The impure intelligence and company of evil persons 
generates lust and passion but adopting the teachings of True 
Guru, makes a person disciplined and chaste. 

The impure wisdom entangles a person in the waves of 
hatred and greed under the influence of anger, whereas in 
the company of saints he attains, humility, patience and 
kindness. 

A person with base wisdom is ever engrossed in the love 
of nwya (mammon) . He becomes deceitful and arrogant. But 
with the intellect of the True Guru, one becomes clement, 
kind, humble and saintly. 

One with impure intellect remains absorbed in base deeds 
and is ridden with animosity. On the contrary a Guru
conscious person is friendly and of good dispositions. 
Welfare and good of all is his mission in life, whereas a 
person of nefarious intellect engrosses himself is base 
p leasures and vices of life. 
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Sat(l)gur sikh ridai, pratham kripa kai hasai, 
ta pachhai karat agia maia kai manavaT. 

Agia man(i) gian gur param nidhan dan, 
gunnukh(i) sukh pha! nij pad pavai, 

Nam nihkam dham sahaj samadh< i) liv. 
agam agadh(i) katha kahat na avcd. 

jaiso jaiso hhiiu kar( U piJjat padarbitid, 
sakal sansar kai manoratb pujavai.1 78. 

The True Guru becomes clement and enters the heart of a 
Sikh first. Then he asks the Sikh to meditate on Naam and 
showers his kindness to make him meditate. 

Obeying the command of the True Guru, a Guru-conscious 
person indulges in Namn Simnm-a supreme treasure of the 
Lord and enjoys the spiritllal comfort. He also attains the 
ultimate spiritual state. 

In that spiritual realm, he achieves that high state of Naam 
where all desires of reward or fruit vanish. Thus he gets 
engrossed in a deep concentration. This state is beyond 
description. 

With whatever desires and sentiments one worships the True 
Guru, He fulfils all his wants and desires. 
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jaise pria hhetat adhan nirnian hot, 
htinchhat bidhan khan pan agrahhag( iJ hai. 

janmat sut khan pan ko sarijam(u) karai, 
sut hit ras kas sakal tiag(i) hai. 

Taise gur charan saran(i) kiimna p ujae, 
nam nihkam dbam anat na lag(i) hai. 

Nis(i) aiidhl~ar bhav siigar smisar bikhai. 
pa11ch taskar jit(i) sikh hi sujagUJ hai.179. 

As a wife presents herself to her husband with humility and 
becomes pregnant, the husband brings her all the foods of 
her liking and taste. On birth of a son, she abstains from 
eating all that may be harmful to the child. 

Similarly taking the refuge of the Tme Guru with devotion; 
the desires of a Gursikh are fulfilled. He is blessed with the 
Naan1 by the True-Guru which is the source of desirelessness. 
One craves for nothing more and observes no rituals. 

A Sikh who has received the boon of elixir-like Naam can 
win over the five evils cautiously and swims across worldly 
ocean that is frightening like a dark night. 
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Sat( i)gur agia pratipiilak batak sikh, 
charan kamal raj mahima apar bai. 

Siv sankadik hrahmadik na ganniita hai, 
nigam sekhad(i) net( i) net( i) kai uchar hai. 

Chatur padarath trikal tribbcwan cb{thai, 
Jog bbog sursar(i) sardha sari-Sar hai. 

Pujcm ke p1~j m{i) pavan pavitra karai, 
akath katha bichar bimal bithar hai.180. 

A devotee who obeys the command of the Tnie Guru with the 
innocence of a child, the glory of the dust of his feet is infinite. 

Shiv, Sanak etc., the four sons of Brahma and other gods 
of Hindu triology cannot reach the praise of the Sikh of Gum 
who obeys the command of doing Naain Siniran. Even the 
Vedas and Shesh Naag praise the glory of such a disciple 
saying-great, limitless. 

All the four desirable goals-dbaram, a11h, kam and mokh, 
three times (past, present and future) desire refuge of such 
a devotee. The Yogis, householders, river Ganges the river 
of the gods and the whole world devotion craves for the dust 
of the feet of such a disciple. 

The dust of the feet of a disciple of the True Guru blessed 
with the Naam Simran is sacred even for those who are 
believed to be pious souls as it purifies them further. The 
state of such a person is beyond elucidation and his views 
are pure and clear. 
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Gurmukb( i) sukh phal chakhat hhai ul{i. 
tan scmatan man unman mclne hai. 

Durmat(i) ulaf(i) hhai hai gurmat(iJ ridai, 
durjan sui:fan kar(i) paihchane hai. 

Sansari sai u/af(i) palat(i) nirankiiri hbae, 
bag-haris hmis bhae sat(i)gur giiine hai. 

Kai-an adhf n din, kiiran karan bhae, 
Haran hharan bhed alakb lakhane hai.181. 

Enjoying the taste of the pleasure-giving True Guru blessed 
Naam elixir, practicing the command of the Guru diligently, 
the inclinations of such Sikhs of the Guru turn away from 
the worldly attractions. 

The base intellect is shed and the wisdom of Guru comes 
and resides in them. They are then known not as unworthy 
of trust but persons of divine traits. 

Freeing themselves from the affairs of the world, the 
mammon entangled people become the devotees of the 
formless God. By the True Guru blessed knowledge, they 
become praise worthy like a swan from that of a heron like 
inclination. 

By obeying the command of Guru of doing Naam Simran, 
those who were under the influence of worldly affairs now 
become their masters. They become aware of the Lord's 
indefineable traits who is the creator, the sustainer and 
destroyer of all things in the Universe. 
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Gurnwkh(i) sukh phal chakhat ulti hhaf, 
]on(i) kai ajon(i) bhae kul akulin hai. 

Jantan te sant au biniisi ahinasl hbae, 
adbam asadh bhae sadh prabin hai. 

Lalcf.li /alil. jan te pavan kai pi~j kine, 
anjan jagat mai nirarijanaf din hai. 

Kat(i) mc1ia phasi gur grib mai udasi kino, 
arzbhai ahhiiisi pria prem-ras hhin hai.182. 

State of Guru-conscious disciples blessed by the True Guru 
with elixir of Naam turns opposite from the worldly 
involvements and are rid of the cycle of birth and death, ego 
and attachment. 

Such persons who are ever relishing the Naam like elixir of 
the True Guru become saintly from the worldly beings. The 
mortal beings become immortal. They become noble and 
worthy persons from their ill bred and low status. 

The pleasure giving Naam elixir turns the greedy and 
covetous people into pure and worthy beings. Living in the 
world, makes them untouchable and unaffected by the 
worldly attractions. 

With the initiation of a Sikh by the True Guru, his bondage 
of maya (mammon) is sheared. He becomes indifferent from 
it. The pr'clCtice of Naam Simran makes a person fearless, 
and immerses him in the love-elixir of beloved Lord. 
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Sat(Ogur dams dh icm c1Scharaj-mai. 
darsani hot kha( daras atit hai. 

Sat(i)gur charan samn(i) nihkam dbam, 
sevak(u) na an deu sev kf na prit hai. 

Sat(i)gur sabad surat(i) liu mill mantm, 
lin tantra m ct7itra ki na sikba n pratit hai. 

Sat(Ogu r kripa sadh sangat(i) paiip,at(O sukh, 
Hmis bans mansar anat na chit hai.183. 

The contemplation on the vision of True Guru for a devotee 
is wonderful. Those who see the Tnie Guru in their vision 
go beyond the teachings of the six philosophies (of 
Hinduism). 

The refuge of the Trne Guru is the home of desirelessness. 
Those in the refuge of True Guru holds no love for serving 
any other god. 

Engrossing the mind in the words of the True Guru is the 
supreme incantation. The true disciples of the Guru hold no 
faith in any other form of worship. 

It is by the grace of True Guru that one gets the pleasure 
of sitting and enjoying the holy gathering. The swan-like 
Gum-conscious people attach their mind in the highly 
respected divine company of holy people and nowhere else. 
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Ghos!a mai aruja taj( i) ucjat aktischiiri, 
smidhia samai aruj.a het chet(i) phir avai. 

Tiria tiag(i) sut jat bankbaruj bikbai, 
sut ki surat(i) grib ae suleh pii.vai. 

]aise jal-ku.1i(i lear(i) chbac/iat(i) jalchari, 
jab chabe tab gaih let man(i) hhc1vaf. 

Taise chit chm1.chal bhramat hai chatur ku 1if, 
sat(t)gur bohith hihmig thaibravai.184. 

Just as a bird flies away in the open sky from the cornfo1t 
of its nest, leaving its egg behind but returns due to its 
concern for the baby bird in the egg, 

Just as a labour woman leaves her child home under 
compulsion and goes to the jungle to pick up firewood, but 
keeps the memory of her child in the mind and finds comfort 
on returning home; 

Just as a pool of water is made and fish released in it to 
be caught again at one's will. 

So does the frolicsome mind of a human being wanders in 
all the four directions. But due to the ship-like Naain blessed 
by the True Guru, the wandering bird-like mind comes and 
rests in the self. 
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Chatur harem mai na paiai baran taiso, 
Khat darsan mai na darsan jot(i) hcti. 

Sinmrit(O puran bed sastra saman . khan, 
rag nad bad mai na sahad udot hai. 

Nana bi1ijnad(i) svad antar(i) na prem-ras, 
sakal sugm1.dh mai na gandh(i) sandb(i) hot bai. 

U'ian sftalta saparas aparas na, 
gurmukh(i) sukb phal tul(i) ot pot hai.185. 

There is nothing as marvellous available for the Guru
conscious persons in the four castes (Brabmin, Khatri et al.) 
like the wonderful elixir-like Naain of the Lord. Even the six 
philosophical scriptures do not have the glory and grandeur 
of the divine radiance obtainable in practicing of Naam. 

The treasure that Guru-conscious people possess is not 
available in the Vedas, Shastra..s and Simrttis. The melody that 
is available with them as a result of Guru's words is not found 
in any musical mode. 
The relishment that Guru-conscious persons enjoy is so 
wonderful that it is not available in any type of food. The 
ecstatic fragrance that they enjoy is not available in any other 
form of fragrances. 

The pleasure of Naam-like elixir that the Guru-conscious 
people enjoy is beyond all comforts of allaying or relieving 
hot or cold conditions by cool or hot means respectively. 
The hot and cold conditions keep altering but the relishment 
of Naam elixir remain alike and constant. 
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Likhan(u ) parhan(u) tau lau janai disantarjau tau, 
kahit sunat hai bides ke saiides kai . 

Dekhat au dekhiat it ut doe /Joe, 
bherat parspar hirab aves kai. 

Khoe khoe khoji hoe khojat chatur kurit, 
mrig-mad jugat(O na janat pre.mes kai . 

Cur sikh sandh(iJ mile a ntar(i) antaijami, 
svami sev sevak niraritar(i) Ci.des kai .186. 

So long the husband is away on business or work tour, the 
wife keeps receiving his commands and news of well being 
through letters. They exchange their emotions through letters. 
So long the husband and wife are not together, they indulge 
in looking here and there. But when they meet they become 
one in the wake of their separation. Similarly so long a seeker 
remains away from his deity Guru, he indulges in other 
means of spiritual knowledge. He also records his feelings 
and sentiments. But as soon as he meets with his True Guru , 
he detracts himself from all other attractions and unites with 
his deity Guru. 
Just as a deer keeps wandering and searching for the musk 
that he keeps smelling and is unaware of the means to find 
it, so would a seeker keep wandering till he meets with True 
Guru and learns the way of God-realisation. 
When a disciple meets with Guru, the all knowing Lord then 
comes and resides in the heart of the disciple. He then 
meditates, contemplates and worships the Master Lord as a 
slave and serves His command and will. 
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~ u3or furr l1Ja'" w-»foft 5"fu, 
~ ~. UfO ~ () fur j11 
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Dfpak patang sang prit ik-angi hoe, 
chandrama chak01~ gban chatrik na hot bai. 

Chakai au sur Jal min jio kamal al(i), 
kasar agan( i) mrig nad ko udot hai. 

Pit sut hit ar(u) bhii.mani hhatar gat(i), 
miUii au sansar duar rnitat na chhot(i) hai. 

Gursikh sangat(i) milap ko pratap sacbo, 
lok pralok sukhdai ot(i) pot(i) hai.187. 

Love of a lamp and a moth (winged insect) is one-sided. 
Similarly is the love of Chakor with the moon and of rain 
bird ( Papiha) with clouds; 

Just as love of Casarca ferruginea ( Chakui) with Sun, fish with 
water, a bumble bee with lotus flower, wood and fire, a deer 
and musical sound is one-sided, 

So is the love of father with son, wife and husband, 
attachment with worldly attractions is one-sided and like 
chronic contagious disease cannot be eradicated. 

Contrary to the above union and grandeur of the True Guru 
with his Sikhs is True. It is uniform like warp and woof of 
a cloth. It is comforting in the world beyond. 
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~ }r 8al'~Vi:t ~ l.(&10 f1.rwa', 
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Logan mai logachar anik prakar piai~ 
mithan biuhar dukhdaf paihchanfcti. 

Bed mm_7"CJd mai kcthat hai kathii. anek, 
sunfai na taisi prit(i) man mai na maniai. 

Gian-unman mai n.a jagat hhagat bikhai, 
rag nad had(i), ad(i) ant(i) hun na janiai. 

Gursikh sangat(O milap ko pratap(u) jaiso, 
taiso na trilok bikhai aur ur anfai.188. 

There are several types of worldly loves but all these are false 
and considered a source of distress. 

Several love episodes are found used in the Vedas in order 
to explain certain point but none is heard or believed to be 
anywhere near the love of a Sikh with his Guru and holy 
congregation. 

Such true love cannot be found in methods and statements 
of knowledge, in saying of pious persons in the melodies 
sung in various modes with accompaniment of musical 
instruments from one end of world to the other. 

The expression of love between the Sikhs and the holy 
congregation of the True Guru has unique grandeur and such 
love cannot find its match in anyone's heart in the three 
worlds. 
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"!;JOO ~ ~. ~ ~ ~ era. 
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Pilran hrahm gur; puran kripc7 je1u kami, 
harai haumai rog(u), ridai nirnmtti nivlis hai. 

Sabad surat(i) livlin sadb sang(i) mil(iJ. 
bhavcmi bhagczt(i) bhae dubidha binus bai. 

Prem ras anmrit nidban pan pit.ran hue, 
bisam bisvlis bikhai anbhai c1bhias bai. 

Sabaj subhae chae, chinta mai atit chit. 
sat(i)gur sat(i) gurrnat(i) gur-das hai.189. 

When the True Guru, an embodiment of complete and the 
only Lord becomes clement, he destroys the melody of ego, 
instilling humility in the heart. 

By the kindness of the True Gum, one gets attached with 
Word Guru (Shabad Gwu) in the company of saintly 
persons. 

The sentiment of loving worship destroys the duality from 
the mind. 

By the magnificence of the True Guru, the relishing of loving 
elixir-like Naam, one feels satiated. Becoming wondrous and 
devoted, one indulges in the meditation on the name of 
fearless Lord. 

With the kindness of True Guru renouncing fear and wony 
one gets into a state of ecstasy and by adopting consecration 
of True Guru one becomes a slave of the Guru. 
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Gzmnukh(i) sabad surat(i) liv stidh sang(O. 
trigu.n at'it chit usa mai nirtis hai. 

Nam nihkam dham sahaj subhau r-idai, 
baitai haitman gian ko prctg{ts hai. 

SzJ,khain sath-Dl ek, ek au. anek mek, 
hrahm bibek tek brahm bisvas hai. 

Charan saraH(i) liv, apa khoe hoe ren, 
Sat(i)g1t1' sat(i) gurmat(i) gu.r-das hai.190. 

An obedient disciple of the True Gum lodges the Guru's word 
in his consciousness in the holy company of God-loving 
people. He protects bis mind from the influence of maya 
(mammon) and remai ns free from the worldly options and 
conceptions. 

Living and dealing with the world, the Naam of the Lord 
which is treasure-house of indifference to the worldly 
attractions gets lodged in his mind. Thus the divine light 
effulges in his heart. 
The Supreme Lord who manifests in perceptible and subtle 
ways in everything of the world becomes his support when 
he contemplates on Him. He reposes his confidence in that 
Lord alone. 
By engrossing and attaching the mind in the refuge of the 
holy feet of the True Guru, one destroys his egocentricity 
and adopts humility. He lives in the service of holymen and 
becomes a true servant of the Guru by accepting the 
teachings of the True Guru. 
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Haumai ahhiman kai ap,ianta avagiu f!.1U; 
niJida p,ur dasan kui, nam gurdas hai. 

Mahura kahauai mithii, gaf so kahavai af, 
rCtthi kau kahit til{hi, hot up-bas hai. 

Barijh kahavai saputf, duhagan(i) suhagan.(i), 
kurit( i) surit(O, katio nakfa ko nas hai. 

Bavro kahavai bhoro, andharai kahai sujilkho, 
chandan samipfaise ha11s(u) na suhas hai.191. 

Under the influence of self-pride, ego and ignorance, I show 
scant respect co the Guru and indulge in slander of his 
servants. Yet I have named myself the slave of Guru. 

This is like poisonous root or tuber of Aconytum rerox 
(Mitha Mauhra) that is called sweet or an infected eye that 
is called 'akh iii hai' and one who suffers from smallpox is 
said to have been visited and blessed by mother (Mata) . This 
is a big joke. · 

Just out of fun a barren woman is called Saputi (one blessed 
with sons), an abandoned woman is called happily married, 
it is no different than calling an evil rite as auspicious or one 
w ith chopped nose as beautiful. 

Just as a crazy person is addressed as simpleton, or a blind 
person who can see- are all a crazy and wrong expressions, 
Similarly a bamboo tree even if it thrives in the close 
proximity of a Sandalwood tree cannot acquire its fragrance, 
so would a person like me named Gurdas cannot qualify to 
be the slave of Guru. 
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fuf tifaT %ar ~ ~ ~II 
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Gur sikb ek mek rom na pz~jas(i) kof(i), 
hom jag(i) bhog naibed piljachar bat. 

jog dhiun gitin adhiatam ridh(i) sidh(l) nidho, 
jap tcip seti~jcrmad(i) anik prakar hai. 

Sirimrit(i) puran bed sastm au saangit(i), 
sursar( i) dev-suthul maiii histhar btli. 

Katin ko{an.(i) sikh smigat(i) asa>-ikb ja kai, 
sri gur charan net(i) net(i) narnaskc7r hai.192. 

No one, not even millions of offerings to the fire, celestial 
feasts, offerings to the gods and other forms of worship, rites 
and rituals can reach even a trichome of a Sikh who has 
become one with his True Gum. 

Many forms of Yogas contemplations, exercises to control the 
body and other disciplines of Yogu, miraculous powers and 
other forms of obstinate worships cannot reach to match a 
trichome of a Guru's Sikh. 

All the Simritis, Vedas, Purans, other scriptures, music, rivers 
like Ganges, abodes of gods and expanse of mammon in the 
entire Universe can reach the praise of a trichome of a Guru's 
Sikh who has become one with the True Guru. 

Countless are the congregations of such Sikhs of the Guru. 
Such a True Guru is beyond count. He is infinite. We salute 
at His holy feet again and again. 
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Charan ·kamal raj gur sikb mlithai !agi, 
hacbbat sakal gursikb pag ren hai. 

Katin kotan(i) kof(i) kamk7 kalaptar(u), 
paras anmrit chintaman(i) kii.mdhen hai. 

Sur(i) nar nath mun(iJ tribhavan au trikat, 
log bed gian unman jen kell hai. 

Kofin kofan(i) sikh sa1igat(i) asankh ja kai, 
namo namo gurmukh(i) sukh pbal den hai.193. 

A Sikh of the Guru who is blessed by the holy dust of the 
feet of the True Guru (who receives the boon of Naam 
Simran from the True Guru), the entire Universe crave for 
the dust of his feet. 

Millions of goddesses of wealth, tree of Indra's heavenly 
garden (Kalap-Varik\·b), philosopher stones, elixirs, distress 
removing forces and heavenly cows (Kamdbenu) desire the 
touch of such a Sikh of the Guru. 

Millions of gods, humans, sages, master yogis, all the three 
worlds, the three times, wondrous knowledge of Vedas and 
many such estimates beg for the holy dust of the feet of such 
a disciple of the Guru. 

There are numerous congregations of such Sikhs of the Trne 
Gum. I bow again and again before such True Guru who 
is the blesser of such elixir-like Naam that provides comfort 
and peace. 
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Gursikh 
bhclvani 

drisaf( i) 

bachan 

Sa.hod 

QJO'fHcf Horf3" fi1wu a- lf3'1Y ))ffu t 
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sangat(i) milap ko pratap(u) 

bbaP,at(iJ bhae chae kai cha fie 
at( 0, 

hai. 

dams fiu, cit( i) ascharc~j-nzcti, 

tmibol smig 1mig hue rcuigile hai. 

surat(i) !iv fin. jal min gat( i). 

pre111-ras-a1i1nrit kai, rasik rasfle bed. 

Kot(iJ chhab(i) chbah chhipai, chhab(i) kai chhabife hai.194. 

The glory and grandeur of the Sikhs of Guru who are one 
with the True Guru and are perpetually in touch with His 
holy feet is beyond mention. Such Sikhs are ever motivated 
to meditate more and more on the Lord's name. 

The vision of the Sikhs of the Guru is ever fixed in the 
astonishing form of the True Guru. Such Sikhs are ever dyed 
in the hue of Naam Simran that they repeatedly meditate 
on like perpetually chewing betel leaf and nut. 

Like a fish meeting water, the divine word of the Trne Guru 
when lodged in the mind, they remain engrossed in Lord's 
name. They themselves become nectar-like by constant 
meditation on the elixir-like Naam that they keep relishing 
all the time. 

These pious Sikhs are store-house of adulations. Millions of 
adulations crave for their praise and seek their refuge. They 
are so handsome and beautiful that millions of beautiful 
forms are nothing before them. 
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Gur sikh ek mek ronz ki akatb katha, 
gursikh sadh smig(i) mahima ko puvai. 

Ek Oaiikar ke bithar ko na paravar(u), 
sabad surat(i) sadh sangat(t) samilvai. 

Pflmn hrahm gur sadh sa1ig mai nivcts, 
da.sarr dclsan mat(i) apa na f atr,l.vat. 

Sat( i)gur gur gursikh sadh smigat( iJ hai. 
ot( i) pot( i) jot( i) va ki vahi han{i) avai.195. 

The glory of a trichome of a Sikh who has become one with 
the True Guru cannot be narrated. Then who can fathom the 
greatness of a congregation of such glorious Sikhs? 

The One Formless God whose expanse is limitless is always 
permeating in the congregation of devotees absorbed in His 
name. 

The True Guru who is manifest of the Lord resides in the 
congregation of holy men. But' such Sikhs who are united 
with True Guru are very humble and they remain servants 
of Lord's servants. They shed all their ego. 

True Guru is great and so are His disciples who constitute 
his holy congregation. The light divine of such a True Gum 
is entangled in the holy gathering like warp and weft of a 
cloth. Grandeur of such True Guru befits only Him and 
nobody can reach Him. 
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Pavanaih pavan mi/at nahi pekhfat, 
salilai salil milat nah(i) paihchaniai. 

]oti mile jot( i) hot bhinn hhi1in kaise kar( 0, 
bhas1naih bhasam samani, kaise janiai. 

Kaise panch tat me! khel(u) hot pirirj, pran, 
bichhurat pincJ, pran kaise unmaniai. 

Abigat(i) gat(i) at(i) bisam ascharaj-mai, 
gian dhian agmit(i) kaise u1· aniai.196. 

Air mixed with air and water mixed with water cannot be 
distinguished. 

How can light merging with another light be seen separately ? 
How can ashes mixed with ashes be distinguished ? 

Who knows how a body constituted of five elements take 
shape? How can one discern what happens to the soul when 
it leaves the body ? 

Similarly no one can assess the state of such Sikhs who have 
become one with the True Guru. That state is astonishing 
and wonderful. It cannot be known through the knowledge 
of scriptures nor through contemplation. One cannot even 
make an estimate or a guess. 
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Char ku1it. sat dtp mai. na navlibmirj, lnhhai. 
dab dis( i) dekbfai na ban grih jc7.nta.i. 

Log bed gian wzman hai na dekbio swzio, 
Svarg pctia! mrit-manclal na mun'iai. 

Bhfil au bbauikh na hartma11 cbaro fup,, 

cbatui· bumn kha{ daras na dhianfai. 

Gur sil<.h smigat(i) milcip ko pmtap( uJ faiso, 
taiso au1· thaur suniai na paihchanrai.197. 

Glory of the union of True Gurn and the devotees cannot 
be known or estimated in all the four directions, seven seas, 
in all the forests and nine regions. 

This grandeur has not been heard or read in wondrous 
knowledge of the Vedas. It is not believed to exist in heavens, 
nether regions nor in the worldly regions. 

It cannot be perceived in the four aeons, three periods, four 
sections of the society and even in the six philosophical 
scriptures. 

The union of True Guru and his Sikhs is so indescribable 
and marvellous that such state is not heard or seen anywhere 
else. 
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Ukh mai pc~yfikh ras, rasna rahit hoe, 
cbandan subas tas naska na hot hai. 

Nad had surat(i) bihun hismad gat(i), 
bibidh(iJ haran bin(u) drisaf(i} su jot(i) hai. 

Paras parcts na sapars usan sft, 
kar charan hin dhar aukbadhi u.dot hai. 

]c1he panch dokb, nirdokh-mokh pavai kaise, 
J.tzffmttkh(i) sahaj saiitokh hue achbot hai.198. 

Sugarcane has elixir-like sweet juice but it has no tongue to 
enjoy it. Sandalwood has fragrance but the tree is without 
nostrils to enjoy the smell. 

Musical instruments produce sound to bring awe to the 
listeners but it is without the ears that can listen to its melody. 
Myriads of colour and shapes are there to attract the eyes but 
they are without any ability to see such beauty themselves. 

Philosopher-stone has power to turn any metal into gold but 
it is without any sense of touch even to feel cold or heat. 
Many herbs grow in the earth but without hands and feet, 
it can do nothing to reach anywhere. 

A person who has all the five senses of knowledge and is 
also deeply infected by the five vices of relislunent, smell, 
hearing, touch and seeing, how can he achieve salvation that 
is viceless. Only the obedient Sikhs of Guru who obey the 
command of a True Guru can through patience and 
contentment overcome the misuse of these five senses. 
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Nihphal jihha hai sabad suacl hin, 
nihphal surat{iJ na anhad nlhl hai. 

Nihphal drisf(i) na apa ap dekhiat(iJ, 
nihphal suas nahi bas(u) parmlid(t) hai. 

Nihphal kar gur-paras paras bin(u), 
gurmukh(i) marag hibun paf, bad(i) hai. 

Gurmukh(i) ang ari_rt pm1.g sarba1ig !iv, 
d risf(i) surat( i) sadb sm1.gat( i) p rasad( i) hai.199. 

A tongue without savouring the elixir-like Naam and ears 
rhat are without hearing the unstruck melody of recitation 
of Lord's name are useless and vain. 

The eyes that do not see the true vision of thyself and the 
breaths that do not smell of Lord's fragrance are no good 
either. 

The hands that have not touched the philosopher-stone like 
feet of the True Guru are of no use. Those feet which have 
not treaded towards the door of the True Guru are no good 
either. 

Every limb of the Sikhs who are obedient to the True Guru 
are pious. By the grace of the company of holy people, their 
mind and vision remains focused in meditation on Naam and 
glimpse of the True Guru. 
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Pasaa manukb deh tlntarU) antar(uJ ihai, 
sabad surat(i) ko /Jibek abibek hai. 

Pas(u) haritlu kahio sunio ansu.nio karai, 
rnanas janam updes i·idai tek hai. 

Pasua sahad-bin jihbt! na bu/( i J sakai, 
manclS jancmz bolai bachan anek hcti. 

Sa had surat(i) sun( i) sall l(!ib< i) bolai bibeki, 
natar(u) acbet pas(u) pi-et hih i mai ek hai.200. 

The only difference in human and animal body is that a 
human is aware of the union of consciousness and the holy 
word of the Guru but animal has no such knowledge nor 
any ability. 

If an animal is asked to stay away from green fields, or 
pasture land, it ignores it but a human being lodges the 
teachings of the True Gum in his heart and adheres to it. 

Devoid of words, an animal cannot speak with its tongue 
but a human can speak several words. 

If a man listens, understands and speaks tbe words of Guru, 
he is a wise and intelligent person. Otherwise he too is one 
among the ignorant animal and a fool. 
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Sabad surat(i) hi11 pasua pavitra deb, 
khar khae mimrit pravah ko suao hai. 

Gohar go-mf:itra siUn1 param pavitm bhae. 
manas dehl nikhidh anmrit apiao hai. 

Bachan bibek tek sadhan kai sii.dh hhae, 
adham asadh khal bachan durau hcti. 

Rasna anmn't ras rasik rasain hue. 
manas bikhai-dhar bikham bikb( u) tau hai.20 7. 

One who has no perception of Guru's words is far inferior 
than an animal who eats hay and grass and yields nectar
like milk. 

According to Hindu mythology, cowdung and cow's urine 
are considered sacred but cursed is a human body that eats 
elixir- like food and spreads filth all around. 

Those who take the support of the knowledgeable sermons 
of the True Guru and practice these in their life are superb 
saintly persons. On the contrary, those who shy away from 
the teachings of the True Guru are low of status, evil and 
foolish. 

By meditation on His name, such saintly persons themselves 
become the fountains of elixir-like Naam. Those who are 
bereft of the words of the Guru and are engrossed in maya 
are sca1y like poisonous snakes and full of venom. 
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Pasit khar khat kbal sabad surat(i) hfn, 
mon ko mahatam pai anmrit pravah fi. 

Nana misfan khan pan manas mukh, 
rasan rasfti hoe sof bbati tahe fi. 

Bachan hibek rek manas janam phal, 
bachan hihun pa.s(u) pa rm it( i) ahe jf. 

Manas .fem am gat( i) hachan hihek-hfn, 
hikh-dhar bikham chakat chit-chahe fi.202. 

An animal eats green grass and hay. He is bereft of all 
knowledge of Lord's word. Due to his inability to speak, gives 
nectar-like milk. 

A man eats and enjoys many types of food materials with 
his tongue but he becomes praiseworthy only if his tongue 
is sweetened with the sweetness of Lord's name. 

Purpose of human life is to take refuge in the meditation 
of His Namn. But one devoid of the teachings of the True 
Guru is the worst kind of animal. 

One who is bereft of teachings of True Guru, craves and 
wanders in search of worldly pleasure and remains vexed 
for their acquisition. His state is like a dangerous poisonous 
snake. 
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Daras dhian birha hiapai dr(gan hue, 
sravan hirho hiapai madhur hachan kai. 

Sangam samagam hirho hiapai jihba kai, 
paras paras aiikmal kf rachan kai. 

Si/~ja gavan hirha hiapai charan hue, 
prem-ras birah srahang hue sachan kai. 

Rom ram birah hritha kai bihbal bbaf, 
sasa jio babfr pfr prabal tachan kai.203. 

Just as a married woman temporarily separated from her 
husband feels the pangs of separation, her inability to hear 
the sweet sound of her husband distresses her, so do the 
Sikhs suffer the pangs of separation. 

Just as a wife feels a strong desire to speak to her husband 
after a long separation, her fond desire to feel her husband 
against her breast troubles her, so do the Sikhs long to feel 
the divine embrace of their True Guru. 

As reaching the nuptial bed of her husband troubles the wife 
when her husband is not there but she is filled with passion 
and love; so does a Sikh separated from his Guru craves like 
a fish out of water to touch the True Guru. 

A separated wife feels love sickness in every trichome of her 
body and remains distressed like a rabbit that has been 
surrounded by hunters from all sides. So does a Sikh feel 
the pangs of separation and longs to meet his True Guru at 
the earliest. 
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Ki11chat ka(ilcbh kripa badcm amlp nip, 
at(i) aschamj-mai naikli hahc1f bai. 

Lochan ki putri mai tanak tarkc7. siam, 
ta ko pmtihi1ih ti! banita bana'i hai. 

Kofin ko(t1n(i) chhab(i) ti! chhipat chhah, 
ko(in lwfan(iJ sohh lohh lalchtif hai. 

Ko((iJ hrahmancj ke niiik ki nliika hha!, 

ti/ ke tilak sarah naekti mitai hai.204. 

A momentary look of maleficence of the Tme Guru brings 
a ve1y attractive and ecstatic look on the face of wife-like 
Sikh of the True Guru. She (Sikh) then is honoured to be 
an astoundingly beautiful heroine . 

With the casting of a look of grace by the True Guru, the 
small black spot in the eyes of True Guru leaves a mole on 
the face of the wife-like Sikh. Such a mole enhances the 
beauty of the wife-like Sikh further. 

Beauties of the world get hidden in the shadow of that mole 
and mil1ions desire eagerly to covet glory of that mole. 

The grace that a wife-like Sikh gets by an impression of True 
Guru ·s kind glance makes her the maid of the Master of 
millions of celestial regions. Because of that mole, .she 
surpasses all other seeker-wives in beauty. None can match 
her. 
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Supan charitra chitra, /Janak bane hachitra, 
pauan pavitrn mitra aj more ae hai. 

Pa ram daial tat. Lochan hLw1. /, 
mukh bachan rastil, madb(u) madburpiae hai. 

Sohhit si~jasan hi/asan dai arikmal, 
prem ms bisam hue sahaj samae hai. 

Chatrik sabad sun(i) akbian ughar gai, 
hhai jal-min gat(i) hirah jagae bai.205. 

Himself holy and capable of making other pious-the 
friendly True Guru has come into my dream beautifully 
attired and adored. It is indeed a wonderful man.rel for me. 

Beloved Lord is sweet of words, big eyed and clement of 
form. Believe me ! it is like He blessing us with honeyed 
elixir. 

He looked pleased and honoured me by occupying my bed
like heart. I was lost in the love filled trance of Nam Amrit 

that merged me into a state of equipoise. 

Enjoying the bliss of divine dream, I was woken up by the 
voice of rain-bird and that broke my celestial dream. The awe 
and man.rel of love-filled state disappeared reawaking the 
pangs of separation. I was restless like a fish out of water. 
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Dekhbe l?au drisa/( i) na daras dikhiiibe kau. 
kaise pr~va darsan dekhiai dikbiifai. 

Kahihe kau surat(i) hai na sravan sunhe kau, 
Kaise gun-nidh gun suniai sunaiai. 

Man mai na gurmat(i), gunnat(i) mai na man, 
nihchal hue na unman !iv lafai. 

A1ig ang hhaiig, 
kaise babu-naik 

1w1g nip kul-bin din, 
ki naika kahal.cti.206. 

I neither have enlightened eyes to have a glimpse of my 
unique, radiant and dear lover nor have I the power to show 
His glimpse to anyone. Then how can one see or even show 
a glimpse of the lover? 

I do not have the wisdom to describe the virtues of my 
beloved who is treasure-house of goodness. Nor do I have 
ears to listen to his adulations. Then how should we listen 
and recite the panegyrics of the fountain of merits and 
excellence? 

The mind neither inhabits the teachings of the True Guru nor 
does it engross itself in the sermons of Guru. The mind does 
not achieve stability in the words of Guru. Then how can 
one get engrossed in higher spiritual state ? 

My whole body is aching. I, the meek and dev01d of respect, 
has neither beauty nor high caste. Then how can I become 
and be known as the most favourite love of my Master Lord? 
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Birah biog rog dukhit hue birhani, 
kahat sandes pathikan pai usas te. 

Dekhoh trigad jon(i) prem kai pareva, 
par kar nar( i) dekh(i) tuf at akas te. 

Tum to chatur das hidia ke nidhan pria. 
tria na chbucjavoh biruh rip(u) tras te. 

Charan bimukh dukh tarikii chamatkar, 
herat hirahe rav( i) daras pragas te.20 7. 

Due to pangs of separation and disunion from her beloved 
husband, a distressed wife heaves big sighs and sends 
messages to her beloved husband through the wayfarers. 

0 my beloved ! look how a lovelorn pigeon, a species of 
devious origin, impatiently flies down from high sky to his 
mate. 

0 my beloved ! you are a store-house of all the knowledge; 
then why don't you rid your woman from the pangs of 
separation ? 

As the twinkling stars frighten everyone during the dark 
night, so am I being distressed by the separation from your 
holy feet. All these distressing twinkling stars will disappear 
as soon as your Sun-like effulgent glimpse become visible. 
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Joi pria bbavai tahe dekb( i) au dikhavai ap. 
drisat( i) daras mil( t) sohhil dai suhiivai. 

}of p ri.a bbilvai mukh bachan sunavia tahe, 
sabad(i) surat(i) gur gian upjtival. 

Joi pria bhavai das-dis(i) pragfilvai tahe, 
soi hahu rzaik ki naika liabavaf. 

Joi pria bhavai sihjiisan milavai tahe, 
prem-ras has l?ar(i) apio pic7val.208. 

The seeker woman who is liked by the True Gum Master, 
is glanced at with a look of clemency by the beloved Master 
who reveals Himself to her. By His clemency and glimpse, 
the hapless woman is blessed with goodness making her 
praiseworthy. 

One who is liked by the beloved Master, is blessed with His 
divine words. By the union of His words and consciousness, 
He enlightens her with Guru's sermons. 

The seeker woman who is loved by her True Guru, is 
revealed by Him in all the ten directions of the world. Then 
she is addressed and known as supreme beloved of the 
Master who is the master of many more seeker brides. 

The seeker bride who is liked by beloved Trne Guru, is 
united with Him on the mind like divine bed. Enamored by 
her love, He makes her drink deep the elixir of Noam A mrit. 
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Joi pria hhavai tlihe sundarta kai suhavai, 
soi sw:ZdrI l:Jahavai chhab(i) kai chbahilf hcti. 

Joi pria bhavai tahe banak badhit hanavai, 
soi bcmita kabavai rai-ig mai rmiglli hai. 

Joi pria bhavai ta ki sahai kamna pi~javai, 

soi klimanf kahcl.uai st! kai s1tsilz hai. 

Joi pria hhavai tabe prem-ras lai piavai, 
soi premani kahaz;ai rasi!~ rasfli hai.209. 

The female living being (jeev Istn) who has found favour with 
the True Guru Master the manifest form of the Lord, becomes 
vi11uous and praiseworthy due to the blessing of spiritual 
beauty to her. That truly is called the beauty. 

She who is loved by her beloved master, is made into a highly 
adorable bride by Him. One who is ever engrossed in the 
hue of Lord's medication is truly a blessed married woman. 

The (seeker) female living being who gains the favour of her 
beloved master has all her desires fulfilled by Him. By virtue 
of her superior nature, she is well behaved and that makes 
her fam0l1s as beautiful lady in the true sense. 

The seeker woman who is liked by dear True Guru, she is 
blessed with relishing the Naain elixir of Lord's love. One 
who drinks deep the divine elixir is loved one in the true 
sense. 
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Birah biog rog set nip hue kritas, 
ffik fitk bhae pati likhiai bides te. 

Birah a{!,an(i) se savant mas(u) krisan hue, 
hirhani hhekh lekh bikhmn smides te. 

Birah biog rog lekhan(i) ki cbhati pba(i. 
ntdan karat likbai ii.tam aves te. 

Birah usasan pragasan dukhit gat(i), 

bi1·han1 kaise jiai birah parues te.210. 

A sentient woman (devoted Sikh) separated from her beloved 
True Guru writes letter to her beloved stating that his 
separation and long disjunction has made her complexion 
pa per white while her limbs are losing their strength to the 
extent of falling apart. 

The separated woman writes the state of her distress and the 
pangs she has been bearing. She wails that his separation 
has virtually turned the colour of her skin black. 

Crying from the core of her heart, the separated woman 
writes that because of the distress of bearing separation, even 
the breast of the pen that she is writing with has cracked. 

Heaving cold sighs and lamenting, she expresses her 
distressed state and asks how could anyone live when the 
weapon of separation had penetrated deep into her heart. 
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Pi/rah smijog nzil(i) s1tjan sagcti hot, 
simrat sun(i) sun(O smuan sandes kai. 

bidh(i) se bivahe mif(i) drisat(iJ dams /iv, 
hidyaman dhia1z ras rup rang bbes kai. 

Rain sain samai srut(i) sahad hibek tek, 
litam gii:tn pramatam praves kai. 

Gian dhian simran ulangh(i) ikatra hoe, 
prem-ras has(i) bot hisam aves l<.ai.211. 

Deeds of previous births bring together noble people and 
they join in the form of holy congregation to establish union 
with True Guru. Such a maid who is betrothed thus hears 
the messages of her True Guru master from others and 
remembers them. 

When according to tradition, marriage is solemnised, that is 
to say she is consecrated by Guru and an accord gets 
established betvv'een them, then her mind is engrossed in the 
form, colour, attire and pleasure of the master True Guru. 

At night when it is time for people to sleep, a seeker of the 
Lord takes refuge in the knowledge of the divine words and 
achieving soulful ecstasy through practicing of Naam, unites 
in the holy feet of the Lord. 

Contemplating thus she (jeev istri) crosses all the stages of 
knowledge and becomes one with dear beloved and 
influenced by His loving pleasure, she gets engrossed in 
wondrous and maivellous spiritual state. 
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Ek sai adhik ek, naika r.mek ja kai, 
din ke dilU hue, kripal k1ipa dbcl.ri hai. 

Sajni rajni sas(i), prem ras ausar rnai, 
ahle adhin gat(i) bent'i uchari hai. 

joz jot agia hoe. soi so'i mcln(i) jan(iJ, 
hc1th jorai agrabhag(i) hoe agiakari hai. 

Bhavni hhagat(i) bhae chae kai chailo bhc~jau, 
saphal janam dbarm(i) aj meri hilri hai.212. 

The dear beloved who has not one but many obedient 
conso1ts; the dispenser of kindness on the distressed, the 
maleficence beloved has been clement on me. 

That moonlit night (the auspicious moment) when the time 
for me to belong to and enjoy the loving elLxir of the Lord 
came, this humble maid slave in all the humility made a 
supplication before the beloved Tme Guru; 

Oh beloved ! Whatever will be your command, I shall obey 
implicitly. I shall ever serve you obediently and with humility. 

I shall .serve you with dedication and devotion of loving 
worship in my heart. This moment when you have so kindly 
blessed me with your consecration, my human birth has 
become purposeful since my turn to meet my beloved Lord 
has come. 
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Pn1am ki putri 1nai tanik tariJea siam, 
ta ko pratibinh(u) til tilak trilok ko. 

Batzita badan par(i) praga( hanae rakhio, 
leamdev kot(iJ lot po! avilok !w. 

Katin kotan(i) ri7p kf anup 11"'1.p chhab(i), 
sakaf singar ko si1igar scirab thok ko. 

Ki1icbat katachh kripa ti/ ki atul sobba, 
sui:'lat'i kot(O man bbmig dhian kok ko.213. 

When the True Guru casts a sight of grace on che seeker 
woman, the thin black starlike line in the pupil of my beloved 
True Guru has cast a very subtle image on the face of the 
seeker woman that is adoring and beseeming like a mole 
in the three worlds. 

That subtle image of the star like shinning line has made 
beauty so conspicuous and astonishing that millions of cupids 
are becoming restless. 

The unique beauty as a result of that mole cannot be matched 
by millions of beautiful forms. The beauty of that mole is 
beyond the beauty of all adoring things of the world. 

By virtue of a little kindness of the True Guru, the fame and 
glory of that rniniscule mole is infinite. It is capable of 
shattering the pride of millions of goddesses of beauty. Even 
a red legged partridge (Allectoris graeca) engrossed in 
looking at the moon will get disturbed when he would look 
at such celestial beaury. 
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Hq ~~a-~~. 
l>ftfu" ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ft11 

furwn fw>fTo fmrao i{>f d'H dfHq m1!' 
Fcr ~~'&"~~ft 11~9811 

Sri gur daras dhian khaf claras na dekhe, 
sakal daras sam daras dikhae bai. 

Sri gw· sahad panch sabad gian ganm(iJ, 
sarah sahad anhad samjbae bcti. 

Mmitra updes parves kai aves ridai, 
ad(i) kau ades kai brahm brahmZie hai. 

Gian dhiti.n simran prem ras rasik hoe, 
ek au anek ke hihek pragteze hai.214 . 

One who has fixed his attention on the vision of the True 
Guru is not reassured by the six schools of philosophy nor 
towards other religious sects. He sees all philosophies in the 
vision of one True Guru. 

One who has received Gum 's consecration hears melodies 
of five types of musical instruments deep in his soul because 
the unstruck music that has appeared in his being due to 
perpetual meditation on Lord's name has all the melodies 
in it. 

By practicing meditation on loving name of the Lord, He 
comes and resides in the heart. In this state an initiated 
disciple sees the all-pervading Lord everywhere. 

The Sikh who is blessed with knowledge, contemplation and 
Simran by the True Guru and who relishes the loving elixir, 
learns the truth of one Lord who pesvades in all despite being 
one. 
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'fff3" fuQ 'AttH 0 tTfu fuo ~ ~I 
JN fuo JN o ~ t8 mo ~II 

- "" 
fuQ QFf-~ fuTl>fTO' fun'~ fu>wo, 
~ fun' ~ o ~ ~ 8t1> ~II 
Wf3" 0 fr3lf f'ao. IDf 0 ~ fuQ. 
tl1W Bofu" fuo lpf o ~ ~ II 
~ nraa- fuo ~ 0 & zq, 
fuo WU iraTfu o ~ fw~Ml<"> ~ ll~ctl.111 

Sat(i) bin(u) sanjum na pat(i) hin(u) p Dja hoe, 
sach bin(u) soch na janeii jat hin hai. 

Bin(u) gur-diM?ia giiin, hin(u) darsan dhiun, 
hhau hin(u) hhagat(i) na kathani bhai hhfn hai. 

Sli.rit( iJ na sarltokh hin( u), su.kh(u.) na sahaj hin( u), 
sahad surat(i) bin(u) prem na prabin hai. 

Brahm hibek bin(u) hirdai na ek {eh. 
hin(u) sadh sangat( i) na rang livtin hai.215. 

Except the name of the stable and firm Lord, no other deed 
is righteous. Except for the prayer and worship of Master 
Lord, worship of gods/goddesses is futile. No piety is beyond 
the truth and wearing of sacred thread without morality is 
futile. 

Without obtaining initiation from a True Guru, no knowledge 
is worthwhile. No contemplation is useful except that of the 
True Guru. No worship is worth anything if not performed 
in love, nor any view point expressed can invite respect. 

Without patience and contentment, peace cannot reside. No 
true peace and comfort is achievable without acquiring a state 
of equipoise. Similarly no love can be stable without the 
union of the word and mind (consciousness). 

Without deliberation on His name, one cannot establish faith 
in the heart and without the holy congregation of divine and 
saintly persons, engrossment in Lord's name is not possible. 
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Charan 
cha ran 

~ onra- ~ d'R ~ yfu, 
~ O{}R? 3lfu ffiIT HY"Cra ~ II 
l{t QJO ~ "gf() Bf?; ore ore ~, 
~ ~ 3lfu ttOIB" ~ ~ II 

~ orz'a:" ~ QJCf tfu>w foqro' 
'fra1f ~ Bro Btf ~ 'Ufa" a II 
l{t qra tTffi') ~' ~ ~ "€"H' 

3l!f o~~m-rnfu"~ ll~ctell 

kamal nwkrand ras luhhit 
kamal tahe jag madhukar 

Srf gur sabad dhun(i) sun(i) gad gad 
anm1~u bachan tahe jag at udhar(t) 

hue, 
hai. 

hoe, 
hai. 

Kinchat katikhh kripa gur daicJ. nidhan, 
sarab nidhtin dan dokh du.kh har(i) hai. 

S1i gur dasan das, dasan dasan das, 
tii.s(u) na indrad(i) brahmad(i) sarnsar(i) hai.216. 

A Sikh who is engrossed in the elbdr-like name of the Lord 
by virtue of the holy dust of the feet of True Guru (due to 
His company) has the whole world becoming his devotees. 

A Sikh of the Guru whose every trichome blooms hearing 
the melody of True Gum blessed Naam Simrun, his elixir
like words can sail the world across the worldly ocean. 

A Sikh of the Guru who receives even a very small blessing 
of the True Guru, becomes capable of giving away all the 
treasures and allaying the distresses of the others. 

A Sikh who serves the servants of the slaves of the Trne Guru 
(who becomes down to earth humble) cannot even be 
equated with god Indra, Brahma and all the gods and 
goddesses put together. 
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}ah te 
charan 

H'S" 3' 'lffif ~ ~ Hafo ~I 
~ Frafo ~ ~ frwo ~ II 
~ q}{g ~ ~ ~. 

' ... 
~~B'Q~~'ij"ll 

~ <X>ffi' Blf lWc Hmr umr, 
f<thhl(? Hfa" ~ ~ ~II 
~ mm- mo Hfuw ~ ~. 
~morrorr~~~ 11~ct.?11 

pa ram gur cha ran saran(i) 
saran(i) Liv sakal sansar(i) 

Charan kainal makrand charnamrit 
chahat charan ren(u) sakal akar 

tie, 
hai. 

kai, 
hai. 

Charan kamal sukh saiipat sahaj ghar( i), 

nihchal mat(i) parmarth hichar hai. 

Charan kamal gur mahima agadh(i) hodh, 
net(i) net(i) namo namo kai namaskar hai.217. 

Since the time a human being takes the refuge in the holy 
feet of the True Guru, the people of the world then sta1t 
contemplating in the refuge of his feet. 

By taking the foot-wash of the True Gurn while staying in 
His refuge, the entire mankind desires to be blessed by his 
holy feet . 

By living in the peaceful refuge of the lotus-like feet of the 
True Gurn, one gets absorbed in a state of equipoise. Because 
of higher spiritual wisdom, they become stable of mind and 
consciousness. 

The glory of the lotus-like feet of the True Guru is beyond 
comprehension. It is limitless, infinite. He is worthy of 
salutation again and again. 
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~ q}f(? qJO ttll' 3 ~ ~, 
31J 3 }){Hfuo fu'3" )){03" o ~ 11 

~ q}f(? ~ ~ ~. 
lflJB >ffiftf ~ 'RUft:r ~ 11 

~ q}f(? B1:f HO }f ~ ~' 
nflO B1:f ~ {Jfu (')!}{ ~ ~II 

~ C{}R? ~ ~ ~. 
>w0~Glcitrn~-o~ 11~9t:ll 

Charan kamal gur jab te ridai basae, 
tab te asthir chit anat na dhav-hi. 

Charan kamai makrand charnamrit kai, 
prapat(i) amar pad sahaj(i) samav-hi. 

Charan kamal sukh man mai nivas kio, 
an sukh !iag(i) har(i) nam Liv !av-hi. 

Charan kamal makrand vasna niviis, 
an. viis phiki bhai hirde na bhavai.218. 

Since the time a human being attachs his mind with the lotus
like feet of the Trne Guru, his mind becomes stable and it 
does not wander anywhere. 

The refuge of the True Guru's feet provides one with the 
foot-wash of the True Guru that helps him acquire inimitable 
state and engrossment in equipoise. 

Since the holy feet of the True Guru got lodged in the heart 
of a devotee (the devotee took His refuge), the mind of the 
devotee has shed all other comforts and is absorbed in the 
meditation of His name. 

Since the fragrance of the holy lotus-feet of the True Guru 
got lodged in the mind of the devotee, all other fragrances 
have become prosaic and indifferent for him. 
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lf'Ol lfS!"-ofuir cit ~ flr>rraT '&'at t 
Wal »rfo ~ ~ ~ ~ srfu & II 
i{Hot ~ ~ ~ >wCJlH cit' 
~a- foa 1€a ~mo~ wfu &11 

" 
wtt Y3't ~ m rn, filit ~ tt, 
ttur a- 3"ijT g ~ "ffim.r !fWfu & II 
'R1R> tJfuo H- o fH3fu tHBO ~, - " " 
ffif ~ wfi.ro't o ~ futjrfu & II~ 9t11 

Bari hahu-naik ki naika piari ke1i, 
gherl an(i) prahal hue niridra nain chhae kai. 

Pi-emani patihrata chaili pria agam ki, 
nindra ko niradar kai soi na bhai hhae kai. 

Sakhi hut'i sot thi bhai, gai sukhdaik pai, 
}aha ke taha le rakhe sa1igam sutae kai. 

Supan charitra mai na mitrah(i) milan dini, 
jam mp jamini na n ibrai bihae kai.219. 

Known as favourite and loved one of the Master who has 
many women, when her turn to receive her Master's blessings 
came she was over-powered by the sleep of ignorance. The 
sleep-filled eyes made me unaware of everything. 

But those Sikh sentient beings who were filled with love in 
their hearts when they heard that their Master was coming, 
they forsake sleep and remained alert in their faith and love 
for the meeting. 

Despite being favourite of my Master, I remained sleeping 
in ignorance. I remained bereft of meeting my comfort-giving 
beloved. I remained wherever I was, separated and berefc 
of His love and blessings. This is what sleep of ignorance 
did to me. 

This dream like happening did not let me meet my beloved. 
Now the death-like night of separation neither ends nor 
terminates. 
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¥-mo, sg-utz;-, C!J<')-mo, ~-mo, 

HgT-tit», ~-mo, 31.f-mo. ~ u 
ftrHfz ~-mo mrt-'ROB tit» ... , - , 
~-tl'B"-"dto, ~ <m3' o ~ -al II 
l!Jf3'--Jto, olfa"-mo, m ~ l@T3'-~, 
fu3"-'Ulo, nra--mo, mrtt ~ -al 11 

>mrr ))for -Jto, ~-mo, ~ m, 
~ Rafir; a-R ~ ?fu ~ 11~~011 

Rztp-bin, kul-hin, gun-bin, gian-hin, 
sobha-hin, bbag-/:J in. tap-hin, blivari. 

D risaf(i) daras-hin, sahad-surat(i) hin, 
hudh( i)-hal-hin, sudhe hasat na pav ri. 

Prit( i}-hin, rit(i)-hin, bhae hhai pratit-bin, 
chit-bin, bit-bin, sahaj subhav ri. 

Aiig mig hin, dina-dhin, pm·achin lag(l), 

cha ran saran(i) kaise prapat(i) hue ravari.220. 

I the sentient seeker am without attractive looks, do not 
belong to high caste as deemed of Sikhs of the Guru, without 
the virtues of Naam, empty of Guru's knowledge, without 
any praiseworthy traits, unlucky because of vices, bereft of 
the service of Guru and thus have become crazy beside being 
unwise. 

I am bereft of the kind looks and glimpse of the True Guru, 
without meditation, weak of power and wisdom, of warpped 
hands and feet because of not doing service of the Gum. 

I am vacuous of my beloved 's love, unware of Guru's 
teachings, hollow of devotion, unstable of mind, poor of the 
wealth of meditation and even lacking in calmness of nature . 

I am inferior from every aspect of life. I don't become humble 
in order to please my beloved. With all these shortcomings, 
0 my True Guru ! how can I acquire the refuge of your holy 
feet. 
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~ B3"fu ~ ~. ~~ ~. 
U@ ?;ffi" ~· ~ ~ ~II 
~~~~. ~~~lf'g. 
~'WC~. W tr ~~II "' .. 
ir3-~ Cf1fu lf'd'' ~ wfu ~' 
~~~. ~~~II 
~ ~~>R fiat&~~ 

- t .... - ... -' 

qJO -o ~ c:ra, qr u ~ 11~~911 
.farm.f suteh hikh(u) det, het(uj kaun 1·akhai, 
p,har(u) musai pah117.Ci, kaho kaise rakbiai. 

Kanai jau borai nav, kaho kaise pilvai par(u.), 
agucl:U hat parai, ka pai din bhakhiai. 

khetai fau khiie bc7.1: kaun dhae rakhanhiir( u), 
chakravai karai aniiiu., puchhai kaun(u) sakhiai. 

Rogfai jau haid marai, mitrajau kamavai di·oh(u), 

gur na mu.kat(u) karai, ka pai abhi!iikhiai.221. 

If a mother poisons her son then who will love him? If a 
watchman robs the house then how can it be protected? 

If a boatman sinks the boat, then how can the passengers 
reach the shore beyond? If the · leader cheats on the way, 
then who can be prayed for justice? 

If the protecting fence starts eating the the crop (caretaker 
starts destroying the crop) then who will take care of it ? If 
a king becomes unjust who will examine the wittness ? 

If a physician kills the patient, a friend betrays his friend, 
then who can be trusted ? If a Guru does not bless his disciple 
with salvation, then who else can be expected to 
emanicipate? 
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H?i ~ OTf3" ~ ~ ~. 
~ OOIB !Jlf fu.iz mrrit>K II 
lfurn" ~ »ff3" mm-~ 91!, 
Hg ~ OH, ))f(')3" n ~ II 
'ffil1l m-rfu ~ HOTHOT i'lfu' 
~ yfn° go~~ ~II 

QJa!ffu vtH ~ EtR ~ Rm mt 
>){Tl.fT ~ traH ~ ~ II=<=< =<II 

Man madhukar gat(i) bhramat chatur kunf, 
charan kamal sukh sanpaf samaiai. 

Sftal sugandh at( i) koma! anup rfip, 

madhu makmnd n1s, anal na dhaiai. 

Sahaj samadh(i) unman jagmag jot(i), 
anbad dhun(i) run jhun(i) Liv laiai. 

Gurmukb(i) bis ik is sohang soi janai, 

apa aparanpar param pad(u) paiai.222. 

The mind wanders like a bumble bee in all four directions. 
But by coming into the refuge of True Guru and by the 
blessings of Naam Simran, he merges into peace and comfort 
of equipoise. 

Once the calming, scented, delicate and very beautiful elixir
like holy dust of the feet of True Guru is received, the mind 
does not wander in any direction. 

On account of his association with the holy feet of the True 
Guru, by remaining in a state of divine will and tranquil state 
of meditation and ever enjoying a glimpse of the light 
effulgent, he remains engrossed in the melodious unstruck 
celestial music. 

Believe it ! an obedient Sikh of the True Guru becomes aware 
of the One Lord who is beyond all limits. And thus he reaches 
the supreme spiritual state. 
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~ ~ OTfu ~ ~ w, 
~ f€A3fd ~ mnra ~ ;:ft II 
AA fuftP>fL'qO 3-H (') ~ fuWf ~' 
»ffufnFr ~ flral:f mfClCJT ;:ft II 

AA ~ ~ ~ 5-fu, 
~ ffiJT3" » YOH fHzl(ft m 11::{::{~11 

Man-mrig mrig-mad achhat antargat(i), 
bhulio hhram khojat pbirat ban mahf Ji. 
Dadar saroj gcit(i) ekai sarvar bikhai, 
antar(i) disantar(i) hue samjhat nahi Ji. 
}aise bikbia-dhar tajai na bikh( u) bikhmn kau, 
aihnis htivan. himkh laPfahf ji. 

jaise narpat(i) supanm1.tar( i) hbekhuri hoe, 
gurmukh(i) jagat mai bharam mi(uhi fi.223. 

Human mind is like a fast running deer who has Naam-like 
musk within him. But under various doubts and misgivings, 
he keeps searching it in forest. 

Frog and lotus flower live in the same pond but despite that 
the frog-like mind does not know lotus as if he is residing 
in a foreign land. The frog eats moss and not lotus flower. 
Such is the state of mind who is not aware of the Naain 
Amrit co-existing with it, and stays indulged in vices. 

As a snake never sheds his venom although he keeps coiled 
around a sandalwood tree so is the state of that person who 
does not shed his vices even in the holy congregation. 

The sate of our wandering mind is like a king who becomes 
a beggar in his dream. But the mind of a Sikh of the Guru 
dispels all his doubts and misgivings with the power of Namn 
Simran and recognising his self, lives a purposeful, contented 
and a happy life. 
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m ~ ~ m-~ fira 3f1 crar, 
WH<')T cit >wfur tPfur ~ n ~It 
¥ ~ ~ wQ- fOcUr r; ~ ~. 
~ ~ ~ n tran.Jfu ~II 
HW m Bfu" n fuJitBO ~ ~, 
ffinr yfu f tj a til~ ~ ~ fue>'<sll)f tt 

~~~.m~~. 
~B"fu~~~~ 11~~811 

Bae hue bagbi7!a bc1e-mmicj.al phirai tau kahii.. 
bclsna Id ag(i) jag(i) jugat(i) na janiai. 

Kup ja/(u) garo hadhe nil<sai na hue samundra. 
chi! /Jue ll(lai na lihetgpat( l) unmaniai. 

miisa hi/ khod(i) na jogzsur guphii. kahavai, 
sarap hue chirarifiv bikh(u) na bilaniai. 

Gurmukb(i) trigun atft, chit hiw attt, 
haunzai khoe boe ren(u) kamdhen(u) maniai.224. 

So what if someone through spiritual powers become a 
whirlwind of air and wanders in the atmosphere when all 
desires are kindered in his mind and he does not know how 
to get rid of them ? 

just as water drawn out of a well with a pitcher tied to a 
rope does not become an ocean and a vulture, who roams 
about in the sky looking for corpses, cannot be accepted as 
god of birds, similarly, an evil-filled man cannot claim to be 
a spiritually awakened. 
A rat living in a bun-ow cannot be called a saint in a cave. 
Similarly, a person who has done no good to anyone is like a 
rat even if he puts himself through rigorous penance to realise 
his beloved God. If one acquires long life like a snake, one 
cannot dispel the venom of vices and desires from one's mind. 
But an obedient Sikh of the Gum keeps himself clear from 
the effect of tri-traits of maya and is a recluse by heart. He 
loses his ego and becomes an epitome of humility by serving 
all and accomplishing others' tasks admirably. 
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~ ~ ~ (jJ6' fmi Hfq fH"5' 
~ ~ 'l.{W3H t[ijTo ~ I I 
"'~~ . ' ~ 
~ tni(') 33' lf3" ~ !:ja3 1cl8 <rn:, 

~ a- lflaH ~ otto a11 

~ f>ITT? H8 AA ~ futra w, 
~ 'dkiT ~ "»frlr »fTllT ~ ~ II 

~ ~ WH()T !fWR" OTfu' 
~ 'lraO trn" 98" ~ ~ [[Q~~ll 

Sabad surat(i) liu gur sikb sandb(i) mile, 
atam aves pramatam prabin hai. 

Tatai mil(i) tat sva11t bl7nd muktahal hoe, 
paras kai paras par;.,par kin hai. 

joti mil(i) jot(i) jaise diplc.ai dipat dip, 
hirai hira bedhiat(i) apai ii.pct chin hai. 

Chandan banaspati basna subas gat(i), 
chatur haran jan kul akulfn bai.225. 

With the union of a disciple coming in the refuge of True Guru 
and when his mind is engrossed in the divine word, he 
becomes an adept in uniting his self with the Supreme soul. 

As the mythical rain-drop (Swati) turns into a pearl when 
it falls on an Oyster shell and becomes highly valuable, so 
would a person become when his heart is filled with the 
elixir-like Naam of the Lord. Uniting with Supreme, he too 
becomes like Him. Like philosopher-stone, the True Guru 
makes a Sikh like Himself. 

As an oil lamp lights the other, so does a true devotee 
(Gursikh) meeting with True Guru becomes an embodiment 
of His light and shines in the diamond like a diamond. He 
reckons his self then. 

All the vegetation around a sandalwood tree becomes 
fragrant. Similarly the people of all the four castes become 
of higher caste after meeting with True Guru. 
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~ ma- ~. ma- ~ Bif ~. 
Hfa"-()T}f ~ -&, lp-f ~ ~ ~fl 
~ ~ ma-, ~ ~ ~. 
~ !fiTifu Bfa', ~~~II 
ff3" ~ tjR3' ~ 'Fl13', 
l.f1d1l trafi:r ~ ll"alf ~ ~ 11 

Hfa" 01.I 'RB-OTH Rf dajd fuFwo ~, 
qJO ftru Afq f>ffi" ~ ~ ~ II ~qefl 

Gurmat(i) sat(i) ridai. sat(i) rii.p dekhe drig, 
sat(i)-nam jihba kai, prem ras pae hai. 

Sabad hihek sat(i), sravan surat(i) nad, 
n asika sugandh(i) sat(i), aghran aghae hai. 

Sant charnamrit hasat auilanh sat(i), 
paras paras(i) hoe paras dikhae hai. 

Sat( i) nip sat(O-nam sat(i)gu.i- gian dhian, 
gur sikh sandh(i) mile aiakh lakbae hai.226. 

By lodging the teachings of the True Guru in the heart, the 
eyes of the Sikh of the Guru sees the True Lord pervading 
in everyone everywhere. He repeats the name of the Lord 
incessantly and relishes the loving nectar of Naam Simmn 
all the time. 

Having listened to the true words of wisdom from the Guru, 
the ears of a disciple remain engrossed in listening to that 
tune. Smelling the fragrance of the Naam, his nostrils are 
satiated by the sweet smell of the Namn. 

With the hands getting a touch of the feet of the Trne Guru, 
a Sikh of the Guru is seen to have become a philosopher
stone like the True Guru Himself. 

Thus relishing the words of the Guru with all five senses and 
his becoming one with the True Guru, a Sikh of the Guru 
becomes aware of the Lord whose form and name is e ternal. 
All this happens through the knowledge dispensed by the 
True Guru. 
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)){T3}f f3fudt ;:ra era H fucIB ~, 
.... "" ... ...... 

~ Rfo foi:hlC!'S HO ~ ~II 

+ta1fil~o trar, t«rr +ia1fi1G;(') >f, 
~ tf.UH fu'r»rrn fu>w<'i I ~ ~ ~ II 
'fftfH ll<f(? H8' ~ ~ ~ Hor I 
€rem -a1irn .. Oif3' i{>f ~ ~ II 
0!"'07) H 0!"'07)-~ I ~ H ~I 
~ yfo ~I ;:ro ~ ffi')q ~ ij- II~~ .?II 

Atam trihidh0) jatra katra sai ikatra bhae, 
gurmat(i) sat(i) nihchal man mane hai . 

.fagjivan jag, jag jagjiuan mai. 
pi7.ran brahm gian dhicl.n, ur cine hai. 

Silkham sathiU mut ek hi anek mek. 
goras gobans gat(i) prem paihchr,1ne hai. 

Karan mai karan-karan, chitra mai chitc>ro. 
fai:Ztra dhun(i) jantri, Jan kaijanakjane hai.227. 

With the acquisition of Tnie Gum's consecration and His 
wisdom, the mind wandering in three traits of mayct becomes 
stable and then it feels reassured in the words of the Guru. 

One who has received the elixir-like Name of the Lord, 
practiced it, sees the Lord and the world intermingled. That 
Sikh of the Guru imbibes the knowledge in his heart since 
it has been blessed by the complete God-like True Guru. 

In the loving hue of Lord's name, the Sikh of the Guru 
recognises the presence of the Lord in gross and imperceptible 
species just as well species of cows yield same type of milk. 

He realises that the Lord is permeated in His creation as is 
a painter in his painting, a tune in the musical instrument 
and qualities of father in his son. 
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~ ~ ~ »@' orfuc:rr )){RC 3"f <}I 
Fcf~~~~~U3'~11 

= 
Fcf mr ~ faFJ' m wra (1)T3't, 
~ Ee} OT3T ~ traoT lQS ~ II 
~ 3" ~ yfo, F<} ~ ~ ~. 
3T 3-~ ~ ~ H3fu" ~ U-11 

3T 3" >we )){TO B3""' !f3'T ~ ))f'O B'3"' 
>HR ~ a-H' ij'fu ~ IJ"3" ~ II~ ~t II 

Naik( u) hai ek( u) ar(u) naika asat ta kai, 

ek ek nii.ika ke panch panch put hai. 

Ek ek piJ.t p,rib char(i) charm naff, 
ekai ekcti natl doe patni prasiU hai. 

tf1bt7 te anek pwz(i). ekai ekai panch panch, 
ta tai chii.r(i) char(i) sut smitat(i) sahhiJ.t hat. 

Tll te afh ii.th suta, suta suta atb sut, 
aiso pamar(u) kai~'ie hoe ek sut hai.228. 

There is only one master of the house. He has eight wives 
and each wife has five sons. 

Every son has four sons. Thus every grandson of the master 
has two child-bearing wives. 

Then several children were born of those wives. Each bore 
five sons and then four more sons. 

Each of these sons produced eight daughters and then eight 
sons came forth from each daughter. One who has such a 
big family, how can he be stringed in one thread. This is 
the spread of the mind. Its expanse has no end. How can 
a mind with such vast spread be concentrated ? 
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~ HQ ))flO w, ~ * ~ ~ 
~ ~ wra m . m €fu ~ 5-11 
3ltj 3" U1!tH, ~ l.reTw ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ wH Wra, ~~~II 
WW ~ ))fTO 03l, ~ ))fTO ~cit, - ... OTC ~ C{Q orQ ~ ~8't1 1a ()"II 
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El~ man(uJ iith khcl1ir,l, k/Jai14 kbaru/, pail.ch tflk, 
{tlk rilk char(i) phar(i), phar(i) doe phiir hai. 

Tahu te paise, au paisa ek pli:nch tank, 
tank ta1ik mase cbar(i), anik prakar hai. 

MctSa ek ath rati, ratf ath chavar ki, 
hat hat kan(u) kan(u) to/ tuliidhar hai. 

Pur pur pflr(i) rabe sakal sansar bikhai, 
bas(i) avai kaise ja ko eto bisthar hai.229. 

A maund (Indian weight measure of past) divided into eight 
parts makes eight parts of five seer each. Each part when 
divided into ' five parts make five pieces of one seer CTndian 
weight measure) each. If each seer divided into four parts, 
then each quarters will be a pao. Each pao when divided 
into half become half pao each. (All the weight measuers 
mentioned are old Indian weight measures). 

These half paos are then reduced to Sarsahi. Each Sarsahi 
contains five Tank. Each Tanh has four Mashas. Thus these 
weight measures have much spread. 

One miisha contains eight ratis (a small red and black seed 
of Allarams, used as a weight measure by jewellers for 
weighing gold) and one rati has eight grains of rice. Thus 
are being weighed items in a shop. 

This is the spread of a maund in the cities of the world. 
A mind which has such an expanse of Just, anger, avarice 
attachment, arrogance, desires and other vices, how can that 
mind be controlled ? 
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Khagpat(ij prabal prakramf param-hct11s, 
chatur chatur-mukh charichla chapal bcr.i. 

Bhuj-half ast-bhi~fa, til ke chc1lis kar; 
ek sau safh pau, chat cha/acbal hcti. 

jagrat supan aihnis(i) daihdis dhc7.vai, 
tribhavan prati hoe avai ek pal hai. 

pirifari mai achhat uc,iat pahu.richai na kofi. 
pui· pur p tir gir tar that jal hai.230. 

Mind is like a large Gantd (a bird that according to Hindu 
mythology is the transport of Lord Vishnu) that has very sharp 
flight, is very powerful, shrewd, clever, well aware of 
happenings in all four directions and is brisk like electricity. 

Like a rnaund, the mind is also powerful with eight arms, 
(eight arms of maund-each of 5 seers) 40 hands (each hand 
is one seer of a mau.nd). Thus it has 160 feet (each feet of 
a maund is of one pao). Its gait is very sharp and not likely 
to stop anywhere. 

This mind awake or asleep, day or night keeps wandering 
in all ten directions all the time. It visits all the three worlds 
in no time. 

A bird in a cage cannot fly, but mind though in cage of the 
body flies to places where no one can reach. It has reach 
to the cities, mountains, jungles, in the water and even in 
the deserts. 
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Jaise panchhi u(l,at phinit hai akaschc1ri, 
jar! 4c1r(i) pinjari mai rakbiat(i) an(i) kai. 

]aise gajraj gaihhar ban mai madon, 
bas(i) hue mahavat ke mikusah(i) man(i) kai. 

Jaise bikhiadhar hikham bit mai pata/, 
gahe sap-herii ta/Je mantran ki kan(i) kai. 

Taise tribhavaJl prat(i) bhmmat chanchal chit, 
nibchal hot mat(i) sat(i)gur gian kai.23 1. 

Just as a high flying bird keep flying to distant places, but 
once it is caught with the help of a net and put in a cage, 
it cannot fly anymore. 

Just as a frolicsome elephant roams about in the dense jungle 
excitedly, it is brought under control under the fear of a goad 
once captured. 

Just as a snake lives in deep and winding burrow is caught 
by snake-charmer with mystic incantations. 

Similarly the mind that wanders in all the three worlds 
become calm and steady with teachings and advice of the 
Trne Guru. By practicing meditation on the Naam obtained 
from the True Guru, its wandering ends. 
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Rachan charitra chitra hisam hachitra-pan, 
Ek mai anek bhant(i) anik prakar hai. 

Lochan mai dris{( iJ, sravan mai surat(i) rakhi, 
naska subas, ras rasna uchar bai. 

antar hi antar nirantrin srotan mai, 
kahi1 ki na kofi janai, hikbam bichar bai. 

Af?am charitra chitra, janiai chitero kaiso, 
net(i) net(i) net(i) namo namo namaskar hai.232. 

The picture of miraculous creation of the Lord is full of 
astonishment and wonder. How has He spread such 
countless variations and diversities in this one picture. 

He has filled energy in the eyes to see, in the ears to hear, 
in the nostrils to smell and in the tongue to taste and relish. 

What is difficult to understand is that each of these senses 
has so much difference in them that one does not know how 
the other is engaged. 

The picture of creation of the Lord that is beyond 
comprehension, how can then its creator and His creation 
be understood? He is limitless, infinite in all the three periods 
and is worthy of salutations repeatedly. 
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Maia chhaia pmich dilt bhut udmild (hat, 
!!,hat gha( gha(ikii mai sugar anek hai. 

Audb pal gha(ika jugad(iJ paijant asa, 
lahir tarang mai na trisnct ki tek hai. 

Man mansa prasang dhavat chatz-ff kunt, 
chhinak mai khancj. brahmancj. jc7vdek hai. 

adh(i) kai biadh(i) kai upadh(i) kai asadh man, 
sadhbe kau charan saran(i) gur ek hai.233. 

Lust, anger etc., the five vices are shadows of maya 
(mammon). These have created turbulence in human beings 
like demons. Many oceans of vices and evils are in rage in 
the mind of a human being as a result of these. 

Human life is ve1y brief but his expectations and desires are 
of aeons. There are waves of vices in the ocean-like mind 
whose cravings are unimaginable. 

Under the influence of all these cravings and desires, the 
mind roams about in all four directions and reaches regions 
beyond in split second time. 

Despite its engrossment in worries, physical ailments and 
many types of other maladies, it cannot be stopped from 
wandering. The refuge of the True Guru is the only means 
of controlling it. 
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]aiso man(u) !agat hai !ekbak ko lekhai hik/Jai, 
hm-(i) jas( u) likhat na taiso thaihravaf.. 

jaiso man(u) hana_j biuhar ke bithar bikhai, 
sahad surat(z) avgahan na bhavaf. 

]aiso man( u) kanik au. kain rd saneb hikhai, 
sadh sang( i) taiso neh(uJ pat na lagavaf. 

Maia bandh dhmidh bikhai auadb bihae Jae, 
gw·-updes Hin pachhe pachhutavaf.234. 

Just as the mind of an accountant is ever engrossed in 
maintaining and writing accounts of worldly affairs, it does 
not focus on writing the paeans of the Lord. 

As the mind is engrossed in trading and business, it does 
not like to involve and engross itself in the meditation of 
Lord's name. 

Just as a man is enamored by gold and love of woman, he 
does not show that type of love in his heart for a moment 
for the congregation of holymen. 

Life is spent in the worldly bondages and affairs. One bereft 
of practicing and following the teachings of True Guru 
repents when one's time to depart from this world draws 
near. 
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]aiso man( u) dhavai par-tan dhan dukhan Lau, 
Sri gur saran( i) sadh smig(i) !au na avai. 

jaiso man(u) lagai paradbin hin dinta mcti, 
sadh saiig( i) sat( iJgur seva na lagavai. 

]aiso man( u) kirat( i) birat( i) mai magan hoe, 
sadh sang(i) kirtan mai na rbaihrauai. 

Kiikm-jio chauch kaqh( i), chc1ki chaff.he kau jile, 
jli. ke mf{hi lagi dekhai, tahi pachhe dhavai.235. 

Just as the mind runs after other's woman, other's wealth and 
vituperation of others, it does not come to the refuge of the 
True Guru and assembly of noble people. 

Just as the mind remains involved in inferior, disrespectful 
service of others, it does not do similar service of the True 
Guru and holy assembly of saintly persons. 

Just as the mind remains engrossed in the worldly affairs, 
it does not attach itself with the adulations of God arid pious 
congregation. 

Just as a dog runs to lick the millstone, so does a greedy 
person run after him with whom he sees the sweet avarice 
of maya (mammon). 
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Smvar mai na Jani dadar kcm~ctl gat( i), 
mrig mrig-mad gat(i) antar(i) na jani hai. 

Mm:z(i) mahima na Jani aih hikh(u) hikham kai, 
sagar mai satikh nidh(i) bin hak bani hai. 

Charidan samip Jaise bthis nirgandb kandh, 
uluai alakh din dinkar dhiani hcti. 

Taise banjh badhu mam, sri gur purakh bhet(O, 
izihphal sebal jio haumai ahhimani hai.2.?6. 

A frog living in a pool is unaware of the presence of a lotus 
flower growing in the same pool. Even a deer is unaware 
of the musk pod that he is carrying within his body. 

Just as a poisonous snake because of its poison is not aware 
of the invaluable pearl that he carries in his hood and a conch 
shell keeps wailing although it lives in the ocean but unaware 
of the wealth stored therein. 

As a bamboo plant remains bereft of fragrance despite living 
in the close proximity of a Sandalwood tree, and as an owl 
keeps his eyes shut during the day behaving ignorantly of 
the Sun, 

Similarly, because of my ego and pride, I like an infertile 
woman remained fruitless despite acquiring the touch of True 
Guru. I am no better than the tall fruitless tree like silk Cotton 
(Bombax heptaphylum). 
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Barkha chatur-mas hhidai na pakhan silii, 
nipjai na dhan pan anik upav kai. 

Udit hascuit parphulit banaspat1, 
maulai na karir(u) ad(i) bans ke subhav kai. 

Sihja sarijog hhog nisphal ba1ijh badhii, 
hoe na adhan, dukho dubidha durav kai. 

Taise mam kag sadh sarigat(iJ maral-sabha, 
rahio nirahar muktahal apiav kai.23 7. 

just as a stone accumulates no water even during monsoon 
rains and does not become soft, it can yield no crop despite 
diligent efforts, 

Just as all the trees and bushes blossom in the spring season, 
but due to peculiarity of the species, (Acacia arabica) Keekar 
trees do not flower, 

Just as an infertile woman remains bereft of pregnancy 
despite enjoying nuptial bed with her husband, and she 
keeps hiding her distress. 

Similarly I, a crow (used to eating filth) remained bereft of 
pearl-like food of Naam Simran even in the company of 
swans. 
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Kapa( saneh jaise rjhekuli nivavai sis, 
ta kai bas( i) boe jal(u) baiidhan mai avai. 

f)ii.r(i) det khet, hue praphulit saphat ta te, 
ap(i) nihphal pachhai bo.fh uktavai. 

Ardh urdh bue anukram kai, 
pampkar ahikar na mifiivai. 

Taise hi asadb sadh sangat(i) suhhav gat( i), 
gurmatO) durmat(i) sukh dukh pc?vai.238. 

just as Dhekuli (an improvised bag like contraption made 
of leather in which a long log is used as a lever to draw 
water from shallow wells) bends displaying false humility, 
seeing which the water is entrapped in its love; 

It spills the water in the field and as a result of benevolent 
nature of the water, the crop becomes green and fruit
bearing, but Dhekuli of fake humility remains empty and tires 
itself lifting its own weight; 

Thus the Dhekuli keeps going up and down continuously, 
the water does not shed its benevolent nature nor does the 
Dhekuli leave its n.ature of displaying fake love. 

So would we face distress in the company of self-oriented, 
self-willed people while association with Gum-conscious 
people enlightens the mind with Guru's wisdom which is 
highly comforting. 
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.f aise tau kucbU pavitmtii-atit rnakbi, 
rti.khi na rahit, Jae baithe ichbachclri hai. 

Pun(iJ fau ahar sanhandh parues(u) karai, 
jarai na ajai· ukled(u) khed(u) bbarf hai. 

Badhik hidhc.ln fio udian mai tati dikhae, 
karai jiv-gbat apradh adhikti.ri hai. 

Hirdai bi/ao ar(u,) nain baR dhian.i prani, 
kapat sanehi dehi ant(i) hue dukhari hai.239 . 

Just as a dirty and defiled fly sits here and there at its will 
and does not stop even when made to fly away repeatedly, 
so do dross-filled and evil-doers come to the holy 
congregation and impose their will on others; 

And then if the same fly enters our stomach alongwith food, 
being indigestable, makes us vomit causing much distress. 
Like fly, unauthorised persons cause much disturbance in the 
holy company. 

Just as a hunter uses a mock contraption to hunt wild animals, 
he becomes eligible for punishment of his sins. So would 
a deceitful person be punished who keep deceiving gullible 
people in his garb of a saint or a loving devotee. 

Similarly one whose heart (like a he-cat) is ever engrossed 
in avarice, who harbours ill intentions and fake love in his 
eyes like a heron, falls a prey to the angels of death and 
is put through untold sufferings. 
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Gau mulih bc1gh(u) base mrig-mal bikbai, 
ka11gna pahir(O jio bilaia khag rnohai. 

f aise bag dhian dhar( i) karat abar min, 
p,anika singar saj( i), bihhchar johal. 

pmich hatvai-o hbekhdbari jio saghati hoe, 
mit(i) pba.si (lar(i) murai droh kar drohai. 

Kapa( saneh kai mi/at sudh sangat(i) mai, 

chandan sugandh hari..o;;(u) gathflo na bohai.240. 

] ust as a lion posing cowlike innocence enters a herd of deer, 
or a cat deceives the birds impressing upon them that she 
has just returned from pilgrimage and thus holy, 

Just as a heron shows himself contemplating standing on one 
leg in water but pounces on small fish as these come near 
him, a whore adores herself like married woman and waits 
for a lust-filled person to visit her, 

just as .a dacoit adopts the garb of a noble person and 
become a murderer and kills others with a noose around their 
neck, turning out to be untrusting and treacherous. 

Similarly, if a person with mock and fake love comes to the 
company of saintly persons, he does not acquire or assimilate 
the good influence of the holy congregation, just as a knotted 
bamboo tree acquire no fragrance despite growing in the 
near proximity of a Sandalwood tree. 
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Ad(i) hi adhan bikhai boe nirman pra:r;i, 
mas das ganat hf ganat hihat hai. 

]anmat sut sah kuranh am:uid-maf, 
ha! hudh(iJ f!,Unat hilft nis(iJ prat bai. 

pac;l,hat biviihfat joban mai bhog hikhai, 
hanaf biuhar ke bitha1· laptat bai. 

Ba4hta biaj kaj ganat avadh htti, 
gur-updes hin(tt) jampur jat hai.241. 

A human form is first created in the mother's womb and the 
ten months period of conception just role by; 

With the birth of a son the whole family rejoices. The days 
of fun and frolic of his childhood and infancy just pass with 
everyone ~;.joying his pranks. 

He thr.:n studies, marries and gets entangled in the 
enjoyments of youth, looking after his business and other 
mundane worldly affairs. 

He thus spends his life involved in worldly affairs. As a result, 
the interest on all his bad deeds and subtle impressions of 
past birth increases. And so he leaves for his abode in ·-the 
other world without acquiring initiation/consecration at the 
hands of Guru. 
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.faise chakai chakva bandhik ikatra ki ne, 
pinjari mai ba<;e nis(i) dukh sukh mane hai. 

Kabat pa~par kof(i) sur-jcm uarao, 
O! durjan par jahe gah(t) ane hai. 

Simran matra kof( i) apda scnipda kofOJ, 
sanpda apda kof(i) prahh( uJ hisran.e hai. 

Sat(i)-rup sat(O-nam(u) sat(i)gur gicm dhian, 
sat(i)gur mat(O sat(i) sat(i) ka11i) Jane hai.242. 

As a bird-catcher catches male and female ruddy sheldrake 
( Chalwi, Chakva) and put them in the same cage where they 
remain together for the night, they happily bear the pain of 
being prisoners because they are spared the pangs of 
separation for the night. 

They feel so grateful to the hunter for catching them together 
and lodging them in the same cage that they sacrifice millions 
of good people unto him who has given them both a shelter. 

If millions of distresses fall upon a petson who is a regular 
practitioner of Naam Simran, he considers them as having 
come to aid in his meditation and union with Lord. And if 
God is slipping out of the memory, then all the luxurious 
items of life that give pleasure are like millions of sufferings. 

The practitioner of Lord's name regard His name that the True 
Guru has blessed him with as the eternal truth and living for 
ever. He regards and accepts the teachings of True Guru as true 
and true only. He meditates on Naam with complete devotion. 
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Pun(i) kat panch tat me/(u) khei(u) hoe kaise, 
hhrarnat cmek jon(i) kutmih sanjog bai. 

Pun(i) hat niana.s janam nirmol boe, 
drisf( i) sabad surat( i) ra.s kas bhog hcti. 

pun(i) kat saclh-smig(u) charan saran(i) gur, 
,~ian dhic1n simmn prem madh(u.) pn~jog hai. 

Saphal janam(u) gurmu kh( i) sukh p/.?al chalih(i ), 
jivan mukat(i) hoe log mai alog hai.243. 

After wandering in many species of life, I have been able 
to get a chance of living a family life as a human being. When 
will I get this body of five elements again ? 

When will I get this invaluable birth as human being again ? 

A birth when I shall be able to enjoy the relishments of sight, 
taste, hearing etc. 

This is an opportunity of uniting into the knowledge, 
contemplation, meditation and enjoying the loving elixir-like 
Naam that the True Guru has blessed me with. 

An obedient Sikh of the True Guru endeavours to make this 
birth a success by living his worldly life and yet remaining 
aloof. He relishes and repeatedly drink deep the elixir-like 
Naam that the True Guru has blessed him with and thus he 
becomes emancipated while still alive. 
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Rachan chari.tra chitra bisam bachitra-pan, 
chitrah chitai chitai chitera ur aniai. 

Bachan hihek tek ek hi anek mek, 
sun(u J dhun(i)jantruja1itradhari unmaniai. 

Asan hasan dhan sarah hidhan dan, 
karuna-nidhan sukhdai paihchaniai. 

I<athta hakta srota data hhugta srahag(i), 
puran brahm gur sadh smig(i) janiai.244. 

The process and event of creation is full of wonder, marvel, 
colourful and picturesque. Watching and appreciating the 
beautiful and picturesque creation, one should lodge the 
Creator in the heart. 

By the su·pport of the words of Guru, and practicing of these 
words, one should see the presence of the Almighty in 
everything; just as listening to the tune of a musical 
instrument one feels the presence of the player in that 
melody. 

One should recognise the provider of peace and comfort, the 
treasure-house of kindness from the food, bedding, wealth 
and donation of all other treasures that He has blessed us with. , 

The utterer of all words, demonstrator of everything, the 
listener, the donor of all things and relisher of all pleasures, 
the Omnipotent complete Lord like True Guru is known in 
the holy congregation of saintly people only. 
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Lochan sravan mukh nasika hast pag, 
chihan anek, man mek jai.se jiiniai. 

A1ig ang pushat tustman hot jaise, 
ek mukh svad ras aipat(i) manfai. 

mill ek sakha par-sakhii fa! jio anek, 
hrabm bibek jiivdek ur anfai. 

Gurmukh(i) darpan dekhfat apa ap(u), 
atam aves parmatam giiinfai.245. 

As rhe mind is associated with eyes, ears, mouth, nose, hand, 
feet etc., and other limbs of the body; it is the driving force 
behind them. 

As tasty and wholesome food is eaten by the mouth that 
makes every limb of the body strong, and blooming; 

As watering rhe trunk of a tree conveys water to its many 
big or small branches. So far as the question of the universe 
arises, one should bring to mind the thought of one Lord 
who is all-pervading. 

As one sees self in the mirror, so does an obedient disciple 
of the Guru focuses his mind in his self (a miniscule part 
of the Lord- soul) and recognises the all-pervading Lord. 
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.fat sat 
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singhasan, sahaj santokb ma1itri, 
dhiraj dhu;a, abichal raj hai. 

Siv nagri mvas, daia dulhani mili, 
bhag tau bharicja1i, bhao bhojan sakti.j hai. 

llrth bichar parmarth kai raj11it(i), 
chhatrapat(i) chhima chhatra chhaia chhab(i) chhaj hai. 

Anad samuh sukh sant(i) par:Ja prasmin, 
jagmag jot(i) anhad-dhun(i) baj hai.246. 

The obedient Gursikh of the True Guru has truth and true 
morals as his throne while patience and contentment are his 
ministers. His flag is the eternal persevering righteousness. 

That Sikh of the Guru resides in the tenth opening like capital 
of his body .. Kindness is his prime queen. His past deeds 
and fortune is his treasurer while love is his royal feast and 
food. He is not a slave of worldly delicacies. 

His policy of reigning is to establish a kingdom of humility 
and righteousness. Forgiveness is his canopy under which 
he sits. The comforting and peace giving shade of his canopy 
is known all around. 

Peace and comfort to all are his happy subjects. By the 
practice of Naam Simnm and his capital being in the tenth 
door where the divine radiance is ever effulgent, the unstruck 
melody is constantly playing in his capital. 
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Paticbo m:widrll chakra khcit bhed(i) chakravai kahae, 
ulangh(i) triheni trikuti trikat Jane hai. 

Nav ghar jlt(i) nij as an singhasan mai, 
1iagar agam-pur Jae {haihrane hai. 

An sar tiag(O mansar nihchal ham, 
pa ram nidhan bismCih(ij bismiine hai. 

Unman mag an gagan anhad dhun( i), 

hii,fat nisan gian dhian bisriine hai.24 7. 

By the perpetual practice of Naani Simran, a Guru-conscious 
person discards the five ear-rings and six stages of spiritual 
planes of the Yogi and is known as a an emperor. He crosses 
the stages of Tribeni and Trikuti and becomes aware of the 
happenings in the three periods. 

Controlling all the nine sensual organs he reaches the tenth 
gate- the throne of highest spiritual realm. The place that is 
difficult to reach, he reaches there very conveniently. 

Such a Guru-conscious swan-like disciple gives up company 
of the self-willed people and resides in the Mansarover lake 
like congregation of holy persons. He practices the Naam 

like treasure there and achieves marvellous and astonishing 
spiritual state. 

He thus gets absorbed in the highest spiritual state. He listens 
to such melodious tunes in his tenth door that he forgets and 
discards all other worldly interests. 
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Avghat utar(i) sarovar(i) majan(u) karai, 
japat ajapa jap(u), anbhai abhiasi hai. 

Nijhar 
jagmag 

apar dhar harkha akas 
jot(i), anhad ahinasi 

has, 
hai. 

.A.tam aves par-matam praves kai, 
adhiatam gitin dhian ridh(i) sidh(O dilsi hai. 

jivan mukat(i) jag-fivan jugat(i) fanf, 
salil kamal gat(i) maia mai udasi hai.248. 

Crossing the difficult discipline of the Yog, a Guru-oriented 
person bathes himself in the mystical tenth door of the 
spiritual realm. He dwells in the elixir-like Naam and 
becomes practitioner of fearless Lord. 

He experiences a continuous flow of the celestial nectar in 
the mystical tenth opening. He experiences light divine and 
continuous playing of celestial unstruck melody. 

A Guru-oriented person settles in self and gets absorbed in 

the Lord God. By virtue of his spiritual knowledge all the 
miraculous powers now become his slaves. 

One, who, in this life has learnt the means of reaching the 
Lord is liberated while still alive. He remains unaffected by 
worldly matters (maya), like a lotus flower that lives in water 
and is not affected by it. 
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Charan kamal saran(i) gur, kanchan bhae mani"i.1~ 
kanchan paras hhae, paras( u) paras kai. 

Bais bhae hai bans, hans te param-hans, 
charan kamal charnamrit su-ras kai . 

Seribal sakal phal, 
sukrf sai kamdhen 

sakal sugandh 
karuna baras 

bans, 
kai. 

Sri gur charan raj mahima agadh bodh, 
log bed gic.1n kof(i) bisam namas kai.249. 

By acquiring the philosophical stone-like art of Naam Simran 
in the refuge of the lotus-like feet of True Guru, the 
mammon-entangled living beings who are like iron sludge 
turn into bright and shining gold. They become like the True 
Guru Himself. 

By enjoying the nectar-like union with True Guru's feet, 
crow-like low people also become wise and rational like 
swans, and then attain wise and supreme intelligence. 

With the blessings of True Guru, Hf e of a Silk cotton tree
like deceitful person becomes fruitful. Egoistic person like 
bamboo becomes fragrant with humility and submissive 
sentiments. From a filth eating pig with polluted intelligence, 
he becomes a kind-hearted and does good to all like the 
heavenly cow called Kamdhenu. 

Understanding grandeur of the dust of Satguru 's lotus feet 
is very difficult. Millions of marvellous knowledge of Vedas 
are astonished too and bow before such knowledge. 
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ko(an(i), 
kofan(i) 

aschantj 
his mad 

aschan!;-mai, 
bismiid bai. 

adhhut paramadbhut hue kotaH(i) kot( iJ, 
gad gad hot kot(i) anhad nad hai. 

Katin kotan(i) unman'i gani jat nahi, 
leotin kotan( i) kot(O surin marujlad(i) hai. 

Gurmukh(i) sabad surat(O !iu sadh smig(i), 
ant kai ana1i t prabh(u) ad(z) parmad(i) hai.250. 

Millions of astonishments are feeling astonished at the 
grandeur of a Guru-conscious person who has been able to 
achieve union of mind and Gum's words in the holy 
gathering. Millions of trances are feeling surprised and 
astonished. 

Millions of strangenesses are feeling astonished. Millions of 
tunes are feeling pleasure and ecstasy listening to the 
unstruck melody of the word in the consciousness. 

Millions of state of knowledge become redundant before the 
ecstasy of the engrossment of the united state of the word 
and consciousness. 

A Guru-oriented person practices union of Guru's blessed 
words in his consciousness in the company of saintly 
persons. He focuses his mind on the Lord who is infinite and 
sans beginning. 
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Gurmukh(i) sabad surat(i) !iv sadh sang(i), 
11/at(i) pavan man min kl chapal hai. 

Sohang so a_fapa jap chiniat a.pa ap. 
unmani jot(i) ko udot hue prabal hai. 

Anhad nad bismad run-jh1m sun(i), 
n~jhcu- jharan(i) barkha miimit jal hai. 

Anhhai abhias ko pragas ascharaj-mai, 
bisam hisviis hcTS hrahm sathal hai.257. 

Practicing Naam Simran in the holy congregation and 
inve1ting the breaths, the wind-like frolicsome mind who is 
very swift like a fish reaches the tenth mystical door where 
he engrosses himself in perpetual union of words and 
consciousness. He does not have to go through the 
encumbrances of Yog practices. 

And likewise, due to the philosopher-stone like perpetual 
meditation that he remains engrossed in without any 
conscious effort, he becomes aware of himself. In the state 
when the mind is God-oriented, the bright effulgence of the 
Lord's name appears. 

In this state of strong God-oriented reffulgence, he hears the 
melodious tunes of the unstruck music and remains in a state 
of trance. 

This experience that is felt in the tenth opening of the body, 
its radiance is astonishing and full of ecstasy. The stay of the 
mind in the mystical tenth door is of strange faith. 
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Drist(i) daras sam-daras dhian dhar(i), 
dubidha nivar(i) ek fek gaih lijiai. 

Sabad surat(i) liv astut(O ninda chhti.r/( i), 

akath katha bichilr(i) maun brat kfjiai. 

jag-jivan mai jag(u), jag jagjivan kai, 
janiai· fivan-mut jug jug jijijai. 

Ek hi anek au anek ek sarab mai, 
brahm bibek tek prem-ras(u) pijiai.252. 

With harbouring the thought of seeing all alike and equal, 
behold the Lord and discarding feelings of I, my or me from 
the mind, acquire the support of the Lord. 

Leaving praise and slender of others, one should endeavour 
to unite the divine words of the Guru in the mind, feel 
engrossed in it. Its contemplation is beyond description. So, 
it is best to remain quiet. 

Consider God, the Creator and the Universe-His creation 
as one. And once God is known thus, then one lives for many 
aeons. 

If one understands that His light pervades in all the living 
beings and light of all living beings pervades in Him, then 
this knowledge of the Lord dispenses loving elixir to the 
seeker. 
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Abigat(i) gat(i) kat avat antar(i)-gat(i), 
akath katha su kaih, kaise kai sunaiai. 

Alakh apar kidhau., paiat(i) par( u) kaise, 
daras( u) adaras ko, kaise kai dikhaiai 

Agam agochar(u) agoh gah'iai dhau l~ai.se, 

niralanb(u) kaun avlanb thahraiai. 

Gurmukh(i) sa1idh(i) milai soi jc1nai ja mai hitai, 
hisam bideh jal bund hue samaicii.253. 

How can the mysteries of the eternal Lord be brought into 
mind ? He cannot be described. How can He be explained 
through words ? 

How can we reach the beyond end of the infinite Lord ? How 
can the invisible Lord be shown ? 

The Lord who is beyond the reach of the senses and 
perception , how can the Lord who cannot be caught be held 
and known ? The Lord Master need no support. Who can be 
assigned as His support? 

Only the Guru-conscious seeker experiences the infinite Lord 
who himself goes through that state and who is completely 
immersed in the True Guru blessed elixir-like words of the 
Guru. Such a Gum-conscious person feels free of his body 
bondages. He merges with Guru Lord like a drop falling in 
water. 
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Gunnukh(i) sabczd surat(i) sadh sarig(t) 1nil(i), 

pi7rcm hra/Jm prem-bhagat(l) hibek hai. 

Rup kai anup nip, at(i) ascharaj-mai, 
drisf(i) daras !iv tarat na tek hai. 

Rag nad had, 
sabad surat(i) 

bismad kl11an samai, 
gia n-gost(O anek hai. 

Bhavani bhai hhae chae. chah cbamamrit ki, 
as pria sadiv, ang mig ftivdek hai.254. 

Gum-conscious persons assemble in the company of saintly 
persons and meditating on the loving name of the Lord 
acquire knowledge of his loving worship. 

He who is amazing and most beautiful being of the form 
of the True Guru, a Guru-conscious person cannot cast his 
eyes away even if he tries doing it. 

For a Guru-conscious person, the melody of wonder and 
astonishment is the singing of paeans of the Lord to the 
accompaniment of musical instruments. Engrossing the mind 
in the divine word is like participating in many debates and 
discussions. 

With devotion, respect and love for the Lord and craze for 
meeting Him, Guru-oriented person is ever desirous of 
obtaining the elixir of the feet of the True Gurn. Every limb 
of such a devotee craves and hopes to meet the dear Lord. 
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Hom jag nafbed kai pi1ii1 anek, 
jap tap sarijam anek punn dl'm kai. 

jal thal gir(i) tar( u) tfrath bhavan bhil.a, 
himachal dhara agra arpan. pran kai. 

rag nZi.d bad saaiig'it bed path babu, 
sabaj samadh(O stidh(i), kot(i) jog dhian kai. 

Cbaran saran gur sikh sadh sang(i) par(i), 
var(i) r,ltirau nigrah hath jatan kotan (i) kai.255. 

Performing ritualistic worships, making offerings to the gods, 
performing worship of many kind, living life in penance and 
strict discipline, making charity; 

Roaming in deserts, water bodies mountains, places of 
p ilgrimage and wasteland, giving up life while approaching 
the snow clad summits of Himalaya; 

Performing recitation of Vedas, singing in modes to the 
accompaniment of musical instruments, practicing obstinate 
exercises of Yog, and indulging in millions of contemplations 
of fogic discipline; 

Abstaining the senses from vices and trying other obstinate 
practices of Yog, all this is sacrified by a Guru-conscious 
person over the company of saintly persons and the refuge 
of the True Guru . All these practices are trivial and inane. 
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Madhur bachan samsar(i) na p14as(i) madhu. 
karak sabad sar(i) bikh( u) na bikham hai. 

madhur bachan sitalta mis/an pan, 
karak sabad sa-tapat kat(u) kam hat. 

madhur bachan kai tripat( i) au switokh sli.?it(i), 
karak sabad asantokh dokh sram hai. 

madhur bachan !ag(i) agam sugam hoe, 
karak sabad lag(i) sugam again hai.256. 

Sweetness of honey cannot match the sweetness of sweetly 
spoken words. No poison is as discomforting as bitter words. 

Sweet words cools the mind as cold drinks cool the body 
and provide comfort (during summer), but highly bitter thing 
is nothing compared to very sharp and harsh words. 

Sweet words render one with peace, satiation and contemment 
whereas harsh words create restlessness, vice and fatigue. 

Sweet words make a difficulc task easy to perform where<l:_s 
harsh and bitter words make an easy task difficult to 
accomplish. 
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Gurmukh(i) sabad surat(i) sadh sm1g(i) mil(i), 
bhan(u) gian jot(i) ko udot prag(.aio hai. 

Nabh smvar bikhai brahm kamal dal, 
hoe praphulit bimal Jal chhaio hai . 

.Madhu makrand ras prem pripuran kai, 
nian(u) madhukar sukh sanpar samaio hai. 

Akath katha binod mod amod !iv, 
unman hoe manod, anat na dhilio hai.257. 

An obedient Sikh of the Guru unites the divine word with 
his consciousness in the company of saintly persons. That 
illuminates a light of Guru's knowledge in his mind. 

As a lotus flower blooms with the rise of the Sun, so does 
the lotus in the navel-region pond of a Sikh of the Guru 
blossoms with the rising of the Sun of Guru's knowledge that 
helps him make spiritual progress. Meditation of Naam then 
progresses with every breathe. 

With the development as described above, the bumble bee
like mind absorbs in the peace-giving fragrant elixir of Naam 
captured by love. He is engrossed in the bliss of Naam 
Sim ran 

The description of the ecstatic state of a Guru oriented person 
absorbed in His name is beyond words. Intoxicated in this 
higher spiritual state, his mind does not wander anywhere 
else. 
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}aise kacho para maha bikham, khaio na Jae, 
mare nihkalm1.k hue, kalm1.kan mitavai. 

Taise man sabad bichar(i) mar(i) baumai met( i J, 
pampkan- hue bikaran. ghatavai. 

Sadh sang(i) adham(u) asadh(u) hue milat, 
chi/nu jio tanbol ras miig(u) pragtavai. 

Taise hi chanchal chit bhramat chatur kunt, 
charan kamal sukh-saiipat samavai.258. 

Just as raw mercury is very harmful to eat but when treated 
and processed, it becomes edible and a medicine to cure 
many ailments. 

So should the mind be treated with the words of wisdom 
of the Guru. Dispelling ego and pride, then becoming 
benevolent it reduces other vices. It frees the evil and vice
ridden people from evil deeds. 

When a lowly person joins the saintly congregation, he too 
becomes superior just as lime when joined by a betle leaf 
and other ingredients yield beautiful red colour. 

So would a base and frolicsome mind wandering in four 
directions get absorbed in the blissful spiritual state by 
coming into the refuge of the holy feet of the True Guru and 
the blessing of the saintly assembly. 
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Gurmukh(i) marag hue dhavat baraj(i) rakhai, 
sahaj(i) bisra1n dham nihchal has(11) hai. 

Charan saran(i) raj, rup kai anii.p up, 
daras(u) daras(i) sam-daras(t) pragas(u) hai. 

Sabad surat( 0 !iv bajar kapar khuie, 
an had nad bismad ko bisvas( u) hai. 

Anmrit ban'i alekh lekh kai a/ekh bhae, 
p ardacbhana kai sukh dascm ke das hai.259. 

A Guru-conscious person is able to arrest the wandering of 
the mind by following the teachings of the Guru. He is thus 
able to live in stable, peaceful and equipoise state. 

Coming into the refuge of the Trne Guru and feeling the holy 
dust of the True Guru's feet, a Guru-conscious person 
becomes beautiful of radiance. Beholding a glimpse of the 
True Guru, he is enlightened with the rare quality of treating 
all living beings alike. 

By the union of Guru's teachings with consciousness and 
achieving absorption in Naam, his ego and arrogance of self
assertion is destroyed. Hearing the sweet tune of Naam 
Simran, he experiences an astonishing state. 

By imbibing the unreachable teachings of the Guru in mind, 
a Gum-conscious person is freed from rendering account of 
his life before God. By the circumambulation of the True 
Guru, he achieves spiritual comfort. Living in humility, he 
serves as servant of the servants of the True Guru. 
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Cursikh siidh rap rang aiig aiig chhab(i), 
deh kai bideh au sansari nirankarf hai. 

Daras daras(i) samdaras(i) brahm dbian, 
sabad surat(i) gur brahm hichari hai. 

Cur updes paroes lekh kai alekh, 
charm?. saran.(i) kai bikari upkari hai. 

Pradachhana kai brahmadik prikramad(i), 
puran brahm agrabhag agiakari hai.260. 

An obedient Sikh of the True Guru becomes divinely of form 
and complexion. Every limb of his body radiates the glow 
of the Guru. He becomes free of all external adorations. He 
acquires celestial traits and gives up worldly characteristics. 

By beholding a glimpse of the True Guru, he becomes 
uniform of behaviour and all knowing. By the union of 
Guru's words with his mind, he becomes contemplator of 
the Lord. 

With the acquisition of True Guru's teachings and lodging 
it in the heart, he is freed from rendering all accounts of his 
life. By the refuge of the True Guru, he becomes benevolent 
from vice-ridden. 

The Guru's disciple who becomes obedient of complete God
like True Guru, and is always at His service; he is respected 
and sacrificed unto by all the gods just because he has 
sacrificed himself over his True Guru. 
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Gurmukb(ij marag bue hhraman ko bhram khoio, 
charan saran(i) gur ek tek dbari hai. 

Daras dams(i) samdaras(i) dhian dhiir(i), 
sabad surat(i) kai saiisari n.irmikari hai. 

Sat(i)gur seva kar(i) sur(i) nar sevak hvai, 
man(i) gur agia sabh jag(u) agiakZhi hai. 

pitja pran pranpat(i) sarab nidhan dan, 
paras paras(i) gat(i) pampkari hai.261. 

By becoming a traveller on the path set by the True Guru, 
disciple of the Guru sheds the illusion of wandering at places 
and takes the refuge of the holy feet of the True Guru. 

Concentrating his mind on the True Guru, he starts looking 
at others as equal. By the union of the True Guru's blessed 
teaching in his consciousness, he becomes divine from being 
worldly. 

By serving the True Guru diligently, gods and other humans 
become his servants. Having obeyed the command of the 
True Guru, the whole world then starts obeying him. 

By worshipping the life granting and bestow er of all treasures 
of the world, he becomes like a philosopher-stone. 
Whosoever comes in his contact, he does good turn to him. 
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Pilra11 brahm gur, mahimii kahai su. thorl, 
kathani badani biid(i), net(i) net( i) net(i) bai. 

Pilran brahm gur(u), puran Sarab-mai, 
niiida karlai su kii1i ki, namo namo het hai. 

Tahi te bivaijit astut(iJ niiidii. dou, 
akath katba bichai{i) mon.(i) brat let bai. 

Bal budh(i) sudh(i) kar(i), deb kai bideh hbae, 
jivan mukat(i) gat(i), bisam suchet hai.262. 

How much one may praise the True Guru, the embodiment 
of the complete God on the Earth, is still not enough. It is 
futile to say in words because He is infinite, limitless and 
fathomless. 

True Guru the embodiment of all-pervading Lord is 
completely manifested in all living beings. Then who should 
be cursed and slandered? He is worthy of salutation again 
and again . 

And it is for this reason that a Guru-conscious person is 
forbidden to praise or slander anyone. He remains engrossed 
in the contemplation of the indescribable True Guru of 
unique form. 

A disciple of the Guru advances towards the state of living 
dead by leading a life of childlike innocence and discarding 
all external adorations. But he is ever ale1t and conscious 
of mind in a strange way. 
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Gursikh sangat(i) milap ko pratap(u) at(i). 
prem kai parspar bisam sathan hai. 

Drisf( i) dams kai, daras kai drisf( i) haii, 
herat hirat sudh(i), rahat na dhian hai. 

Sabad kai surat( i), surctt( i) kai sabad hare, 
kahat sunat gat(i) rahat na gian hai. 

Asan hasan tan man bisimran hue, 
deh kai bideh, unman madhu-pan hai.263. 

The importance of assembling in the company of obedient 
disciples of the True Guru is very significant. Because of love 
with the True Guru, this place is wonderful. 

The disciple of the Guru looks for a glimpse of the True Guru. 
Because of a sight of the True Guru, his attention from other 
interests wane away. By His glimpse, he becomes unaware 
of all that is around him. 

In the company of Guru's disciples, one hears the melody 
of Guru's words and that dispels listening of other melodies 
from the mind. In the listening and uttering of Guru's words, 
one does not like to listen to or hear any other knowledge. 

In this divine state, a Guru's Sikh forgets all his physical needs 
of eating, wearing, sleeping etc. He becomes free from 
physical adorations and relishes the Naam Amrit, eve1· living 
in an ecstatic state. 
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]aise lag mati-a-hfn parat aur kau aw~ 

pita put, pii.t pita, samsar(i) faniai. 

Surat(i) bihun jaise bavro bakhanfrtt, 
aur kahe aur kachh(u) hirdai mai aniai. 

]aise gung sabha madh(i) kaih na sakat hat, 
bolat hasae hoe bachan bidhaniai. 

Gurmukh(i) miirag mai manmukb thakat hue, 
lagan sagan mane kaise man maniai.264. 

Just as a word devoid of vowel symbol would sound 
different, word 'pita-W' and 'putt-lfe' would be read alike. 

Just as a person is called demented when not in his full 
senses, he understands different than what is being said. 

Just as a mute person cannot express himself in any 
gathering, even if he tries to utter a word, he becomes a 
laughing stock for all, 

No self-oriented or self-willed person can tread the path of 
Guru-conscious persons. How can one feel persuaded to 
tread the path of Guru-conscious people when one is bound 
by the omens-good or bad. 
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Katin kotan(t) chhab(O n7p rang sobha-nidh(i), 
kotin katan(i) kof(i) jagmag jot(i) kai. 

Kotin kotan(i) rc1j bhag prabhuta pratap(u.), 
ko{in kotan(i) sukh anmid udat kai. 

Ko tin 

katin 
kotan(i) rag nad had, gian gun, 
kotan(i) jog bhog ot(i) pat(O kai. 

Katin kotan(i) til mahima, agadh(i) hodh, 
nama narno drist(i) daras, sabad srat kai.265. 

Despite presence of millions of beauties, forms, complexions, 
treasure-houses of splendour and glory, presence of lights 
effulgents; 

Appearing of kingdoms, rules, grandeurs and glory, comforts 
and peace; 

Despite presence of millions of tunes and melodies of music, 
classical knowledge, pleasures and relishments integrated 
like weft and woof, 

All these glories are paltry. The glory of merging once 
consciousness in the words of Guru, a glimpse of and a 
graceful look of the True Guru is beyond expression. 
Salutations to Him again and again. 
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Aibnis(i) bhramat kamal kumadani ko sas(i), 
mil(i) hichburat sog harakh hiap-hi. 

Rav(i) sas{i) ulangh(i) saran(i) sat(i)gurgabi, 
charan kamal sukh sanpaf milap-hi. 

Sabaj sanzadh(i) n.ij asan suh?tsan kai, 
madhu makrarid ras(u) luhhit ajap-hi. 

Tri.gun atit bue, hisram nibkam dbam, 
unman magan anti.had alap-hi.266. 

The lotus flower keeps waiting for a glimpse of the Sun during 
the day while Nymphea lotus (kwnudini) is ever eager to 
behold the moon. Lotus flower feels happy to meet the Sun 
during the day while at night, it feels distressed. On the 
contrary a Nymphea lotus feels pleased to meet Moon during 
the night but sad during the day when the Moon is not there. 

Going beyond the attitude of the Sun and Moon where they 
meet or separate from their beloved, a Guru-conscious person 
takes the refuge of the True Guru, and remains absorbed in 
the tranquil and comforting holy feet of the True Guru. 

Just as a bumble bee is enamored by the fragrance of a flower 
and remains enticed in its love, so does a Guru-oriented 
person remains engrossed in the frangrance of elixir-like 
Naam in the seat of the mystical tenth door. 

Free from the influence of three traits of the maya 
(mammon), a Guru-conscious person is ever absorbed in 
singing the melody of the Naam in the mystical tenth door
a state of high spirituality. 
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Rau(i) sas(i') dams kamal kumadni hit, 
bhramat bhramat man(u) sm~jogi biop,i hai. 

T1igun atit gur charan kamal ras, 
madhu makrand rog rahat arogf hai. 

Nihchal makrand su.kh sanpaf sahaj dbun(i), 
sahad anahad kai log mai alogi hai. 

Gurmukh(i) sukh-phal mahimii. agadh(i) bodh, 
jog hhog alakh nirm~jan prajogf /Jai.267. 

Both lotus and Nymphea lotus crave for a sight of The Sun 
and The Moon respectively. Because of their meeting and 
separating frequently, their love is besmirched. 

A Guru-conscious person is ever engrossed in the elixir-like 
relishment of True Guru's feet after freeing himself from the 
influence of three traits of maya (mammon). His love is 
blemishless. 

Such a God-oriented person stays free from the worldly 
affairs and remains engrossed in the mystical tenth door 
because of the unstmck music melody that keeps playing 
there. 

The wondrous state and glory of such a Guru-oriented person 
is beyond explanation and description. Guru-oriented person 
remains absorbed in the Lord who is imperceptible, beyond 
worldly pleasures, yet who is a yogi and a relisher (Bhogi) 
as well. 
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jaise dmpan bikhai badcm(u) bilokiat, 
aise sargun sakhi-bhut gur dhian hai. 

jaise jantra dhun( i) bikhai bajat jantri ko man(u), 
taise ghat ghat gur sabad gian hai. 

Man bach kram fatra katra sain ikatra hhae, 
paran pragas prem param nidhan hai. 

Unman magan 
sahaj samadh(i) 

gagan an.had 
niralanh nirhan 

dhun(i), 
hai.268. 

As one sees one's face in the mirror, so is the True Guru, 
the image of Transcendental God that can be comprehended 
by concentrating the mind on True Guru. 

Just as the player's mind is in harmony with the rune that 
he is playing on his musical instrument, so is the knowledge 
of absolute God merged in the words of the True Guru. 

By virtue of contemplation on the lotus feet of the True Guru 
and practicing his teachings in life, concentrating the mind 
that wanders about due to spurious utterances and deeds, a 
Guru-conscious person becomes a lover of the great treasure 
of Lord's name. That enlightens him and his inner self. 

By contemplation on the lotus feet and practicing of Guru's 
teachings, a disciple of the Guru acquires higher spiritual 
state. He then remains engrossed in the melodious tune that 
keeps playing in his mystical tenth door. In the state of 
equipoise that he achieves then, he acquires a state of eternal 
being destroying all his wants and desires. 
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Kofin kotan(i) dhian drisf(i) daras mil(i), 
at(i) ascharaj-mai herat hirae hai. 

Kofin kotan(i) gian sabad surat(i) mil(i), 
mahima mahatmn na alakh lakhae hai. 

Til kz atul sobha, tulat na tuladhtir, 
pa1' kai apar, na anmit ant pae hai. 

Kotin kofan(i) cbmidra bhan jot(i) ko udot, 
hot balihar barmibar, na aghae hai.269. 

The wondrous and marvellous state that befalls upon a Sikh 
of the True Guru when he integrates his vision in that of 
the Lord, defeats millions of other contemplations. 

The importance of union of Guru's words in the consciousness 
of a Guru-devoted Sikh is beyond comprehension. That glory 
and grandeur cannot be reached by the knowledge of 
millions of books and tomes. 

Even a little glory equivalent to a sesame seed in respect of 
a Sikh who has achieved union of Guru's words and mind 
beside keeping his mind focused for a glimpse of the Guru 
is beyond assessment and evaluation. That grandeur cannot 
be weighed. Its beyond is infinite, nor that limitless praise 
can ever be assessed. 

As a result of the light effulgence in the Sikh of the Guru 
who has perpetually practiced in his mind the contemplation 
on the words of the Guru millions of Moons and Suns go 
sacrifice unto him again and again. 
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Kof(i) brahmaiuj Jan ke ek rom agrahhag{i), 
pit.ran pragas tas kaha dhau samtivai. 

Jan ke ek tit ko mahatam agadh(i) hod/.?, 
paran hrahm jot(i) kaise kaih avai. 

;a ke oankar ke hithar ki apar gat(i), 
sabad bibek ek fib kaise gavaf. 

pitran btahm gur mahma a!zath katba, 
net(i) net(i) net(i), namo namo kai-(i) avai.270. 

The Lord who has millions of Universes existing in the tip 
of His each trichome, to what extent is His complete radiance 
spread? 

The Lord-significance of whose marvellous and wonderful 
radiance equal to a sesame seed is beyond description, how 
can His complete light be described ? 

The Lord whose complete extent and expanse is infinite, how 
can a tongue describe His divine word and His divine form
the True Guru ? 

Praise and panegyrics of the True Guru who is an image of 
the complete Lord is beyond mention and elucidation. The 
best way to express one's love and respect for Him is to salute 
Him again and again while addressing Him- "O Lord, 
Master! You are infinite, infinite." 
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Charan kamal makrand ras lubhit hue, 
man(u) madhukar sukh sanpat samane hai. 

Param sugandh at(i) kom.al sitalta kai, 
bimal sathal nihchal na c,lu.tane bai. 

Sabaj samadh(O at( i) agam agadh( i) liv, 
cmhad runjhun, dhun(i) ur gane bai. 

Piiran param jot( i) param nidhan dan, 
lin gian dhian simran bisrane hai.271. 

The bumble bee-like mind of a Guru-oriented person 
acquires strange comfort and peace by meditating on the 
nectar-like dust of the feet of the True Guru. 

Because of the influence of strange fragrance and very 
delicate calmness in the elixir-like Name of the Lord, he 
resides in the mystical tenth door in such a stable state that 
be does not wander any more. 

In a state of equipoise and by virtue of inaccessible and 
immeasurable concentration, he keeps repeating the sweet 
tune of Naam continuously. 

By acquiring the great treasure of the Lord's name who is 
light supreme and complete in all respects, he forgets all 
other forms of remembrances, contemplations and worldly 
awarenesses. 
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Raj tam sat, kam krodh lobh mob hmika1~ 
bar( i) gur gian ban krant(i) nihkrant(i) hai. 

Kam nihkam, nihkmm karm gat(i), 
asa kai niras bhae, bhrant(i) nihbhrii.nt(i) hai. 

Svad nih-svad ar(.u) had nih-bad bhae, 
asmipreh nispreh, deh geh paiit(i) hai. 

Gurmukh(i) prem ras bisam hideh sikh, 
maia mai udc1S bas ekaki ekant(i) hai.272. 

By virtue of initiation by the Guru and practicing of meditation 
on the Lord's name, all the traits of maya (Rajo. Sato, Tamo) 
and vices like lust, anger, avarice, attachment and pride are 
defeated. Their influence also becomes negligible. 

With the acquisition of Guru's knowledge, a Guru-oriented 
person loses attachment with all desires, and all his actions 
become benevolent. All his worldly desires end and his 
wandering stops. 

A Guru-oriented person becomes free of all attachments and 
relishments by virtue of Guru's teachings. Engrossed in Naam 
Simrcm, he does not indulge in other debates and arguments. 
He becomes totally desireless and contended. His attachment 
with worldly attractions ends. 

By virtues of Naam Simrnn, a follower of Guru's teachings 
become free of all his body needs. He remains in a state 
of trance and unsullied in maya. He is ever engrossed in 
the memory of the Lord. 
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Pritham hi ti! hoe dhur(i) mil(i) hitt(u) hadhai, 
ek sai anek hot p ragat sanstir mai. 

Kou Lai chabae kou khal kaefhai revri kai, 
koa karai tilva m ilae gur bar mai. 

Kou ukhli cjur(i) kut(i) til-kut karai, 
kou kohlf.t pir(i) dtp dipa t(i) andhitir mai. 

}a ke ek ti! ko hichar(u) na kahit avai, 
ahigat(O gat(i) kat a.vat blchar inai.273. 

A sesame seed is sown that mixes with earth to become a 
plant. One seed gives several seeds and spreads in the world 
in many forms. 

Some munch them (sesame seeds), some coat sugar balls 
with them (Rewari) while others mix them with jaggery syrup 
and make cake/biscuit like eatables. 

Some grind them and mix them with milk paste to make a 
form of sweet-meat, some squeeze them to extract oil and 
use it for burning lamp and lighting up their homes. 

When multiplicity of one sesame seed of the creator cannot 
be explained, how can the unknowable, formless Lord be 
known? 
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RachnZi charitra chitra bisam bachitra-pan, 
ek chitl ko charitra kahat na avai. 

Prathan-1 hi chit'i ke milap ko pratap(u) dekho, 
sahas anek ek hil mai samavai. 

Agrahhagi pachhai ekai mamg(i) cha/at j at. 
pavat mithas bas( u), tahi mil(i) dhavai. 

b/.Jri11p) mi/(i) tatkal bh1'1ngi n7.p hue dikhavai, 
chltl chitra alakh, chiterai kat pavai.274. 

The picture of miraculous creation of the Creator-God is full 
of wonder and awe. We cannot even describe the deeds of 
a smal! ant created by Him. 

Just see how thousands of ants get organised in a small 
burrow/hole. 

All of them tread and walk on the same path that is defined 
by the leading ant. Wherever they smell sweetness, they all 
reach there . 

Mee ting an insect with wings, they adopt their life-style . 
When we are unable to know the wonders of a small ant, 
how can we know the supernaturalness of the Creator who 
has created countless things in this universe ? 
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Rae/ma charitra chit(u) bisam bachitra-pan, 
gha( ghat ek hi anek hue dikhae hai. 

Vt te likhat, it pacjhat mitrgat( i). 
it hfhi te likh(iJ prat(O-utar pathae bai. 

Ut te sabud rag nad ko prascuin(u) kar(i) 

it sun(i) masajh(i) kai ut samjhae hai. 

Ratan parikhya pekh(i) parmit(i) kai sunavai, 
µ,urm ukh(i) sandb(i) mile alakh lakhae hai.275. 

Creation of the wonderful play of the creator's creation is 
amazing and astonishing. He alone resides in all in several 
shapes and forms. 

Just as a letter is written by somebody who sends it to 
someone in another city, it is read there and after 
understanding it sends back a reply. 

Just as a singer sings a song in a mode and tune that pleases 
someone who understands it and educate others about it. 

Jusr as a jewel evaluator inspects a jewel, learns about its 
characteristics and educate others about it, so would a Guru
oriented Sikh who has become one with True Guru by virtue 
of His teachings and words, he alone can brief and educate 
others about the imperceptible Lord . 
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PU.ran Brahm gur Puran kripa kai dfno, 
sach updes ridai, nihchal mat(i) hai. 

Sabad surat(O liv-lfn jal min hhae, 
pL1ran sarab-mai pai ghrit fugat(i) hai. 

Sa ch( u) ridai sach ( u) dekhai sunai bolai gandh ras, 
p17.ran parspar bhavn'i bhagat(i) hai. 

Paran brahm drum sakha patra phii.l phal, 
ek hi anek me!~, sat(iJgur sat(i) hai.276. 

Perfect Guru, embodiment of complete Lord becoming kind 
lodges true sermon in the heart of a disciple of the Guru. That 
makes him stable of intelligence and saves him from wanderings. 

Engrossed in the word, his condition becomes like that of a fish 
enjoying the bliss of his surroundings. He then realises the 
presence of God in everyone just as fat, that is present in all 
milks. 

God, the true Master resides in the heart of a Sikh who is 
ever engrossed in the word of the Guru. He sees the presence 
of the Lord everywhere. He hears Him with his ears, enjoys 
the sweet smell of His presence with his nostrils, and relishes 
the name of the Lord with his tongue. Feeling the presence 
of the perfect Lord, loving worship resides in his heart. 

True Guru who is eternal of form has dispensed this 
knowledge that just as the seed resides in the trees, plants, 
branches, flowers etc, one God who is perfect and all
knowing pervades in all. 
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Puran brabm gur piiran param jot(i), 
ot(i) pot(i) siitra gat(i) ek hi anek hai. 

Lochan sravan srot ek hi daras sabad, 
var par kul gat(i) sarita bibek hai. 

Chandan banaspatt kanik anik dhat( u), 
paras paras(i) janiat javdek hai. 

Gian gur anjan, niranjan anjan bikhai, 
dubidha nivar(i) gurmat(i) ek fek hai.2 77. 

The complete Lord has permeated Himself in His creation like 
weft and woof of a cloth. Despite being one, He has manifested 
Himself into many forms. The complete light of the perfect 
Lord resides in the consummate Guru like weft and woof. 

Although eyesight and hearing power of ears is different, yet 
their engrossment in divine words is alike. just as both banks 
of a river are alike, so is the True Guru and the Lord. 

Plants of various variety growing in the close proximity of 
sandalwood tree are alike for the reason that they all acquire 
fragrance of sandalwood. Also by the touch of philosopher
stones, all metals whatever they are, become gold and 
therefore alike. Similarly God and True Guru are one despite 
being different. 

A seeker disciple of the Guru who gets collorium of 
knowledge in his eyes from the True Guru, is free of all 
blemishes of maya even while living in it. He sheds all 
duality and takes refuge in the wisdom of the Guru. 
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Daras dhian /iv drlsat(iJ achal bhai, 
sabad bibek srut(i) sravan achal hai. 

Simran matra sudha jihbii achal bha:Z, 
gur-mat(i) achal unman asthal bai. 

Nasika suhas(u), kar komlata sitalta kai, 
puja pra~zam paras charan kamal hai. 

Gurmukh(i) panth char achar hue, ang ang, 
pang sarbang bund sagar salil hai.278. 

By engrossment of his mind in the vision of True Guru, a 
true servant disciple of Guru achieves stability of mind. By 
the sound of exposition of Guru's words and Naam Simran, 
his power of reflection and recollection also stabilizes. 

By relishing the elixir-like Naam with tongue, his tongue 
desires nothing else. By virtue of his initiation and Guru's 
wisdom, he stays attached with his spiritual side of life. 

The nostrils enjoy the fragrance of the dust of True Guru's 
holy feet. Touching and sensing the tenderness and coolness 
of His holy feet and the head touching the holy feet, he 
becomes stable and tranquil: 

The feet become still following the path of the True Guru. 
Eve1y limb becomes pious and like a drop of water mixing 
with the water of the ocean, he is absorbed in the service 
of the True Guru. 
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Darsan sobha drig, drist(i) gian gannz( i), 
drist(iJ dhian prabh, daras atit hai. 

Sabad surat(i) parai, surat(O sabad parai, 
jas bas(u) alakh, subas(u) nas 1it hai. 

Ras rasna rah it, rasna rah it ras, 
kar asparas, parsan karajit hai. 

Charan gavan ganm(i), gavan charan ganm(i), 
as pias bisam bisvtis pria prlt hai.279. 

Seeing the well adored God-like True Guru with one's eyes, 
the devoted Sikh of the True Guru acquires the divine 
knowledge. By the focusing of mind in the vision of Lord 
Gurn, one is freed from watching the worldly merriments. 

When the sound of Naam Simran enters the ears, the ability 
of concentration of a Guru's disciple turns away from other 
sounds and modes. The fragrance of the Guru's words that 
is so supernatural, the nostrils become free of all other smells. 

The tongue of practitioner of meditation becomes engrossed 
in the pleasure of Naam Sim1·an and it becomes bereft of 
all other worldly tastes. The hands when able to touch and 
feel the untouchable Lord are freed from the impressions of 
touching worldly things. 

The feet of a Guru-oriented person tread towards the path 
of the True Guru. They give up travelling or going in other 
directions. For him his lone desire of meeting the beloved 
Lord is unique and marvellous. 
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Gurmukb(i) sahad surat(i) haumai mar(i) marai, 
jivan mukat(i), jagjivan kai ;amai. 

Antar(i) nirantar(i), antar paf ghat(iJ gae, 
antaryami antragat(i) unmaniai. 

Brahm-mai hai maia, maia-mai hai brahm, 
hrahm bihek tek ekai paihchuniai. 

Pinc;! brahmanef., brahmanc;l piruj. ot(i)-pot(i), 
jotf mil(i) jot(i), got(i) brahm-gianiai.280. 

A Guru-conscious person is freed from his self and ego by 
engrossment in Naam Simran. He is liberated from the 
worldly bonds and develops close association with the life
giving Lord. 

All his differences, doubts and suspicions are destroyed by 
virtue of Naam Simran. He is ever enjoying His memory in 
his heart. 

To a Guru-oriented person, the spread of maya is like God 
and He Himself becomes vis_ible using it. He thus recognises 
the Lord by the support of the divine knowledge. 

Since he is aware of the divine knowledge, he is then known 
to belong to the family of the 'Savants of God' (~). 
He mingles his own light with light eternal of the Lord and 
realises that his self and universe are woven with each other 
like weft and woof. 
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Charan saran(i) gw- dhavat haraj(i) rakhai, 
nihchal chit, sukh sahaj(i) nivas hai. 

fivan kt asa ar(u) maran kt chinta mitf. 
j ivcm mukat(i) gurmat(i) ko pragas hai. 

Apa khoe, honhar(u) hoe soi hhalo manai, 
seva sarhatam kai dasan ko das hai. 

Sri gur daras sabad brahm gian dhian, 
puran sarab-mai brahm hisvcis hai.281. 

The unique servant of the True Guru keeps the wandering 
mind under control by taking the refuge of the Guru and 
practicing meditation on the consecrated words of the Guru. 
His mind becomes stable and he rests in the comfort of his 
self (soul) . 

He loses the desire for a long life and fear of death 
disappears. He becomes free of all worldly bonds while still 
alive . The teachings and wisdom of the Guru takes over his 
mind. 

He discards and destroys his self-assertion and accepts the 
dispensation of the Almighty as fair and just. He serves all 
living beings and thus becomes a slave of the slaves. 

By practicing the words of Guru, he acquires the divine 
knowledge and contemplation. And thus he is assured that 
the perfect God Lord pervades in all. 
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Gurmukh(i) sukh-phal kam nihkam kine, 
gurmukh(i) udam nirudam ukat(i) hai. 

Gunnukh(i) marag hue dubidha hharam khoe, 
charan saran(i) gahe nihchal mat(i) bai. 

Darsan parsat asa mansa thakit(i), 
sabad surat(i) gic7n pran pranpat(iJ hai. 

Rachna charitra chitra bisani bachitra-pan. 
chitra mai chitera ko baserii sat(i) sat(iJ hai.282. 

A disciple coming face to face of the Guru frees himself from 
all desires and wants by receiving the unique and comforting 
words of the True Guru. Thus he frees himself from the 
worldly encumbrances with the strength of his meditation 
and consecration. 

Treading the path of Guru, he destroys all his duality and 
doubts. The refuge of the True Guru makes his mind stable. 

By the glimpse of the True Gum, all his desires and 
sensualities get tired and become ineffective. Remembering 
the Lord with every breath, he becomes totally aware of the 
Lord, the master-of our lives. 

The multiform creations of the Lord are wondrous and 
astonishing. The Guru-oriented disciple realises the presence 
of the Lord in this whole picture as true and eternal. 
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Sri gur sabad sun(i) sravan kapaf khule, 
nadai mil(i) nad anhad liv /ai hai. 

Ga.vat sabad ras(u) rasna rasain kai, 
nijhar apar dht1r bbafhi kai chuai hai. 

Hi1-dai niviis gur sabad nidhan gian, 
dhavat baraj(i) unman(i) sudh(i) pai hai. 

Sabad aves parmarth praves dhar(i), 
dib(i) deh dib(i) jot(i) pragaf dikhai hai.283. 

Listening to the sermon of the Trne Guru, ignorance of a 
Guru-conscious disciple is removed. He is then absorbed in 
the amalgamation of the melodies of Guru's words and divine 
mystical tunes of the unstruck music, perpetually playing in 
the tenth door. 

Reciting the Lord's name that is the treasure-house of all the 
pleasures, a continuous flow of elixir takes place from the 
furnace-like tenth door. 

Guru's words are the source of all knowledge. By its 
installation in the mind, a Guru-oriented person stops 
wandering in ten directions and acquire awareness of the 
mind that is God-oriented. 

Becoming one with Guru 's words, a Guru-oriented person 
'.lchieves salvation. The divine light of the Lord then glows 
and radiates in him. 
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Gur sikh sang at milap ko pratap( u) at(i), 
prem kai parspar pilran pragas bai. 

Daras anup rtlp rang ang ang chhab(i), 
herat hirane drig bisam bisvas hai. 

Sabad nidhan anhad n tn-jhun dhun(i), 
sunat surat(i) mat(i) haran abhias hai. 

Drisf(i) daras ar(u) sabad surat(i) mil(i), 
paramadbhut gat(i) puran bi/as hai.284. 

Significance of meeting of Guru and Guru-oriented men is 
limitless. Because of deep love in the heart of the Sikh of 
the Guru, light divine then glows in him. 

Seeing the beauty of the True Guru, His form, colour and 
image of His every limb, the eyes of a Guru-loving person 
are astonished. It also generates craving in his mind to see 
and behold the True Guru. 

By inexhaustible practicing of meditation on Guru's words, 
a soft and mellow tune of unstruck music appears in the 
mystical tenth door. Perpetual hearing of it causes him to 
remain in a state of trance. 

By focusing his vision in the True Guru and keeping the mind 
engrossed in the teachings and sermons of the Guru, he 
acquires a state of perfect and complete bloom. 
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Gurmukh(i) sangat(i) milap ko prat?ip at(z), 
puran pragas prem nem kai parspar hai. 

Charan kamal raj basna subc1s ras(i), 
SUalta komal, puja kot(iJ na smnsar(i) hai. 

Rup kai anup n7,p. at(i) ascharaj-mai, 
nad bismad, rag ragni na pa/antar hai. 

Nqhar apar dhar anmrit nidhan pan. 
pai-amadbhut gat(i), an nahi samsat(i) hai.285. 

Significance of an obedient disciple of True Guru meeting 
with His congregation is highly astonishing. Having adhered 
to all conditions and code of mutual love, light divine of the 
perfect Lord glows in him. 

With the acquisition of elixir-like Namn in the fragr.rnt 
presence of True Guru, he experiences such tranquility that 
no worship of the world can equate with. 

Because of spiritual beauty, a Guru-oriented person is 
beautiful of form. In a state of awe and wonder, he is 
absorbed in trance-giving melody that cannot be compared 
with any form or mode of singing in the world. 

By perpetual practicing of meditation on elixir-like Naani, 
a perpetual flow of the divine elixir takes place from the 
mystical tenth door. This state is incomparable with any other 
in the world for its shear ecstasy and bliss. 
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Navan gavan jal sital amal 1aise, 
agan(i) uradh mukh tapat malfn hai. 

Baran baran mil( i) saljl baran soi, 
siam agan(i) sarab baran chhab(O chbzn hai. 

]al pratihinb palak praphulit banaspati. 
agan(i) pradagdh karat sukh bin hai. 

Taise hi asadh sadh smigam subhav gat(i), 
gumiat(i) durmatU) sukh dukb hfn hai.286. 

As water flows downwards and consequently remains cold 
and clear, but fire goes upward and therefore burns and 
causes pollution. 

Water when mixed with different colours also turns into same 
shades but fire that blackens ruin the complexion and beauty 
of all that comes in its contact. 

Water is like mirror, clean and good doer. It helps in the 
growth of vegetation, plants and trees. Fire consumes and 
burns the vegetation and destroys them. Therefore, it is 
distressing. 

Similar are the behaviour patterns of Guru-oriented and self
oriented people. A Guru-oriented person gives peace and 
comfort to all since he lives under the refuge and direction 
of Guru; w hereas a self-willed person is cause of sufferings 
for all because of his base wisdom. 
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Kam krodh lobh mob ahanmev kai asadh, 
sadh sat dharam daiarath santokh kai. 

Gurmat(i) sadh smig(i) bhavani bhagat(i) bhae, 
durmat(i) kai asadh sang(i) dukb dokh kai. 

janam maran gur charan saran( i) bin(u). 
mokh pad charan kamal cbit chokh kai. 

Gian ans bmis gat(i) gurmukh(i) ba1is hikhai, 
dukrit sukrit khi1· rzir sokb pokh kai.287. 

Self-willed persons remain engrossed in vices like lust, anger, 
greed, attachment, pride; whereas Guru-conscious persons 
are kind, sympathetic and contented. 

In the company of saintly persons, one attains faith, love and 
devotion; whereas in the company of base and fake people, 
one gets pain, suffering and base wisdom. 

Without the refuge of the Trne Guru self-oriented persons 
fall in the cycle of birth and death. Obedient Sikhs of the 
Guru drink deep the nectar of Guru's words, imbibe them 
in their heart and thus achieve salvation. 

In the clan of Guru-conscious persons, knowledge is clean 
and invaluable like swans. Just as a swan is capable of 
separating milk from water, so do the Guru-oriented Sikhs 
discard all that is base and feel satiated with superior deeds. 
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Har(i) man'i jhagro mitat, ros mare sai rasti.in hue, 
pot c;lare tagat na rjaruj,(u) jag janiai. 

Haumai abhiman asthan ftchai nahe jal(u), 
nimar navan thal(i) jal(u) paihchaniai. 

Ang sarbang tarhar hot hai charan, 
ta te cbarnamrit charan-ren(u) maniai. 

Taise har(i) bbagat(i) jagat mai ni1imri-hhftt, 
jag pag tag(i) mastak(i) parvaniai.288. 

Accepting def eat ends all discords. Shedding anger gives 
much peace. If we discard the results/income of all our 
deeds/business, we are never taxed. This fact is known to 
the whole world. 

The heart where ego and pride dwells is like a high ground 
where no water can accumulate. Lord cannot stay either. 

Feet are located at the lowest end of the body. That is why 
the dust of the feet and the foot wash are regarded sacred 
and thus respected. 

So is the devotee and worshipper of God who is sans pride 
and full of humility. The whole world falls at his feet and 
consider their forehead blessed. 
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Pujfai na sfs( u) is ucho dehi mai kabavai, 
pujiai na lochan drist(i) drista1it kai. 

Pujiai na s1-avan surat(i) sanbandh kar(i), 
pujiai na nasika subas svas krant kai. 

Pujiai na mukh svad sabad saiijugat(i) kai, 
pufiai na ha.sat sakal ang pat kai. 

Dris{(i) sabad surat(i) gandh ras rabit hue, 
pujiai padarbind navan maba1it kai.289. 

Head is located above all other parts of the body but is not 
worshipped. Nor are eyes worshipped which see far in the 
distance. 

Ears are not worshipped for their power of hearing nor 
nostrils for their ability to smell and breathe. 

Mouth which enjoys all the tastes and make speech, is not 
worshipped nor the hands which nourish all other limbs. 

Feet which are devoid of ability to see, talk, hear, smell or 
taste are worshipped for their traits of humility. 
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Navan gavan jal, nirmal sttal bai, 
rzavan basuridhra sarah ras ras(i) hai. 

Uradh tapasia kai srikbanrj bas( u) bohai ban. 
navun samu ndra hot ratan pragas hai. 

Navan gavan pag pufiat jagat mai, 
chahe chamamrit charan-ra_j tas hai. 

Taise har(i) bbagat jagat mai ninmrl-bhut, 
kiim nihkam dham bisam hisvas hai.290. 

Water that flows downward is always cool and clear. The 
earth that remains under the feet of all is the treasure-house 
of all the goods that are pleasurable and worth relishing. 

Sandalwood tree wilted under the weight of its branches and 
!eaves as if in supplication, spreads its fragrance and makes 
all the vegetation in the near vicinity fragrant. 

Of all the limbs ,of body, feet which remain on earth and 
at the lowest end of the body are worshipped. The whole 
world desires nectar and dust of holy feet. 

Similarly the worshippers of the Lord live as humble human 
beings in the world. Unsullied by the worldly sensualities, 
they remain stable and unmoved in unique love and 
devotion. 
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Sabad surat(i) liv-lin jal min gat( i), 
sukhmana sm:Zgam hue ulaf pavan kai. 

Bisam bisvas bikhai anbhai abhiiis ras, 
prem madh(u) apio pivai guhaf gavan kai. 

Sabad kai anhad surat(i) kai umnani, 
prem kai nUhar dha1~ sahaf ravan kai. 

Tn'kuti ulangh(i), sukh sagar sanjog bhog, 
dasam sathal nihkeval bhavan kai.291. 

Just as a fish swims through towards upstream swiftly, so 
does a disciple of Guru engrossed in the Guru's word crosses 
the confluence of all the three veins (lrha, Pingla and 
Sukbmana) with the methodology of reverse breathing/air. 

Becoming fearless in the strange devotion and love, 
engrossed in the practice of Naam Simran and reaching there 
through strangely mysterious ways, one drinks deep the 
loving eternal nectar. 

By plentiful practicing of meditation on Guru's teachings, the 
mind starts listening to the unstruck melody. As a result, it 
changes its stance and becomes God-oriented. Then one 
relishes the continuous flow of the divine nectar that is 
produced as a result of celestial love. 

By crossing the confluence of three nerves, one enjoys the 
bliss of meeting the Lord. The mystical door there is the unique 
place of enjoying peace, union, relishment and pleasure. 
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jaise Jal jalaj au Jal dudh, sil min, 
chakai kamal dinkar prati prtt(i) hai. 

Dipak patang, al(i) kamal, chak01; sas(i), 
mrig nad bad, ghan chatrik suchit hai. 

Nar(i) au bhatar, sut mat, ja! trikhavant, 
khudhiarthi bhojan, daridra dhan mil hai. 

Maia mob droh dukhdai, na sahai hot, 
gur sikh saridh(i) mile trigun atit hai.292. 

Just as a lotus flower loves water, water has affinity for milk, 
fish loves water, ruddy sheldrake and lotus love the sun; 

A winged insect (patanga) is attracted to the flame of the 
light, a black bee is crazy of the fragrance of the lotus flower, 
a red legged partridge is ever craving for a glimpse of the 
moon, a deer has affinity for music, while a rain-bird is ever 
alert for the swati drop. 

As a wife loves her husband, a son is deeply attached with 
his mother, a thirsty man craves for water, a hungry for food, 
and a pauper is always trying to befriend wealth; 

But all these loves, craves, affinities are three characteristics 
of maya (mammon). Therefore their love is deceit and trick 
that causes sufferings. None of these affections stand by a 
person at the final hour of him life. Love of a Sikh and his 
Guru is beyond the tri-influence of maya, and supporting 
at the time of departure from this world. (satogun, Tamogun 
and Rajogun). 
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Charan kamal makrand ras lubhit hue, 
ang aiig hisam srahang mai samane hai. 

drisf(i) daras !iv dipak patang sang, 
sabad surat(i) m rig nad hue hirane bai. 

Kam nihkam, krodhakrodh, nirlobh lobh, 
mob nirmoh, ahanmev hiln lajane hai. 

Bismai bisam ascbarfai ascharaj-mai, 
adbhut paramadbhut asthane hai.293. 

The loving disciples of the True Guru whose every limb of 
the body is intoxicated in the elixir-like Naam of the Lord 
remain absorbed in the Lord whose form is awesome and 
enrapturing. 

A.c-, a moth is always absorbed in love of light, so is a devotee's 
mind focused on a glimpse of the True Guru. As a deer is 
enchanted by the tune of Chanda Herha (a musical 
instrument of old times) so does a devotee remain engrossed 
in the melodious tune of the unstruck music generated by 
his practicing Naam Simran. 

A Guru-oriented Sikh is free from the effects of lust, anger, 
avarice, attachment and shy of pride and other vices. 

The mind of Guru-conscious and practitioners of Naam 
resides in the mystical tenth door. This is a place that is full 
of ecstasy, astonishing beyond astonishments and most 
amazing. 
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jot(i) ko odot sukh sagar-mai, 
ustat(i) chhab(i) ti! ko pragas hai. 

Ki1ichat kripa kotik kamta kalpatar( u), 
madhur bachan madh(u) kofik bi/as hai. 

1nand muskan(i) biin(i) khtin(i) hai koran(i) sa.s{ i), 
sohhti kot(iJ Jot pot kumadanf tiis(u) hai. 

man 
sahaj 

madhukar 
sam.adh(i) 

makrand ras lubbit hue, 
!iv bisam bisvas hai.294. 

The radiance of the light of the True Guru, the ocean of 
happiness and comfort is repository of all the happiness of 
the world. A glimmer of light no more than a sesame seed 
has generated radiance of millions of beauties and adulations 
in the world. 

A little kind look of the True Guru has millions of goddesses 
of wealth and celestial trees capable of fulfilling all desires, 
hidden in it. Elixir immersed sweet words of the True Guru 
has millions of relishments of the world. 

The habit of soft and slow smile of the True Guru is the 
source of praise of millions of moons. The glory of millions 
of nymphea flowers is sacrifice unto it. 

A devoted and loving Sikh of the Guru enamored by the 
elixir-like relishment of Naatn Simran practiced through the 
teachings of the True Guru remains absorbed in a state of 
equipoise and astonishing devotion of the Lord. 
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Charan saran(i) raj majan ma/in man, 
darpan gat(i) gurmat(i) nihchal hai. 

Gian gur mijan dai chapal khanjan drlg, 
akul niranjan dhian jal that hai. 

Bhanjan bhai bharam ar(i) ganjan karam kal, 
panch parpanch balbanch nirdal hai. 

Seva karanfan sarbatam niranjan bhae, 
maia mai udas, kalimal nirmal hai.295. 

By taking True Guru's shelter and meditating on the Lord's 
name, the mind polluted by vices become clear like a mirror. 

Under the influence of mind and intelligence, putting 
colorium of Guru's teachings in the bird-like playful eyes, 
the consciousness gets engrossed in the Lord Almighty who 
is caste and creedless, beyond the blemish of maya and 
residing in oceans and deserts alike. 

Such celestial cogitation, (Reflection) of Lord is capable of 
ridding myriads suspicions, destroyer of vices and virtues that 
push a person in the dragnet of births and deaths. It shatters 
the five enemies and their tricks as well. 

A Guru-conscious person, seeing the light of mammonless 
Lord effulging in all the living beings and serving the 
mankind devotedly becomes like unsullied Lord. Renouncing 
all attachment of maya, he saves himself from grave vices 
and become pure and clean (of heart and soul). 
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Cbandrama achhat rav( i) rab(u) na sakat gras(i), 
drisf(i) agochar hue suraj grahan hai. 

Pachham udot hot chandrarn.ai namaskar, 
purab sanjog sas(i) ket(u) khet han(i) hai. 

Kasat mai agan(i) magan(i) chirankal rahai, 
agan(i) mai kasat parat bi dahan hai. 

Taise siv sakat(i) asadh sadh sangam kai, 
durmat(i) gurmat(i) duseh sahan hai.296. 

With the presence of the moon, Rahu cannot devour the Sun, 
But when the Sun hides from the moon, the solar eclipse takes 
place. (Here the moon is symbol of noble person in whose 
company the maya does not devour the hot natured Sun). 
East and West are the directions of Sun and Moon respectively. 
When two days after the new moon day, the moon becomes 
visible in the West, all salutes him (according to Indian 
traditions). But on full moon day, the moon rises in the East 
and it is not eclipsed. (Company of a noble person is Hke Cool 
moon that is the means of protection of the hot-tempered Sun. 
On the contrary, company of hot Sun-like person becomes a 
source of distress for the cool-tempered moon). 
The fire remains hidden in wood for long but as soon as wood 
touches fire, it bums (Here fire is symbolic of low sinful man 
whereas cool-minded wood is shown as a God-fearing person). 

Similarly, keeping company of wicked-minded self-willed 
persons, one has to suffer pain and distress but keeping 
company of Guru-oriented persons, one achieves salvation. 
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Sadh ki sujantai paban ki rekh prit(i), 
bair jal rekh hue, bisekh sadh sang mai. 

Durjanta asadh prit(i) Jal rekh a1f u), 
hair tau pakhan rekh, sekh ang ang mai. 

Kasaf agan(i) gat(O prit(i) biprit(i), 
sursari Jal barnni sarnp jal gang mai. 

Durmat(I) gurmat(i) ajya sarap gat(i), 
upkari au bikari, t;f,hang hf kut;f,hang mai.297. 

The loving relationship of Guru-oriented persons is like a line 
drawn on stone slab and is indelible. That is, the significance 
of company of Guru oriented persons is, that there is no ill 
feeling or animosity. 

Love of self oriented persons is momentary like a line drawn 
on water while their enmity remains like a line on a stone 
slab. It becomes part of their limb. 

The love of Guru-oriented persons is like that of wood which 
keeps the fire hidden in it whereas that of self-willed persons 
is contrary to it. Pure water of river Ganges when mixed with 
wine becomes polluted but when wine is mixed with the 
water of river Ganges it becomes pure. Similarly company 
of evil-minded people leaves bad effect whereas company 
of pious people leave good effect. 

A person with base and impure mind is like a snake who 
commits evil due to its bad trait. It is always ready to harm. 
But a Guru-oriented person is like a goat which is always 
ready to do a good deed. 
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Durmat(i) gurmat(i) sangat(i) asadh sadh, 
kasat agan(i) gat(i) rev na rarat hai. 
Ajya sarap, Jal gang baruni bidhan, 
san au mafith, khal panc;lit farat hai. 
kantak puhap, sail ghatika, sanah · sastra, 
bans kag bag, biadh mrig hue nibrat hai. 
Losat kanik, sip sankh, madh(u) kalkuf, 
sukh dukh-daik sansar bichrat hai.298. 

Like wood and fire, the companies of Manmukh and 
Gurmukh dispense base wisdom and Guru's intelligence 
respectively. Wood hordes the fire within but fire destroys the 
wood. Both good and bad do not refrain from their nature. 
A goat is good doer while a snake causes distress by its bite. 
River Ganges purifies the wine poured in it, while a drop 
of wine in Ganges water pollutes it. A rope of jute binds 
while Rubia munjista plant colours fast. Similarly fools and 
intelligent men are of opposite nature. 
Thorn gives pain while a flower emits fragrance. A pitcher 
gives cold water while a stone breaks the pitcher. An armour 
coat saves while a weapon causes injury. Swan is of good 
intellect while a crow and heron eat flesh. A hunter hunts 
a deer while the deer gives musk and its hide to please 
others. Thus all of them settle who and what is good or bad. 
Iron made into weapons gives distress, while gold is comfort
giving. A shell makes a swati drop into a pearl whereas a 
conch only wails. Nectar makes a person immortal while 
poison kills. Similarly Gurmukhs do good to all whereas 
Manmukhs dispense distress. 
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Dadar saroj, bans bavan, maral bag, 
paras pakhan, bikh(u) anmrit san;og hai. 

Mrig mrig-mad, aih man(i), madhu makhi sakhi, 
hanjh badhft nah neh nihphal bhog hai. 
Dinkar jot(i) ulii., barkhai samai javaso, 
asan basan ;aise brithavant rag hai. 
Taise gurmat(i) hij jamat na kalar mai, 
ankur udot hot nahin, biog hai.299. 

A frog and lotus flower, a bamboo and sandalwood tree, a 
crane and a swan, an ordinary stone and a philosopher-stone, 
nectar and poison may come together, yet do not adopt each 
other's characteristics." 

Deer has musk in its naval, a cobra has a pearl in its hood, 
a bee lives with honey, a sterile woman gets to meet with 
her husband with love but all in vain. 

Just as Sun's light for an owl, rain for a wild her~ (javran-alhogi 
maunosum) and clothes and food for a patient are like disease. 

Similarly sullied and vice-ridden hearts cannot be fertile to 
the seeds of Guru's sermons and teachings. It just does not 
sprout. Such a person remains separated from his God. 

* Frog and lotus live in the same pond yet the frog does not know the qualities 
of Jonis. Sandalwood and bamboo remain together in the forest bur bamboo does 
not grasp its fragram:e . A swan looks for pearls to eat whereas a crane hunts 
for frogs and fish. Philosopher-stone and ordinary stone both are found in same 
mountain but touch of philosopher-stone turns other metals into gold, whereas 
ordinary stone remains a lump of hardened soul. Likewise are poison and nectar 
where one is a killer and other is a life giver. 
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Sangam smijog prem nem kau patang(u) janai, 
birah biog sog min bhal jtinai. 

Jk-tak dipak dhian pran parharai, 
salil biog min j ivan na manai. 

Cbaran kamal mil(i) bichhurai madhup-man, 
kapat saneh dhrig( u) janam agianai. 

Nihphal jivan maran gur bimukb hue, 
prem ar(u) birah na doil ur anal.JOO. 

The loving atmosphere that gets generated when a lover is 
about to meet his beloved can best be known by a moth. 
The pang of separation is best described by a fish that has 
been separated from its beloved water. 

A moth burns itself for the love of the flame that he keeps 
watching and playing with. Similarly a fish separated from 
water has no meaning of life. She dies when out of it. 

These living beings i.e. moth and fish lay down their lives 
in love of their beloveds. On the other hand an evil person's 
mind is like a black bee that hops from one flower to the 
other. It 'separates from the holy feet of True Guru, even after 
meeting Him. The coming into a human life of such a person 
becomes a curse and a waste. 

A follower of his own heart turned away from the refuge 
of the Guru , who does not feel the pangs of separation and 
love of the h oly feet of the True Guru, has wasted away his 
birth and death thus living a worthless life. 
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Drisf(i) darcts !iv dekhai au dikhauai soi, 
sarab daras ek daras kai janiai. 

Sabad surat(i) /iv kahat sunat soi, 
sarab sabad ek sabad kai maniai. 
Karan karan kanag(i) sarbag(i) soi, 
karam kartut(i) kartar(u) paihchaniai. 

Sat(i)gur gian dhian ek hi a nek mek, 
Brahm bihek tek ekai ur(i) aniai.301. 

An obedient disciple of the Guru who has focused his vision 
in the glimpse of the True Guru, he observes the 
impermeable Lord everywhere and every place. He makes 
others see Him too. He regards and understands that all 
philosophies are present in His sight. 
When a Guru-oriented person acquires the teachings of the 
True Guru, his mind gets absorbed in the practicing of Lord's 
Naam Simran. He then speaks and hears the words of the 
True Guru deep in his soul. He regards all singing modes 
engrossed in the melody of the divine words. 
In this state of immersion in the elixir of Naam, a Gurn
oriented slave recognises the cause of all causes, the knower 
of all deeds and capable of knowing all; who is the doer 
of all the deeds-the Doer and Creator. 

And thus a Guru-conscious person becomes aware of One 
God through the knowledge blessed by the True Guru and 
perpetual contemplation of Him. Such a person leans on 
none else for support except One All-pervading Lord. 
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Kinchat katachh miiia mohe brahmaiuj khanr;f,, 
sii.dh sang rang mai bimohit magan hai. 

]Zbi kai oankar kai akar hai nana prakar, 
kirtan. samai siidh sang(O sau !agan hai. 

siv sankad(i) brahmad(i) agiakari ja ke, 
agrabhag sadh sang(i) gunan(u) agan hai. 

Agam apar, sadh mahima apar bikhai, 
at(i) livltn Jal-min abhagan hai.302. 

The Lord whose one transverse glance can infatuate millions 
of people of the regions and realms in maya, that God, 
enamored by the love of the assembly of true God-loving 
meditating people remains absorbed in them. 

The Lord whose expanse and forms are indescribable, He 
remains involved in the pious people through the singing of 
His hymns of praise. 

The Lord who has the services of all the three deities and 
the four sons of Brahma at His beck and call and obedience, 
that Lord of countless traits remains obedient in the company 
of the holy and saintly persons who are ever engrossed in 
Him. 

Praise of congregation immersed in His loving remembrance 
is beyond comprehension. A Guru-conscious devotee 
remains in love with Him like a fish in water. 
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Nij ghar mero sadh sangat(i), narad mun(i), 
darsan sadh sang mero nij n"lp hat. 

Sadh sang mero ma.ta pita au kutmih sakha, 
sadh sang mero sut(u) sresat anup hai. 

Sadh sang sarab nidhiin pran fivan mai, 
sadh sang nij pad seva dip dhup hai. 

Sadb sang rmig ras bhog sukb sahaf mai, 
sadh sang sobha at(i) upma au up hai.303. 

Primal Lord (Bhagwan) tells sage Narad, 0 dear devotee! 
congregation of Guru-conscious and true people is my abode 
and their company is my glimpse. 

Company of godlike people of the True Guru is like my 
parents, friends and whole family. The company of true 
persons is my beautiful and supreme son. 

Holy congregation is a treasure-house of all comforts and 
happiness. It is my life-support. Congregation of true people 
is a means of gaining higher spiritual state. It is also a place 
of performing service which is true worship. 

Company of Guru beloveds is a place of relishing the elixir 
of Naam Simran and enjoying spiritual peace. The glory and 
grandeur of the holy congregation is beyond praise unique 
and wondrous. 
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Again apar dev alakh abhev at( i), 
anik jatan kar(i) nigrah na piiiai. 

Paiai na jag bbog, paiai na rilj-jog, 
nad bad bed kai agoh na gahaiai. 

Tirath purab dev dev sevkai na paiai, 
karam dharam brat(i) nem /iv laiai. 

Nibphal an.ik prakar kai achar sabai, 
savdhii.n sadh sang hue sabad su gafai.304. 

The Lord who is highly inaccessible, infinite, light effulgent 
and beyond comprehension, cannot be reached by controlling 
the senses with all available means. 

He cannot even be realised through holding/performing of 
l'tlg, horn (offerings to fire god), holding of feast for holymen, 
nor through Raj Yog He cannot be reached through playing 
of musical instruments nor recitation of Vedas. 

Such God of gods can also not be reached by visiting places 
of pilgrimage, celebrating days considered auspicious or by 
the service of gods. Even fasts of myriad kind cannot even 
bring Him closer. Contemplations are futile as well. 

All the methods of God-realisation are of no use. He can only 
be realised by singing His paeans in the company of holymen 
and meditating on Him with concentrated and singular mind. 
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Suphan charitra chitra Joi dekhai soi janai, 
diisro na dekhai pavai, kahu kaise janiai. 

Nat hikhai bat ki.e suniat kan die, 
bakta au srota bin(u) ka pai unmaniai. 

Paghula ke mat bikhai false Jal pan kijai, 
lijiai jatan kar( i) pie man maniai. 

Gur sikh sandh(i) mile guhaj katha binod, 
gian dhian prem ras bisam bidhaniai.305. 

The miracle of a dream is known to the one who has seen 
it. No one else can see it. Then how can anyone else know 
about it? 

If something is spoken in one end of a tube and the · other 
end is put in one's own ears, then only he alone would 
know who has said or heard what. No one else can know. 

just as a lotus flower or any other plant draws water through 
its roots from the soil, the flower or plant alone knows about 
the state of its bloom, who drinks according to his desire. 

The event of a Sikh meeting with his Guru and obtaining 
initiation from him is very wondrous, blissful and mysterious. 
The description of the knowledge obtained from the True 
Guru, contemplation on Him, His love and ecstasy is very 
strange to describe. No one else can know about it. 
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Navan gavan jal sital a-ma/ jaise, 
agan(i) uradh mukh tapat malin hai. 

Saphal hoe anb jhuke, rahit hai chirankal, 
nivai na arinr/, tan te arbala chbin hai. 

Chandan subas jaise basiai baniispati, 
ba1is tau batjtU bii4io smig livlin hai. 

Taise hi asadh sadh ahanbudh(i) nimrata kai, 
san au majl{h gat(i) pap punn kin hai.306. 

Just as water flowing downward remains cool and clear of 
contamination but fire that goes upward causes heat and 
pollution; 

Just as a mango tree bends down when it yields fruit, and 
lives a long life, but a castor oil seed plant does not bend. 
It would break if we bend it, it breaks. Thus it has a short 
span of life. 

Just as the sweet smell of a small sized sandalwood tree gets 
infused in the vegetation around it, but a tall and high 
bamboo plant arrogant of its size absorbs no fragrance of 
the sandalwood tree. 

Similarly evil and apostate people bound by their pride and 
ego commit sins. On the contrary those good people who 
live in the way of the Guru and are humble, do good work 
like Rubia mu11:jista (Majith). (The fibre for making a rope 
grows high up and is used for tying articles. But Rubia 
munjista that grows in the earth dyes the cloth in fast colour). 
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Sakal banaspati bikhai drum diragh due, 
nihphat bbae bur;l,e babut baeftU kai. 

Chandan Subasnii kai senbal subas( u) hot, 
bans nirgandh bahu ga1ifhan r;l,hithai kai. 

Senbal ke phal tut khag mrig chhaia ta kai, 
bans tau baran dokhf j arat burai kai. 

Taise hi asadh sadh hot sadh smigat(i) kai, 
trisfai na gur-gop(i) drph gur-bhai kai.]07. 

Amongst all the vegetation, both Silk cotton (Simbal) and 
Bamboo are the tallest but feeling proud of their size and 
greatness, they remain failures. 

At least a Silk cotton tree do acquire some fragrance from 
a Sandalwood tree but due to the obstinacy of the knots, 
a Bamboo tree remains bereft of Sandalwood smell. 

The cotton of the Silk cotton tree is put to use. The vast 
expanse of the tree provides shade for birds and other 
animals, but a Bamboo is family destroyer and due to its evil 
nature, it burns the other Bamboos that it rubs with. 

Similarly an apostate Sikh becomes an obedient of the Guru 
by obtaining his sermons and enjoying the company of godly 
persons. But one who turns his face despite belonging to 
a Guru, who is guilty of doing wrong to his Guru-brothers 
is pushed around from door to door. 
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Birakh hali milap saphal saghan chhaia, 
bans tau haran-dokhi milai jarai jar(i) hai. 

Saphal hue tarhar(i) jhukat(i) sakal tar(u), 
bans tau baefai buefio apan(u) sanmar(i) hai. 

Sakal banaspati sudh(i) ridai mon(i) gahe, 
bans tau rito gathilo baje dhar(i) mtlr(i) hai. 

Chandan saml.p(i) hi achhat nirgandh rahe, 
gursikh dokhi bajarprani na udhar(i) hai.308. 

Many fruit-bearing trees along with creepers climbing upon 
them become dense of shade. They provide comfort to all 
wayfarers. But Bamboo that rubs with each other becomes 
cause of its own destruction through fire and for others as 
well who are near it. 

All other fruit-bearing trees bow down but a Bamboo tree 
sublied in his own praise keep accumulating pride. 

All fruit trees remain at peace at heart and are silent of 
disposition. They produce no sounds. But the tall Bamboo 
is hollow from inside and is knotted. It wails and produces 
noise. 

He who remains proud and hypocrite despite living in the 
close proximity of Sandalwood like True Guru, (remains 
fragranceless) and does not acquire Guru's wisdom, such a 
person who ever wishes ill of Guru's disciples can never sail 
across the worldly ocean. 
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Cur sikh sangat(i) milap ko pratap(u) aiso, 
prem kai parspar pag laprau-bi. 

Drisf(i) daras ar( u) sabad surat(i) mil( i), 

pii.ran brahm gian dhian Liv !av-hi. 

Ek mistan. pan lc'lvat maba-prasii.d(iJ, 
ek gurpurab kai sikhan bu/av-hi. 

Siv sankad(i) hachhai tin ke uchis! kau, 
sadhan ki ditkhna kaval phal pav-hi.309. 

The glory of the meeting of obedient and truthful persons 
of the True Gum is such that they bend down to touch each 
others feet regardless of their high or low status or age. 

Having seen the True Guru and by the divine effect of words 
residing in their mind, such Sikhs of the Guru remain 
engrossed in perfect Lord by virtue of Guru's knowledge and 
contemplation. The effect is always visible on them. 

Many of these devotees of the Guru bring dainty dishes for 
the consumption of the saintly persons of the congregation. 
Others send invitations to the Sikhs of Guru and hold 
religious functions on the days associated with their Gurus. 

Even gods like Shiv, Sanak crave for the left overs of such 
Sikhs of the Guru who are blessed with divine traits of Naam 
Simran. What good will one reap who thinks ill of such godly 
persons ? It is evident that such a person will be severely 
punished in the court of Almighty. 
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jaise bo;h bhaii nav, ariguri due bahai{i) hue, 
par(i) parai pur, sabai kusal bihat hai. 

f aise ekahari ek ghari paksala baith(i), 
bhoJan kai binJnadO) svad(i) kai aghat hai. 

]aise riiJ-duar Jae karat Juhar Jan, 
ek ghciri pachhai des-hhogta hue khii.t hai. 

Arh bf pahar sarh ghmi mai jau ek gbari, 
sadh samagam(u) karai, nij gharjat hai.310. 

A fully loaded boat remains above water-level by no more 
than two fingers. Everyone rejoices when all the travellers 
are able to disembark on the other bank/shore; 

Just as a person who eats food once in 24 hours (though 
hungry) feels his hunger satiated when he spends sometime 
in the kitchen where the food is being prepared; 

Just as a servant shows much respect at the door of the king 
or his master, and later on, he reaps the fruit of his service 
when he himself becomes landlord; 

Similarly, if a person keeps company of holy men who are 
perpetually meditating on Lord's name fo r a watch out of 
24 hrs (24 hrs=60 watches), he is able to rest in his own 
self and would realise the God gradually. 
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Kartik .1a1se dfpmalika rajni samai. 
dip jot(i) ko udot hot hi hi/at hai. 

Barkha samai jaise tau budlntdti ko pragiis, 
tas nam palak mai na tbaihrat hai. 

Grikham samai jaise tau mrig-trisna charitra, 
jhaf si dikha/. det upclj(i) samat hai. 

Taise mob maia chbaia birakh chapal chhal, 
chbalai cbhail sri gur charan lapfat hai.311. 

Just as on festival of Diwali, that falls in the Indian month 
of Kartik, many earthen lamps are lit at night, and their light 
go off after a short period; 

Just as bubbles appear on water when rain-drops on it, and 
very soon these bubbles explode and disappear from the 
surface; 

Just as a thirsty deer is disillusioned of the presence of water 
by the hot shimmering sand (mirage) that disappears in time 
when he reaches that spot; 

So is the love of maya that keeps changing its master like 
the shadow of a tree. But the Naam practitioner devotee of 
Guru who remains engrossed in the holy feet of the True 
Guru, he is able to control the attractive and trickster maya 
with ease. 
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Jaise tau basan ang sang mil(i) hoe mal'in, 
sali! sabun mil(i) nirmal hot hai. 

jaise tau sarovar sival kai achhadio Jal( u), 
jhol(i) pfe nirmal dekhiai achhot bai. 

Jaise nis andhkar tarka chamatka1; 
hot ufiaro dinkar ke udot hai. 

Taise maia moh bhram bot hai mal'in mat(!), 
Sat(i)gur gian dhian jag mag jot(i) bai.312. 

Just as clothes become soiled by their touching the body but 
are washed clean with water and soap;. 

Just as the water in a pond is covered with thin film of algae 
and dropped leaves, but by brushing aside the film with 
hand, clean drinkable water appears. 

Just as the night is dark even with the twinkling of stars but 
with the rising Sun-light spreads all over. 

So does the love of maya sullies the mind. But by the 
teachings of True Guru and His contemplation, it becomes 
radiant. 
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Antar achhit hf disantar(i) gauan karai, 
pachbai pare pahucbai na paik jau dhavai. 

Pahuchai na rath pahuchai net gaj-rti.j biij(u), 
pahuchai na khag mrig phandhat ucjavai. 

Pahuchai na pavan, gavan trihhavan prat(i), 
aradb uradh antrichh hue na piivaf. 

Pm?ch dut bhiit lag(i) adham(u) asadh(u) man(u), 
Gabe gur giiJn sadh, sm:Zg(i) bas(O avaf.313. 

Despite well hidden in the body, mind still reaches far off 
places. If someone tries to chase it, he just cannot reach it. 

No chariot, a swift horse or even Aimwat (a legendary 
elephant) can reach it. Neither a fast flying bird nor a 
galloping deer can match it. 

Even the wind which has its reach in the three worlds cannot 
reach it. One who is capable of reaching the land of the 
world beyond, cannot win the race of mind; 

Inveigled by the five vices of nzaya that has embraced it like 
a demon, the low and incorrigible mind can only be 
controlled and disciplined if it accepts the initiation of the 
True Guru through the kind blessings of saintly and true 
devotees of the Lord. 
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Andhre kau sahad su.rat(t) kar cbar rek, 
Bahrai charan kar drisf(i) sahad hai . 

Gange tek char kar di·isf(i) sabad surat(i) /iv, 
tale rek drisf( i) sabad srut( i) pad hai. 

Parigure kau (ek drisf(i) sabad surat( i) kar, 
rek ek ek ang hi.iz dintii accbad hai. 

andh gurig swin patip, lw~j, dukh-purtj mam, 

antar ke anta1jamf. pai'bin sad hai.314. 

A blind person has support of the words, ability to hear, 
hands and feet. A deaf has much reliance on his hands and 
feet, vision of the eyes and the words that he speaks. 

A dumb has support of ears for listening, feet , hands and 
vision of the eyes. A handless person relies much on eyes, 
speech, hearing and feet. 

One who is lame or without legs rely on sight of his eyes, 
speech, ability to hear, and use of his hands. Despite in
capacitated of one limb or faculty, the dependence on others 
remain hidden. 

Bur I am blind, dumb, deaf, maimed of h:and and feet and 
a mass of suffering. 0 my True Lord ! You are the most wise 
and completely informed of all my innate pains. 0 My Lord ! 
please be merciful and remove all my pains. 
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Aridhre kuu. sabad surat{i) kar char (ek, 
midh gung sabad surat( i) kar char· hai. 

Andh guriR surin kar char auilanh tek, 
midh gU?ig sunn pang fek ek kar hai. 

Andh gurig suim paiig(u) lw~; dukh-purij mam, 
sarharig hfn din dttkhit adhar hai. 

A ritar ki atita17iimi Janai antargat(i), 
kaise ni1·hah(u) karai sarai narhar hai.315. 

A blind person has the support of power of speech, hands 
and feet. And if someone is blind and dumb as weli, then 
he is dependent on others for listening power, hands and 
feet. 

If someone is blind, deaf and dumb, he has support of hands 
and feet. But if one is blind, deaf, dumb and lame, he has 
support only of hands. 

But I am a bundle of pains and sufferings, because I am blind, 
deaf, dumb, crippled and have no support. I am deeply 
distressed. 

Oh Omnipotent Lord ! you are Omniscient. How can I telt 
you my pain, how will I live and how will I cross this worldly 
ocean of life. 
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Cbakai chakor mrig, rnin bhriiig au patmig, 
prit(t) ik-migi, bahu-rangi dukhdai hai. 

Ek ek tek sai tarat na, mamt sabai, 
ad(i) ant(i) ki SU cha/ chafi jag ai hai. 

Gursikh sangat(i) mi/tip ko pratap(u) aiso, 
log parlog sukhdaik sahai hai. 

Gurmat( i) sun(i) durmat(i) na mifat ja ki, 
aih mil(i) chaiidan jio bikh(u) na mitai hai.316. 

The love of a Ruddy she/drake with Sun, Allictoris gracea 
with Moon, deer with melody of Ghandey Herhey, fish with 
water, a black bee with lotus flower and of a moth with light 
is one-sided. Such one-sided love is often painful in many 
ways. 

All these lovers do not abstain from their faith of one-sided 
love and in the process give away their lives. This tradition 
of worldly love is going on since the beginning of ages. 

But the importance of two-sided love of a Sikh of the Guru 
and his True Guru is such that can prove helpful and peaceful 
in this world and the world beyond. 

With such comforting love of the Guru available close at 
hand, if one does not listen to the teachings of the Guru and 
who does not dispel one's base wisdom, then such a person 
is no better than a snake who does not shed his venom even 
after embracing Sandalwood tree. 
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Min kau na surat(i), jal lzau na sabad gian, 
dubidha mittie na sakat jal 1nin ki. 

Sar sarita athah prabal pravah hasai, 
grasai lob, rakb(i) na sakat mat(i)-hin ki. 

]al bin(u) taraph(i) tajat pria prtin min, 
janat na pir nfr dintai din ki. 

Dukbdai prit(i) ki pratit(i) min kul drif, 
gur sikh bans dbrig prit(i) pardhin ki.317. 

A fish is not a ware that the water will assist nor water has 
knowledge of speech or hearing in order to help the fish 
in distress. Therefore the water cannot allay its pain while 
it is in distress. 

Fish resides in the vast and rapid flow of the river. But when 
it swallows the iron bait of an angler, the bemused fish cannot 
be saved by water-her beloved. 

Removed from water, a fish writhes in pain for life having 
been separated from its beloved (life support) . But the water 
is not aware of the sufferings of the fish. 

The entire clan of fish is bearing with this one-sided love 
for aeons. But the love of a Guru and his disciple is always 
two-sided. Guru helps the Sikh in distress. But one who being 
in the clan, leaves the love of True Guru, submits himself 
and serves spurious Gurus, his love is worthy of condemnation. 
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Dipak pai avat patang prit(i)-rit(i) lag(O, 
dipkah(iJ mahan bipri.t(O mile jar(i) hai. 

Al(iJ cbal(l) avat kamal paih saneb kar(i), 
kamal sail.put( i) bii.ridh(i) pran parhar(i) ."'ai. 

Man bach kram jal min livlin gat(i), 
hichhurat(f) rakb(i) na sakat gaib cjttr(i) bai. 

Dukhdii.i pnt( i) ki pram( i) kai marai, na rarai, 
gur sikh su!Jhdii.i prit(i) kio bisar(i) hai.318. 

A moth approaches a light out of love but the attitude of 
a lamp is to the contrary. It singes him to death. 

Fulfilling his desire for love, a black bee approaches a lotus 
flower. But as the Sun sets, the lotus flower closes its petals 
and snuffs out life from the black bee. 

It is the character of fish to stay in water but when a 
fisherman or angler catches it with the help of a net or a 
hook, and throws it out of the water, the water does not help 
it in anyway, 

Despite being one-sided, the painful love of moth , black bee 
and fish is full of faith and trust. Every lover dies for its 
beloved but doesn't give up loving. Contrary to this one-sided 
love, the love of Gum and his Sikh is two-sided. True Guru 
loves His beloved Sikh with heart and soul and protects him. 
Then how can a Sikh of the Guru neglect such comforting 
love of a True Guru ? 
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Dipak patang dib(i) cbist(O daras-hin, 
sri gur daras-dhitin trihhauan ganmita. 
Bc7sna kamal al(i) bhrmnat na ral?h(i) sakcli. 
c/Jaran samn(z) gw~ anat na rcinmitil. 

i\!lin Jal prem-nem mit na sahai hot, 
gur sikb sagar hai it ut saiimita. 
Ek e/J {ek sai tarat na, marat sahai, 

s1i gur surhaizgi sangi mahatam anmrita.319. 

What light of vision could he have found in an oil beacon, 
the moth becomes devoid of even seeing it since it dies on 
its flame. But the contemplation of Tme Guru's sight 
illuminates the vision of the slave of Guru that he is able 
to see all the happenings of the three worlds. 

A black bee is fascinated by the smell of a lotus flower. 
However a lotus flower cannot stop him from visiting other 
flowers. But a devoted Sikh coming into the refuge of True 
Guru does not go anywhere else. 

A fish sees through her love for water till the end. But when 
hooked to a bait, the water does not help her and can't save her. 
However a Sikh who is ever swimming in the safe ocean of True 
Guru is always helped by Him here and in the world beyond. 

TI1e love of moth, black bee and fish is one-sided. They never 
give up this one-sided infatuation and die living in the love 
of their beloved. But the love of True Guru emancipates one 
from the cycle of birth and death. Why should anyone turn 
his face away from such comforting love of the True Guru? 
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Dipak patmig mil(i) jarat na rakh(i) sakai, 
fare mare age na param-pad pae hai. 

Madhup kamal mil(i) hhramat na rakh(i) sakai, 
sanput mai mue sai na saha;(i) samae hai. 

]al mil(i) min ki na dubidha mirae saki, 
bichhu.r(i) marat har(iJ-lok na pa{hae hai. 

It u.t sangam sahai sukhdai gur, 
gian dhian prem ra.s mimrit piae bai.320. 

Coming near the flame of oil lamp, the lamp cannot save 
the moth from burning. This type of death cannot provide 
salvation in the world beyond. 

A lotus flower cannot stop a black bee from visiting other 
flowers. So, if a black bee gets shut up in the box of lotus 
petals when the Sun sets, it cannot merge with Lord Almighty. 

Separating from water, the pain suffered by a fish cannot be 
removed by water. Thus, a death of this type cannot land 
the fish in heaven. 

Meeting the True Guru provides support and assistance in 
this world and the world beyond. Such a love is the outcome 
of contemplation and meditation on the teachings and 
consecration of the True Guru. It fills the Sikh with elixir
like love of the True Guru that liberates him from all worldly 
encumbrances. 
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Dipak patm1g al(i) kamal, salil min, 
chakai chakor mrig, ravU) sas(i) nad bai. 

Prit(i) ik-cuigi babu-rmig~ nahi saiigi koi:i., 
sabai dukhdiii, na sa/Jai mit(i) ad(i) hai. 

jivat na sildh sai1g, mue na param gat(i), 
gian dhian prem ras. pritam prasad(i) bai. 

Mana.s janam(u) pae s6 gur daia-nidban, 
chararz saran(i) sukh phal bismad hai.321. 

A moth, black bee, fish, ruddy sheldrake, (Allectoris gracea) 
and a deer loves flame of a lamp, lotus flower, water, Sun, 
Moon and sound of music produced by Ghanda Herba 
respectively. 

All their love being one-sided is very painful that does not 
help neither in the beginning nor in the end. 

These living beings of subhuman life can neither be blessed 
with holy congregation of true devotees nor salvation after 
death. They cannot even be the recipient of Guru's teachings, 
His contemplation and the divine nectar that the grace of True 
Guru can dispense. 

Coming to the refuge of the True Guru, the store-house of 
mercy and that too in the life of a human being and practicing 
on the True Guru-given Naam Simran can bless one with 
that unique fruit of comfort and peace. 
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Gimnuk/J(i) panth gur dhian savdhan rahai, 

labai nij(u) ghar(u) ar(u) sahaj nivas ji. 

Sabad hibek ek tek n.ibchal mat(i), 
madhur bachan gur gian ko pragas Ji. 
Charan kamal cbarnamrit nidhtin pan, 
pr<!m ras has(i) bhae, bisam bisvtis Ji. 
Gian dhian prem neni pfiran pratit(i) cbit(O, 
ban grih sarnsar(ij maia rnai udas ji.322. 

Treading the path of Sikhism, he who remains alert in the 
form of the True Guru, recognises his self and lives in a state 
of equipoise thereafter. 

By the single support of the teachings of True Guru, his mind 
becomes stable. As a result of his comforting utterances, his 
practice of Naam Simran blossoms. 

By the acquisition of the initiation of the True Guru and elixir
like Naam, nectar-like love resides in his mind. Unique and 
wondrous devotion grows in his heart 

Fulfilling all the loving requirements with devotion and love, 
he who stays alert in the teachings and the presence of the 
True Guru, living in the jungle or in the house is alike for 
him. He remains unsullied from the effects of maya despite 
living in it. 
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Marbe ko tras dekh(i) char na tajat 
batuara ba{vari sang(i) bue taliat 

cbori, 
hai. 

Besuli-rat(i) britbti. bhae, man mai na sanka manai, 
juii.ii na sarbas(1.1) hare sai thakat hai. 

A mli na amal tajat jio dhikar kfe, 
dokb dukh log bed sunat chhakat hai. 

Adham asadb sang cbhticjat na angika1: 
gursikb sadh satig(i) cbharj.(i) kio sakat bai.323. 

Despite fear of death lurking around, a thief doesn't give up 
stealing. A dacoit keeps targetting other wayfarers alongwith 
other members of his gang. 

Knowing that his visit to the house of a whore can cause 
him serious disease, a licentious person still doesn't feel 
hesitant to go there. A gambler never feels tired of gambling 
even after losing all his assets and the family. 

As an addict keeps consuming drugs and intoxicants despite 
admonitions, learning the effects of drug abuse from religious 
scriptures and people who have societal interests at heart. 
he just can't give up his addiction. 

When all these low and base people cannot give up their 
ill deeds, then how can an obedient devotee of Guru leave 
the company of true and noble people ? 
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Damak dai dokh dukh, ap jas lai astidh, 
lok parlok mu/Jh sili.mata lagav-hi. 

Chor jar au filtir mad-pani dukrit sain, 
kalab-kales hhes, dubidha kau dhav-hi. 

Mat(i) pat(i) hiin( i), kan(i) mai l<anau(li sabha, 
nak kan khancf, r,lancf. hot na lajav-hi. 

Sarah nidhan dan daik smigat(i) sadh, 
gur sikb sadbu Jan kio na chal(i) av-hi.324. 

A self-willed and base person acquires vices, sufferings and 
bad name after spending his wealth. He earns a stigma on 
himself both in this world and the world hereafter. 

A thief, immoral person, gambler and an addict is always 
involved in some discord or dispute on account of his base 
and infamous deeds. 

Such an evil-doer loses his intellect, respect, esteem and 
glory; and after bearing the punishment of cutting of nose 
or ear, he feels no shame in the society despite the stigma 
that he carries. Becoming more shameless, he keeps 
indulging in his nefarious activities. 

When such ill-doers and infamous people do not abstain from 
doing bad deeds, then why should a Sikh of the Guru not 
come to the congregation of true and saintly persons that 
is capable of blessing one with all the teasures. (If they do 
not feel shy of doing bad deeds, then why should they feel 
shy of keeping company of good and noble persons ?) 
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]aise tau aksamat badar udot hot, 
gagan ghata ghamaru;l karat bithar Ji. 

Tahi te sabad-dhun(i) ghan gatjat at(i), 
chanchal charitra damani chamatkar ji. 

Barkha anmrit Jal mukta kapur ta te, 
aukhadhi uparjana anik prakar Ji. 

Dib deb sadh, janam maran rah it jag(i), 
Pragat karbe kau par-upkar ji.325. 

Just as deep dark clouds appear in the sky all of a sudden 
and spread themselves in all the directions. 

Their thunder produces a very strong sound and sprightly 
lightning flashes. 

Then sweet, cold, nectar-like raindrops from where a swati 
drop falls on oyster to produce a pearl, camphor when it 
falls on a plantain beside producing many usefu~ herbs. 

Like good-doer cloud, the body of Guru-conscious disciple 
is divine. He is free from the cycle of birth and death. He 
comes to this world to do good. He helps others reach and 
realise Lord. 
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Saphal birakh phal det jio pa.khan mare, 
Sir(i) karvat sah(i) gah(i) par(i) par(i) hai. 

Sagar mai kat;lb(i), mukb pboriat(i) sip ko jio, 
det muktahal, avagia na bichar hai. 

f aise khanvara khan(i) khanat hanat ghan, 
manik bira amol parupkar hai. 

Ukh mai piilkh jio pargtis hot kolU pachai, 
avgun kie gun, siidhan kai duar hai.326. 

Just as a tree laden with fruit drops fruit to the person who 
throws stone at it, then it bears the pain of a saw on its head 
and in the form of a raft or boat takes the iron saw across 
the river; 

Just as an oyster is taken out of the sea, is broken and it 
yields a pearl to the one who breaks it open and feels not 
the insult that it faces; 

Just as a labourer strikes the ore in a mine with his shovel 
and pick-axe and the mine rewards him with precious stones 
and diamonds; 

Just as sweet nectar-like juice is extracted out by putting it 
through a crusher, so are the evil-doers treated with sympathy 
and welfare by the true and saintly persons when they come 
to them. 
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Sadh sang darsan ko hai nitnem ja ko, 
soi dars~ni sam-daras dhiani hai. 

Sabad-bibek ek tek ja kai man(i) basai, 
man gur-gian, soi brahni giani hai. 

Drist(i) daras ar( u) sabad surat( i) mil(i), 
premi pria-prem unman unmani hai. 

. ' 1 

Sabaj samadh(i) sadh sang(i) ik rang Joi, 
soi gurmukh(i) nirnyal nirbani hai.327. 

He who is regular in seeing and visiting the saintly persons, 
is the contemplator of the Lord in the true sense. He sees 
all alike and feels t{le presence of Lord in everyone. 

He who holds the contemplation of Guru's words as his 
primary support and lodges it in his heart is the true follower 
of the Guru's teachings and knower of the Lord in true sense. 

He whose vision is focused on seeing the True Guru and 
hearing power concentrated on hearing the divine words of 
Guru, is a lover of his beloved Lord in the true sense. 

He who is dyed in the love of one Lord engrosses himself 
in deep meditation' of the Lord's name in the company of 
the saintly persons is truly liberated and a clean Guru
oriented individual. 
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Daras dhian dhianf, sabad gian g1ani, 
charan saran(i) drir, mata mai udasi hai. 

Haumai tiag(i) tiagi, bismad kai bairagi bhae, 
trigun atit chit, anbhai abhias'i hai. 

Dubidha apars, au sadh indri nigrah kai, 
atam puja bibekf, sunn mai sanniasi hai. 

Sabaj subhav kar(i) jivan-mukat(i) bhae, 
seva sarbatam kai brahm bisvasi hai.328. 

He who focuses his mind on the vision of the True Guru is a 
true contemplator. He who is aware of the Guru's teachings is 
wise in the real sense. Such a person is free of all bondages of 
maya when he stays in the refuge of True Guru. 
A true renouncer is one who has forsaken ego and pride; and 
attached himself with the name of the Lord. He is an ascetic 
when he feels engrossed in the ecstatic hues of the Lord. 
Having kept his mind dross free from the effect of maya, he 
is the true practitioner of Naam of the Fearless Lord. 
Having lost his feelings of mine and yours, he is free of all 
touches. Since he has control over his senses, he is a saintly 
person or a hermit. Due to worshipping of the Lord, he is 
full of true wisdom. Since he remains engrossed in absolute 
Lord, he is a renouncer. 
Since he is naturally involved in the worldly duties, he is 
liberated while still alive (jeevan Mukt). Seeing the divine 
light pervading in all, and serving His creation, he holds total 
faith on Almighty God. 
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jaise Jal antar(i) jugantar(i) basai pakhan, 
bhidai na ridai kathor, but;l.ai bajar bhar kai . 

Athsafh(i) ttrath majan karai tonbari ~au, 
mitat na karvai, dhoe var-par ·kai. 

Aibnis(i) aib laptano rabai cbandanab(i), 
tajat na bikb( u) tau haumai ahankar kai. 

Kapa{ saneh deb nihphal bbae jagat mai, 
santan ko bai dokhf. dubidba bikar kai.329. 

Just as a stone stays in water for ages, yet it never softens 
since it is hard-hearted. Because of its density and solid mass, 
it sinks; 

Just as colocynth (Tumma) does not lose its bitterness even 
if it is washed both from inside and outside at sixty-eight 
places of pilgrimage; 

Just as a snake keeps entangled with the trunk of a 
Sandalwood tree all his life but because of the pride of long 
age, it does not shed its venom; 

Similarly, he who is debased and spurious at heart, has 
deceitful and suspicious love. His life in the world is 
purposeless and futile. He is a slanderer of saintly and Guru
oriented persons and is caught in the mesh of vices and .sins 
on account of his 'mine' and 'yours' attitude. 
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jaise nirmal darpan mai na chitra kachh(u), 
Sakal charitra chitra dekhat dikhavai. 

jaise 
sakal 

nirmal jal baran atit rit(i), 

baran mil(i) baran banavai. 

f aise tau basundhra su.ad basna rahit, 
aukhadhi anek ras gandh upjavai. 

Taise gurdev sev a!akh abhev gat(i), 
jaiso jaiso bhao taisi kamna pujavai.330. 

Just as a clean mirror has no image in it, but when one looks 
in it, it shows all the details in their true colours, 

Just as clean water is bereft of all shades of colours, but 
acquires the colour that it mixes with, 

Just as Earth is free of all tastes and desires but produces 
myriads of herbs of different effects, plants capable of giving 
many types of medicinal and aromatic extracts, 

Similarly with whatever sentiment one performs service of 
indescribable and inaccessible Lord-like True Guru, one's 
desires are filled accordingly. 
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Sukh dukh han(i) mrit purab likhat lekh, 
]antran kai na bas(i) kacbhu, jantrl jagdis hai. 

Bhogat bivas(i)-mev karam kirat gat(i), 
jas(i) kar tas(i), lep-karan ko is hai. 

Karta pradhan, kidhau karam, kidhau hai fio, 
gbat(i) bar/.h(i) kaun, kaun mat(i) bisva bis hai. 

Astu t(i) ninda kaha biapat harakh sog, 
honhar kahau, kaha gar(i) au asis hai.331. 

All events of happiness and sorrow, gain and loss, birth and 
death etc., take place according to what has been written 
by the Almighty or is preordained. Nothing is in the hands 
of living beings. It is all in the hands of the Almighty. 

All living beings bear the fruits of what they had done. 
Whatever deeds they perform, they are rewarded accordingly. 
He the Almighty Himself involves the human beings in the 
performance of various deeds/ actions. 

And thus surprised, a question rises in everyone's minds
who is the primary cause, God, human being or the action 
itself? Which of these causes is more or less? What is 
definitely right ? Nothing can be said with any degree of 
assurance. 

How does one go through praise and slender, pleasure or 
sorrow ? What is a blessing and what is a curse ? Nothing 
can be said conclusively. One can only reason that all is 
happening and being caused by the Lord Himself. 
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Mansar par jau baithaiai le Jae bag, 
mukta amol taj(i) min bin(i) khat hai. 

Asthan pan karbe kau jau lagaiai jok, 
piat na pai, lai loha achae aghat hai. 

Param sugandh par(i) makhi na rahit rakbi, 
mahan durgandh par(i) beg chal(i) fat hai. 

]aise gaj majan kai tjarat hai chhar( u) sir(i), 
santan kai dokhi sant sang(i) na suhat hai.332. 

If a heron is taken to Mansarover lake, he will only be picking 
up small fish instead of invaluable pearls . 

If a leech is put to the teats of a cow, it will not suckle milk 
but suck blood to satiate itS' hunger. 

A fly when placed on a fragrant article does not stay there 
but hurriedly reaches where filth and stench is present. 

Just as an elephant sprinkles dust on its head after bathing 
in clean water, so do the slanderers of saintly persons do 
not like the company of true and noble persons. 
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Gurmat(i) sat(i) ek tek, dutfa nasat(i), 
siv na sakat(i) gat(i), anbhai abhiasf hai. 

Trlgun atit, jf.t bar na harakh sog, 
sanjog biog met(iJ, sahaj nivasi hai. 

Chatur baran ik baran hue sadh sang(i), 
panch parpanch tiag(i) bisam bisvasf hai. 

Khat darsan parai par hue sapat-sar, 
nav duar ulangh(i) dasmaf udasf hai.333. 

An obedient disciple of the True Guru considers the support 
of Guru's teachings and wisdom as authentic and true. He has 
no one else in his heart other than One God. He does not 
recognise god-Shiv or goddess-Shakti as a means of 
emancipation. He remains a meditator of One Fearless God. 

He remains unsullied of the influence of maya. Defeat or 
victory, happiness or sorrow does not disturb or please him. 
He remains absorbed in supreme spiritual state discarding 
all thoughts of achievements and failures. 

By joining true congregation he destroys the differences of 
high low caste and belongs to One God. Detaching from the 
love of five elements, he takes to Naam Simran of the 
wondrous God Lord and holds his faith in Him. 

A Gursikh stays in the company of true seekers beyond the 
garbs of the six philosophical schools. He frees himself from 
the bonds of nine doors of the body and lives blissfully in 
the realm of the tenth door (Das am Duar ). 
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Nadi nav ko sanjog sujan kutanb log( u), 
hoego Jo dio, soi milai agai Jae kai. 

Asan basan dhan sang(i) na chaiat, chafe, 
arpe dijai dharmsaia pahuchae kai. 

A.tho jam safho ghari nihphal maia mob, 
saphal paiak sadh sangat(i) samae kai. 

Mal matra-dhari au bikari nirankari hot, 
sabad surat(i) sadh sang(i) liv lae kai.334. 

The union with friends, family members and other 
acquaintances in this world is like voyagers in a boat that 
lasts for a short period of time. Therefore whatever is donated 
for good deeds in this world will be received in the world 
beyond. 

Food, clothing and wealth does not go with one in the next 
world. Whatever has been assigned to the Guru in the true 
company is what one's wealth or earnings are for life beyond. 

Spending all the time in the love of maya and its actions 
are futile but enjoying the company of saintly persons even 
for a few seconds is a big achievement and useful. 

By uniting the words/teachings of the Guru with mind, and 
by the grace of holy company, this filth-filled and vice-ridden 
human being becomes an obedient disciple of the Guru. 
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Haumai abhiman asthan taj(i) banjh ban, 
charan kamal gur-sankat samiie hai. 

At(i) ht anup rup, · herat birane dn'g, 
anhad gunjat sravan bu siriie bai. 

Rasna bisam at(i) nzadhu makrand ras, 
nasika chakit hi subas(u) maihkae hai. 

Koma/ta sitalta pang sarbang bhae, 
man-madhukar pun(O anat na dhae hai.335. 

The black bee like mind of a Guru-oriented person who is 
attached with the congregation of saintly persons, forsakes 
pride and ego which is like a jungle of bamboos. He leaves 
attachment and infatuations. Enamored by the lotus-like feet 
of the True Guru, he remains engrossed in it. 

Seeing the most beautiful form of the True Guru, his eyes 
are amazed. Listening to the pleasing and enchanting notes 
of the words of Guru, his ears feel calm and tranquil. 

Relishing the sweet elixir-like dust of the feet of the True 
Guru, the tongue enjoys strange bliss and pleasure. The 
nostrils are amazed by the sweet smell of that dust of the 
True Guru. 

Experiencing the calmness and tenderness of the sweet smell 
of the holy feet of the True Guru, all limbs of the body become 
stable. The black bee like mind then does not wander 
anywhere else and remains attached with lotus-like feet. 
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Basna ko hcts(u), dut sangat(i) binas-kal, 
charan kamcil gur ek tek pai hai. 

Bhaijal bhaianak lahar(i) na biap(i) sakai, 
nij ghar sanpat kai dubidha mitai hai. 

An gian dhian simran bisimran kai, 
prem ras(i) bas(i), asa mansii na pai hai. 

Dutta niisat(i), ek {ek nihchal mat(i), 
sahaj samadh(i) unman(i) !iv lai hai336. 

He who has taken the refuge of the lotus-like feet of the 
True Guru, is freed from attraction of all other smells and 
involvement in the five vices. 

The worldly waves of wants and desires cannot influence him 
anymore. Having engrossed himself in the Self, he has 
destroyed all type of duality. 

The black bee like lover of the lotus-feet of the True Guru, 
forgets all other type of knowledge, contemplations and 
incantations of meditations. He has destroyed all his wants 
and desires by virtue of his love for the lotus feet of the True 
Guru. 

A Sikh of the Guru who is lover of the lotus feet (of the 
Guru) sheds his duality. He remains absorbed in the refuge 
of the lotus feet. In the higher spiritual state, he is absorbed 
in the stable contemplation of the Lord. 
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Charan kamal raj mastak(i) lepan kai, 
hharam karam lekh siamta mitai hai. 

Charan kamal charnamrit matin man(i), 
kar(i) nirmal, dut dubidha mitCi.'i hai. 

Charan kamal sukh-smipat sahaj ghar(i), 
nihchal mat(i) ek tek thaihrai hai. 

Charan kamal gur mahma agadh(i) bodh(i), 
sarab nidhan au sakal phal-dai hai.33 7. 

The application of the holy dust of the lotus-like feet of the 
True Guru obliterates the dross of all deeds performed in the 
previous births under the influence of doubts, suspicions and 
lack of faith. 

By quaffing the nectar-like eli4ir of the holy feet of the True 
Guru, the dross of the mind is dispensed and one becomes 
clean (of heart). He is also freed from the influence of the 
five evils and other dualities. 

Engrossed in the meditation of the holy name, one lives in 
the abode of God. The consciousness becomes stable and 
rests in the refuge of the Lord. 

The knowledge of the glory of True Guru's holy feet is 
limitless and vast. He is the store-house of ari material goods 
and a perfect and complete donor. · 
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Charan kamal raj majan kai dib(i) deb, 
maha mal-mutra-dhari, nirankari kine hai. 

Charan kamal charnamrit nidhan pan, 
trigun atit chit, apa ap chine hai. 

Charan kamal nij gsan singhasan kai, 
tribhavan au trikal ganmita prabine hai. 

Charan kamal ras gandh rap sftalta, 
dutia nasat(i), ek tek liv line hai.338. 

Bathing in the holy dust of the True Guru's feet, the body 
of an individual acquires golden hue. One who is evil of 
thoughts, becomes Guru-oriented and divine of temperaments. 

By relishing the elixir of the True Guru's feet, the mind is 
freed from the triple traits of maya (mammon). He then 
recognises his self. 

By instilling the lotus-like holy feet of the True Guru in self, 
i.e. mind, one becomes aware of all the three times and the 
three worlds. 

By relishing the coolness, sweetness, fragrance and beauty 
of the lotus-like feet of the True Guru, the tj.uality disappears 
from the mind. One remains absorbed in the refuge and 
support of the holy feet (of the True Guru). 
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Charan kamal raj majan pratap at(i), 
purab tirath kot(i) charan saran(i) hai. 

Charan kamal raj majan pratap at(i), 
devi dev sevak hue pujat charan hai. 

Charan kamal raj majan pratap at(i), 
karan adhin kin, karan karan hai. 

Charan kamal raj majan pratap at(i), 
patit punit bhae, taran taran hai.339. 

Bathing in the holy dust of the lotus feet of the True Guru 
has great significance. Millions of places of pilgrimage reside 
in the refuge of the True Guru. One is deemed to have visited 
all the holy places by the touch of the dust of His holy feet. 

The glory and grandeour of the dust of True Guru's holy feet 
is supreme. All gods and goddesses worship Him as His 
humble servants. (worship of all gods and goddesses lie in 
the feet of the True Guru). 

The significance of bathing in the dust of the holy feet of 
the True Guru is so great that he who is ever under the 
causes, himself becomes the creator of those causes, by 
becoming a devoted slave of the True Guru. 

The importance of touching of True Guru's holy feet is so 
supreme that a human being badly soiled in sins of maya 
also becomes pious in his refuge. He even becomes a ship
like for others to sail across the worldly ocean. 
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Mansar bans, sadh sangat(i) param-hans, 
Dharam dhuja dharamsala chal(i) av-hi. 

Ut muktiihat ahar dutiii. nasat(i), 
it gur sabad surat(i) liv !av-hi. 

Ut khlr nir nirvaro kai bakhaniat, 
it gurmat(i) durmat(i) samjhav-hi. 

Ut bag bans bans dubidha na met(iJ sakai, 
it kag pag(i) sam rap kai milav-hi.340. 

Just as swans visit lake Mansarover, so do the righteous 
people with divine wisdom visit the holy congregation of 
Lord's loving servants/devotees. 

There, at Mansarover, the swans relish pearls as their food 
and nothing else; so do these devotees engross their minds 
in the holy Naam of the Lord and remains attached with His 
divine words. 

The swans are believed to disintegrate milk in its constituents 
of water and milk; while here in the holy congregation, one 
Learns about those who are Guru-oriented and self-oriented. 

The temperament of herons cannot be changed into those 
of swans but here in the holy congregation, those who are 
like filth-eating crows are transformed into holy and devoted 
persons through the hue of Naam blessed by the True Guru. 
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Gursikh sangat(i) milap ko pratap chhin, 
siv sankad(i) · brahmadik na pew-hi. 
Simrit(i) puran bed sastra au nad bad, 
rag ragni hu net( i) net(i) kar( i) gav-hf. 
Devi dev sarab nidhan au sakal phal, 
swarg samub sukh dhian dbar(i) dhiav-hi. 
Puran bi-ahm sat(i)gur sti.vdban jan(i), 
gursikh sahad surat(i) liv lav-hi.341 . 

Even gods like Shiv, Braluna, Sanak etc. are unable to acquire 
the importance of the congregation that one achieves by 
keeping the company of the obedient and devoted disciples 
of the True Guru even for a second. 

A very short while spent in the holy congregation is sung 
as infinite, infinite by various religious scriptures like Simritis, 
Purans, Vedas beside the musical instruments, and various 
modes of singing. 

All goddesses, gods, treasures, fruits and comforts of heaven 
sing and remember the peace that they enjoyed even with 
a fractional association with congregation of the saints. 

The obedient disciples attach their mind and engross 
themselves in the words of the True Guru with singular mind 
considering the True Guru to be complete and perfect form 
of Lord. 
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Rachna charitra chitra, bisam bachitra-pan, 
kahi7 so na koa klno, ek hi anek hai. 

Nipat kapaf, ghaf(i)-ghat(i) nat-vaf naf, 
gupt pragaf at-pat javdek hai. 

Drist si drisf(i) na darsan so dars( u), 
bachan so bachan na surat(i) samek hai. 

Rup rekh lekh bhekh nad bad nana bidh(i), 
agam agadb(i) bodb brahm bibek hai.342. 

Miracle of His creation is wondrous and astonishing. No 
human being has been created like another. Yet His light 
prevails in all. 

This world is an illusion. But every creation that is part of 
this entangled illusion, He, Himself is causing these 
wondrous acts both conspicuously and latently like a juggler. 

Cn this creation, no one looks alike, talks alike, thinks alike 
or sees alike. No one's wisdom is the same. 

Living beings are of myriad forms, fortune, posture, sound 
and rhythm. All this is beyond comprehension and 
knowledge. In fact it is beyond human capability to 
understand the strange and wondrous creation of the Lord. 
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Sat(i) rup sat(i)gu1· paran brahm dhian, 
sat(i) nam(u) sat(i)gur te parbrahrn hai. 

Sat(i) gur sabad anahad brahm-gian, 
gurmukh(i) panth sat(i), ganmita agam hai. 

Gur sikh sadh sang brahm-sathan sat(i), 
kirtan samai hue savdhan sam hai. 

Gurmukh(i) bhavni bhagat(i) bhao chao sat(i), 
sahaj subhao gurmukh(i) namo nam hai.343. 

True of form, the True Guru is the embodiment of the perfect 
Lord. Focusing on True Guru is truly focusing on the Lord. 
True Guru helps ·us realise the Lord of Eternal Name. 

The Guru-blessed unstruck word is eternal of form and this 
is the means of divine knowledge and His realisation. The 
Guru-wise path defined by the True Guru is eternal of form, 
but this path is beyond reach. 

The assembly of Guru's obedient and saintly disciples is the 
abode of the eternal Lord. Singing His praises through 
Gurbani with singular mind, a devoted disciple becomes one 
with God, the Lord. 

The heart of a Guru-conscious disciple of the Guru is ever 
filled with loving devotion and enthusiasm of His worship. 
Salute such a cool-natured Guru-conscious disciple again and 
again. 
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Nirankar niradhar nirahar nir-bikar, 
ajoni aka! apranpar abheu hai. 

Nirmoh niruair nirlep nirdokh, 
nirbhai nira11-jan, atah par atev hai. 

Abigat(i) agam agochar agadh(i) hodh(i), 
achut alakh at(t) achhal achhev hai. 

Bismai hisam ascharjai ascharaj-mai, 
Adbhut parmadbhut gurdev hai.344. 

The eternal form of the Lord whose embodiment is True 
Guru, is formless, who is bereft of all support, who has no 
desire of any food, who is free of all vices, free of entering 
wombs to take birth, who is imperishable, limitless and who 
cannot be fathomed. 

He is sans attachment, animosity, free of all allurements and 
stigmas, fearless, uninfluenced by may a and is beyond the 
beyond. 

Whose extent cannot be known, is imperceptible, beyond the 
senses, whose expanse is unknowable, who is ever stable, 
beyond perceptions, is beyond deception nor can be hurt 
by anyone. 

Knowing Him is most baffling, amazing and astonishing that 
can make anyone blissfully ecstatic. The effulgent of form
the True Guru is the form of such an eternal and radiant God 
Lord. 
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Kartak mas rut(i) sarad puranmasf, 

a{h jam sath(i) gharl aj teri barf hai. 

Ausar abh'ich bahu nii.ik ki naikli. hue, 
11lp gun Johan singar adhikii-i·i hai. 

Chiitir chatur path, seuak saheli safh(i), 
sanpada samgri sukh sahaj suchcbi hai. 

Su11dar mandm; subh lagan sail.jog bhog, 
jfvan janam dhann.(i), pritam piari hai.345. 

It is the month of Kartik, and winter season with full moon 
night. In these eight watches, here is your chance to meet 
your beloved at any time. (Guru Nanak Dev Ji was born on 
this day). 

Therefore , you too be the rightful person to meet the beloved 
Lord of myriad other female-like seekers, with your loving 
devotion, love, worship like beauty and adornment of 
youthful virtues on this auspicious moment of star configuration. 

You are alert and adept in Naam Simran, the sixty main veins 
of your body are your friends and in your obedience, and 
you are the possessor of equipoise, beauteous treasure and 
other items of great value. 

In this auspicious occasion, acquiring the union of the 
temple-like body with the beloved Lord on the nuptial bed 
of the heart will make your human birth and life a blessed 
one. And thus you become the beloved of your dear and 
loving husband (God). 
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Dinkar kiran(i) suhat 
rachat singar abharan, 

sukhdai ang, 
sakhi ae kai. 

Prltham ubatna kai, sis mai malauni mel(i), 
majan usan jal, nirmal bhae kai. 

Kusam aves kes, basat phulel mel(i), 
ang arga;a lep, het upjae kai. 

Chir char daipan madh(i) a.pa ap(u) chin(i), 
baifhi parjaiik par(i) dhavri na dhae kai.346. 

(Before the girl is married off, the bride is adorned with 
ornaments and jewellery) and the rays of Sun falling on her, 
make her look more good. Her friends come to embellish 
her more. 

Paste of herbs, oil and salts is rubbed on her body, the hair 
are massaged with scents and oil and then shampooed with 
lukewarm water. Her body then starts radiating like gold. 

Adoring the hair with flowers, applying the mixture of 
fragranted and scented mixture on the body, the feeling of 
romance and love is incited. 

Wearing beautiful dresses, seeing her beautiful form in the 
mirror, she occupies the bed of her dear husband. Then her 
wandering mind does not wander any more and becomes 
stable and restful. 
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Kakahi dai mang urybae surjhae kes, 
kunkam chandan ko, tifak dai lilar mai. 

Anjan khanjan drig, besar(i) karan-phftl, 
bZi.ri sis-phUI dai, tamol mukh duar mai. 

kanth sari kapot(i) markat au muktahaf, 
baran baran phut sobha ur bar mai. 

Chachar-charl kankan. mundrika mahdi bani, 
angia anup, chhudrapith(i) kaf(i) dhar mai.347. 

(In order to enjoy favour and love of her God-husband), a 
seeker bride should comb her entangled hair and create a 
neat parting in her hair, apply a dot of saffron and 
sandalwood on her forehead. 

Put collyrium in her frolicsome eyes, a ring in the nose, ear
rings, wear dome-shaped ornament on the head and wait at 
the main entrance chewing betel leaf. 

Wear diamond and pearl-studded necklace and adorn her 
heart with colourful flowers of virtuous qualities, 

Wear colourful rings in her fingers, bracelets, bangles on her 
wrists, apply henna on her hands, wear a beautiful bodice 
and a black thread with trinklets around her waist. 

Note : All the above adornments are related to the virtues and 
Naam Simran of the Sikh philosophy as preached by Gurus. 
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Sobhit sarad nis(i) jagmag jot(z) sas(O, 
pratham saheti kahai, prem ras(u) chakhtai. 

Puran kripii kai terai ae hai kripa nidhan, 
miliai nirmitar hue, antar(u) na riikhiai. 

Charan kamal makrand ras lubhit hue, 
man madhukar sukh sanpat hhilakhiai. 

Joi lajae, paiai na pun(i) padam dai, 
palak amol pria sang mukh sakhiai.348. 

Note: Abandon bashfulness and enjoy the love of the beloved 
husband at the time of meeting Him. 

It is a wintry night and the Moon is spreading its light all 
around. A friend of the holy congregation urges to obtain 
Guru's sermons in order to enjoy the elixir of Lord husband's 
love. 

And when the clement Lord in His complete blessings comes 
and rests on your bed-like heart, then meet Him without any 
reservations and inhibitions. 

May the frolicsome mind remain longing for the fragrant dust 
of the lotus feet of the Lord. 

Guru-conscious persons testify that any seeker bride who 
remains shy and bashful at the time of meeting with husband 
Lord, loses that rare opportunity. She is then unable to obtain 
the invaluable moment even after spending countless money. 
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Kanchan asudh jaise bhramat kufhali bikhai. 
sudh bhae bhramat na, paval pragas hai. 

Jaise kar kankan anek sai pragat dhun(i), 
ekai ek tek pun(i) dhun(l) ko binctS hai. 

Khudbia kai balak bil-fat akulat at(iJ, 
asthan. pan kar(i) sahaj(i) nivas hai. 

Taise maia bhramat bhramat chatur kunt dhavai, 
gur updes nihchal grih(i) pad bas hai.349. 

As impure gold when heated in a crucible, keep on moving 
here and there but when purified becomes stable and glitters 
like fire. 

If many bangles are worn in one arm, they keep making 
noise by striking with each other but when melted and made 
into one become quiet and noiseless. 

Just as a child cries when hungry but becomes quiet and 
peaceful after suckling milk from his mother's breasts. 

Similarly a human mind engulfed in worldly attachments and 
love keeps on wandering all over. But by the sermons of 
the True Guru, he becomes stable and calm. 
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jaise dip dipat bhavan uparo hot, 
saga! samagri grih(i) pragat(i) dikhat hai. 

Ot(i) pot(i) jot(i) hot, karctj hachhat sidh(i), 
anand binod sukh sahaj(i) bzhat hai. 

Lalach lubhae ras lubhit nana patang, 
bu;hat ht andhkar bhae akulat hai. 

Taise bidman(i) janiai na mahima mahant, 
ant(i)richh bhae pachhe logpachhutat hai.350. 

Just as a house is lit up when a lamp is lighted in it, it makes 
everything visible clearly; 

With light spreading all around, all the tasks can be 
accomplished with ease and the time passes in peace and 
happiness; 

Just as many moths are enamored by the light of the lamp 
but are distressed when the light goes off and darkness 
descends; 

Just as the living beings do not appreciate the importance 
of the lighted lamp, but repent for not taking advantage of 
it when the lamp goes off, similarly the people repent and 
feel sad for not taking advantage of the presence of the True 
Guru after they have left and gone. They do not bother to 
know the greatness of the True Guru. 
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Jaise dfp dipat mahatamai na janai kou, 
bujhat hi aiidhkar bhatkat rat bai. 

]aise dmm atigan(i) achhit mahima na janai, 
katat ht chhanhe baithbe kau hil-lat bai. 

j aise rajnit(i) bikhai chain hue chatur kunf, 
chbatra t;i,hala chat bhae jatra katra jat hai. 

Taise gursikh sadh sangam jugat(i) jag(i), 
ant(i)richh bhae pachhe logpachhutat hai.351. 

Just as the significance of a lit lamp is not appreciated by 
anyone, but when it is extinguished, one has to wander in 
the darkness. 

Just as a tree in the courtyard is not appreciated, but when 
felled or uprooted one longs for its shade. 

Just as enforcement of law and order of the kingdom ensures 
peace and prosperity everywhere, but chaos prevails when 
enforcement is compromised. 

So is the unique opportunity for the Sikhs of the Guru to 
meet with the saintly True Guru. Once missed, everyone 
repents. 
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jaupai janai anup rii.p drigan /eai dekhiat, 
lochan achhat andh kahe na pekh-hi. 

]au janai sabad ras rasna hakhaniat, 
jihba achhat kat gu.1ig na sarekh hi. 

jaupai janai ra.g nad simian sravan kai, 
sravan sahat kio baharo bisekh hi. 

Nain jihvli. sravan ko na kachhi"iai hasae, 
sabad surat(O so alekh lekh lekh-hi.352 . 

If we believe that we see the beauty of the nature because 
of our eyes, then why can't a blind person who has no eyes, 
enjoy the same spectacle ? 

If we believe that we speak sweet words because of our 
tongue, then why can't a dumb person with his tongue intact 
speak these words ? 

If we accept that we hear sweet music because of ears, then 
why can't a deaf person hear it with his ears intact ? 

In fact, eyes, tongue and ears have no power of their own. 
Only the union of the consciousness with the words can 
describe or enable us to enjoy what we see, speak or hear. 
This is also true for knowing the indescribable Lord. 
Engrossing the consciousness in the words of the True Guru 
and perpetual practicing of Naam makes it possible. 
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jan-ni jatan ka1(i) jugvai jathar rakhai, 
ta te piruj puran hue sut janmat hcti. 

Bahurio akhad(O kbad(i) sanjam sahit rahai, 
tahi te pai plat arog-pan pat bai. 

Mal mutra dhar ko hichar na hicharai cbit, 
karai pritpal bat( u), tait tan gat hai. 

Taise arbbak rilp sikh hai sansar inadh(i), 
sri gur daial ki, daia kai san gat hai.353. 

Just as a pregnant woman takes all possible care of herself 
during her pregnancy and on completion of the period gives 
birth to a baby boy; 

Then she obseives and controls her eating habits meticulously 
and rigidly that helps the young child to grow healthy by 
consuming his mother's milk. 

The mother cares not about all the filth of the child and brings 
him up to give him a healthy body. 

So is a disciple (Sikh), like a child in this world who like 
the mother is blessed by the Guru with Naam Simran that 
ultimately emancipates him. 
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Jaise tau jan-ni khan pan kau sanjam(u) karai, 
ta te sut rahai nirbighan arog ff. 
]aise rajnit(i) rit(i) chkravai chaitann rii.p, 
ta te nihchint nii-hhai basat log ji. 

]aise karia samundra bohith mai savdhan, 
ta te par(i) pahunchat pathik asog Ji. 
Taise gur puran brahm gtan dhian !iv, 
tan te nirdokh sikh nij pad jog ji.354. 

Just as a would-be mother takes care of what she eats so 
that the child in her womb remains healthy. 

Just as a good ruler remains alert in the enforcement of law 
and order so as to keep his subjects safe, fearless of any harm 
and happy. 

Just as a sailor is ever alert while sailing his boat in the ocean 
so that he takes all his passengers safely to other shore. 

Similarly, the God-like True Guru is ever alert to bless his 
loving and devoted servant with knowledge and ability to 
focus his mind in Lord's name. And thus a Sikh of the Guru 
keeps himself free of all vices and becomes eligible for higher 
spiritual state. 
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jan-ni suteh jau dhikar mar(i), piar(u) karat, 
piar jhirkar dekh(i) sakat na an ko. 

jan-ni ko piar au dhikar upkar het, 
an ko dhikar piar hai bikar pran ko. 

]aise Jal agan(i) mai parai, bud marai jarai, 
taise kripa krop an banita agian ko. 

Taise gur sikhan ko jugvat kai, 
dubidha na biapai, prem param nidhan ko.355. 

The mother scolds and spanks the child but cannot tolerate 
anyone else scolding, spanking and loving him. 

Mother's scolding and spanking of the child is for his benefit 
but when someone else does it, it is indeed painful. 

(Although water is cold and fire is hot) falling in water 
drowns while jumping into fire burns a person to death. 
Similarly it is foolish to believe on the kindness or anger of 
another woman. (It is utter foolishness to lay faith on any 
other god/ goddess or so-called saint; leaving the True Guru). 

Just like mother, the True Guru makes every effort and 
attaches the Sikhs in the love of the Supreme Lord, the source 
of everything. And thus they are never infatuated or attracted 
by the love or anger of any god/ goddess or spurious saint. 
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jaise kar gahat sarap sut pekh(i) mata, 
kahai na pukar, phus!ae ur man4 hai. 

]aise baid rogi prat(i) kahai na bithar hritha, 
sanjam kai aukhad( i) khavae rog rjaruj. hai. 

jaise bhUl(i) chitk(i) chafic1 ki na b'icharai pandha, 
kah(i) kah( i) sikhia murkhat mat(i) khand hai. 

Taise pekh(i) augun kahai na sat(i)gur kahu, 
puran bibek samjhavat, pracharuj hai.356. 

just as seeing a snake in the hands of her son, the mother 
does not shout but very calmly endears him to herself. 

just as a physician does not disclose the details of ailment 
to the patient but serves him medicine within strict 
preventions and makes him well. 

Just as the teacher does not take the mistake of his student 
to heart, and instead he removes his ignorance by imparting 
him with necessary lesson. 

Similarly, the True Guru says nothing to a vice-infested 
disciple. Instead, he is blessed with complete knowledge. He 
makes him understand and changes him into a sharp-minded 
wise person. 
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]aise misfan pan pokh(i) tokh(l) ba/kah(O, 
asthan pan ban(i) jan-ni mitavai. 

Misrl milae jaise aukhad khavavai baid( u), 
mttho kar( i) khat rogi, rogah( i) gharavat. 

]aise jal(u) sich(i) sich(i) dhanah(i) krisan palai, 
parpak bhae kat(i) gbm· mai liavai. 

Taise gur kamna pujae, nihkam kar( i), 
nu pad nam(u) dham(u) sikhai pahuc/:Javai.357. 

Just as a mother weans away the child from sucking her 
breast by feeding him with sweet meats. 

Just as a physician serves medicine coated with sugar to his 
patient who readily swallows it, the physician thus cures the 
patient. 

Just as a farmer irrigates his fields and brings up crops or 
rice and wheat and when ripe, harvests them and brings it 
home. 

So does a True Guru free a Sikh from the worldly affairs and 
fulfills his desire of consecration. Thus he raises the Sikh high 
up spiritually through perpetual Naam Simran. 
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Gian dhian pran sut rakhat fan-nz prat(O, 
avgun gun mata chit mai na cbet 6ai. 

jaise bhartar(i) bhar(i) nar(i) ur har(i) manai, 
ta1i te la!( u) lalna ko man(u) man(i) let hai. 

jaise chafia sabhtt(i) sakuchat pandha pekh(i), 
tan te hbUl(i) chuk(i) pandha chhaqat na het bai. 

Man bach kram gur charan saran(t) sikh, 
ta te sat(i)gur jam-dutah(i) na det hai.358. 

Just as a son leaves his understanding, perception and 
protection of his life in the care of his mother, and she too 
does not think of her son's merits and demerits. 

Just as a wife filled with love of her husband, bears all the 
load of her husband on her mind, the husband too makes 
loving and respectful room for her in his heart. 

Just as a student feels petrified at the sight of the teacher 
and as a reaction, the teacher too ignores his mistakes under 
the influence of this reverential fear and does not give up 
loving him. 

Similarly, a Sikh of the Guru who takes the refuge of the 
True Guru with devotion and love in his heart, the True Guru 
does not let him fall in the hands of angels of death when 
he is about to leave for the world beyond. The True Guru 
provides him a place in the holy feet of the Lord. 
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Katin kof an(i) kam katak hu.e kamarthi, 
kotin kotan( i) krodh krodh'i-vant ahe j'i. 

Katin ko{an(i) lobh lobhi bue lalach karai, 
kotin kotan(i) mob moh(i) avgahe ji. 

kotin kofan(i) ahankar ahankarl hue, 
rup rip(u) sanpai sukh ha/ chhal chahe fi. 

Sat(i)gur sikhan ke romah(i) na chap sakai. 
ja mai gur gian dhlan sastra sanahe ft.359. 

If countless means of inciting lust in a consecrated and 
practitioner of meditation on Lord's name befall upon a Sikh 
of the Guru, he is also invaded by unlimited means that can 
put him in rage; 

If he is visited by millions and millions of allurements of 
greed and attachments to entangle him; 

Mi1lions and millions of such temptations are visited upon 
him like enemies that would make him proud, enticing him 
with wealth, luxuries and physical power; 

These evil forces cannot even harm a trichome of the body 
of these Sikhs of the Guru who are blessed with the weapons 
and armour of the knowledge and consecration of True Guru. 
(In other words, no amount of temptations and worldly 
allurements can influence that Sikh who is a perpetual 
practitioner of Naam) 
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jaise · tau sumer uch achctl aganm at(i), 
pa11ak pavan jal biap na sakat(i) hai. 

Puvak pragas tas banf chaugani charhat, 
paun gaun dhur( i) drtr(i) hoe chamkat( i) bai. 

Sangam salil mal(u) dhoe, ninnal karai, 
harai dukh dekh(i) sun(i) sujas bakat(i) hai. 

Taise gur sikh jogi triguri atit chft, 
srl gur sabad ras anmrit chhakat(i) hai.360 . 

As Sumer mountain is believed to be very high, immovable 
and inaccessible, it is least influenced by fire, air and water; 

It shines and blazes in fire many times more while the air 
removes its dust making it glitter far more, 

Water pouring on it makes it clean washing away all its dross. 
It dispels the distresses of the world by providing them with 
many herbs and medicinal plants. Because of all these 
virtuous qualities, people sing the glory of Sumer mountain. 

Similarly the mind of the Sikhs attached with the lotus feet 
of Guru is free from the triple influence of maya (mammon). 
He accumulates no dross. Like Sumer mountain, he is stable, 
inaccessible, pious, free of all dross of vices and who allay 
others sufferings. They keep relishing the elixir-like Naam 
blessed to them by the True Guru. 
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jaise sukd(fv ke janam samai ja ko ja kai, 
janam(u) bhaio, te sakal sidh janiai. 

Svant(i) bund Joi jof parat samundra hikhai, 
sip kai sanjog muktahal bakhaniai. 

Bavan sugmidh sanbandh paun gaun karai, 
lli.gai jahi jahi drum, chaiidan samfinfai. 

Taise gur sikh saiig jo Jo jagat anmrit jog, 
sahad prasfld(i) mokh pad parvaniai.361. 

According to a story in Mahabharat, everyone born at the 
time of the birth of sage Sukdev is considered divine and 
liberated. 

Every drop of rain that falls in the sea during the Nakshatra 
of Swati is believed to become a pearl when it comes in 
contact with an oyster. 

When wind blows touching the sandalwood trees, it spreads 
its fragrance among all the trees who also start smelling like 
sandalwood. 

Similarly, all those Sikhs of the Guru who wake up in the 
ambrosial hour in order to enjoy the holy company of the 
Sikh blessed by the True Guru with the practicing of Lord's 
name, become eligible for salvation by virtue of consecration 
of Naam that they obtain from the blessed Sikh. 
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Tzrath jatra samai na eksai avat sabai, 
kaha sadhu pachhai pap saban ke Jat hai. 

jaise nrip-saina samsar(i) na sakal hot, 
ek ek pachhe kai kot(O pare khat hai. 

jaise tau samudra Jal himal bohith basai, 
ek ek pio anek par(i) pahuchat hai. 

Taise gur sikh sakha anik sansar duar, 
sanmukh ot gahe kot(iJ biasat hai.362. 

All pilgrims on pilgrimage are not alike. But when a rare 
hermit of higher spiritual state enjoins them, the sins of all 
of them perish. 

As all soldiers in a king's army are not equally valiant, but 
together under a brave and courageous general they become 
a force to reckon with. 

Just as a ship leads the other ships to the safety of the shore 
through tumultuous ocean, many passengers of these ships 
also reach the safety of the other end. 

Similarly, there are numerous teachers and disciples at the 
worldly level, but one who has taken the refuge of the True 
Guru, an embodiment of the Lord, millions sail across the 
worldly ocean with his support. 
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Bhanf an kai jaise koit dipkai durae rakhai, 
mandar mai achhat hi di7sro na janai. 

]au pai rakhvafil pun(i) pragat pragas karai, 
harai tam timar, udot(i) jotO) thanai. 

Sakal samgri grih(i) pekhiai pratachh(i) rilp, 
dtpak dipaia tat-khin paihcbanai. 

Taise avgbat-ghaf gupat joti sarilp, 
gur updes unmani unmanai.363. 

If a beacon is lit but kept under cover, no one can see 
anything in that room despite the presence of an oil lamp 
there. 

But he who has hidden the lamp removes its cover and light 
up the room, the darkness of room is dispelled. 

Then one is able to see everything and even he who has 
lit the lamp can be recognised. 

Similarly, God resides latently in the tenth door of this sacred 
and invaluable body. By the incantation blessed by the True 
Guru and perpetual practicing on it, one realises Him and 
feels His presence there. 
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jaise 
britha 

brithavant )ant aukbadh hitae ridai, 
bal bimukh hoe, sahaj(i) nivas hai. 

]aise an dhat mai tanak hi kalank r;lare, 
anik baran mef(i) kanik pragtis hai. 

]aise kot(iJ bhar kar(i) kasat(iJ ikatrata mai, 
ranchak hi Zi1ich det, bhasam udas -hai. 

Taise 
janam 

gur-updes ur 
maran dukh 

an tar 
dokhan. 

praves hhae, 
binas hai.364. 

Just as a medicine suits a person, he gets cured and becomes 
peaceful and comfortable. 

Just as adding some chemicals in the metals give them a 
shinning lustre and their original colour vanishes. 

just as a small amount of fire can reduce millions of heaps 
of woods into ashes and destroy it. 

Similarly, when the teachings of the True Guru resides in the 
mind of a seeker, his cycle of birth and death and all his 
sins are destroyed. 
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}aise ani ban rabit tilt(i) dehi hikbai, 
chunhik dikhae tatkal niksat hai. 

jaise jok tonbri fagiHat rogi tan, 
aincb let rudbir, britha sram khasat hai. 

]aise juvtin prati niarda n karai dti.i, 
garabh satbmibhan hue, pira na gmst hai. 

Taise pancho dut bhitt bibhram hue hbag(i) jat, 
sat(i)gur mmit jant rasna rasat hai.365. 

Just as the tip of an arrow breaks inside the wound on the 
body and it is pulled out with the help of a magnet. 

Just as a leech is put on the boil of a patient that sucks out 
all the dirty blood and pus thus relieving the patient of the 
pain. 

Just as a midwife massages the stomach of a pregnant lady 
to relieve her of pain and discomfort. 

Similarly, he who has been blessed with the divine word by 
the True Guru to meditate on and he practices it ardently 
enjoying the elixir-like Naam with his tongue, is able to 
dispel the influence of the five demons i.e. , lust, anger, 
attachment, greed and ego. 
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]aise tau s-phal ban bikbai birkha bibidh(i), 
ja ko phal(tt) mitbo, khag ta pai chal(i)jat hai. 

jaise parbat bikhai dekhfai pakhan balm, 
ja mai to hira khoji khoj khanvara la/chat hai. 

jaise tau jaladh(i) madh( i) basat anant }ant, 
mukta amol jti. mai, haiis khoj kbat hai. 

Taise 15ur charan saran(i) hai asankh sikh, 
ja mai gur-gian, tahe Lok laptat hai.366. 

Just as a fruit orchard has many types of fruit trees, but birds 
fly only to the one which has sweet fruit. 

Numerous types of stones are available in the mountains but 
one in search of diamond longs to see the stone that can 
yield one a diamond. 

Just as a lake is inhabited by many forms of marine life, but 
a swan visits only that lake which has pearls in its oysters. 

Similarly-numerous Sikhs reside in the refuge of the Trne 
Guru. But he who has the knowledge of Guru residing in 
his heart, people feel attracted and enamored to him. 
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Jaise sas( i) jot( i) hot pit rem pragcls tas, 
chitvat cbakrat chakor dhian dhar-hi. 

jaise aridhkar bikhai dip hi dipat dekh(i), 
an.ik patang ot(i) pot(i) hue gw~jar-hi. 

f aise mistan pan Jan kaj bhanjan mai, 
rakhat hi cbif i kot(i) lohh luhhit apar hi. 

taise param nidhan gur-gian parvan ;a mai, 
sakal sansar tas charan namskar-hi.367. 

Just as a geek partridge is spellbound by the radiation of 
moonlight and keep on looking at it with rapt attention. 

Just as countless moths and insects gather around the flame 
of lamp lighted in dark place. 

Ju.st as ants gather around the pot in which some sweet meats 
have been kept. 

Similarly, the whole world bows at the feet of that Sikh of 
the Guru who is blessed with the supreme treasure i.e. divine 
word by the True Guru and is well lodged in the heart of 
the Sikh by perpetual practice. 
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]ete phul phule, tete phal na /age drum, 
lagat jitek(u), parpak na sakal /Jai. 

jete sut janmctt, jiat rahai na tete, 
fiat hai jete, tete ku! na kamal hai. 

Dal mil(i) jat jete, subhar na hohe tete, 
jetak subha(, jiljh(i) maran na that hai. 

AT:S"i' jugat(i) gur sikh sabh hi kahavai, 
pavak pragas bhae birle achal bai.368. 

All the flowers that blossom on a tree do not yield frnit. And 
whatever number of fruits appear, do not ripe to be eaten 
ultimately. 

All sons born do not survive to live but all those who live 
do not bring name and fame to their family. 

All those who join the army are not valiant soldiers. And 
those who are brave warriors do not die fighting in the battle
field. 

A glass embedded in a finger ring cracks when brought near 
fire but a genuine stone is unaffected. Similarly like a genuine 
stone, everyone is known as a Sikh but a few emerge genuine 
when put through traits. 
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Jaise ah(i) agan(i) kau biilak bilok dbavai, 
gah(i) gah(i) riikhai mata, SUI bil-/at hai. 

Brithavarit jmit jaise chahat akhad(i) khad(i), 
jatan kai baid jugvat, na suhti.t hai. 

}aise panth apanth bibekah(i) na bujhai andh, 
kar(i) p,ahe arpa{i cha! chalio fat hai. 

Taise karmza karat kanik au kamni ki, 
rakhai nirlep gur, sikh akulat hai.369. 

Because of its shining characteristic, a child runs to catch hold 
of snake and fire, but his mother keeps stopping him from 
doing so resulting in the wailing of the child. 

Just as an ailing person wishes to eat food that is not good 
for his recovery and the physician constantly persuades him 
to exercise control and prevention and that helps the patient 
recover. 

Just as a blind person is unaware of the good and bad paths, 
and walks in a zig zag manner even by feeling the path with 
his walking stick. 

So does a Sikh longs to enjoy the pleasure of a woman and 
others wealth and is ever anxious to possess them, but the 
True Guru wants to keep his Sikh free from these allurements. 
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jaise mata pita anek upjat sut, 
pibifi dai dai banaj biuhareh(i) lagvahi. 

Kirat birat kar(i) koa mil.I khovai rovai, 
koil labh labhat(i) kai cbauguno ha<{l,hav-ht. 

Jaiso jaiso Joi kuladharm hai karam karai, 
taiso taiso jas(u.) apjas(uJ prag{av-hi. 

Taise sat(i)gur· samdarsi puhap gat(i), 
sikh sakha bibidh(i) birakh, phal pav-hi.3 70. 

Just as parents give birth and raise many children and then 
support them with money and material to put them into 
trading business; 

And out of rhem, one may lose all that he has invested in 
business and cry while other may earn much profit to 
enhance his investment fourfolds; 

Every member of the family works and conducts himself 
according to the family traditions, and every son earns good 
or bad name acco;ding to the deeds performed by them. 

Similarly, the True Guru is like a flower that offers fragrance 
to all in equal measures but because of their higher or lower 
consciousness, the Sikhs obtain many types of blessings from 
him. Those who abide by His sermon, benefit while others 
who may get influenced by their selves will suffer or are less 
benefited. 
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jai:se narpat(i) hahu banita hiuah karai, 
ja kai janmat sut, vahf grih(i) raj hai. 

f aise u.dadh(i) madh( i) chahil:n or mai bohith chalai, 
Joi par pahunchai, puran sarab kaj hai. 

jaise khan(i) khanat anant khanvara khoji, 
hira hath charai Ja kai, ta kai haj(u) baj hai. 

Taise gursikh navtan au puratan. 
jin pai-(i) kafachh(i) kripa, ta kai chhab(i) cha) hai.3 71. 

Just as a king marries many young maids, but she who 
produces him a son has the kingdom in her home. 

Just as ships sail in the ocean from all directions, but the 
ship that reaches its destination safely and on time, its 
travellers are benefited the most. 

As the miners dig the mines and one who is able to dig out 
or locate a diamond indulges in merry-making and festivities. 

So are many old and new Sikhs of the True Guru. But those 
who are blessed with His clemency and look of grace, 
become noble, beautiful, wise and respectable through 
meditation of Naam. 
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Bund bi"ind barakh parna1·e hah(i) chalai jal, 
bahurio umag(i) bahai bitbf bfthf ae kai. 

Ta te nora nora bhar(i) chalat chatur kunt, 
sarita sarita prat(i) mi/at hai Jae kai. 

Sarita sakal Jal prabal pravah chal(i), 
sangam samundra hot, scunat samae kat'. 

fa mai jaisiai samiii taisiai mahma baef,ai, 
ochho au ganbhir dh fr, bbujhiai bulae kai.3 72. 

Every drop of rain joins the other qnd together they flow from 
the roof-tops into the streets and then in the storm water 
drains; 

And overflowing its banks, the water flows through many 
rivulets and join the main stream or rivers; 

And all the water of the rivers flow to achieve union with 
sea and once it falls in it, become one with it. It loses its 
individuality. 

The truth is, whatever are the traits of a person, he is praised 
and recognised accordingly (Some may behave mean, 
frolicsome, deceitful, donor and kind and so on) . Similarly 
a self-willed mean person and a Guru-oriented Sikh when 
called can be recognised by their response and behaviour. 
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jaise hira hath mai tanak so dikhaf det, 
mo! kfe te damkan bharat bhmicjar ji. 

jaise bar badhe hu1ir,li, lagat na bhar kachhii, 
agai ;ae pafat lachhami apar jf. 

]aise ba{(i) bij at(i) silkham sariip bot, 
boe sai bibidb(i) karai birkha histhar Ji. 
Taise gur-bachan sachan gur sikhan mai, 
janiai mahatam, gae hi har(O-duar fi.373 . 

Just as a diamond held in hand seems very small but when 
evaluated and sold, fills the coffers. 

Just as a cheque/draft carried on person has no weight but 
when encashed at the other end yields much money. 

Just as seed of a banyan tree is very small but when sown 
grows into big tree and spreads all over. 

Similar is the significance of the lodging of true Guru's 
teachings in the hearts of obedient Sikhs of the Guru. This 
is reckoned only on reaching the divine court of the Lord. 
(The practitioners of Naa m are honoured in His court). 
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Jaise mad piat na jlinfai mranm(u) ta ko, 
pachhai matuaro hoe, chhakai chhak jat hai. 

jaise nar(i) bhetat bhatarah(i) na bhed(u) janai, 
udit adhan an chihan dikhat hai. 

Kar par(i) manak(u), na !iigat hai bhari to!, 
mol sarikhia damkan herat hirat hai. 

Taise gur anmrit hachan sun(i) manai sikh, 
janai mahima jau sukh sagar samat hai3 74. 

Just as a man drinking wine is unaware of its effect on him, 
and he keeps consuming more till he falls unconscious. 

Just as a wife making love with her husband is unaware of 
the effect at that time but it appears in the form of her 
pregnancy. 

Just as one feels no weight of a diamond on one's hand, 
but when sold, amazes all with the money ti.1Jat it brings forth. 

So does a Sikh of the Guru listens to the elixir-like sermon 
of the True Guru and adopts it with mind, words and deeds. 
He then realises its greatness and merges in the Lord-the 
ocean of all comforts and peace. (A Naam practitioner only 
knows the ecstasy of the state of oneness achieved when 
the consciousness is engrossed in the Lord's name). 
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jai5e machh kachh bag bans mukta pakhan, 
anmrit bikhai pragas udadh(i) sai janiai. 

jaise taro tari tau arsi sanah sastra, 
!ob ek se anek racbna bakbaniai. 

Bhanjan bibidb(i) jaise bot ek mritaka sai, 
kbir nir binjnad(i) aukbadh(i) samaniai. 

Taise darsan babu baran tisram dharam, 
sakal gribsat ki sakba unmaniai.375. 

As the marine dependent life like fish, tortoise, heron, swan, 
pearls, precious stones and nectar is known to be related 
to water (like, sea etc.) 

Just as a lock, key, sword, armour jacket and other weapons 
are made from the same iron, 

Just as many type of earthenware are made from the clay 
in which milk, water, eatables and medicines are stored; 

Similarly, many forms of philosophical tomes, the four caste 
system, the four abodes of life and religions are known as 
the branches of the household life. (They all are there 
because of the household life). 
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jaise sar sarita sakal mai samundra bacjo, 
mer mai sumer bacjo jagat(u) bakhan hai. 

Tarvar bikhai jaise cbmidan hirakh( u) bado, 
dhat( u) mai kanik at(i) utam kai man(i) hai. 

Panchhfan mai hmis( u), nirigrtijan mai sardUI, 
ragan mai sirl rag( u), paras pakban hai. 

Gia nan mai gian ar( u) dhianan mai dhian gu r; 
sakal dharam mai grihsat(u) pradhan hai.3 76. 

Just as in the world, the sea is considered biggest among 
the lakes, rivers etc.; and Sumer mountain amongst all the 
mountains. 

Just as a sandalwood tree and gold is considered supreme 
amongst the trees and metals respectively. 

Just as swan is supreme amongst the birds, the lion amongst 
the feline family, Sri Rag amongst the mode of singing and 
philosopher-stone among the stones. 

just as the knowledge imparted by the True Guru is supreme 
of all knowledge, and concentration of mind on True Guru 
is superb, so is the family life ideal and superior of all the 
religions (ways of life). 
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Tirath majan karhai ko hai ihai gunao, 
nirmal tan trikha tapat(i) nivariai. 

darpan dip kar gahai ko ihai gunao, 
pekhat chihan mag surat(i) sanhhariai. 

Bhetat bhatar(i) nar(i) ko ihai guntio, 
svant(i) bund sip gat(i) lai garabh pritpariai. 

Taise gur charan saran(i) ko ihai gunao, 
gur updes kar(i) hifr u.rdharlai.3 77. 

The significance of bathing at places of pilgrimage is that 
body becomes clean and free of all desires and attractions. 

Holding of mirror in the hand shows one the shape of 
features and body structure. Carrying a lamp in hand makes 
one aware of the path one walks on. 

The union of husband and wife is like swati drop falling in 
an oyster that develops into a pearl. The wife becomes 
pregnant and she takes care of her pearl-like child in her 
womb. 

Similarly, a disciple taking refuge of the True Guru and 
getting initiation from him is that the Sikh of the Guru adopts 
the teachings of the True Guru in his heart and lives his life 
accordingly. 
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]aise mata pita na hichamt bikar sut, 
pokhat s-prem bihsat hihsae kai. 

]aise brithavant jant baidah(i) britarit kahai, 
param parikha upcharat rasae kai. 

Chaffli an.ek jaise ek cha{isar bikhai, 
hidia-vant kare pandha prit(i) sai parhae kai. 

Taise gur-sikhan kai au.gun( u) agian me!ai, 
brabm bibek sai sahaj samjhae kai.3 78. 

just as the parents take no notice of the faults of their son 
and bring him up in happy and pleasant atmosphere. 

Just as a patient suffering from pain explains his ailment to 
the physician, ignoring his carelessness in maintaining his 
health, the physician administers medicine lovingly after 
thorough investigation, 

Just as there are many students in a school, the teacher does 
not look into their childish pranks and nuisance but teaches 
them devotedly to make them knowledgeable, 

So does the True Guru bless the Sikhs in His refuge with 
divine knowledge and high state of equipo ise, thus 
obliterating their iJl deeds performed in ignorance. 
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tau karat sut anik ianpan, 
na jan-ni augan ur(i) dhario hai. 

tau saran(i) sftr(i) pa ran pratagia rii.kbai, 
avagia kfe ma1{i) na birjario hai. 

tau sari ta jal(u) kastah(i) na borat, 
chit laJ apno f pratipario hai. 

Taise hf param gur paras paras gat( i), 
sikhan ko kirat(u) karm(u) kachh(u) na bichario hai.379. 

Just as a mother ignores many of her son's immaturish deeds 
and brings him up with love and care. 

Just as a warrior abides by his woe/pledge in respect of one 
who comes in his refuge and despite his showing disrespect 
does not kill him. 

Just as a log of wood does not sink in river, since it carries 
a latent respect that he (river) has helped the tree grow by 
providing it with life-giving water. 

So is the great benefactor True Guru who like a philosopher
stone is capable of turning the Sikhs into gold-like metal. He 
does not dwell on their erstwhile deeds and by blessing them 
with Naam Simran, make them virtuous like Himself. 
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Joi kula dharm kann kai suchar char, 
soi parvar bikhai sres( bakbaniai. 

Banj( u) biuhar sacho, sa.h san.mukh sada, 
sof tau banauta, nihkapar kai maniai. 

Suam(i) kam savdhan, man.at nares an, 
soi suam(i) kci-1-ji, prasidh paihchaniai. 

Gur updes parves rid antar(i) bai, 
sabad surat(i) soi sikh jag janiai.380. 

He who performs all deeds according to his family traditions, 
behaves well and kindly is known as an ideal person in the 
family. 

He who is honest of all his dealings, alone is considered 
guileless and sincere before his master, the rich merchant. 

He who acknowledges the authority of his king and performs 
his master's tasks with care and devotion is always 
recognised as the ideal servant of the master (king). 

Similarly, an obedient Sikh of the Guru who lodges the 
teachings of True Guru in his mind and engrosses his 
consciousness in the divine word is known the world over. 
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]al kai dharan(i) ar( u) dharan(i) kai jaise jal(u), 
prlt(i) kai parspar sangam(u) sumar(i) hai. 

Jaise jal si1ich kai tamal(i) pratipaliat, 
horat na kastab jvala mai na jii:r(i) bai. 

Losat ke jar(i) gar(i) bobitb banafat, 
los{ah(i) sagar apa1- par par(i) bai. 

Prabb kai janijai jan, Jan kai janijai prabh, 
tan te Jan ko na gun augun bichar(i) hai.381. 

] ust as water has love for earth and earth for water, both 
respond and acknowledge their love for each other. 

Just as water irrigates useful trees like Tama!, brings them 
up, and it does not sink the tree (wood) that it has reared, 
nor let it burn in fire. 

Iron is forged and moulded to fix wooden planks together 
to make boats and ships. Because of its association with 
wood, iron too is able to cross the ocean to the other side. 

A devoted disciple is known from his Master God and God 
is recognised through His servant. That is why Master Lord 
does not recognise the virtues and vices of his slave (He even 
takes those seekers across the worldly ocean who keep the 
company of His slave devotees). 
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Biah samai jaise duhfln or gaiat(i) git, 
ekai hue labhat ekai ban(i) lian(i) janiai. 

Duhiln dal bikbai jaise ha.fat nisan tan, 
kahfi kau jai kahil ko prajai paihchaniai. 

jaise duhu11 kit.! saiitti mai bbar(i) nau chalai, 
kofi majb(i) dbttr(i) koil pii.r(i) parvaniai. 

Dharm adharm karm kai o..sadh sadh, 
ikh nich padvi prasidh unmaniai.382. 

Just as in celebration of marriage, songs are sung both in 
the bride and bridegroom's house, the bridegroom's s!de 
stands to gain through dowry and arrival of the bride whereas 
the bride's family loses in wealth and their daughter. 

Just as drums are beaten by both sides before commencement 
of battle, one wins and the other loses ultimately. 

Just as a boat !'ets out fully loaded with passengers from both 
banks of a river, one sails across whiie the other may sink 
half way. 

Similarly, by virtue of their good deeds, the obedient Sikhs 
of the Guru achieve high status in society while those who 
indulge in vices are easily recognised by their bad deeds. 
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Pahan ke rekh ad(i) ant nirbah(u) karai, 
(arai na saneh sadb bigrah astidh ko. 

Jaise }al mai lakir dhir na dharl tat, 
adham ki prit(i) au birudh judh sadh ko. 
Thobar(i) ukhti-ii upkiiri au bikari, 
sahaj(i) subhav sadh ad/Jam upadh ko. 

Gunja phal manak sansar(i) tuladbar bikhai, 
tol(i) kai saman(i) mot alap aRadh ko.383. 

just as a line drawn on a stone cannot be effaced and lasts 
till the stone perishes, so is the love of holymen with the 
Lord's feet and of vicious persons with evil. 

Just as line drawn on water does not last for a moment, so 
does the love of a wicked person and opposition or discord 
of a noble man vanishes in a wink. 

Just as cactus is painful due to its thorns and sugarcane is 
comforting and pleasant for its sweet juice, so is the 
temperament of an evil person who raises unpleasant 
situations while a saintly person remains peaceful and 
endeavour to spread peace and happiness all around. 

Just as a ruby and a seed of Abms Precatorius (Ratti) both 
being red in colour may look alike but the seed of Abrus 
Precatorius (Rattt) is insignificant in value as compared to 
ruby. Similarly a noble and an evil person may look same 
but an evil person enjoys no respect anywhere due to his 
bad deeds whereas a noble person is like a ruby who is 
respected and valued everywhere by all. 
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jaise kuta hadhu a1ig rachat sigar khoras, 
tef ganika rachat sakal sfgar jf, 

Kula hadhu sihja sarnai ramai bhatar ek, 
besva tau anek sai karat bibhchar ji. 

Kula badhu sangam(u) sujas nirdokh mokh, 
besva parsat apjas hue bikar fi. 

Taise gu-rsikhan kau param pavitra maia, 
soi dukhdaik hue dahat(i) sansar ji.384. 

Just as a lady of a noble house adorns herself with sixteen 
types of embellishments and even a harlot does the same; 

The lady of the noble house enjoys the bed of one person
her husband, whereas a harlot shares her bed with many 
persons; 

For her love of her husband, the lady of the noble house 
is praised, admired and is free of any calumny whereas a 
prostitute earns notoriety for her blemishes and offering 
herself to others. 

Similarly the mammon (maya) becomes good for obedient 
Sikhs of the Guru who use it for good of others according 
to the teachings of the Guru. But the same mammon becomes 
troublesome to the worldly people and causes them distress 
and sufferings. 
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Sot loha bisva bikhai bibidh(i) bandhan mp, 
soi tau kanchan jot(i) paras prasang hai. 

Soi tau singar at(i) sobhat patibrata kau, 
soi abhran( u) ganika rachit ang hai. 

Soi svant(i) bu1id mil(i) sagar mukta phal, 
soi svant(i) bund bikh(u) bhetat bhueang hai. 

Taise maia kirat birat hai bikar jag, 
parupkar gur-sikhan srabang hai.385. 

Iron is used for making handcuffs, chains and fetters while 
the same iron when brought in contact with philosopher
stone becomes gold and glitters. 

A noble lady adorns herself with various embellishments and 
these make her more respectable and impressive whereas the 
same adornments are condemned on a lady of ill repute and 
bad character. 

A drop of rain during Swati constellation when falls on an 
oyster in the sea and becomes an _expensive pearl whereas 
it becomes venom if it drops in the mouth of a snake. 

Similarly, mammon is evil of character for the worldly people 
but for the obedient Sikhs of the True Guru, it is highly 
philanthropic since it does good to many in their hands. 
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Kaila jau maral sabha jae haithe mansa1; 
duchit udas has as du.rgandh ki. 

Svan jio baithafai suhhag prajatik par<. i), 
tiag(i) Jae chaki chatai bin mat(i) andh ki. 

Gardhabh ang argaja jau lepan kijai, 
lo(at bhasam sang(i) hai kufev kandh kl. 

Taise hi asadh sadh saiigat(i) na prit(i) chit(O, 
mansa upadb apradh sanhandh ki..386. 

If a crow joins the company of swans on the bank of lake 
Mansarover (a sacred lake in Himalayas) he will feel morose 
and in two minds since he cannot find any sullage there. 

Just as a dog is made to sit on a comfortable bed, being of 
base wisdom and foolish he will leave it and go to lick mill
stone. 

If a donkey is applied with paste of sandalwood, saffron and 
musk etc., he will still go and roll in the dust as is hfs 
character. 

Similarly, those of base wisdom and turned away from the 
True Guru have no love or attraction for the company of 
saintly persons. They are ever engrossed in creating troubles 
and doing ill deeds. 
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Niradha1· ko adhaifu) asro nirasan ko, 
nath( u) hai anathan ko din ko daial( u) hai. 

Asarn( i) saran(i) au nirdhan ko hai dhan, 
fek andhan ki au kiipan kripat(u) hai. 

Ak1''itghan ke datlir patit plivan prahh( u), 

narak nivaran pratagia pratipal(u) hai. 

Avgun haran karan(i) kattagia suami, 
sangi sarbang(i) ras rasik rasal(u) hai.387. 

God is support of all those who are without any support. 
He is refuge of those who have no one to take care of them. 
He is the master of all those who are orphans. He is the 
haven of mercy for the destitudes. 

Those who are unable to obtain shelter anywhere, He 
provides them refuge. For the poors, His name is the real 
treasure. For blind, He is the walking stick. He showers His 
kindness even on misers. 

To the undgratefuls, he is the provider of their needs. He 
makes the sinners pious. He saves the sinners from hell fire 
and abides by His character of kind, clement, benevolent and 
sustainer. 

He destroys the vices and knows all the latent deeds of 
everyone. He is a companion who stands by in all thick and 
thin situations. Such a Lord is the treasure-house of elixir for 
those who relish His divine nectar. 
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Koila sftal kar karat siiim gahai, 
paras(i) tapat pardagadh karat hai. 

kukar ke chafat kalevrah(i) lagai chhot(i), 
katat sarir pir dbir na dbarat hai. 

Phu fat jio gagar parat hi pakhan par(i), 
pahan parat pun(i) gagar harat hai. 

Taise hi asadb saizg(i) prtt(i) hii:n birodh buro, 
lok parlok dukh dokb na tarat hai.388. 

A burnt out coal when held in hand blackens it but causes 
burns when held if burning. (Coal is problematic both when 
cold or burning) 

Just as dog's lick is contagious and causes unbearable pain 
when it bites. (Dogs lick and bite both are troublesome). 

Just as a pitcher breaks when dropped on a stone, and it 
also breaks when stone drops on it. (A stone is destroyer 
of a pitcher in every way). 

So is developing loving relationship with evil-minded 
persons. Loving him or showing dissent towards him is 
equally bad. Thus one cannot escape from pain and 
sufferings of this world and the world hereafter. 
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Chhatra ke bad le jaiSe baifhe chhatna ki cbhah(i), 
bira amolak badle phatak(u) kau piiiai, 

]aiSe man(t) kanchan ke badle kach gunja phal, 
kti11.bri patanbar ke badle or/J;aiai. 

A11mrit mistan pan ke badle kari phal, 
kesar kapur jio kachilr lai lagtiiai. 

Bhe(,at asadh sukh sukrit sukham hot, 
sagar athah jaise bell maih samaiai.389. 

Sitting under a small umbrella leaving the royal canopy and 
taking a glass crystal in place of a diamond would be a 
foolish act. 

Accepting glass pieces in place of rubies, see~. of Abrus 
Precatorius in place of gold or wearing a tattered blanket in 
place of silk apparel would be an indication of base wisdom. 

Leaving aside dainty dishes, one eats insipid fruits of Acacia 
tree, and apply paste of wild turmeric in place of fragrant 
saffron and camphor, would be an act of total ignorance. 

Similarly, meeting with an evil and vice-ridden person, all 
comforts and good deeds shrink to such a size as if an ocean 
has been reduced to the size of a small cup. 
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Kanchan kalas jaise hiiko bhae sudho hoe, 
mafi ko kalas(u) phil(e jurai na jatan sai, 

Basan malfn dhoe nirmal hot jaise, 
ujri na hot kari kanbri patan sai. 

}aise laku(i agan(i) sekat hi sudhi hoe, 
svan puchh(i) patantro praga( mantan sai. 

Taise gur sikhan subhao Jal main gat(i), 
sakat subhiiv lakh pahan gatan sai.390. 

Just as ~ ;-golden pitcher if dented can be set right whereas 
an earthenware pitcher can never be restored to its original 
shape when broken. 

Just as a dirty cloth can be made dean by washing, whereas 
a black blanket can never become white till reduced to 
tatters. 

Just as a wooden stick when heated on fire can be 
straightened, but a dog's tail can never be straightened 
despite numerous efforts. 

So is the nature of True Guru-oriented obedient Sikhs who 
are tender and malleable like water and wax. On the other 
hand, the temperament of mammon-loving person is rigid 
and hard like shellac and stone and thus is destructive. 
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Kou bechai gar(i) gar(i) sastra dhanukh ban, 
kou bechai gar(i) gar(i) bibidh{i) sanah Ji. 

Kou bechai goras du.gadh dadh(i) ghrit nit, 
kou bechai baro.ni bikham sam chiih Ji. 

Taise hi bikari upkarf hai asadh sadh, 
bikhia anmrit ban dekhe avgah Ji. 

Atma achet panchhi dhavat chatur kunt, 
Jaise i birakh baithe chakbe pbal tah ji.391. 

Someone manufactures bows and arrows used for killing 
while others fabricate armour coats and shields to defend 
against these weapons. 

Someone sells nourishing foods like milk, butter, curd etc. 
to make the body strong while others produce items like 
wine ere. that are harmful and destructive to the body. 

So is a base and low person who spreads evil whereas an 
obedient Guru-oriented saintly person of the True Guru 
desires and endeavours to dispense good for all. Treat it like 
bathing in a sea of poison or jumping into a reservoir of 
nectar. 

Like an innocent bird, a human mind wanders in all four 
directions. Whatever tree it sits on, it would get that fruit to 
eat. In the company of evil-doers, the mind will only pick 
up dross whereas one collects virtues from the company of 
Guru-conscious saintly persons. 
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jaise ek jan-ni kai hot hai anek sut, 
sab hi mai adhik pitiro sut god ko. 

Siane sut banaj biohCi.r ke bichar bikhai, 
god mai acbet(u) het(u) sanpai na sahod ko. 

Palna suvae mae grih(i) kaj liigai jCi.e, 
sun(i) sut rudan pai pitivai man mod ko. 

Apa khoe jof gur charan saran(O gahe, 
rain nirdokh mokh anad binod ko.392. 

Just as a mother has many sons but one in her lap is the 
dearest to her; 

The elder sons remain engrossed in their commercial 
activities but one in lap is ignorant of all allurements of 
wealth, commodities and love of brothers and sisters; 

Leaving the innocent baby in a cradle, the mother keeps 
attending other domestic chores but listening to the baby's 
cry, she comes running and feeds the child. 

Like the innocent child, he who loses his self and takes the 
refuge of the holy feet of the True Guru, is blessed with the 
consecration of Naam-Simran-Mantrthat saves him from the 
worldly vices; and relishing the bliss of Naam Simran he 
achieves salvation. 
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Karat na ichha kachh( u) mitra satrata na jiinai, 
btil budh(i) sudh(i) nahe balak achet kau, 

Asan basan lfe ma.ta pichhai lagi rjofai, 
bolai mukh(i) anmrlt bachan sut het kau . 

Balkai asis dainhari at(i) piari lagai, 
gar(i) dainhari bolihari (l,ari set kau. 

Taise gursikh samdarsi anandmai, 
jaiso jag( u) manai taiso lagai phal(u.) khet kau.393. 

Due to his childlike wisdom and unawareness of all sorts, 
a child is innocent, He desires nothing, nor does he harbour 
any hostility or friendship with anyone; 

His mother out of love keeps wandering behind him with 
food and clothing and utters elixir-like loving words for her 
son; 

The mother loves her friends who keep showering blessings 
on her son but one who abuses him or say ill words for him 
destroys her peace of mind and creates duality. 

Like the innocent child, the obedient Sikh of the Guru 
maintains impartiality. He treats all alike and by virtue of the 
relishing of the Naam Ra.'i blessed by the True Guru, stays 
in a state of bliss. Whatever way is he recognised and known 
by the worldly people, they are blessed with that type of 
reward . 
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jaise darpan dib(i) sur sanmukh rakhai, 
pavak pragas hot kiran charitra kai. 

faise megh barsat hi basundhm birajai, 
hihidh(i) banttspati saphal sumitra kai. 

Bhetat bbatar nar(i) sohhit si1igar char(u), 
pui-an anand sut udit bachitra kai. 

Sat(i)gur daras paras(i) higsat sikh, 
prapat nidhan gian ptivan pavitra kai.394. 

As a magnifying lens placed before the rays of the sun 
produces fire. 

Just as earth looks good with rainfall and like a good friend 
produces fruits and flowers . 

Just as the conjugal union of a well adorned and embellished 
woman with her husband gives birth to a son and the wife 
is highly pleased. 

Similarly an obedient disciple of the Guru feels pleased and 
blossoms at the sight of the True Guru. And by acquiring 
the treasure-house of divine knowledge and consecration of 
Naam Simran from his True Guru, he becomes a pious 
person. 
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jaise kula badhii !?udhivant(i) sasurar !?ikhai, 
savdhan chetan rahai acbar c/:;ai· kai. 

Sa.sur devar Jeth sakal kf seva karat, 
khan pan gtan jan.(i) pat(i) parvar kai. 

Madhur bachan gur fan sai laja lavann(i), 
sihja samai ras prem puran hhatar kai. 

Taise gursikh sarbatam pu..fa prabfn, 
hrahm dhian gur murat(t) apar kai.395. 

Just as an intelligent daughter-in-law of a good family deals 
with everybody attentively, consciously and decently in her 
in-laws house; 

Realizing that this is her husband's family, takes care of food 
and all other needs of her father-in-law, brothers-in-law and 
other members of the family diligently and respectfully; 

She talks with all elders of the family respectfully, politely 
and abashedly. Similarly a· devoted disciple of the True Guru 
is adept in observing respect towards all human beings. 

But within himself, he remains focussed on the divine sight 
of the God-like True Guru. (According to Bhai Gurdas Ji, 
practicing on the Guru's words and meditating on Lord's 
name given by the True Guru is contemplation on the vision 
of True Guru). 
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'Jirath purab dev jatra jat hai jagat( u), 
purab tfrath sur kotin kotan(i) kai. 

Mukat(i) baikuiith jog jugat(!) bibidh(i) phal, 
banchhat hai sadh raj kot(iJ gian dhian kai. 

Agam agadh(i) sadh sangat(i) asankh sikh, 
sri guru bachan milai ram ras an(i) kai. 

Sabaj smadb(i) aparanpar purakh liu, 
pumn brabm sat(i)gur saudhan kai.]96. 

People of the world visit various places of pilgrimage on 
various days considered auspicious by them. But such days 
and holy places associated with gods are numerous. 

Millions of seekers of Salvation, heaven and many methods 
of performing Yag, worldly knowledge and contemplations 
long for the holy dust of the feet of saintly True Guru. 

There are numerous devoted Sikhs of the True Guru in the 
holy assembly of the inaccessible and serene True Guru who 
receive the sermon of how to reach the blissful state of 
enjoying ambrosial name of the Lord through meditation. 

Such Sikhs of the Guru engross themselves in the silent 
meditation of Lord's name-an initiation that imperceptible, 
inaccessible, perfect and God-like True Guru has blessed 
them with. Their engrossment is highly attentive and in a state 
of serenity. (All the places of gods and goddesses and 
auspicious days celebrated at such places of pilgrimage yearn 
for the holy dust of such saintly souls). 
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Drigan kau jihba si-avan jau mileh, 
jaiso dekhai taiso kah(i) sun(i) gun gav-hf. 

Sravan jihba au lochan milai dial, 
jaiso sunai taiso dekh(i) kah(i) samjhav-hi. 

jihba kau lochan sravan jau mileh(i) dev, 
jaiso kahai taiso sun(i) dekh(i) au dikhav-bi. 

Nain jih sravan, sravan lochan fib. 

jihba na sravan lochan la/chav-hi.397. 

If eyes get tongue and ears, then whatever it sees and hears 
with ears, it will then describe the reality and convey it. 

If by the kindness of Almighty, the ears get tongue and eyes, 
then they will speak with tongue, what they see with eyes 
and hear. 

If the Almighty God bless the tongue with eyes .and ears it 
will say what it sees with eyes and hears with ears. 

Eyes need co-operation of tongue and ears, the ears need 
full co-operation of tongue and eyes but just as Guru Nanak 
on page 1091 of Guru Granth Sahib s::J.ys ']eehh rastt_van(i) 

chuni mti !al lauaaye" (Sucking the elixir-like Namn, 

meditating on Lord's name, the tongue gets dyed in the hue 
of the Lord). In this state, the tongue never longs for the 
assistance of the eyes and the ears. 
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Apno suai:Zn(i) jaise lagat piaro jia, 
;aniat vaiso 'i piaro sakal sansar kau . 

Apno darab(uJ jai-se rakhzai Jatan kar(i), 
vaiso i samajh(i) sabh kahun ke biohar kau. 

Astut(i) ninda sun(i) biapat harakh sog, 
vaisfai lag at jag anik prakar kau . 

jaise kul db arm( u) karm( u) jaiso jaiso ka ko, 
utam kai man(i) j an(i) brahm bitbar kau.398. 

Just as one loves one's son by heart, so are their sons loved 
by all others in the world. 

Just as one takes full care of one's wealth and assets, so 
should one treat other's business and profession monetarily. 

Just as one feels happy listening to one's praise and disturbed 
on listening slander about oneself, so should one acknowledge 
and think that others would feel the same. 

Similarly, whatever is the business or profession of a person 
according to his family tradition, it should be accepted as 
supreme and most appropriate for him. (No one should be 
hurt on this account). This is enough to understand the 
Omnipresence of the Lord. 
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jaise nain bain pankh sundar sarbang mo'.i 
ta ke pag or dekh(i) dokh na bichariai. 

Sandal sugandh at(i) komal kamal jaise, 
kantak(i) bilok(i) na augan urdhariai. 

}aise anmrit phal mist(iJ gunad(i) svad, 
bij kan;al kai burai na sama1iai. 

Taise gur gian dan sab-hun sai mang(i) lijai. 
bandna sakal bhut ninda na takarlai.399. 

Just as a peacock's eyes, call, feathers and all other limbs 
are beautiful, one should not condemn him for his ugly feet. 
(see the merits alone). 

Just as Sandalwood is very fragrant and lotus flower very 
delicate, one should not bring to mind their demerit of the 
fact that a snake generally wraps itself around the 
sandalwood tree while a lotus flower has thorn on its stem. 

Just as a mango is sweet and delicious but its kernal's 
bitterness should not be thought of. 

Similarly one should take Guru's word and his sermons from 
everyone and everywhere. Everyone should be respected 
also. No one should be ever slandered and condemned for 
his demerit. As Guru Nanak says on page 766 of Guru Granth 
Sahib "Sa( n)jh karijai gu"]Jah kerl chhocj,(i) avgaJJ. chaliai" 
(Let us share virtues and abandon vices). 
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Swat ya 
Paras pars da-rs kat sajni, 

mohan. 

nidh(i), 
sohan. 

siigm ; 
Johan . 

kat vai nain bain man 
Kat vai dasan has an sobha 
kat vai gavan bhavan ban 

Kat vai rag rang sukh 
kat vai daia ma iii du.kb 

Kat vai jog bhog ras /'ila, 
kat vai sant sabha chhab(i) goban .400. 

0 my Guru-conscious friend! like a philosopher-stone, the 
touch of which changes a metal into gold, where is the 
glimpse of the Trne Guru that makes a person supreme and 
valuable like gold ? Where are those enamoring eyes and 
sweet invaluable words ? 

Where is that smiling face with beautiful teeth, where is the 
hearth and home and his majestic walk in the fields and gardens ? 

Where is the treasure of peace and comfort ? The treasure of 
singing His praises through Naam and bani (Guru 's 
compositions). Where is that look of kindness and benevolence 
that is sailing myriad devotees across the worldly ocean? 

Where is the engrossment in the Lord through practicing of 
Naam, strange and wondrous feeling of enjoying the bliss of 
Lord's name and where is that congregation assembled in the 
divine presence of the saintly True Guru that sings the praises 
of the mighty Lord that creates a celestial image of His Court ? 
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Kab lagai mastak(i) chaman raj, 
dars daia drigan kab dekhau. 

Anmrit bachan sunau kab sravanan, 
kah rasna benti bisekhau. 

Kab kar karau c;l.anrjaut(i) bandna, 
pagan parikrmad(i) pun(t) rekhau. 

Prem bhagat(i) pratachh(i) pranpat(i), 
Gian dhian jivan pad lekhau.401. 

When will my forehead be anointed with the holy dust of 
the feet of True Guru and when will I see the clement and 
merciful face of the True Guru with my own eyes ? 

When will I hear the sweet ambrosial-like and elixir-giving 
words of my True Guru with my own ears ? When will I be 
able to make a humble supplicaiton of my distress with my 
own tongue before him ? 

When will I be able to lie prostrate like a staff before my 
True Guru and salute him with folded hands ? When will I 
be able to employ my feet in the circumambulation of my 
True Guru ? 

True Guru who is the manifest of the Lord, provided of 
knowledge, contemplation, granter of salvation and sustainer 
of life, when will I be able to realise Him dearly through 
my loving worship ? 

(Bbai Gurdas Ji is expressing hts pangs of separation from his True Cunt). 
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Birkhai baiar lagai jaise har-rat(i) pat(i), 
panchhi na dbiraj kar(i) thaur thaihrat hai. 

Sarvar gham lagai baraj bi/akh mukh, 
pran mit hant Jal jant akulat hai. 

Sardul dekhai mrigmal dal chit ban, 
vas mai na tras kar(i) asram suhat hai. 

Taise gur ang svang(i) bhae bhai chakit sikh, 
dukbit udas bas at(i) bil-Jat hai.402. 

just as the leaves and branches of a tree start trembling under 
the influence of fast wind and even the birds lose trust of 
their nests; 

Just as lotus flowers whither away under the sharp heat of 
the Sun and acquatic life of the water feels distressed as if 
their lives were coming to an end; 

Just as the herd of deers find solace and safety in their small 
hiding places in the jungle when they see the lion in the 
vicinity; 

Similarly, the Sikhs of the Guru are frightened, amazed, 
distressed and morose seeing the body/limbs of a spurious 
Guru marked with artificial marks of recognition. Even the 
Sikhs most close to the Guru feel restless. 
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Ota barkhan karkhan damini byar(i), 
sagar lahar(i) ban jarat agan(i) hai. 

Raji biraji bhukanpika antar britha bal, 
bandsat siisna sankat mai magan hai. 

Apda adhin din dakhna dridra chhidra(i), 
bhramat(i) udiis rin dasan(i) nagan hai. 

Taise hi srist(iJ ko adris? jau ae tagai, 
j ag mai bhagtan ke rom na bhagan hai.403. 

If hails be falling, lightening be making thunderous sounds, 
storm be raging, stormy waves be rising in the ocean and 
forests may be burning with fire; 

The subjects be without their king, earthquakes be 
experienced, one may have been troubled by some deep 
innate pain and for some offence may have been lodged in 
the jail; 

Many tribulations may overpower him, may be distressed by 
false accusations, poverty may have crushed him, may be 
wandering for loan and caught in the slavery, may be straying 
aimlessly but in acute hunger; 

And even if more of such worldly tribulations and distresses 
may befall upon Guru-loving, obedient and meditating 
persons dear to the True Guru, they are' least troubled by 
them and live life ever in bloom and happiness. 
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]aise chffi kram kram kai birakh charai, 
panchhi uc;l. jae baise nika! hi phal kai. 

]aise gaef.i chati jat(i) likan maih dhiraj sai, 
ghoro daui1_1) jcl.e bane dabne sabal kai. 

jaise kos bhar(i) chal(i) sakiai na pain kai, 
atma chatur ku11.f dhtie avai pal kai. 

Taise log bed bhed gian unman pachchh, 
ganm gur charan · saran(i) asthal kai.404. 

Just as an ant crawls up the tree very slowly to reach the 
fruit, whereas a bird flies and reaches it instantly. 

Just as a bullock cart moving in the ruts of the path reaches 
its destination slowly but a horse moving on either side of 
the path moves fast and reaches the destination quickly. 

Just as one does not cover even a mile in a few seconds 
but the mind reaches and wanders around in four directions 
in a split second. 

Similarly, the knowledge of Vedas and worldly affairs is based 
on arguments and exchange of views. This method is like 
the movement of an ant. But by taking the refuge of the True 
Guru, one reaches the infallible and stable places of the Lord 
in no time. 
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jaise banrae parphulat phal namit, 
lagat hi phal patra puhap bilat hai. 

]aise trili rachit singar bhartar het(i), 
bbefat bbartar ur bar na samat hai. 

Balak achet jaise karat lila anek, 
suchit chintan bhae sabai bisrat hai. 

Taise khaf karam dharm sram giti.n kaj, 
gian bhan udai uc;I, karam uc;l,tit bai.405. 

Just as trees and other vegetation grow for fruits and flowers 
but as soon as they bear fruits, their leaves and fruits drop. 

Just as a wife adorns and embellishes herself for the love 
of her husband, but in his embrace, she doesn't even like 
the necklace she wears as it is considered an impediment 
in their complete union. 

Just as an innocent child plays many games in his childhood 
but forgets them all once he grows up. 

Similarly, the six forms of righteous deeds which are 
performed diligently for gaining knowledge, disappear like 
stars when the great knowledge of the Guru shines in its Sun
like glory. All those deeds seem futile . Sagle karam dbaram 
jug sodhe. Bin(u) navai ih(u) man(u) na prabodhe. (SGGS, 
p. 913) 
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]aise has ho/at hi ef,akan(O harai karejau, 
balak tahi !au dhavai janai god(i) let bai. 

Rovat sutah(i) jaise au.khadh(i) piavai mata. 
halak(u) janat mohe kiilkt!.{(i) det hai. 

Haran bharan gat(i) sat(i)gur janiai na, 
balak jugat(i) mat(i) jagat achet hai. 

Akal kala alakh at(i) hf agadh bodh, 
ap hi Jan.at ap net(i) net(i) net(i) hai.406. 

Just as a malicious woman enamors a child with her sweet 
and gullible talk that attracts the child to her who thinks she 
would bestow her love upon him. 

Just as a mother administer medicine to her suffering and 
crying son but the child feels she is serving him poison. 

The intellect of the worldly beings is also like this child. They 
do not know the traits of God-like True Guru who is fully 
capable of destroying all the vices in them. In this regard, 
Bhai gurdas Ji says : "Avgu1.1 lai gui:i vikm;.ai vachnai da 
sftra". Var. 13/21. 

The True Guru is perfect in all respects. He is beyond our 
perception. No one can fathom his vast knowledge. He alone 
knows His own capabilities. All that can be said is-He is 
Infinite, Infinite, Infinite. 
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Dait sut hhagat pragaf(i) prahiliid bhae, 
dev sut jag mai sanichai- bakhaniai. 

Madhu pur hasi kans adham asur hhae, 
lanka basi sevak Bhabhikhan pachhaniai. 

Sagar ganbhir bikbai bikhiii pragas bhai, 
ah(i) mastak(i) man(i) udai unmaniai. 

Baran sathan laghu dimgh jatan karai, 
akath katha binod bisam na janiai.407. 

Bhagat Prehlad who made everyone in the city meditate on 
the name of the Lord, took birth in the house of evil-minded 
Harnakash. But Sanichar (saturn) the son of Sun is believed 
to be an inauspicious and distressing constellation in the 
world. 

Of the six sacred cities, one is Mathura which was ruled by 
a vice-ridden demon-like king called Kansa. Also, Bhabhikhan 
a God-loving devotee was born in Lanka, the infamous city 
of Ravan. 

The deep ocean yielded the death-giving poison. It is also 
believed that the most poisonous snake has an invaluable 
jewel in its head. 

So, considering someone high or low, good or bad because 
of the place of his birth or family lineage is just a 
misconception. This is an indescribable and wondrous play 
of the Lord that no one can know. 
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Chintaman(i) chitvat chinta chit te churai, 
ajoni aradhe jon(O smikat katae hai. 

f apat aka! kal kantak kales nase, 
nirbhai bhajan bhram bhai dal bhajae hai. 

Simrat nath nirvair bair bhau tiagio, 
bhagio bhed(u) khed(u) nirbhed gui.1 gae hai. 

Akul anchal gahe kul na bicbiirai koCt, 
afal saran(i) ava gavan mi{ae hai.408. 

Perpetual remembrance of the Lord the fulfiller all the desires 
and wants, removes all worries from the mind. Worshipping 
the Lord who is free of birth and death cycle, one is able 
to achieve emancipation from entering into life of various 
species. 

By contemplating on that Timeless Supreme Lord, fear of 
death vanishes and one becomes fear less. Singing praises of 
the fear less Lord, all impressions of fear and suspicions are 
erased from the mind. 

Remembering repeatedly the name of the Lord who is sans 
animosity, all feelings of hate and enmity disappear. And 
those who sing His paeans with devoted mind, find 
themselves free of all dualities. 

He who holds the apron of the casteless and classless Lord, 
is never noticed for his caste and family lineage. One is able 
to destroy the cycles of incarnation by coming to the refuge 
of stable and immovable Lord. 
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Bachhai na svarg bas manai na narak tras, 
asa na karat chit honhar hue hai. 

Sanpat(i) na bamkh bipat mai na sag tahe, 
sukb dukh samsar(i) bihas na i-oe hai. 

}anam jfvan mrit mukat(O na bhed khed, 
ganmita tr-ikal bat budh(i) aviloe hai. 

Gian gur anjcm kai chinat niranjanah(i), 
birlo sansar prem bhagat(i) mai koe hai.409. 

An obedient disciple of the True Guru neither asks for heaven 
nor does he fear hell. He does not keep any longing or desire 
in his mind. Instead he believes that whatever God does is 
just right. 

Acquisition of wealth does not make him happy. In the times 
of distress, he is never morose. Instead he treats distresses 
and comforts alike and does not lament or rejoice on them. 

He is not afraid of birth and death and has no desire of 
salvation. He is least affected by the worldly dualities and 
remain in a state of equipoise. He is aware of all the three 
periods of life and know all the happenings of the world. 
Yet he always looks like an innocent child. 

, 
Who ever is blessed with the collyrium of knowledge of the 
True Guru, recognises the mammon-free Lord God. But such 
a person who is able to achieve that state is rare in the world. 
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jaise tau mithai rakhfai chhupae jatan kai, 
chi{i chal(O jae chin(i) tahe laptat hai. 

Dipak jagae jaise rakhiai durae grih(i), 
pragaf(i) pata1'ig tc1 mai sahaj(iJ samlit hai. 

]aise tau bimal jal kamal ikant bas ai, 
madhukar madhu achvan tah jat hai. 

Taise gurmukh( iJ jib ghat(i) pm gar prem, 
sakat smisar tih(i) duar bil-tat hai.410. 

Just as sweetmeats are hidden carefully and yet ants reach 
it with impunity and cling to them, 

Just as a lit lamp is carefully hidden in the house, yet a moth 
is able to find it and merges in its flame, 

Just as the lotus flower of fresh and clean water blooms in 
solitary place, but the black bee always reaches it to enjoy 
its elixir, 

So does a devoted disciple of the True Guru whose heart 
is kindled with the Love of the Lord, the whole world 
beseeches and whines at his door. 
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Bajat nisan suniat chahii:n or jaise, 
udat pradban bhan durai na durae sai. 

Dipak sai dava bhae sakal smisar janai, 
ghatika mai sindh jaise chhipai na chhapae sai. 

]aise chakravai na chhano rahit singhasan pai, 
des mai duhai phere mite na mi{ae sai. 

Taise gunnukh(i) pria prem ko pragiis(u) jas(u), 
gupat na rahai mon(i) brit upjae sai. 411. 

Just as the beat of the drum is heard on all four sides (its 
sound cannot be hidden) and when the supreme celestial 
body-sun rises, its light cannot be concealed; 

Just as the whole world knows that light emanates from a 
lamp, and the ocean cannot be contained in a small 
earthenware pitcher; 

Just as an emperor sitting on the throne of his mighty empire 
cannot remain hidden; he is known among the subjects of 
his kingdom and that glory and fame is hard to destroy; 

Similarly, the Guru-oriented Sikh whose heart is enlightened 
by the love of the Lord and His meditation, cannot remain 
hidden. His silence gives him away. 
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]au pai dekh(i) df.pak patang pachham no tak1,ii, 
jivan janam( u) kul lti.chhan lagavai. 

]au pai nad bad sun(i) mrig iin gian rachai, 
priin sukh hue sabad bedhi na kahii.vai. 

]au pai Jal sai nikas min sarjiv rahai, 
Sahai dukh dukhin biroh bilkhavai. 

Seva gur gian dhian tajai, bhajai dubidha kau, 
sangat(i) mai gunnukh(t) padvi na pavai.412. 

If a moth sees a lit lamp and turns his face away from it, 
he defiles his life, birth and family. 

Hearing the voice of musical instruments, if a deer ignores 
it and engrosses himself in some other thought, he may save 
his life but he can no more be known to belong to the family 
who love the music of Ghanda Herha, (an instrument to the 
sound of which deer is attracted the most) . 

If a fish stays alive after coming out of water, she will have 
to bear the ignominy of stigmatising its clan, whimper and 
suffer pangs for having separated from its beloved water. 

Similarly, if a devoted Sikh renounces True Guru's service, 
His teachings and contemplation of His name, is engrossed 
in worldly quandary, he then cannot attain the status of an 
obedient disciple of the True Guru in the holy congregation 
of Guru. 
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}aise ek chifi pachhai kof(i) Chi(i cha!T. jat(z), 

ik tak pag rJagmag(i) savdhan hai. 

jaise k ibijpa1i t(i) bhali bhant(i) sant(i) sahaj mai. 
uc;lat akas-chari agai agvan hai. 

}aise m rig-mat cha! cha/at talat nahe, 
jatra tatra agrabhagi ramat tat dhian hai. 

Chiti khag m rig sanmukh pachhe !age _iii.he, 
prani gur panth chhacj(i) chalit agian hai.413. 

Just as millions of ants follow the path blazed by an ant, walk 
on it very attentively without faltering a step; 

Just as cranes fly in a disciplined formation very cautiously 
in peace and patience and all of them are led by one crane; 

Just as a herd of deers never stagger from their sharp march 
following their leader and all proceed so very attentively, 

Ants, cranes and deers keep following their leader, but 
supreme leader of all the species who leaves the well defined 
path of the True Guru, is surely a fool and a highly ignorant 
person. 
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]aise pria satigam sujas(u) naika bakhanai, 
sun(i) sunOJ sajni saga/ higsat hai. 

simar(i) simar(i) pria p rem. ras bisam hue, 
sohhil det man( i) gahe man(i) muskat bai. 

Pz7.ran adban prasii.t sainai rudan sai, 
gur Jan mudit hue ta.hi laptiit hai. 

Taise gurmukh(i) prem bhagat(i) pragas(u) jas( u), 

ho/at bairag m.on(i) saboh suhat hai.414. 

Just as a wife describes her union wich her husband to her 
friends who feel pleased hearing the details; 

She fantasizes her union and goes into a state of ecstasy 
thinking about it. She expresses the beauty of the moment 
in her silence; 

On completion of her pregnancy and at the time of giving 
birth to the child, she cries in labour pain and her whimper 
pleases the elderly ladies of the house who express their love 
for her; 

Similarly, a devoted Guru-conscious slave of the True Guru, 
whose heart is kindled with love of the Lord by virtue of 
his loving meditation and contemplation on Lord's name, 
speaks in a state of renunciation from the world. Although 
he observes silence more often, yet he is loved by all and 
sundry in all respects. 
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jaise kachhf phal bet bibidh(i) birakh ropai, 
nihphal rahai birkhai na kahit ktij hai. 

Safitat(i) nirnit nrip anik biviih karai, 
saiitat(i) bihun banita na grih(i) chhiij hai. 

Bidia dan Jan jaise pandha chafsar jorai, 
bidia bin dfn khal niim uprc"'lj hai. 

Sat(i)gur sikh siikha sangrahai sugilin nimit, 
hin(u) gu.r gian dhrigjanam kau la} hai.415. 

]use as a gardener plants saplings of many trees for obtaining 
fruits, but one which does not bear any fruit becomes useless. 

just as a king marries many women for obtaining a heir of 
his kingdom, but the queen who does not bear him a child 
is not liked by anyone in the family. 

Just as a teacher opens a school but the child who remains 
illiterate is called lazy and foolish. 

Similarly, True Guru holds a congregation of his disciples in 
order to impart them with supreme form of knowledge 
(Naam). But he who remains bereft of Guru's teachings, is 
worthy of condemnation and is a blotch on the human birth. 
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Sursari sui-satf jamuna godavari, 
gaia prag set( u) kurkhet mansar hai. 

Ktinsf ktfrzti duaravati, maia mathura ajudhia, 
gomtf avantaka kedar himdhar hai. 

Narbada bibidh(i) ban dev-sathal kavlas, 

nfl mmidrachal sumer 

Ti1-ath arth sat dharam 
sri gur charan raj tu! na 

giruar hai. 

daiti santokh, 
sagar hai.416. 

Rivers like Ganges, Saraswati, Jamuna, Godavari and places 
of pilgrimage like Ga ya, Prayagraj, Rameshwram, Kurukshetra 
and Mansarover lakes are located in India. 

So are the holy cities of Kashi, Kanti, Dwarka, Mayapuri, 
Mathura, Ayodhya, Avantika and river Gomti. The temple of 
Kedarnath in the snow clad hills is a sacred place. 

Then river like Narmada, temples of gods, tapovans, Kailash, 
the abode of Shiva, Neel mountains, Mandrachal and Sumer 
are places worth going on a pilgrimage to. 

To seek the virtues of Truth, contentment, benevolence and 
righteousness, the holy places are idolized and worshipped. 
But all these are not equal to even the dust of the lotus feet 
of the True Guru. (Taking refuge of Satguru is supreme of 
all these places of pilgrimage). 
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jaise kuar kminia mil(i) khelat anek sakhi, 
saga! ko ekai din hot na bivah Ji. 
]aise bir khet bikhai jat hai suhhat jete, 
Sabai na nzarat tete sastran sanah Ji. 
Bavan samfp jaise bibidh(i) banaspati, 
ekai ber cbandan karat hai na tah(i) Ji. 
Taise gur charan sarcm(i) jat( u) hai jagat(u), 
jivan mukat(i) pad chahat hai jah(i) ji.417. 

Just as many virgin maids assemble and play with each other 
but all of them are not married off on the same day. 

just as many warriors go to the battlefield fully armed and 
protected with armour coat do not die in the battlefield. 

Just as there are many trees and plants around a grove of 
sandalwood trees, but all are not blessed with the fragrance 
of Sandalwood at once. 

Similarly, the whole world may go to the refuge of the True 
Guru, but he alone attains the status of living emancipated 
who is liked by Him. (That particular disciple who serves 
Guru with faith and devotion). 
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jaise guar gain cha1-Ctvat jcttan ban, 
khet na parat sabai charat aghae kai. 

jaise rii.ja dharam sarup rajnit(i) hikhai, 
ta ke des parja basat sukh pile kai. 

jaise hot khevat chetann(i) saudhanja mai, 
lagai nirbighan hohith par(i) jii.e kai. 

Taise gur unman magan brahm jot(i), 
fivan mukat(i) kami sikh san~jhti.e kai.418. 

Just as cowherd grazer grazes his cows very attentively in 
the jungle and does not let them wander into some fields, 
and they graze to their satisfaction. 

Just as a king who is righteous and just, his subjects live in 
peace and prosperity. 

Just as a sailor is very alert and conscious of his duties, that 
ship touches the yonder shore without any adverse 
happenings. 

SimHarly, the True Guru who has merged with the Light 
divine of the Lord, like warp and weft of a cloth, alone can 
make a disciple living emancipated with His teachings. 
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ghau ghti.il ko jatan kai nfko hot. 
tnif(i) Jae lik mi tat na pekh!ai. 

phato a1ibro siae pun(i) ocjhiat, 
tau na hoe tent thegri parekhfai. 

jaise ruto basan(u) savar det hai thathero, 
girat na pani pai gathilo bhekh bhekhiai. 

Taise gur charan(i) bimukh dukh dekh(i) pun(t), 
saran gahai punit pai kalank lekh lekhfai.419. 

Just as the wound gets cured with medicine and the pain 
also vanishes, but the scar of the wound is never seen to 
vanish. 

Just as a torn cloth stitched and worn does not bare the body 
but the seam of the stitch is visible and conspicuous. 

just as a broken utensil is repaired by coppersmith and even 
the water does not leak from it, but it is repaired form stays. 

Similarly, a disciple who has turned away from the holy feet 
of the True Guru comes back to the Guru's refuge when he 
feels the pain of his actions. Although he is freed of his sins 
and becomes pious, yet the .blemish of his apostasy remains. 
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Dekh(z) dekh(i) drigan daras mahima na Jani, 
sunm sun(i) sabad(u) mahatam na janio hai. 

Gae gae gmimita gun gan gun(O-nidhan, 
has(i) has(i) prem kau pratap(u) n.a pachhii.nio hai. 

Roe roe birah biog ko na sog( u) janio, 
man gah(i) gah(i) man mughad(u) na manio bai. 

Log bed gian. unman kai na jan(i) sakio, 
janam jivan dhrig(u) bimukb bihanio bai.420. 

Seeing many colourful festivities with eyes, an ignorant 
person could not appreciate the glory of the glimpse of the 
Tme Guru. He did not even learn the importance of Naam 
Sirnran, having heard praises and slanders all the times. 

Singing praises of worldly things and people day and night, 
he did not reach the ocean of virtues-the True Guru. He 
wasted his time in idle talks and laughs but did not recognise 
the wondrous love of the True Lord. 

Wailing and crying for ma ya, he spent his life-time but never 
felt the pangs of separation of the True Guru. The mind 
remained engrossed in the worldly affairs but it was foolish 
enough not to take the refuge of the True Guru. 

Engrossed in the shallow prattles and ritualistic knowledge 
of Vedas and Shastras, the foolish being could not know the 
supreme knowledge' of the True Guru. The birth and life
time of such a person is worthy of condemnation that he 
has spent as a renegade from the True Guru. 
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Kofin kotan(i) man(i) ko chamatkar varau, 
sasiar silr kot(iJ kotin pragas Ji. 

Katin kotan(i) bhag(i) puran pratap chhab(i), 
jagmag Jot(i) hai suJas nivas Ji. 
Siu sankad(i) brahmadik manorath kai, 
tirath kotan(i) kof(i) banchhat hai tas Ji. 

Mastak(i) darsan sobha ko mahatam agadh(i) bodh(i), 
srf guru charan raj matra lagai jiis ji.421. 

Shine of millions and millions of gems and pearls, light of 
countless Suns and Moons, are paltry and worthy of sacrifice 
over the obedient Sikh whose forehead is able to kiss the 
dust of the feet of the True Guru. 

The glory of millions of fortunate people and the glow of 
supreme honour is trivial before the beautiful sheen of the 
forehead that has acquired the dust of the feet of the True 
Guru. · 

Shiv Ji, the four sons of Brahma (Sanak etc.), Brahma himself, 
that is the three prime gods of Hindu pantheon crave for 
the glorious dust of the True Guru's feet. Countless places 
of pilgrimage also long for this dust. 

The forehead that acquires a small amount of dust of the 
lotus feet of the True Guru, the glory of his glimpse is beyond 
description. 
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Swaiyii 
Khag mrig mfn patang charachar, 
jon(i) anek bikhai bhram(i) iiio, 

Sun(i) sun(i) pae rasatal bhu-tal, 
devpwi prat(i) lau bahu dhiiio. 

fog ha bhog dukhad(i) sukhadik, 
dharm adharm sukarm ltamaio. 

Hiir(i) pario samagat(i) fie, 

gum mukh dekb(i) guru sukh paio.422 . 

A living being has wandered in many species of birds, 
animals, fish, insects, root and conscious beings. 

He wandered in the nether regions, earth and heaven in order 
to practice whatever sermons he had heard. 

He kept performing good and bad deeds bearing the 
comforts and sufferings of various practices of Yog. 

He got tired going through these countless rigours of many 
births and then comes to the refuge of the True Guru. By 
adopting and accepting the teachings of the True Guru and 
beholding His glimpse, he is able to achieve the great 
spiritual comfort and peace. 
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Kabbit 
Chahe chahe chandra mukh chae kai chakor chakh(i), 
anmrit kiran-achvat na aghane hai. 

Sun(i) sun(i) anhad sabad sravan mrig, 
anand( u) udot kar(i) sant(i) na samane hai. 

Rasik rasal jas( u) janpat basur nis, 
chtitrik jugat(i) jihba na triptane hai. 

Dekhat sunat ar( u) gavat pavat sukh, 
prem ras bas man magan hirane hai.423. 

Just as Allectoris graeca (chakor) longs for the moon because 
of the eyes that keep seeing it and is never satiat~d drinking 
the nectar-like rays, so does a devoted Sikh of the Guru is 
never satiated with the glimpse of the True Guru. 
Just as a deer engrossed by hearing the melodious tune of 
the musical instrument called Ghanda Herha, but is never 
satiated hearing it. So is a devoted Sikh never satiated 
hearing the melody of the unstruck music of Naam Amrit. 
Just as the rain-bird is never tired of crying for the nectar
like Swati drop day and night, similarly the tongue of a 
devoted and obedient disciple of Guru is never tired of 
repeatedly uttering the ambrosial Naam of the Lord. 
Like Allectoris graeca, deer and rain-bird, the indescribable 
celestial happiness that he gets by the vision of the True 
Guru, hearing the melodious unstruck sound and singing the 
praises of the Lord Almighty, he remains in a state of ecstasy 
under the influence of their wondrous and loving relishment. 
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Salii nivas jaise min kT na ghafai rucbi, 
dipak pragas ghatai prit(i) na patang ki. 

Kusam subiis jaiso tripat(i) na madhup kau, 
ucjat akas as ghafai na bihang ki. 

Ghata ghanghor mar cbatiik ridai ulas, 
nii.d bad sun(i) rat(i) ghatai na ku.rang ki. 

Taise prla prem ras rasik rasal sant, 
ghatat na trisn.a prabal mig ang k'i.424. 

Just as penchant for water for a fish never decreases, and 
a moth's love for the flame of an oil lamp never wanes. 

Just as a black bee is never satiated enjoying the fragrance 
of the flowers, a bird's desire to fly in sky never decreases. 

Just as hearing the thunder of the collected clouds gladens 
the heart of a peacock and the rain-bird, and love of a deer 
for hearing the sweet music of Chanda H erba does not 
diminish. 

So is the love of a Guru-conscious saint, the seeker of 
ambrosial nectar for his dear True Guru. The longing of love 
for his Guru that has permeated in every limb of his body 
and is flowing rapidly never decreases. 
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Salil subhiiv dekho horat na kasrah( i), 
laj gabai kahai apno hi pratipario hai. 

jugvat kasaf 17.dmitar(i) baisaiitrah(i), 
baisantar antar(i) lai kasaf(i) p rajarf,o hai. 

Agrah(i) Jal bor(i) kat;lhai bar;l.hai mo! tii ko, 
pavak pradagadh kai adhik autii.ri.o hai. 

Tau ta ko rudhiri chue choa hoe salil mil, 
auganah(i) gun miinai birad(u) blchario hai.425. 

Look at water, the nature of it never drowns wood in it. It 
regards the wood as his own having brought it up by 
irrigating it and thus keeps the shame of this relationship. 

Wood keeps fire in it latently but taking the wood in itself 
the fire burns it (wood) to ashes. 

The wood of Gularia Agalocha (Agar) resurfaces in water 
after sinking for sometime. This sinking increases the value 
of the wood. For burning it well in fire, it is boiled in water. 

Then its essence mixes well in water that becomes sweet 
smelling. For extracting the essence of the wood, the water 
has to bear the heat of the fire. But for its calm and tolerant 
nature, water changes its demerits into merits and thus fulfils 
its duties abiding by its creed. Similarly the kind and calm 
of nature, the True Guru does not deliberate on the demerits 
of His servants and making them virtuous through His 
teachings, fulfils His creed and faith. 
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Salil subhav jaise nivan gavan gun. 
sichiat uphan birva lagae kai. 

jal(i) mil(i) birkhah(i) karat urdh tap, 
sakha nae saphal hue .fhuk rahai tie kai. 

Pahan hanat phaldal, kate hoe nauka, 
losat kai chedai bhede bandhan handhae kai. 

Prabal pravah sut sutru gah(i) par(i) parai, 
sat(i)gur sikh dokhi tarai samjhae kai.426. 

Just as the nature of water is to flow downward, and that enables 
it to irrigate the plants and saplings planted in the garden, 

On meeting with water, even the tree goes through the 
rigours of penance by standing erect and with new branches 
sprouting and fruit appearing, it bows downward, (its union 
with water makes it humble). 

Having acquired humility with its association with water, it 
yields fruit to even those who throw stones at it When cut, 
a boat is made of its wood which takes people from one 
bank of the river to the other. The wood is first cut with steel 
and then nailed and clipped together to make it into a boat. 
Thus with so many bonds it is able to stay in water. 

The rapid flow of water brings the wood, its reared son along 
with its enemy (iron) and takes it across to the other bank. Like 
the humble and philanthropic nature of water, the True Guru 
does not deliberate on the vices of the slanderers of the Guru's 
Sikhs and by teaching them the righteousness (giving them the 
incantation of Naain) takes them across the worldly ocean. 
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Gur updes paroes kar(i) bhai bhawan, 

bhavani bhagat(i) bhae chtie kai chaile hai. 

Sangam sail.jog bhog, sahaj samadh(i) sadh(i), 
prem ras anmrit kai rasik rasfle hai. 

Brahm bibek tek ek au anek liv, 
bimal bairag phab(i) chhab(i) kai chhabfle hai. 

Parmadbhut gat(i) at(i) ascharaj-mai, 
bisam bideh unman unmile hai.427. 

Guru-conscious persons imbibe the teachings of the Guru in 
their hearts. They maintain utmost devotion and love for the 
Lord in this fearsome world. They remain in a state of bliss 
by their faith in loving worship and live life enthusiastically. 

Enjoying the bliss of the union with God-like Guru and 
absorbed in a state of inactivity spiritually, they acquire the 
loving elixir of Naam from the True Guru and are ever 
engrossed in its practice. 

By virtue of refuge, knowledge received from God-like True 
Guru, their consciousness remains absorbed in the omni
permeated Lord. Due to supreme adornment of unblemished 
feelings of separation, they look glorious and graceful. 

Their state is unique and astonishing. In this amazing 
condition, they are beyond the attractions of body 
relishments and remain in a blooming state of bliss. 
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]au lau kar(i) kamna kamaratht. karam kine, 
puran manorath bhaio na kahu kam ko. 

]au !au kar(i) iisa asvant bue asro gahio, 
bahio phirio tbaur thaw- paio na hisram ko. 

]au lau kar(i) mamta mamat mun(! bojh lino, 
dfno cj,aru;f, khanrj kharuj khed tham tham ko. 

Gur updes nihkam au niras bhae, 
nimrata sahaf sukh nij pad nam ko.428. 

So long as a human being performed deeds to fulfil his 
desires or with some aim in mind, neither his performed 
actions achieved anything nor any of his resolutions bore 
fruit. 

So long a human being remained dependent on others for 
fulfilment of his desires, he wandered from pillar to post 
without respite from anywhere. 

So long a human being carried the load of I, my, me and 
yours under the influence of attachment with worldly goods 
and relations, he kept roving in distress from one place to 
the other. 

One can become unattached and free from all worldly 
allurements only by taking the refuge of the True Guru and 
practicing His sermon of Naam Simran that helps one 
achieve spiritual high, comfort of equipoise and humility. 
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Sat(i)gur charan kamal makrand raj, 
lubhit hue man madhukar lapfane hai. 

Anmrit nidhan pan aihnis(i) rasik hue, 
at(i) unmat(i) an gian bisrttne hai. 

Sabaj saneh geh bisam bideh rap, 
svant hibid gat(i) sfp sanpar samane hai. 

Charan. saran su.kh sagar katachh kar(i), 
rnukta mahant hue anup nip thane hai.429. 

The mind of a devoted Sikh is ever entangled in the sweet 
smelling dust of the lotus feet of the Lord like a bumble bee. 
(He is ever engrossed in practicing meditation on Lord's 
name). 

He is ever longing to relish the Naam-elixir day and night. 
In its bliss and ecstasy, he ignores all other worldly 
awarenesses, allurements and knowledge. 

Such a devoted Sikh's mind then lovingly resides in the holy 
feet of the Lord. He is free of all body desires. Like the Swati 
drop of rain falling on an oyster, he also is enclosed in the 
box of Lord's holy feet. 

Engrossed in the refuge of ocean of peace-The True Guru, 
and by His grace , he too becomes an invaluable and an 
unique pearl like the pearl of the oyster. 
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Rom rom kot(iJ mukh mukh rasna anant, 
anik manantar tau kahat na avai. 

Kof(i) brahmancJ, bhar cJ,ar tuladhar bikhai, 
to/iai jau bar(i) bar(i) tot na samavai. 

Chatur padarath au sagar samuh sukh, 
bibidh(i) baikunth mo/ mahima na pavai. 

Samajh na parai karai kaun gaun hhaun man, 
puran brahm gur sabad na sunavai.430. 

If every trichome of the body is blessed with millions of 
mouths and each mouth has numerous tongues, even then 
the glorious state of the person who relishes Lord's name 
with them cannot be described over the aeons. 

If we weigh the load of millions of universes with the spiritual 
bliss time and again, the great comfort and peace cannot be 
measured. 

All the worldly treasures, seas full of pearls and numerous 
pleasures of heaven are virtually nothing compared to the 
glory and grandeur of reciting His name. 

The fortunate devout who is blessed with the consecration 
of Naam by the True Guru, how high a spiritual state can 
his mind get absorbed in ? No one is capable of expressing 
and describing this condition. 
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Lochan patang dip daras dekhan gae, 
joti jot(i) mil(i) pun(i) utar na ane hai. 

Nad bad sunbe kau sravan haran gae, 
sun(i) dhun(i) thakat bhae na bahurane bai. 

Charan kamal makrand ras(i) rasik hue, 
man-madhukar sukh sanpar samane hai. 

Ri'],p gun prerl'! ras puran param pad, 
an gian dh ian ras bharam(i) bhulane hai.431 . 

The eyes of a moth who go for a glimpse of the flame of 
the lamp are never able to come back having engrossed 
themselves in its light. (So are the devoted disciples of the 
True Guru who are never able to return after a vision of Him). 

The ears of a deer gone to hear the melody of Chanda Herha 
(a music instrument) gets so engrossed that he is never able 
to return. (So are the ears of a Sikh gone to hear ambrosial 
utterances of his True Guru never want to leave Him) 

Embellished with the sweet smelling dust of the lotus feet 
of the True Guru, the mind of an obedient disciple gets 
engrossed like the black bee entranced by the sweet smell 
of the flower. 

By virtue of the loving merits of the Naam blessed by the 
radiant True Guru, a Sikh of the Guru attains supreme 
spiritual state and rejects all other worldly contemplations 
and awarenesses that put one in wandering of doubts. 
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Pratham hf an dhian han(i) kai patang bidh(iJ, 
pachhai kai anup rup dipak dikhae hai. 

Pratham hf an gt"ti.n surat(i) hisa'Yj(i) kai, 
anhad nad mrig jttgat(i) sunae hai. 

Pratham hi bachan rachan har(i) gung saj(i). 
pacbhai kai anmrit ras apio piae hai. 

pekh sun achvat hi bhae hisam at( iJ. 
pannadbhut ascharaj samiie hai.432. 

Like a moth, an obedient human being of the Guru regards 
all other concentrations of mind as loss incurring proposition 
and then, like seeing the light of the lamp (by the moth), 
he sees the beautiful sight of the True Guru. 

Just as a deer discards all other sounds in favour of the 
melody of Chanda Herha, a disciple of the Guru listens to 
the sound of unstruck music after obtaining and practicing 
on Guru1s teachings and words. 

Like a black bee, giving up its noisy stance and engulfing 
itself in the frangrance of the lotus-like feet of the Guru, he 
drinks deep the wondrous elixir of the Naatn. 

And thus a devoted Sikh of the Guru, seeing the vision of 
his Guru, hearing the sweet sound of Guru's words and 
relishing the Naam Amrit (elixir-like name of the Lord) 
reaches a high state of bliss and merges in the astonishing 
and supremely strange God. 
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]at(i) sihijasan jau kamni jamni samai, 
gur Jan su.jan ki bat na suhat hai. 

Himkar udi"t mudit hai chakor chit(i), 
ik rat dhian ·kai samamt na gat hai. 

jaise madhukar makrand ras lubhit bai, 
bisam kamal dal sanpat samat bai. 

Taise gur charan saran(i) chal(i) jat(i) sikh, 
daras paras prem ras muskat(i) hai.433. 

When a wife proceeds to enjoy the union of her husband 
in his bed at night, no talk of any noble, elderly or holy 
person appeals to her. 

As the moon rises, the ruddy sheldrake is immensely pleased 
and gazing at it with concentration of mind, is unaware of 
his own body even. 

Just as a bumble bee is so engrossed in the sweet smelling 
nectar of the flower, that it gets trapped in the box-like lotus 
flower when the Sun sets. 

Similarly a devoted slave disciple goes to the refuge of the 
holy feet of the True Guru; enjoying His sight and entranced 
in His love, he keeps smiling within while relishing the divine 
spectacle. 
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A.vat hai ja kai bhikh magan(i) bhikhiJ:rl din, 
dekhat adhinah(i) niraso na biefa:r(i) hai. 

Baifhat hai ;a kai duar asa kai bic;lar svan, 
ant karuna kai tor(i) tuk(i) tahe rtar(i) hai. 

Pain ki pan-hi rahat parhari pari, 
tahu kahu kaj(i) uth(i) cha/at samar(i) hai. 

ChharJ,(i) ahankiir chhiir hoe gur marag mai, 
kab-hu kai daia kai daial pag(i)dhar(i) hai.434. 

Whosoever is visited by a beggar for alms, impressed by his 
humility, the donor never turns him away disappointed. 

Whosoever has a dog coming to his door after discarding 
all other alternatives, the master of the house out of clemency 
serves him with a morsel of food. 

A shoe keeps lying unattended and uncared, but when its 
owner has to go out on some work, he too takes care of 
it then and uses it. 

Similarly, he who ever discards his ego and pride and lives 
in the refuge of the True Guru in utter humility like the dust 
of His feet, the clement True Guru will definitely shower His 
benevolence one day and attach him with His feet (He 
blesses him with His sermon). 
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Dropati kupin matra dai jau munisarah(i), 
tan te sabha madh(i) bahio basan pravah Ji. 

Tanak tandul jagdfsah(i) dae sudama, 
tan te pae chatur padarath athah Ji. 

Dukhit gajind arbind gah(i) bhet rakbai, 
tan kai kajai chakrapan(i) an(i) grase grab Ji. 

Kahan kou karai kachhu hot na kahu ke kie, 
ja ki prabh man(i) leh(i) sabhai sukh tahe Ji.435. 

Daropadi gave away a piece of cloth from her head-covering 
scarf to a sage Durbasha whose loin cloth had been washed 
away in the river. As a result, when efforts were made to 
strip her off in the court of Duryodhan, the cloth length 
coming off her body would just not end. 

Sudama offered a handful of rice to Krishan Ji, with utmost 
love and in return, he attained the four aims of life as well 
as many other treasure-houses of His blessings. 

A distressed elephant caught by an octopus, plucked a lotus 
flower in desperation and offered it to the Lord in humble 
supplication. He (elephant) was freed from the clutches of 
the octopus. 

What can one do with his own efforts ? Nothing tangible can 
be achieved by one1s own efforts. All this is His blessing. 
One whose hard work and devotion is accepted by the Lord, 
gets all peace and comforts from Him. 
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Sarvan seva ktni mat pita ki bisekh, 
tan te gaiat jas(u) Jagat mai tahu ko. 

]an prahlii.d(i) ad(i) ant /au avagia kini, 
tat ghat kar(O prabh rakhio pran(uJ vahu ko. 

Duadas barakh suk jan-ni dukhit kari, 
sidh bhae tatkhin janam(u) hai jahu ko. 

Akatb katha bisam janiai na Jae kachh( u), 
pahuchai na gian unman(u) an kahu ko.436. 

Saiwan, the devoted son served his blind parents with love 
and dedication that has earned him fame and praise in the 
world. 

What a strange play it is of the Lord that instead of serving 
his father, Bhagat Prahlad disobeyed his father's order that 
demanded of him not to meditate on the name of God (Ram). 
The Lord destroyed Harnakash (Prahlad's father) and 
protected Prahlad thus upholding His creed. 

It is said that sage Sukdev kept on causing pain to his mother 
by remaining in her womb for 12 years, but when born he 
was found to be an established and perfect sage, and all those 
born at that time turned out to be hermit with divine powers. 

His mysterious play is beyond explanation and is astonishing. 
No one can know on whom will He be kind when and where 
and who will receive His blessings. 
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Kharuj, khan4 kahai jihha na svad mztho avai, 
agan(O agan(i) kahai sit na binas hai. 

Baid baid kahai rog mifat na kaln~ ko, 
darab darab kahai koa darbah(i) na hilas hai. 

Chandan chmidan kahat pragf ai na subas bas(u), 
chand( u) chand( u) kahai ujiaro na pragas hai. 

Taise gian gosat(i) kahat na rahat pavai, 
karni pradhan bhan udat(i) akas hai.43 7. 

No action but repeated utterances are futile. Repeatedly 
saying sugar, the tongue is unable to experience sweet taste, 
nor shivering with cold can stop by saying fire ! fire ! 

No ailment can be cured by repeated utterance of doctor ! 
doctor ! nor can anyone enjoy the luxuries that money buys 
just by saying money ! money ! 

Just as saying sandalwood! sandalwood, the fragrance of 
sandalwood cannot spread, nor can the radiance of the 
moon-light be experienced by repeatedly saying moon ! 
moon ! unless the moon rises. 

Similarly, just listening to the holy sermons and discourses, 
no one can acquire the divine life-style and code of conduct. 
The most fundamental need is to practice the lessons in actual 
life. So by the practice of the Guru's blessed Naam Simran, 
the light of Guru's teachings effulges in the tenth door of 
a human being. (The light radiance of the effulgent Lord is 
experienced). 
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Hasat hasat pachhai has(i) has(i) kai hasil.e, 
rovat rovat pil.chhai roe au ruvii.e kai. 

Baithe baithe pilchhai baith(i) baitbO) kai nikat jii.e, 
cha.tat cha/at puchhai dahdis(i) dhae kai. 

Log puchhai logachar bed pitchhai bed bidh(i), 
jogf bbogi jog bhog jugat(i) jugae kai. 

janam maran bhram kahu na mitii.e sakio, 
nihchal bbae gur charan samae kai.438. 

A laughing person merrily asks a happy and laughing person 
various things that can make them laugh. Similarly a crying 
person asks another crying person matters that causes crying. 

A settled person will share with another settled person means 
of settling down. A person treading a path will ask another 
on the right path, things that would lead one to the right 
path. 

A worldly person asks the other worldly persons various 
aspects of worldly affairs. One who studies Vedas would ask 
about Vedas from another who has the knowledge of Vedas. 

All the above do satiate the addiction of a person, but no 
one has been able to end the birth-death cycle of anyone 
by such prattles. Those who unite their attention in the holy 
feet of the Lord, only those obedient disciples of the Guru 
are able to end their cycle of repeated incarnations and 
achieve an eternal place in the divine court. 
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Puchhat pathik tih marag(i) na dharai pag( u), 
pritam ke des kaise biitan kai .1aiai. 

Pi'l.chhat hai baid kbat aukhadh(i) na sarzjam sai, 
kaise mitai rog sukh sahaj(i) samafai. 

Pftchhat hai su/Jagcm(i) karam hai dubagan(i) kai, 
ridai bihhchiir kat sihjti. bulaiai. 

Gae su.nai ank/Je micbai paiai na param pad(u.J, 
gur updes(u) gah(i) jau /au na kamii.iai.439 . 

One asks a wayfarer of the beloved Lord's abode, the path 
to Him but does not tread even a step on it. Without 
launching oneself on that path, how can one reach the abode 
of the beloved Lord by mere prattles ? 

One asks the physician the True Guru, the medicine of curing 
the malady of ego, but does not consume the medicine with 
dedicated discipline and precautions. Then how can the 
ailment of ego be cured and spiritual peace acquired. 
One asks from the dear and beloveds of the Lord husband the 
way of meeting Him, but all her actions and deeds are like of 
wretched and discarded women. Then how can such a seeker 
wife with deceitful heart ever be call<_:!d to the nuptial bed of 
the husband Lord for union ? 

Similarly without inhabiting the Lord in the heart, singing the 
praises, listening to His discourses and closing eyes for the 
beloved Lord cannot reach one to the higher spiritual state. 
Reaffirming of Guru's sermons in the heart and practicing 
them perpetually is the only way of meeting with Him. 
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Khofi khoj(i) dekh(i) chalio Jae pahuche thikane, 
alas bilanb kie khoj mif jat hai. 

Sihja samai ramai bhartar bar nar(i) soi, 
karai jau agian man(u) pragtat prat hai. 

Barkhat megh Jal chatrik tripat( i) pie, 
mon gahe barkha bat'ite bil-lat hai. 

Sikh soi sun(i) gur sabad rahat rahcti, 
kapar saneh kie pachhe pachhutat hai.440. 

Just as a tracker proceeds along the footprints and reaches 
the desired place, but had he been lazy or complacent, these 
footprints trail would have been obliterated. 

Just as a woman who moving to the bed of her husband 
at night is fortunate to enjoy the union with her husband 
is the prime wife of that man. But one who shows arrogance 
due to ignorance loses the opportunity of this union because 
of her laziness and complacency. 

Just as a rain-bird may be able to quench his thirst when 
it is raining, but if he does not open his mouth and the rain 
stops, then he wails and cry. 

Similarly, he alone is an obedient Sikh of the True Guru, who 
listens to His sermon and adopts it in his life immediately. 
(He commences practicing of Naam Simran immediately). 
Otherwise without inhabiting true love in the heart and 
demonstrating it outwardly, one would lose the opportune 
moment and repent thereafter. 
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jaise bachhura bichhur parai an gae than, 
dugadh na pan karai marat hai lat kl. 

Jaise mansar tiag(i) haiis an sar jat, 
khat ma muktc/. phal bhugat ju gat kT. 

jaise raj dua1- taj(i) an duar jat Jan, 
hot man(u) bhang(u) mahima na kahit bat kl. 

Taise gursikh an dev kl saran(i) jiihe, 
rahio na parat 1·akh(i) sakat na patk'i.441 . 

Just as a calf separated from his mother rushes to suck milk 
from another cow's teats, and he is denied sucking milk by 
the cow who kicks him away. 

Just as a swan leaving Mansarover lake goes to some other 
lake cannot get his food of pearls to eat from there. 

Just as a guard on the door of the king leaves and serves 
on another's door, it hurts his pride and does not help his 
glory and grandeur anyway. 

Similarly, if a devoted disciple of Guru leaves the refuge of 
his Guru and goes into the protection of other gods and 
goddesses, he cannot find his stay there worthwhile nor 
anyone would show any respect and regard towards him 
being a blemished sinner. 
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]aise ghanghor mor chatrik saneh gat(iJ, 
barkhat menh asneh kai dikhavat. 

jaise tau kainaljal antar(i), disantar(i) hue, 
madhukar dinkar het upjavaf. 

Dadar niradar hue fiat pavan bhakh(i), 
jat taj(i) marat na, premah(i) lajavai. 

Kapat sanehi taise an dev sevak(u) hai, 
gursikh min Jal het fbahravai.442. 

Just as a peacock's and rain-bird's love is confined to the 
thunder of the clouds and this love is visible only till the 
rain lasts. (Their love is not lasting.) 

Just as a lotus flower closes at sunset but remains in water 
and the bumble bee keeps hovering over other flowers. But 
at sunrise when lotus flower opens up, its love for the lotus 
flower resurfaces. His love is not of permanent nature. 

A frog's love with water is very disrespecting. He comes out 
of water to breathe air. Out of water, it does not die. He 
thus shames his love for water. 

Similarly, a deceitful Sikh with demonstrative love is the 
follower of other gods and goddesses, whereas the love of 
a true and obedient Sikh for his True Guru is like fish and 
water. (He holds no love for anyone else other than the True 
Guru). 
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Purakh nipunsc~k na janai banita bilas, 
banjh kahan janai sukh santat(i) saneh kau. 

Ganika santan ko bakhan kaha gotchar, 
nil.he upchar kachh(u) kustf kf deb kau. 

Andhro na janai rup rang na dasan chhab(i), 
jCinat na bahro prasann aspreh kau. 

An dev seuak na janai gurdev sev, 
jaise tau javaso nabf cha.hat hai meh kau. 443. 

Just as an impotent person does not know what pleasure it 
is to share a union with a woman, and a barren woman 
cannot know the love and attachment of children. 

Just as the lineage of the children of a prostitute cannot be 
defined, and a leper cannot be cured anyway. 

Just as a blind person cannot know the beauty of the face 
and teeth of a woman and a deaf person cannot feel anyone's 
anger or happiness since he cannot hear. 

Similarly, a devotee and follower of other gods and 
goddesses, cannot know the celestial bliss of service of true 
and perfect Guru. Just as camel-thorn (Alhagi maurorum) 
resents rain. 
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jaise bhuf(i) hachhura parat an gae than, 
bahurio mi/at mat bat na samar hai. 

jaise an sar bhram( i) avai mansar hmis, 
det mukta amol dokh na bichar hai. 

]aise nrip sevak kau an duar ha1{i) avai, 
chaugano bac;lhavai na avagia uridhar hai. 

Sat(i)gur asaran(i) saran(i) daial dev, 
sikhan ko bhulibo na rid mai nihar hai.444. 

Just as a calf goes to another cow for milk by mistake, and 
on coming back to his mother, she does not recall his mistake 
and feeds him. 

just as a swan reaches Mansarover lake after wandering to 
various other lakes, Mansarover lake does not remind him 
his mistake and serves him with pearls. 

Just as a royal attendant, after wandering all over comes back 
to his master who does not recall him his departure and 
instead raises his status many time more. 

Similarly, the radiant and benevolent True Guru is the support 
of the destitutes. He does not keep in mind the mistakes of 
those Sikhs who have separated themselves from the door 
of their Guru and are wandering on the door of gods and 
goddesses. 
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I 
Ba1ijb badhu purakh(u) n ipunsak na santat(t) hoe, 
salil biloe kat miikhan p ragas /Jai. 

Phan gaih dugadh piae na mifat bikh(u), 
muri khae mukh sai na p ragte subas hai. 

Mansar par baithe bais( u) udlis bas. 
argaja lep(u) khar bhasam nivas hai. 

An dev sevak 
kathan kutev na 

na 
mi{at 

Jane 
dev 

gurdev sev, 
das hai.445. 

Just as a barren woman and an impotent man cannot produce 
children, and churning of water cannot yield butter. 

Just as a poison of a cobra cannot be destroyed by feeding 
him milk and one cannot get good smell from mouth after 
eating radish. 

Just as a filth-eating crow on reaching lak~ Mansarover, 
becomes sad since he cannot get filth which he is so used 
to eating; and a donkey will roll in dust even if it is given 
a bath with sweet smelling scents. 

Similarly, the servant of other gods cannot realise the ecstasy 
of serving the True Guru, because the chronic and bad habits 
of the followers of god cannot perish . 
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jaise tau gagan ghata ghamand bilokiat(i), 
garaj garaj(O bin(u) barkha bi/at hai. 

jaise tau himachal(i) kathor au sitai at(i), 
sakiai na kbae khae trikha na mitat hai. 

jaise os parat karat hai sajal debt, 
rakhiai chirankal na thaur thaihrat hai. 

Taise an dev sev t?ibidhi chapai phal, 
sat(Ogur anmrit pravtth nit p rtl.t hai.446. 

Just as black clouds are often seen in the sky who make 
thundering sound but disperse without releasing a drop of 
rain. 

Just as a snow clad mountain is very hard and cold; it yields 
no eatable nor can the thirst be quenched by eating the snow. 

Just as dew wets the body but it cannot be kept at a place 
for long. It cannot be stored. 

So is the fruit of the service of gods who live life in the three 
traits of maya. Their reward is also influenced by the three 
traits of mammon. Only the service of the True Gurn 
maintains the flow of the Naam-Bani elixir for ever. 
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Baisno anann(i) brahmaJin(i) salgram seva. 

g'ita bhagvat srota ekakT kahavahf. 

Tirath dharam dev jatrii kau pandit puchh( i), 
karat gavan so mahurat sodhav-hf. 

Bahar(i) nikas(i) gardhah svan sagan kai, 
sm1ka upraj(i) bahur(i) ghar(i) av-bi. 

Patibrat gah(i) rah(i) sakat na eka tek, 
duhidha achhit na paranm pad(u) pav-hi.447. 

If someone is a worshipper of Vishnu, is brahmin by caste, 
worships (stone) and listens to the recitation of Geeta and 
Bhagwat in a secluded place; 

Have the auspicious time and date worked out by learned 
brahmins before proceeding on religious places or visiting 
the temples of gods and goddesses located on banks of rivers; 

But when he sets out of the house and faces a dog or a 
donkey, he regards it inauspicious and a doubt arises in his 
mind forcing him to return home. 

Despite belonging to a Guru like a faithful wife, if a person 
does not acknowledge the support of his Guru firmly and 
wanders at the door of one god or the other, he cannot reach 
the supreme state of Oneness with God having been caught 
in duality. 
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Gur sikh sm:Zgat(i) milap ko pratap aiso, 
patibrat ek tek dubidha nivari hai. 

Pilchhat na jotak au bed thit(i) var kachhu . 
grih au nakhatra ki na sm1ka urdhari hai. 

]anat na sagan Lagan an dev sev, 
sabad surat(i) liv neh( u) nirankari hai. 

Sikh smit balak sri gur pratipalak hue, 
jivan mukat(i) gat(i) brahrn bichari hai.448. 

The union of a Sikh with his Guru and becoming one with 
him is like a faithful wife who discards the desire of others 
and lives in the refuge of one husband. 

The Sikh who places his faith in the refuge of one True Guru, 
does not depend upon astrology or the command of Vedas, 
nor does he bring any doubt about the auspiciousness of a 
day/date or constellation of stars/planets to his mind. 

Engrossed in the holy feet of Guru, the Sikh does not know 
anything about the good or bad omens or service of gods 
and goddesses. He has such inaccessible love with the True 
Guru, the manifestation of forr.1.less Lord, that by lodging the 
divine word of the True Guru in his consciousness, he 
remains absorbed in it. 

The father Guru protects and brings up the specially virtuous 
children. Such Sikhs are freed of all rites and rituals by the 
Guru during their life-time, and instills the ideology and 
thoughts of one Lord in their mind. 
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Nar(i) kai hhatar kai saneh patibrata hue, 
gursikh ek tek patibrcit lfn hai. 

Rag nad bad au saribiid patibrata hue, 
bin(u) gur sabad na kan si'kh din hai. 

Rii.p rang mig sarbang here patibrata. 
an dev sevak na darsan k'in hai. 

Sujan kuranb grih(i) gaun karai patibrata, 
an dev sathan jaise jal bin(u) min hai.449. 

Just as a wife is considered faithful who lives life in the love 
of her husband. So does an obedient Sikh of the Guru take 
refuge of one Guru-God Lord. 

Just as a husband enjoys the subject of mode of singing 
musical instruments and other conversation, so does a Sikh 
in the service of the Guru talks and listens nothing other than 
the sound of the divine words of the Guru. 
Just as a faithful wife admires the good looks, colour and 
beauty of all limbs of her husband, so does a devoted Sikh 
neither is the follower of any god nor proceeds to see any. 
Other than one True Guru, the form of True Master, he looks 
a t no one else. 
Just as a faithful wife lives amongst the close relatives in her 
house and goes nowhere else; so does the Sikh of the Guru 
go nowhere else other than the court of the True Guru and 
assembly of His devoted and loving Sikhs. Places of other 
gods and goddesses are like fish out of water to him that 
would only spell his death. 
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A!Sf naika sai kuar patra hi supatra bhalf, 
as piasi mata pita ekai kah det hai. 

Aisf naika sai dinta kai duhagan(i) bhali, 
patit pa.van pria pae !lie let hai. 

Aisi naika sai bhalo birha biog sog, 
Lagan sagan sodhe sardha sahet hai. 

A!Si naika mat garbh h f galf bhati, 
kapar saneh dubidhajio rahu ketu hai.450. 

A virgin maid who is ever hopeful of achieving a place of 
superior authority in the house of a husband that her father 
will find for her one day is far better than a deceitful woman. 

A woman who has been disassociated with her husband by 
him and who regrets he r actions by her humility, 
consequence of which her husband forgives her sins is far 
better than a deceitful woman. 

That woman separated from her husband who bearing the 
pangs of separation is devotedly involved in finding out 
auspicious time and good omens for the reunion is better 
than a treacherous and deceitful woman. 

Such a woman of deceitful love should have perished in her 
mother's womb. Deceit filled love is full of such duality as 
the two demons Rahu and Ketu are who cause solar and 
lunar eclipse. 
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]aise Jal kup n.iksat jatan kie, 
sfchfat khet ekai pabuchat na an. kau. 

Pathik papiha piiise as lag(i) rj,hig haith(i), 
bin( u) gun bha1ijan tripat(i) kat pran kau, 

Taise hi sakal dev tev sai farat nahe, 
seva kie det phal kamna samiin kau. 

Pi7.ra?J, brahm gur barkha anmrit hit(i), 
barakh harakb det sarab nidban kau.451. 

Just as water from a well can be drawn by different methods, 
such as bucket and rope, Persian wheel etc. and then it is 
directed to irrigate a field and it goes nowhere else. 

A traveller and a rain-bird may keep on sitting thirsty near 
a well but cannot quench their thirst without means to draw 
water from the well and therefore cannot assuage their thirst. 

Likewise, all gods and goddesses can do something within 
their power. They can reward a devotee for his services only 
to that extent and that too of worldly desires. 

But the complete and perfect God-like True Guru showers 
the spiritual pleasure-giving ambrosial nectar of Naam, the 
treasure-house of all the happiness and comforts. (The 
service of gods and goddesses is trivial in benefits whereas 
that of True Guru blesses one with Naam which is the 
treasure-house of all the virtues and spiritual happiness.) 
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jaise u!U din samai kahuai na dekhio bhavai, 
taise sadh sa1igat(i) mai an dev sevkai. 

]aise kaii.a bidiaman bolat na kahu hhavai, 
an dev sevak jau bolai. ahanmev kai. 

kat at chatat svan prU(i) biprit(i) jaise, 
an dev sevak suhae na kutev kai. 

jaise maral mat sobhat na bag( u) thag(u.), 
kac,lhiai pakar(i) kar(i) an dev sevkai.452. 

Just as sight of an owl during the day is not appreciated by 
any body, so is a follower of a god not liked by the disciple 
of the True Guru in their holy congregation. 

Just as a crow cawing is not appreciated by anyone, just as 
a devotee of a god is not appreciated in the holy assembly 
of god-like True Guru. (because he may be saying haughty 
traits of his deity) 

Just as a dog licks when he is patted and bites when shouted 
and scolded at. (both acts are not good), 

Just as a heron does not fit in the group of swans and is 
turned out from there, so does a devotee of some god or 
goddess not fit into the holy assembly of God-worshipping 
saints. Such fake devotees should be turned out from these 
assemblies. 
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]aise ulu adit udot(i) jot(i) kau na ;anai, 
an dev seukai na sujhai sadb sang mai. 

Marka! man(i) manik mahima na jiinai, 
an dev seuak na sabad prasang mai. 

jaise tau phanindra pai pcm mahatmai na janai, 
an dev sevak rnaha prasad(i) ang mai. 

Bin(u) bans bans bag thag na sakat tik, 
agam agadh sukh sagar tarang mai.453. 

Just as an owl cannot know the greatness of sunlight, 
similarlya worshipper of other deities cannot have perception 
of Trne Guru's advice and company of the holy men. 

Just as a monkey does not know the value of pearls and 
diamonds, so can a follower of other deities not assess the 
importance of Guru's sermon. 

just as a cobra cannot appreciate nectar-like milk, similarly 
a follower of other gods cannot understand significance of 
the blessings of the Guru's word and his consecrated gift of 
Karhah Parsad. 

Just as an egret cannot fit in the flock of swans and has no 
knowledge of comforting waves of lake Mansarover. Similarly 
a worshipper (follower) of other gods cannot stay in the 
society of devout Sikhs blessed by the True Guru, nor can 
he understand the deep nuances of the waves of knowledge 
and teachings of the Guru. 
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f aise tau nagar ek hot hai anek hii-fai, 
Gahak asankh avai becban ar( u) lain kau. 

fa pai kachhu bechai ar( u) bana;( u) na mangai pavai, 
an pai bisahai jae dekhai sukh -vzain kau. 

fa ki hat sakal samagrl pavai au bikavai, 
bechat bisahat cha.hat chit chain kau. 

An dev sev 1ae sat(i)gur pure sab(i), 
sarab nidblin ja kai lain ar(u) dain kau .454. 

Just as a town has many shops which are visited by many 
customers who go there to buy or sell their merchandise. 

When a customer who has sold something at a shop is unable 
to buy something from there since it is not available, he visits 
other shops. Finding his requirements there, he feels happy 
and relaxed. 

A shopkeeper who keeps all types of commodities in his 
shop and which are sold frequently, a customer generally 
likes to sell or purchase from there. He feels happy and 
satisfied. 

Similarly, if a follower of other god comes to the refuge of 
the perfect True Guru, he will find that his store-house is 
filled with all types of trading commodities (of loving 
worship). 
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Banaj hiohar hikhai ratan parakh hoe, 
ratan janam ki prlkhia nahi piU hai. 

Lekhai cbitra gupat se lekhak likhari bhae, 
janam maran ki asanka na mi(ai hai. 

Bir bidia maha bait bbae hai dhanukh-dharl, 
haumai mar(i) na sahaj(i) liv lai bai. 

Pft.ran brabm gurdev sev kalikiil, 
maiii mai udasi gursikhan jatai hai.455. 

In the profession of trading, a man can assess and evaluate 
pearls and diamonds but has not been able to evaluate this 
precious human birth and his aim of coming to this world. 

One can be a good accountant and expert in keeping 
accounts but has not been able to erase the repeated cycle 
of his birth and death. 

In the profession of fighting in the battlefields, a man may 
become very brave, strong and powerful, acquire sound 
knowledge of archery, but has failed to overpower his 
internal enemies of ego and pride so as to acquire spiritual 
stability through the teachings of the Guru. 

Living in the world of maya (mammon), the disciples of the 
Guru who have remained unsoiled of it have learnt that in 
this dark eons, the meditation on the name of God-like True 
Guru is supreme. 
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}aise an birakh saphal hot samai pae, 
sarhada phalmite sada phal su svad( i) hai. 

}aise kup Jal niksat hai jatan kfe, 
ganga Jal mukat(i) pravah pra.sad(i) hai. 

Mritka agan(i) tut tel mil(i) dip d ipai, 

Jagmag jot(i) sasiar bismad hai. 

Taise an dev sev kie phal(u) det jet, 
sat(i)gtff daras na sasan jamad(i) hai.456. 

Just as a tree bears fruit at a certain time of the year, but 
there are some trees which bear fruit all the time (like Kalap 
Variksh) and their fruit is very tasty too. 

Just as drawing water from the well demands some effort, 
but the flow of water in river Ganges is continuous and in 
plenty. 

Just as the combination of an earthen lamp, oil, cotton and 
fire results in a light-giving lamp that spreads its radiance 
in a limited place, but the radiance of the moon shines in 
the whole world and spreads strange happiness all around. 

Similarly, whatever quantum of devoted service one perforfl;ls 
for a god, one receives reward accordingly. But a vision of the 
True teacher dispels the fear of angels of death beside blessing 
one with many other goods. (All gods grant goods to their 
followers within limits but True Guru blesses His disciple with 
his desired rewards like the miraculous tree of the paradise, 
grant the nectar-like Namn and dispels fear of death). 
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Pancb parpanch kai bhae hai maha bharath se, 
panch mar(iJ kahuai na duhidba nivarf hai. 

Crib taj(i) nau(i) nti.th sidh(i) jogisur hue na, 
trigun. atft nij ascm mai tari hai. 

Bed path par(i) par(iJ parirjit prabodhai jag(u), 
sakai na samodh man trisna na hari hai. 

Purcm brahm gurdeu sev sadh sang, 
sabad surat(i) !iv brahm hichaii hai.457. 

During the times of Mahabharat, there had many warriors like 
the five Pandavas in the past but none ever endeavoured to 
end his duality by destroying the five vices residing within. 

Renouncing home and family, many became the Masters, 
Sidbs and sages, bur none had engrossed his mind in the 
higher spiritual state by keeping oneself free of the effect 
of the three traits of maya. 

A learned person imparts knowledge to the world by 
studying the Vedas and other scriptures, but he could not 
bring around his own mind nor end his worldly desires. 

A devoted Sikh of the Guru who in the company of saintly 
persons, and serving the Lord-like True Guru has engrossed 
his mind in the divine word, is in reality the real scholar of 
the Lord. 
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Puran brahm sam dekh(i) samdai-si hue, 
akath katha bichar hiir(i) mon(i) dhiirf. hai. 

Honhar hoe tan te asa te niriis bhae, 
karan karan prabh(u) jan(i) haumai mari hai. 

Sakham sathul oankar kai akar hue, 
bi-ahm bibek budb(i) bhae brahmcbari hai. 

Bat h'ij ko bithar brahm kai maiti chhaia, 
f?Urmukb(i) ek tek dubidha nivari hai458. 

A pursuant disciple of the True Guru feels the presence of Lord 
Almighty in every living being and at all places, becomes 
impartial and instead of indulging in discussions of Lord's 
visible plays and performances, remains engrossed in Him. 

Whatever is happening, is happening in His will. Thus such 
a disciple remains unsullied of all his desire. Knowing the traits 
of the Almighty who is the cause and effect of everything, he 
loses his pride and ego in accordance with immortal saying 
of Gurbani "Main nahi Prabh sahh(u) kichh(u) tera. 11 

He accepts that all big or small forms have come out of One 
Lord. Adopting the divine wisdom, he becomes Godly in 
character. 

Just as a well-spread banyan tree is born out of a seed, so 
is His form spreading around in the form of maya. An 
obedient Sikh of the Guru removes his duality by learning 
heavily on this one support. (He is never enamored by any 
god or goddess since he knows that one Lord is the cause 
and creator of all that exists in the Universe). 
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jaise tau sakal dnmz apni apni hhant(i), 
chandan(u) chandan{u) karai sarah tamed kau. 

Tanba hi sai hot jaise kanchan kalank f;iiirai, 
paras paras(i) dhat(u) sakal ujal kau. 

Sarita anek jaise bibidh(i) pravah gat(i), 
sursari sangam sam jal suc;l,hal kau. 

Taise hi sakal dev tev sai tarat nahe, 
sat(i)gur iisan;ln(i) saran(i) aka! kau.459. 

Just as al1 trees grow and spread according to the nature of 
their species and they cannot impose their influence on 
others, but a sandalwood tree can make all other trees smell 
like itself. 

Just as addition of some special chemical in copper. can 
convert it into gold, but all metals can become gold by the 
touch of a philosopher-stone. 

Just as the flow of many rivers is different in many ways, 
but their water becomes pure and sacred once they mingle 
with water of river Ganges. 

Similarly, none of the gods and goddesses change their basic 
character. (They can reward someone according to their 
nature). But like sandalwood, philosopher-stone and river 
Ganges, the True Guru takes all under his refuge and blessing 
them with Namn Amrit, he unites them all with the Lord. 
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Girgat kai rang kamal sameh hahu, 
ban(u) ban(u) cj,olai kat7.ii. kahan dhau savan hai. 

Ghar ghar phirat manjar ahar pavai, 
besva bisni anek sati na saman hai. 

Sar sar bhramat na milat maral ma!, 
jiv ghat karat na monf. bag( u) dhian hai. 

Bin( u) gurdev sev an dev sevak hue, 
makhi tiag(i) chmidan durgandh(i) asthan hai.460. 

A chameleon who changes the colour of its body so very 
often looks very much like the form of a lotus flower. But 
this insect-eating chameleon cannot be holding the merits of 
a lotus flower. A dead flesh-eating crow that flies here and 
there cannot reach a swan who eat pearls. 

Just as a male cat roams about various burrows and houses 
searching for food, and likewise a whore living life of several 
vices cannot reach out to a woman of truth, sincerity and 
virtues. 

just as wandering from pond to pond, one cannot find a flock 
of swans who live in lake Mansarover and an egret who kills 
living beings for food cannot be contemplating. 

Similarly, without the service of perfect Guru, if someone 
becomes a follower of any other god/goddess, it is like a 
fly who giving up the fragrance of sandalwood goes and sits 
on foul smelling filth. 
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An hat ke hatua let hai ghatae mol, 
det hai charhae dahkat Joi avai jf. 

Tin sat banaj kie birta na pavai kou, 
tota ko hanaj pekh(i) pekh(i) pachhutavaiji. 

Kath ki hanef,i jaise chac,thai ekai ha1{t) kou, 
kapat biohar kie apah(i) lakhaoai fi. 

Sat(i)gur sab gun bech avgun let, 
sun(O sun(i) sujasjagat 1t(h(i) dhavaifi.461. 

When a shopkeeper or a trader approaches another but a 
clever shopkeeper, the later sells his merchandise at a profit 
and manipulates to buy other's goods at a lesser price. 

Dealing with such deceitful shopkeepers cannot be profitable. 
Every trader repents at conducting a deal at a loss. 

Just as a wooden pot can be used for cooking only once, 
similarly he who indulges in cheating in business exposes 
his self through his deceitful dealings. 

Contrary to the dishonest and deceitful trading, the True Guru 
is the truthful trader of true commodity. He sells the 
commodity of Lord's name to the Sikhs who come to trade 
with Him. In the bargain, He takes away from them all the 
sins and vices that they have committed in their many births. 
Listening to these virtues and glo1y of the True Guru, the 
world come rushing to Him to obtain such an invaluable 
commodity. 
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Piiran brahm samsar(i) dutta nasat(i), 
pratima anek hoe kaise ban(i) avai. 

Ghat(i) ghat(i) puran brahm(u) dekhai sunai bolai, 
pratima inai kahe na pragat( u) hue dikhavai. 

Ghar ghar gharan(i) anek ek rup hute, 
pratima sakal dev-sathal hue na suhauai. 

Sat(i)gur paran brahm savdhan sot:, 
ek jot(i) murat(i) jugal hue pujavai.462. 

When the perfect Lord manifests Himself totally in all and 
there is none like Him, then how can his myriad forms be 
made and installed in the temples ? 

When He Himself pervades in all, He Himself listens, speaks 
and sees, then why is He not seen speaking, listening and 
seeing in the idols of the temples ? 

Every house has utensils of many form but made from the 
same material. Like that material, the light effulgent of the 
Lord exists in all. But why is that radiance not seen in its 
full grandeur in the idols installed in various temples ? 

True Guru is the embodiment of the complete and perfect 
Lord, the light is one that exists both in Absolute and 
Transcendental form. The same Effulgent Lord is getting 
Himself worshipped in the form of True Guru. 
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Mii.nsar tiag(i) an sar Jae bai{he hm1s(u), 

khae jal~jm1.t bans hansah(i) lajavai. 

Salil bichhoh bhae ff.at jau rahai min, 
kapat saneh kai sanehi na kahavai. 

Bin( u) ghan bfdid jau anat Jal pan karai, 
chatrik santan bikhai lachhan lagavai. 

Charan kamal ai(i) gu1-sikh mokb hue, 
an dev sevak hue mukat(i) na pavai.463. 

If a swan leaves lake Mansarover and resides in a pond, starts 
eating living beings from the pond like a heron, he will 
shame the species of swans. 

If a fish survives outside water, then its love for water will 
be considered false and it would not be called as beloved 
of water. 

If a rain-bird satiates its thirst with a drop of water other than 
tbe swati drop, he would stigmatise his family. 

A devoted disciple of the True Guru preaches the teachings 
of the True Guru and achieves emancipation. But a disciple 
who gives up his love for the True Guru and bows before 
other gods, self-made saints and sages and worships them; 
his love with Guru is fake and false. Such a smirched person 
can never be liberated. 
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]au koa mavas sadh(i) bhfimia milavai an(iJ, 

ta par(() prasmin hot nimkh nari1id fl. 
]au koa nripat(i) bhri.t(i) bhag(iJ bbumia paijae, 
dhae mare hhumia sahit ht rafind Ji. 
An ko seuak taj duar jae sohha pavai. 
sevak naresh an duar ju.t nind Ji. 
Tczise gursikh an anat sczran(i) gur, 
an na samrath gursikh prat(i) hind ji.464. 

If a brave warrior defeats a rebel landlord and brings him 
into the protection of the king, the king rewards him out of 
happiness and glory is bestowed upon him. 

But if an employee of the king absconds the king and joins 
the rebel landlord, the king launches a campaign against him 
and kills both the rebel landlord as well as the disloyal 
servant. 

If someone 's employee takes refuge of the king, he earns 
praise there. But if a servant of the king goes to someone, 
he earns slander from all around. 

Similarly, if a devotee of some god/goddess comes to the 
True Guru as a devoted disciple, the True Guru bless him 
with His refuge, initiates him in the meditation of His name. 
But no god or goddess is capable of granting refuge to any 
devoted Sikh of the True Guru. 
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Jaise upban anb se1ibal hai a.ch nich, 
nihpbal saphal pragat paihchaniai. 

Chandcm samip jaise bans au bantispati, 
gandh nirgandh siv sakat(i) kai janiai. 

Sip sartkh doz7 jaise rcihit samundra bikhai, 
svant(i) biliid santat(i) na samat bidhaniai. 

Taise gurdev an dev sevkan bhed, 
ahan budh(t) nimrata amanjag maniai.465. 

Just as there are mango and silk cotton trees in the same 
garden, but a mango tree is more respected because of the 
fruits that it yields, whereas the Silk cotton tree being without 
frnits is considered inferior. 

Just as in a jungle, there are sandalwood and bamboo trees. 
Since bamboo remains devoid of fragrance is known as 
egoistic and proud, whereas others absorb sandalwood's 
fragrance and are considered peace and comfort-giving trees. 

Just as an oyster and conch shell are found in the same sea, 
but oyster accepting ambrosial drep of rain water yields a 
pearl whereas a conch shell remains useless. Thus both 
cannot be graded equal. 

Similarly there is a difference between the devotees of the 
True Guru-the blesser of truth, and gods and goddesses. 
The followers of gods are proud of their intellect whereas 
the disciples of True Guru are considered humble and non
arrogant by the world. 
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.f aise patibrata par p urkhai na dekhio chabai, 
puran patibrata kai pat(i) hi kai dhian bai. 

Sar sarita samundra chatrik na cbahai kahu, 
as ghan-bii.11d pria pria gun gian hai. 

Dinkar or bhor chahat nahi chakor, 
man hach kram himkar pria pran hai. 

Taise gursikh an dev sev rahft pai, 
sahaj subhav na avagia ahhiman hai.466. 

Just as a faithful wife does not like to look at another man 
and being sincere and faithful always supports her husband 
in her mind. 

Just as a rain-bird does not want water from a lake, river 
or sea, but keeps on wailing for Swati drop from the clouds. 

Just as a Ruddy sheldrake does not like to look at the Sun 
even when the Sun is rising because the moon is his beloved 
in all respects. 

So is a devoted disciple of the True Guru who does not 
worship any other god or goddess except the dearer than 
his life-True Guru. But, by remaining in a state of tranquility, 
he neither disrespects anyone nor shows the arrogance of 
his supremacy. 
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Doe darpan dekhai ek sai anek nip, 
doe nav pav dharai pahuchai na par(i) hai. 

Doe disa gahe gahae sai hath pao tutai, 
durahe duchit hoe bhul(i) pag(u) dhar(i) hai. 

Doe bhup ta ko gao pmja na sukhf hot, 
doe purkhan ki na kula badhil nar(i) hai. 

Gursikh hoe an dev sev fev gahai, 
sahaijam tf,aruj.(u) dhrigfivan(u) sansar hai.467. 

Just as looking into two or more mirrors placed side by side 
show more than one image; and placing feet in two boats 
does not enable one to sail across the river. 

Just as the arms or legs are put to risk of breaking when 
pulled from both sides at the same time; one often errs in 
selection of the right path at the cross-road. 

Just as a city if ruled by two kings cannot provide peace and 
comfort to the subjects, nor can a woman wedded to two 
men can be sincere and loyal or faithful to either family. 

Similarly, if a devout Sikh of Guru worships other gods and 
goddesses to assuage his addiction, what to speak of his 
liberation, he even bears the punislunent of the angels of 
death. His life is condenmed by the world. 
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}aise tau birakh mUl sichiai salil ta te, 
sakha sakha patra patra kar(i) hmio hoe hai. 

]aise patibrata patibrat sat(i) savdhan, 
sakal kufanb suprasann(i) dhann(i) soe ha'i. 

Jaise mukh duar mis(an pan bhojan kai, 
ang ang tusa{(i) pusaf( i) aviloe hai. 

Taise gurdev sev ek fek janhe tanhe, 
sur nar bararig brah kof(i) madhe koe hai.468. 

just as by watering the roots and tmnk of a tree, all its leaves 
and branches become green. 

Just as a faithful, truthful, virtuous wife remains attentive in 
the service of her husband, the whole family praises her, 
adores her very happily. 

Just as the mouth eats sweetmeats and all the limbs of the 
body feels satiated and strong. 

Similarly, the obedient disciple of the Guru who instead of 
other gods and goddesses is ever keen to obey the command 
of his Guru, everyone and all the gods praise him and call 
him blessed. But such an obedient and loyal disciple of the 
True Guru is very rare-perhaps one in a million. 
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Soi para khat gat(i) bibidh(i) bikar hot, 
soi para khat gti.t hot upchai· hai. 

Soi para parsat kanchanah(t) sokh let, 
soi pa1·0 paras ranbo kanik dhar(i) hai. 

Soi para agoh na hathan kai gahio Jae, 
soi para gutka hue sidh namaskar hai. 

Manas jana111. pae jaisiai sangat(i) milai, 
Tai.si pavaipadvi prapat adhikar hai.469. 

Just as consuming raw mercury produces several ailments in 
the body but when treated with certain chemicals and 
purified, can cure many diseases. 

just as gold placed in raw mercury reacts to lose its identity 
but when the same chemically reacted mercury mixes with 
copper becomes gold. 

The mercury that is so unstable and restless that it cannot 
be held with hands but the same becomes respectable for 
jogis and sidhs when converted chemically into small tablets. 

Similarly whatever company a person keeps during his life, 
he attains that capability and status in the world. If he enjoys 
the congregation of true devotees of the True Guru, he 
achieves salvation by virtue of Guru's teachings. But despite 
being a disciple of the True Guru, he wanders about 
worshipping other gods and goddesses, then he bears the 
punishment of the angels of death since he has pushed 
himself away from the pleasures of True Guru. 
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Kua ko merf,ak nidh(i) jc7nai kaha sagar kf, 
svant(i) bund mahima na sankh }fa janaf. 

Dinkar jot(i) ko udot kaha janai ulu, 
se1ihal sai kaha khae sita bit thanai. 

Bais na jiinat maral ma/ sangat(i) ko, 
markat manak hira na paihchanai. 

An dev sevak na janai gurdev sev, 
gunge bahre na kah(i) sun man manai.470. 

Just as a frog living in well cannot know the greatness and 
extent of the ocean, and the hollow conch shell cannot 
appreciate the importance of the ambrosial drop of rain water 
that turns into a pearl when it falls on an oyster. 

Just as an owl carmot know the light of the Sun or a parrot 
cannot eat the insipid fruits of a silk cotton tree nor can he 
love them. 

Just as a crow cannot know the importance of the company 
of swans nor can a monkey appreciate the value of gems 
and diamonds. 

Similarly, a worshipper of other gods cannot understand tbe 
significance of serving True Guru. He is like a deaf and dumb 
persowwhose mind is not at all receptive to the sermons 
of the True Guru and therefore cannot act upon them. 
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Jaise gham tikhan tapat(i) at(i) bikham, 
Baisaritar(i) bihun sidh karat(i) na gras kau. 

j aise nis as kai sajal hot mer tin, 
bin( u) Jal pan na nivarat pias kau. 

}aise hi gnkham rut(i) p ragrai prased ang, 
mi{at na phuke, bin(u) pavan pragas kau . 

Taise ava gaun na mitat an deu sev, 
gurmukh(i) pavai nij pad ke nivas kau.471. 

Just as the Sun may be very harsh and hot but one is unable 
to cook food without fire. 

Just as dew drenches mountains and hay at night but without 
drinking water, that dew cannot satiate anyone's thirst. 

Just as body perspires during summer season that cannot be 
dried by blowing at it. Fanning alone dries it and gives 
comfort. 

Similarly, serving gods cannot emancipate one from repeated 
births and deaths. One can achieve the higher spiritual state 
by becoming an obedient disciple of the True Guru. 
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Anh ki sadhar kat mitat anbali khae, 
pita ko piar(u) na parosi pah(i) paiai. 

Sagar ki nidb(i) kat paiat pokbar sai, 
dinkar(O sar(i) dip jot(i) na pujaiai. 

Indra barkha saman pujas(i) na kup Jal, 
chandan subas na pa/as maibikaiai. 

Sri gur daial ki daia na an dev mai, 
jau khan<;!. brahman<;l. udai asat !au dbaiai.472. 

How can the desire of eating ripe mango be satiated by eating 
raw mango ? One cannot receive father-like love from one's 
neighbour. 

How can one find the wealth of oceans from small ponds ? 
nor can the light of a beacon reach the brightness of the Sun. 

The water of well cannot reach the water that comes down 
from the clouds in the form of rain nor can Butea frondosa 
tree spread fragrance like sandalwood. 

Similarly, no god or goddess can have the amount of 
kindness that the clement True Guru showers on His Sikhs. 
One may wander in realms and regions from East to West 
in search of it. 
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Girat akas te parat prithi pm· jau, 
Gahai asro pavan kavnah(i) kaj hai. 

jarat baismitar jau dhae dhae dhum gahai, 
niksio na Jae khal hudh(i) upraf hai. 

Sagar apar dhiir bucjat jau phen gahai, 
anitha bicbar par jaibe kau na saj hai. 

Taise ava gavan dukhat an dev sev, 
bin(u) gur saran(i) na mokh pad(u) raj hai.473. 

Just as a person falling from the sky try to take support of 
the air, and that support is futile. 

Just as a person ablaze in the fire tries to escape from its 
wrath by catching smoke, he cannot escape from the fire. 
On the contrary it only shows his foolishness. 

Just as a person drowning in the rapid waves of the sea try 
to save himself catching the surf of the water, such a thought 
is totally foolish since the surf is not a means of crossing 
the sea. 

Similarly, the cycle of birth and death cannot end by 
worshipping or serving any god or goddess. Without taking 
the refuge of the perfect Trne Guru, no one can achieve 
salvation. 
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jaise riZp rang bidh(i) puchhai andh(u) andh prat(i), 
ap hi na dekhai tahe kaise kai dikhava'i. 

Rag nad bad puchhai baharo jau baharti. pai, 
· samjhai na ap( i) tahe kaise samjhavai. 

}aise gung gung pah(i) bachan bibek pachhai chahai, 
bol(i) na sakat kaise sabad sunavaf. 

Bin(u) 

anithii. 
sat(i)gur khojai brahm 
agian mat(i) an pai 

giiin dhian, 
na pavai.474. 

Just as a blind person asks another blind person about the 
features and beauty of a person, how can he tell him, when 
he cannot see anything ? 

Just as a deaf wishes to know about the tune and rhythm 
of a song from another person who is also deaf, then what 
can one who himself is deaf explain to the other deaf ? 

If a dumb wants to learn something from another dumb, what 
can anyone who himself is unable to speak, explain to the 
other dumb? 

Similarly it is foolishness to seek spiritual knowledge from 
other gods and goddesses leaving the True Guru who is 
perfect manifestation of the Lord. No one else can impart 
this wisdom or knowledge. 
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A1ibar bechan jae des digmibaran ke, 
prapat na hoe labh sahso hai mul(z) ko. 

Ratan prikhiii. sikhia chii.hai jau andhan pai, 
rankan pai raj mangai mithia bhram bhiil(i) ko. 

gunga pai parhan Jae jotak baidak bidia, 
hahira pai rag nad anitha abhrtl(i) ko. 

Taise an dev sev dokh met(iJ mokh chahai, 
hin(u) sat(i)gur dukh sahai jam sul(i) ko.475. 

If a cloth merchant visits a place where everyone lives naked, 
he is not going to benefit from it. He may lose his principal 
goods. 

If a person wishes to learn the science of evaluating gems 
from a blind person or asks for the kingdom from paupers, 
that would be his foolishness and mistake. 

If someone wishes to learn astrology or acquire knowledge 
of Vedas from a dumb person, or wishes to know about music 
from a deaf person, this would be an utter foolish effort. 

Similarly, if anyone tries to get rid of his sins by serving and 
worshipping other gods and goddesses, and thus achieve 
salvation, this would be an act of foolishness. Without 
obtaining initiation of True-name from True Guru, he will 
only bear the pricks of the angels of death because he will 
not be able to end his cycle of repeated births and deaths. 
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Bij boe kalar mai nipjai na dhan pan, 
mUl khoe rovai pun(i) raj ({laru;l( u) lagaf. 

salil biloe jaise niksat nahe ghrit(i), 
mafuki mathniti. hfi phor(i) tor(i) bhagai. 

Bhutan pai put mangai hot na saputi kou, 
ff a ko parat sanso, tiagai' ha, na tiagai. 

Bin gurdev sev an sev dukhdaik hai, 
lok parlok sok(i) jahe anuragai.4 76. 

Just as a seed sown in saline and barren land yields not even 
a leaf, one loses the capital (seed) and cries at the waste 
beside forced to pay revenue. 

Just as churning of water does not yield butter but in the 
process, one may break the churner and the earthenware. 

Just as a barren woman under the influence of witchcraft and 
black magic seeks blessings of a son from ghosts and witches, 
she can't bear a son but instead fears losing her own life. 
She endeavours to free herself from their spell but they 
(ghosts and witches) do not leave her. 

Without acquiring the teachings and wisdom from True Guru, 
service of other gods and goddesses give distress only. Loving 
them puts one in sufferings both in this world and the world 
hereafter. 
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]aise nmgra._7 tan(u) janbuk adhin hot. 
khagpat(i) sut Jae juharat kag hai. 

jaise rah ket bas giihan mai, 
sw1ar( u) sobh na arak ban(i), rav(i) sas(O lag( i) hai. 

;aise kamdhen 
airapat(i) sut 

sut sakar'i sathan 
gardhab agrabhag(i) 

pan, 
hai. 

Taise gursikh sut an dev sevak hue, 
nihphal janam(u) jio bans mai bafag(i) hai.477. 

Just as a cub becomes subservient to a jackal or a Garud 
(Ardea argala) bows to a crow. 

Just as Sun and Moon resides in the houses of Rabil and 
Ketu (the two unfriendly mythological demons), or Kalapbrichh 
the all giving tree of hea'Vens does not fit into the jungle of 
Calotropis procera. 

Ju.st as a calf of ever milk-yielding cow (Kamdhenu) sucks 
the teats of a she pig, or the young one of Airawat the 
elephant of god Inder keeps bowing before a donkey. 

Similarly, if son of a Guru1s Sikh starts worshipping gods and 
goddesses, his human birth would be a failure just as a son 
of two fathers would be in a respectable family. 
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]au pai tibibari na buc;lai saiita parvah bikhai, 
bikhmai tail na tc~jat hai man te. 

]au pai lapfai pa.khan pava/G na jarai sutra, 
Jal mai lai borat( i) ridai kathmpan te. 

}au pai gu4i ucf.i dekhiat hai akaschthi, 
barkhat menh bachiai na balkan te. 

Taise ridh(i) sidh(1) bhau dutTa trigun k/Jel, 
gunn ukh(i) sukh phal nahe kritghan te.478. 

If a colocynth (Tumna) does not sink in fast flowing river 
and it does not shed its bitterness even in sweet cold water, 
then what good it is? 

If the flame of fire cannot burn the stone, and if due to its rigid 
nature sinks everything alongwith it, then what good it is ? 

A kite is seen flying in the sky like a bird, but w hen it 
starts raining it cannot be saved and retrieved by the children 
flying it. 

Similarly, acquiring miraculous powers like walking on the 
water, immunity of burning or floating in the sky is indulging 
in duality and is the influence of the three trait mammon 
(maya) . (Acquiring these cannot free one from internal 
bitterness, nor can anyone be saved from drowning in the 
worldly sea, or protected against the network of mammon.) 
For a true disciple of Guru, the ambrosial name of the Lord 
received from True Guru is most comforting. Unlike the 
peace obtained from following Gum's teachings, the god 
worship is destroyer of virtues and comforts. 
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Kaucja paisa rupaia sunafa ko banaf(u) karai, 
ratan parkbu boe jaubari kahavaf. 

]auhari kabae pun(i) kaurja ko banaj(u) karai, 
panch parvan mai patisfa ghatavaf. 

An dev sev gurdev ko sevak(u) hue, 
lok parlok bikhai ach pad(u) pavai. 

Chba4(i) gurdev sev Zin dev sevak(u) hue, 
nihpbal janam(u) kaput hue hasavaf.4 79. 

Just as one starts dealing in shells in the beginning, then in 
money, gold coins and then becomes evaluator of diamonds 
and precious stones. He is then called a jeweller. 

But after becoming famous as a jeweller, one starts dealing 
in shells, he loses his respect among the elite people. 

Similarly, if a follower of some god comes into the service 
of True Guru, he acquires high status in this and the world 
beyond. 

But if someone leaves the service of the True Guru, and 
becomes a follower of some other god, then he wastes away 
his human life and he is laughed at by others being known 
as a bad son. 
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Man bach kram kai patibrat karai jau nar(i), 
tabe man bach kram cha.hat bhatar hai. 

Ahbaran si11.gar char sihja sanjog bhog, 
sakal ku(anb bf mai ta ko jai faikar hai. 

Sabaj ana1id sukh mangal suhag bhag, 
sundar mandar chbab(i) sobhat suchar bai. 

Sat(i)gur sikhan kau rakfJat grisat mai savdhan, 
an dev sev bhau dubidha nivar hai.480. 

If a wife discharges her duties faithfully and loyally and is 
devoted to her husband, such a wife is loved dearly by her 
husband. 

Such a lady is blessed with the opportunity of adoring herself 
and meering with her husband. Being virtuous she is praised 
and appreciated by the whole family. 

She acquires the comforts of married life gently and 
gradually. Because of the beauty of her high merits she 
adores the beautiful mansions with her presence. 

Similarly, the Sikhs of the Guru who love the True Guru from 
the core of their hearts, are kept conscious by the True Guru 
even when they are spending house-holders life. True Gum 
removes the duality of their devotion and worship of gods 
and goddesses. (They remain in the family of the True Guru 
and they never ever think of worshipping any god or 
goddess.) 
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]aise tau patibrata patibrat mai savdhan, 
tahl te grihesur hue ntiika kahavaf. 

Asan basan dhan dham karnna pujavai, 
sohb it singar char sihjCi. samavaf. 

sat(i)gur sikhan kau rakhat grihsat mai, 
saripta samt7.h sukh lur;ie te lac;lavaf. 

Asan basan dhan dhiim kamna pavitra, 
an dev sev hhau dutla mitavai.481. 

Just as a loyal and faithful wife is ever conscious of fulfilling 
her wifely obligations, and that makes her the prime person 
of the family. 

Her husband fulfils all her needs of bedding, clothing, food, 
wealth, house and other property, and she in returns 
embellishes herself to enjoy oneness with her husband on 
the nuptial bed, 

Similarly, the True Guru keeps His devoted and obedient 
Sikhs lovingly in their householders life. With the blessings 
of ambrosial name of the Lord, he reaches the spiritual peace 
in L'1eir family life. 

In the desire of the sacred name, the True Gum blesses His 
Sikhs with food, bedding, clothing, mansions and other 
worldly assets. He removes all their duality of serving and 
following other gods and goddesses. 
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Log bed gt'an updes hai patibrata kau, 
man bach kram sviimi seva adhikar hai. 

Niim isnan dan smijam na jap tap, 
tirath barat paja nem na takar hai. 

Hom jag bhog naibed nahi devi dev sev, 
rag nad biid na sa1ibad an duiir hai. 

Taise gursikhan mai ek tek hi pradhiin, 
an gian dhian simran bibchar hai.482. 

The teachings of folk traditions and Vedas lay down that a 
faithful and loyal wife has the sole right to serve her husband 
devotedly in words and actions. 

Such a loyal, devoted and faithful wife does not even look at 
all the futile rites and rituals like; meditations on various names, 
bathing at places of pilgrimage on specific days, charity, self
imposed discipline, penances, visit to holy places, fasting etc. 

For her, sacrificial fire, yag, offerings, arid other rituals 
connected with worship of gods and goddesses are meaningless. 
She is not interested in any modes of singing, musical 
instruments, rationale and illogics or going to any other door. 

Similarly, like a faithful wife, the devoted Sikhs of the True 
Guru, must consider and adopt the refuge of the Guru as 
their primary means (of happiness and peace). For them, 
meditating on other incantations or focusing their mind on 
other teachings and deities is like a faithful wife enjoying the 
company of another man. 
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jaise patihrata kau pavitra ghar(i) vas nhat, 
asan basan dhan dham lokachar hai. 

tat mat bhrat sut sujan kuranb sakha, 
seva gur fan sukh abharan shingilr hai. 

Kirat(i) birat(i) parsut ma! mutra-dhari, 
sakal pavitra jof bibidh(i) achar hai. 

Tai.se gursikhan kau lep(u) na grihsat mai, 
an dev sev dhrig janam(u) sansar hai.483. 

Just as living in her house, bathing, eating and sleeping etc. 
and discharging her worldly duties according to the social 
customs and traditions are all sacred for a faithful and loyal 
wife. 

It is her natural duty to embellish herself with ornaments for 
the happiness of her husband beside serving and respecting 
parents, brothers, sisters, sons, other elders in the family, 
friends and other social contacts. 

Attending to the household chores, bearing children, bringing 
them up, keeping them dean and neat is all sacred for a 
faithful and loyal wife. 

Similarly,· the disciples of the Guru are never blemished while 
leading a householder's life. Like loyal and faithful wife, they 
consider indulgence of worship of any other god over the 
True Guru as a condemnable act in the world. 
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Adit au · som bhaum budh hft1i brahspat(O, 
sukar sanichar sato bar ban/ line hai. 

thit(i) pachh mas rut(i) logan mai logachar, 
ek ekankar ko na koa din dine hai. 

janam astami ram naumi ekadasi bhai, 
duadasi chaturdasi janam(u) e kine hai. 

Parya upar:fan ko na kou pavai din, 
ajoni janam din(u) kahau kaise ch'ine hai.484. 

Starting from Sunday, all seven days of the week are 
overtaken by the gods like, Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury, 
Jupiter, Venus and Saturn respectively. 

For fulfilment of all rites and rituals related to god-land, the 
society has further divided the time into bright and dark 
period. (waxing and wanning of moon) twelve months 
and six seasons. But not a day has been set aside for the 
remembrance and in the memory of One Lord. 

God is free of births but janam Ashtami, Ram Nauini and 
Ekadashi are the birth days of Lord Krishana, Lord Rama, 
and god Haribasar. Duadasi is the day of Vaman god, while 
Chaudasi is the day of Narsinh. These days have been fixed 
as birthdays of these gods. 

No one can tell the day of the creation of this cosmos. Then 
how can one know the birthday of such Lord who is Ajuni 
(beyond birth) ? Thus worship of gods who are born and who 
die is futile. Worship of eternal Lord is only purposeful. 
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]a ko nam( u) hai ajoni kaise kai janam( u) lai, 
kaba Jan brat janmastmi ko kino hai. 

}a ko jagjivan akal abinasi nam( u), 
lzaise kai badhik mario apjas( u) lino hai. 

Nirmal nirdokh mokh pad(u) ja ke nam(i), 
gopinath kaise hue birah dukh dino hai. 

Pahan ki pratima ke andh kmidh hai p1~jari., 
antar(i) agian mat(i) gian gur hino hai.485. 

The Lord whose name is Ajoni (who is never born), how 
could He have taken birth. And on what reason has the 
foolish people fixed the janam Ashtami (the birthday of 
Krishan Ji) as a day of fasting ? 

The Lord whose name is Akal(beyood times), Eternal and who 
is the life-support of the whole world, how could a hunter had 
killed Him in the form of Krishan and earned infamy ? 

The Lord whose name makes a person do good, whose name 
frees a person from all vices, who is emancipator, how could 
He be the Master of milkmaids in the form of Krishan and 
make them suffer in His separation ? 

Those who are bereft of the initiation of True Guru, support 
ignorant mind in them. Such ignorants and blind people 
create the idols of the Life-giving, Un perishable, Timeless and 
Blemishless Lord reducing Him into gods and then become 
their followers and priests. 
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Sura} pragas, nils iu;lgan agnit jio, 
an dev sev gurdev ke dhian kai. 

Hilt biit ghar thiit( u) ghatai ghatai nis din( u), 

taise log bed bhed sat(i)gur gian kai, 

char ;ar au juiir mob droh andhkar, 
prat samai sobha nam dan isnan kai. 

An sar medak(u) sival ghogha, 
mansar puran brahm gur sarab nidhiin kai.486. 

Just as with Sunrise, the stars disappear; similarly a Sikh feels 
unconcerned about the worship and service of gods and 
goddesses due to the knowledge acquired from the True 
Guru and practicing and focusing of the mind on his words. 

Just as the charm of shops, pathways, roads and quays reduce 
with time, so do the doubts and ignorance created by the 
worldly knowledge, rationale and illogic of Vedas diminish 
with the appearance of the True Guru's knowledge. 

The activities of thieves, evil persons and gamblers thrive in 
the darkness of the night but on daybreak the unique 
influence of bathing and meditation as drilled by the True 
Guru in His disciples become conspicuous. 

Worshippers of other gods and goddesses can only be the 
dross of the tri-trait maya or the frogs of some pond and even 
useless shells in the sand. But in the Mansarover-like 
congregation, all treasures and invaluable commodities providing 
Naam, blessed by the God-like True Guru are present. 
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Nis din antar(i) jio a?itar(u) hakhanfat, 
taise an dev gurdev sev janiai. 

Nis andhkar bahu tan'ka chamatkar, 
din dinkar ekankar paihchaniai. 

Nis andhikari mai bikari hai bikar het(u), 
prat samai neh(u) nirankari unmaniai. 

Rain sain samai thag char jar hoe anit, 
rajnit(i) rit(i) prit(t) basur bakhanfai.487. 

Serving and worshipping of gods and goddesses viz-a-viz the 
True Guru is like the difference between night and day. 

In the darkness of night (ignorance), there is much. radiance 
of stars (gods) but with the appearance of True Guru's 
radiance of knowledge (with the rise of the Sun during the 
day) God, the Only One becomes conspicuous and obvious. 

The vice and evil-doers are enamored by the evil and vicious 
acts, but by the knowledge of the True Guru, the devoted 
Sikhs contemplate on the Lord's name at ambrosial hour by 
becoming one with Him. 

At night when the time for sleep comes, the evil designs · of 
treacherous, deceitful and vicious people prevail. But with 
the daybreak at ambrosial hour (radiance of knowledge by 
the True Guru) the righteousness and justice of the Lord 
prevails. (The divine name of the Lord refulges). 
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Nis durmat(i) hue adharm karam het(u), 
gunnat(i) basur su dharam karam hai. 

Dinkar(i) jot(i) ko udot sabh kichh( u) sujhai, 
nis andhia1i bbule bhramat bharam hai. 

Gunnukh(i) sukh phal dib(i) deh drisf(i) hue, 
an dev sevak hue drisf(i) charam hai. 

Sansarl smisarl sang(iJ andh andh kandh tagai, 
gzmnukh(f) smidh pamiarath maram(u) hai.488. 

A base wisdom is full of ignorance. It encourages sin and 
evil deeds. The wisdom given by the True Guru is like the 
brightness of the day that pronounces righteous deeds. 

With the emergence of Sun-like teachings of the True Guru, 
all that would stand in good stead becomes conspicuous. But 
consider any idol worship as dark night where one keeps 
wandering in doubts and suspicions by going wayward from 
the True path. 

By the virtues of Naam obtained from the True Guru, an 
obedient Sikh becomes capable of seeing all that is not visible 
openly or conspicuously. Whereas the followers of gods and 
goddesses remain manifested with evil or sinning vision. 

The worldly people's association with gods and goddesses for 
acquiring worldly pleasures from them, is just like a blind 
person is holding on to the shoulder of a blind person in search 
of the right path. But those Sikhs who are united with the True 
Guru acquire the Godly and spiritual knowledge and awareness. 
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]aise Jal mil(i) bahu baran banrupati, 
chmidan sugaridh ban cha11.dan karat hai. 

jaise agan(i) agan(i) dhiU(u) jo"i soi dekh"iat(i), 
paras paras(i) jot(i) km1.chan dharat hai. 

Taise an dev sev 
Sat(i)gur dev sev 

mifat nahi kufev, 
bhaifal tarat hai. 

Gurmukh(i) sukh phal mahatain agadh hodh, 
net(i) n.et(l) net(i) namo namo uchrat hai.489. 

Just as water produces vegetation of various colours and 
forms, but the fragrance of Sandalwood makes all other 
vegetation around it smelling like itself 0ust as water brings 
variety in vegetation, so is the association with gods and 
goddesses who make one take birth again and again in 
different form whereas True Guru like Sandalwood unites a 
Sikh with One True Lord). 

Just as a metal shines like fire when placed in it, but in reality 
it is no different than what it is. But with a touch of philosopher
stone, the same metal becomes gold and shines like it. 

Similarly the service of other gods and goddesses cannot 
destroy the dross of ego of many births. But successful service 
of the reffulgent True Guru sails one across the worldly ocean. 

Significance and the ecstasy of True Guru blessed Naam 
Simmn is beyond explanation. That is why all supplicate and 
salute Him saying repeatedly-Not this, Not this and Not even 
this. 
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Pragaf(i) sansiir bibichar karai' ganikii pai, 
tahe log bed ar(u) gian ki na kan(i) hai. 

Kula badhu chhar;t,(1) bhartar an duar Jae, 
lachhan( u) lagavai kul ankus na man(i) hai. 

kapat sane/Ji bag dhilln man sar phirai, 
mtinsar chhacjai hai1s bans mai agian(i) hai. 

Gurmukh(i) manmukh(O durmat(i) gurmat(i), 
par tan dhan lep nirlep dhiiin hai.490. 

A whore openly commits vice with other men. She has no 
regard and respect for the morality or code of conduct as 
laid down in social and religious books. 

But if a lady of respectable family goes to another man 
tarnishes the image of her family. 

An egret with false love in his heart wanders from one pond 
to the other. Bur if someone belonging to the family of swans 
(Sikh of the Guru) leaves the Mansarover lake like 
congregation of the True Guru, that ignorant person is a big 
fool. 

An obedient Sikh of the True Guru engrosses his mind in 
the consecrated words of wisdom of the True Guru, keeps 
himself unsullied by the evils of other's wealth and other's 
body. But one separated from the True Guru and worshipper 
of gods and goddesses, remains engrossed in other's body 
and wealth because of his base wisdom. 
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Pan kapur laung char kagai agai rakhai, 
b'ista bigandh khat adhik siyan kai. 

Bar bar svan jau pai gang a 'isnan( u) karai, 
tarai na ku.tev, dev hot na agian kai. 

Sapah(i) pai pan m'istan mahan anmrit kai, 
uglat kalkiif haumai abhiman kai. 

Ta'ise mansar sadh sangat(i) mara/ sabha, 
an dev sevak takat bag dhiiin kai.491. 

If aromatic substances like betel leaf, camphor, clove etc. are 
placed before a crow, even then by his notion of being wise, 
he will eat filth and bad smelling things. 

If a dog bathes in river Ganges many a time, even then he 
can't get over his bad habit of eating the left overs. Because 
of this foolishness, he cannot be of divine disposition. 

If a snake is served very sweetened milk, even then 
intoxicated with pride, he will spill out venom. 

Similarly, the Mansarover lake like congregation is an 
assembly of Sikhs of the Guru who pick pearls from there. 
But if this assembly is also visited by a follower of gods and 
goddesses, he would be looking around at others, their 
wealth with evil eyes and malafide intentions, like a heron. 
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Chakai chakor ah(i) nis(i) sas(i) bhan dhian, 
jahi jahi rang rachio tiihi tabl chiihai fi. 

Min au patarig Jal pavak prasa,ng(i) het, 
rar'i na {arat tev or nirbahai jf. 

Miinsar an sar hans hag prit(i) nt(iJ, 
utam au n'icb na saman samtii hai ff. 

Taise gurdev an dev sevkan bhed, 
samsar na hot samu1:Zdra sarita hai fi.492 . 

The attention of a Ruddy sheldrake and of Allectoris graeca 
is always towards Sun and Moon respectively. One loves only 
that in whom one1s mind gets engrossed. 

In the context of love, fish loves water while a moth is mad 
over the flame of fire. Their habit of loving cannot be stopped 
and they live through their love till their last breath. 

In the context of love, a swan is associated with Mansarover 
while an egret is found in ponds and puddles. There cannot 
be any equality in the love of high and low. 

Similarly, there is much difference in the love of the Sikhs 
of the Guru and followers of gods and goddesses. True Guru 
is like ocean full of divine virtues whereas gods and 
goddesses are like rivers and brooks. Ocean and streams can 
never be alike. 
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Pri( 0 bhae pekhai pratibinb( u) chakai jio nis( i ), 
gunnat(i) apa up chin(i) paihchanfai. 

Bair bhae pekh(i) parchhlihi kftpai1.tar(i) parai, 
si1igh(u) dtmnat(i) !ag(i) dubidha kai juniai. 

Gau sut anek ek sang hil(i) rnil(iO rnhai, 
svan an dekhat bintdh judh rbaniai. 

Gurmukh(i) manmukh(i) charidan au bans bidh( i), 
baran ke dokhi bikari upkari unmaniai.493. 

Just as Ruddy sheldrake looks amorously at her shadow 
during moonlit nights believing it to be her beloved, so does 
a Sikh of the Guru recognises the existence of his dear Lord 
within him and engrosses himself in it. 

Just as a lion sees his own shadow in the well and under 
the influence of his jealous feelings , considers it another lion 
and pounces upon it; similarly a Manmukh separated from 
his Guru due to his base wisdom is seen entangled in doubts. 
Just as several calves of cow live together in harmony, so 
do the obedient sons (Sikhs) of the Guru live in love and 
brotherhood with each other. But a dog cannot stand another 
dog and fights with him. (So do the self-willed persons are 
ever ready to pick up quarrels with each other). 
The behaviour of Guru-conscious and self-conscious persons 
is like sandalwood and bamboo. Evil persons fight with 
others and destroy themselves as bamboos set themselves on 
fire. On the contrary, virtuous people are seen doing good 
to their companions. 
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]au kou bu/avai kah(i) svan mrig sarap kai, 
sunat risae dhae gar(i) mar(i) dfiiai. 

Svan svam(i) kam lag(i) jCi.mni jagat rahai, 
nadah(i) sunae mrig pran han(i) kfjiai. 

Dhun maiitra parai sarap arap det tan man, 
dant haiit hot got !aj gah(i) lijiai. 

Moh na bhagat(i) bhav sabad surat(i) hin(!), 
gur updes hin(u) dhrig(u) jag(i) jijiai.494. 

If a forgetful person is addressed by somebody as dog, animal 
or snake, he comes into rage and pounces on him as if he 
is going to kill him (Such a person is worst than these three 
species) because-

A dog remains watchful of his master throughout the night 
and serves him, and a deer goes to the extent of losing his 
life when it hears the musical sound of Ghanda Herha. 

Bewitched by the sound of snake charmer's flute and 
incantation of Garud, a snake surrenders himself to the 
charmer. The charmer breaks his fangs and invoking him 
with the name of his family, catches him. 

He who has turned himself away from the True Guru cannot 
have dog-like love for his Master Lord. They are even bereft 
of enchantment of the music (unlike deer) and without the 
consecration of the True Guru1s incantations, their living life 
in the world is condemnable. 
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Jaise ghar(i) lagai ag(i) jag(i) kua khodio chahai, 
kiiraj(u) na sidh(i) hoe roe pachhutiiiai. 

]aise tau sangram samai sikhio chahai bir bidiii, 
anitha udam jait padvf na piriai. 

]aise nis(i) sovat sanghati chal(i) jat(i), 
pachhe hhor bhae bhar bii.ndh chafe kat jaiai. 

Taise maia dhandh andh avadh(i) bihae jae. 
ant kat kaise har(i) niim liv laiai.495. 

Just as while sleeping, someone's house catches fire and he 
wakes up and starts digging well, he cannot succeed in 
putting off the fire. Instead, he then repents and cries. 

Just as someone wants to learn the ait of warfare when the 
ba!tle is in progress, it is a futile effort. Victory cannot be 
achieved. 

Just as a traveller goes to sleep at night and all his 
companions proceed further leaving him behind, then where 
will he go with all his luggage when the day breaks ? 

Similarly, an ignorant man entangled in worldly love and 
attachments, spends his life accumulating wealth. How can 
he engross his mind in the name of the Lord when he is 
on his last breaths? 
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]aise tau chapal jal antar(i) na dekhiat(O. 
pilran pragas pratibinh rav(i) sas(i) ko. 

jaise tau ma/in darpan mai na dekhiat(i), 
nirmal badan sanf,p urbas(i) ko. 

]aise bin( u) dip na samip ko bilokiat, 
bhavan bhaian andhkar tras tas ko. 

Taise maia bharam adham achhadio man(u), 
sat(i)gw- dbiiin sukh nan prem ras ko.496. 

Just as one cannot see full image of Sun or Moon in unstable 
and wavy water. 

just as one cannot see the complete beauty of the face of 
Urvashi the divine fairy in a dirty mirror. 

Just as without the light of a lamp, one cannot even see a 
thing lying close by. A house in darkness looks scary and 
frightening beside fear of intrusion of thieves. 

So is the mind entangled in the darkness of mammon (maya). 
An ignorant mind cannot enjoy the unique bliss of the 
contemplation of Tme Guru and meditation on Lord's name. 
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jaise ek samai drum saphal sapatra pun(i), 
ek samai phitl phal patra gir jat hai. 

Sarita salil jaise kab-hftii saman hahai, 
kab-hun athah at(i) prabal dikhat hai. 

Ek samai jaise hira hot jirnanba1· mai, 
ek samai kancban fare jagmagat hai. 

Taise gursikh rcy kuar jogisur hai, 
maia-dhari bhar'i jog jugat(i) jugat hai.497. 

Just as a tree is full of fruits and leaves at one time and then 
at another time, all leaves, fruits etc. fall off. 

Just as a stream flows calmly at a place but at another place 
it is rapid and noisy. 

Just as a diamond is wrapped in a (silk) rag at one time but 
at another time, the same diamond is inlaid in gold and shines 
with its grandeur. 

Similarly, an obedient Sikh of the Guru is a prince at one 
time and a supreme ascetic at another time. Even when he 
is wealthy, he still remains absorbed in the methods of 
realisation of the Lord. 
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As an 
janam 

iha11. 
pan ch 

basan sang line au hachan kine. 
/ai sadh sang(i) Sri gur aradh(i) hai. 

ae data hisrae dasi laptae, 
cMt bhut hhrctm hhramat asadh(iJ hcti. 

Sach(u) 
sam;hai 

marno 
na jit 

hisar, jivan mithia sansar, 
bar supan samadh(i) hai. 

Ausar hue hai bitit, lfjie jananm fit, 
kijiai sadh sang(i) prit(i) agam agadh(i) hai.498. 

This human being brings his food and clothing from the Lord 
when he takes birth and he promises Him that he wiH keep 
company of noble souls and meditate on His name. 

But once he comes to this world, he forsakes the all-giving 
God and gets enamored with His maid-servant-maya. He 
then wanders in the dragon net of the five demons like lust, 
anger etc. There is no remedy for his escape. 

A human being forgets this truth that the world is false and 
death is real. He does not understand what is beneficial to 
him and what causes him loss. Engrossing oneself in the 
worldly goods is sure defeat, while living life in the 
contemplation of the True Guru is undoubted victory. (Living 
in this world, a human being remains engrossed in materials 
which are no better than dreams.) 

Therefore, 0 fellow being! the time of this life is passing 
by. You must win the game of life. Enjoin the holy gathering 
of saintly souls and develop your love for the infinite Lord. 
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Saphal jannam(u) gur charan saran(i) liv, 
sapbal drist(iJ gur dars(u) aloiai. 

Saphal surat(i) gur sabad sunat nit, 
jihba saphal gun-nidh(i) gun goiai. 

Saphal hast gur charan puja pranam, 
Saphal charan pa1-dachhna ko pofai. 

Sangam saphal sadh sangat(i) sahaj gbar(i), 
hirda saphal gurmat(i) kai samoiai.499. 

Human life is successful if spent in the refuge of the True 
Guru remembering the Supreme Being. Vision of the _eyes 
is purposeful if it has the desire to see Him. 

Their hearing power is fruitful who hear that creative sound 
of the True Guru all the time. That tongue is blessed if it 
keeps on uttering the virtues of the Lord. 

Hands are blessed if they serve the True Guru and keep on 
praying to Him at His feet. Those feet are blessed that keep 
moving circumambulating the True Guru. 

Union with saintly congregation is blessed if it brings in a 
state of equipoise. The mind is blessed only when it imbibes 
the teachings of the True Guru. 
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Kat pun(i) manas janam(u) kat sadh sang, 
n isdin kfrtan samai chal(i) j aiai. 

Kat pun(i) drisf(i) daras hue parspar, 
bhavni bhagat(i) bhae seua liv laiai. 

Kat pun(i) rag niid bad smigit rft(i), 
srf gur sabad dhun(i) sun(i) pun(i) gaiai. 

Kat pun(i) kar(i) kirtiis lekh masuvani, 
srf gur sabad likh(i) nij pad(u) paiai.500. 

After wandering through eighty-four lakh species, we are 
blessed with this human birth. If we miss this opportunity, 
when will we get it again and when will we enjoy the 
company of the saintly persons ? Therefore, we should attend 
the holy congregation day and night. 

When will I have face to face glimpse of the True Guru and 
receive His grace ? Therefore I should engross my mind in 
the loving worship and devotion of the Lord. 

When will I get the opportunity of listening to the divine 
compositions of the True Guru in the accompaniment of 
musical instruments and sung in the classical mode of 
singing ? Therefore I must find all possible occasions to hear 
and sing the praises of the True Guru. 

When will I get a chance to write the name of the Lord on the 
paper-like mind with the conscious-like ink? Therefore I 
should write the True Guru blessed word on the paper-like 
heart and reach the self-realisation (through constant meditation). 
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jaise tau palii.s patra nagbel mel bhae, 
pahu.chat kar(l) nmpat(i) jag janiai. 

jaise tau kuchil nil baran(u) harem bikhai, 
h'ir chlr sang(i) ni1-dokh unmaniai. 

Salagrarn seva samai maha apvitra saiikh, 
param pcwiti-a jag bhog bikhai aniai. 

Taise mam kag sadh sangat(i) marat 1nal, 
mar na uthavat giivat gur-baniai.501. 

Just as a meritless leaf of Butea frondosa when enjoins a betel 
leaf can reach the hands of the king and this is known the 
world over. 

Just as blue colour is regarded dirty amongst all the colours, 
but a dress of that colour when enjoins a diamond is 
considered flawless and unadulterated. 

Just as a conch is high by impious, being the skeleton of 
a sea worm, but its sounding at the time of worship of idols, 
distribution of consecrated offerings and holding of yag is 
considered supreme and sacred. 

Similarly, a congregation of saintly persons in the presence 
of True Guru is an assembly of swans where I, person of 
crow- like temperament indulging in singing of Gurbani not 
turned out and away. 
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Jaise jal madh(i) min nzabiina na janai pun(i), 
jal bin(u) talapb talaph mar(i) jat bai. 

jaise han basat mabatainai na janai pun(!), 
par-bas bhae khag mrig akulat bai. 

jaise pria sangam kai sukbab(i) na jlinai tricl, 
bichhumt birab britba kai hil-lat hai. 

Taise gur charan saran(i) atma achet, 
mitar(u) parat simrat pachhutat hai.502. 

Just as a fish does not understand the importance of water 
while swinuning in it but she realises its importance when 
separated from it and dies yearning for a re-union. 

Just as a deer and a bird living in a jungle do not realize 
its importance but realises its significance when caught and 
put in a cage by the hunter and wail for going back to the 
jungle. 

Just as a wife does not appreciate the importance of staying 
with her husband when together but comes to her senses 
when separated from her husband. She wails and cries due 
to pangs of separation from him. 

Similarly, a seeker living in the refuge of the Tiue Guru 
remains oblivious of the greatness of Guru. But when 
separated from Him, repents and laments. 
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Bbaµ,at vachhal sun(i) hot n.iras ridai, 
p atit pavan s1.m(i) t1sa urdhclr(i) bawi. 

A1ita1:;ami sun(i) kaiipat hau antargat(i), 
din ko daic"i./ sun(i) bhai bbram tar(i) haiui. 

jaldhar saiigam kai aphal se1ibal drum, 
chandan sugandh sanbaiidh malgar haun. 

apni karni kar(i) narak bun na pavau thaw; 
tumre birad kar(i) asro samhar haun.503. 

0 Lord, when I hear that you are beloved of those who worship 
you all the time, I, who is bereft of your worship become sad 
and disappointed. But on hearing that you forgive sinners and 
make them pious, a ray of hope kindles in my heart. 

I, the evil-doer, when hear that you are knower of innate 
feelings and thoughts of everyone, I tremble within. But 
hearing that you are clement on poor and destitures, I shed all 
my fears. 

Just as a silk cotton tree (Bombax heptaphylum) is well 
spread and high, it does not bear any flower or fruit even 
during rainy season, but when brought closer to sandalwood 
tree becomes equally fragrant. So does an egoistic person 
coming into contact with sandalwood-like True Guru become 
an obedient and Guru-loving person. 

Because of my ill deeds, I cannot find a place even in hell. 
But I am leaning and depending upon your character of 
merciful, benevolent, clement, and corrector of the evil-doers. 
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]au ham adham karam kai patit hhae, 
patit pavan ·prabh nam pragiitio hai. 

]au bhae dukhit ar( u) din parch in lag(t), 
din dukh hhanjan birad(u) hirdaio hai. 

]au grase arak-sut narak nivas'f hhae, 
narak nivaran jagat jas(u) gaio hai. 

Gun kie gun sabh kou karai kripa nidhan, 
avgun kie gun tohi han(i) aio hai.504. 

If we have fallen from your favour due to our evil and 
unrighteous deeds, then 0 Lord! You have made known that 
You bless the sinners with Your grace and make them good 
and pious. 

If we are suffering due to our ill deeds and sins of the 
previous births, then 0 Lord ! You have made it conspicuous 
that You dispel the sufferings of the poor and destitudes. 

If we are in the grip of the angels of death and become 
deserving of a life in helt because of our bad and evil deeds, 
then 0 Lord ! The whole world is singing Your paeans that 
You are the liberator of all from the vagaries of hell. 

0 store house of clemency ! One who does good to others 
begets good in returns. But doing good to low and evil doers 
like us behoves only You. (You alone can bless and forgive 
the sins and evil deeds of all). 
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]aise tau arog bhog bhogvai nana prakar, 
brithavant kban(i) pan(i) ridai na hitavai. 

jaise niahkhi sahan sil kai dhiraj dh14a, 
ajia mai tanak kalejo na samava'i. 

jaise jauharT bisahai veche hira manakad(i), 
rank pai na rakhio parai jog na jugavai.. 

Taise gur parche pavitra hai pitja prasad( t), 
apach(u) aparche dusah(i) dukh pauai.505. 

Just as a healthy person eats many types of dishes and 
eatables but a sick man does not like eating any of them. 

Just as a buffalo, because of its tolerance is known to have 
great patience but a goat on the other hand does not have 
even a fraction of that patience. 

Just as a jeweller trades in diamonds and precious stones but 
no valuable diamond can be kept with a pauper since he 
does not have the ability to keep such expensive item. 

Similarly, a devotee who remains engaged in the service and 
remembrance of the Lord, eating the offerings and 
consecrated food for him is justified. But he who is far 
removed from obeying the command of the Guru cannot 
consume the worship offerings. Consuming it is difficult and 
one who eats it, suffers. 
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jaise bikhr u) tanak hi khat 1nar( i) jat( i) tat, 

gtU(i) mu1yhat pratipall barkhan kl. 

Mabikbi duhae diidb rakhiai /Jbanjcm hhar(iJ. 
parat(i) kanji ki biJiid bad(i) na rakhan kT. 

jaise kof(i) bhar( i) ti1.l(i) rmichak chi nag pare, 
hot bbasmat chhin mai akarkban kI. 

Taise par-tan par-dhan drtkbna bikar kie, 
harai nidh(t) su/Jrft sahc~i harkhan ki. 506. 

Just as by taking a very small quantity of poison, one dies 
instantly, destroying the body that had been reared and 
sustained over many years. 

Just as a can of milk of buffalo contaminated with a drop 
of citric acid becomes useless and not worth keeping. 

Just as a spark of fire can burn millions of bales of cotton 
in a short time. 

Similarly, the vices and sins that one acquires by associating 
oneself with other's wealth and beauty, one loses the much 
valuable commodity of happiness, good deeds and peace. 
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Chcnidan samrp bas(i) bthis 1nahima na Jani, 
an dntm ditroh bbae hasan kai bohe hai. 

Dadar sarovar mai f ilni na kamal gat(i), 
madhukar man makrand kai bimobe hai. 

Tirath basat bag(u) maram(u) nafan.io kachhu. 
sardha kai fiitra het jatri Jan sohe hai. 

Nikar ha.sat mam gur updes Mn, 
durmitar(i) sikh(i) ur a1itar lai pohe hai.507. 

Even while living in the close proximity of sandalwood, a 
bamboo has not appreciated its characteristic of spreading 
its fragrance whereas other trees become equally fragrant 
despite their distance from it. 

Staying in a pond, a frog has never appreciated the 
characteristics of a lotus flower whereas a bumble bee is 
eternally attracted to its sweet smell even while staying far 
away from it. 

A heron staying at holy places do not realise the spiritual 
importance of these places of pilgrimage whereas devoted 
travellers earn a good name for themselves on their return 
from there. 

Similarly, like bamboo, frog and heron, I am devoid of 
practicing Guru's teachings despite the fact that I live near 
my Guru. On the contrary Sikhs residing far off acquire 
Guru's wisdom and lodge it in their heart to practice on. 
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Jaise par dara ko daras( u) d1ig dekbio chabai. 
taise gur darsan dekhat hai na chah kai. 

]aise par ninda sunai savdhan surat(i) kai, 
taiso gur sabad sunai na utsah kai. 

Jaise par darab haran kau chamn dhavai, 
taise kl11an sadh sangat(i) na urnah kai. 

Uht kag nag(i) dhian khan pan kau na janai. 
fl.ch pad(u) pavai nahi, nich pad(u) gahkai.508. 

Just as a forgetful person does not desire a glimpse of his 
Guru with the same intensity that he uses his eyes to ogle 
at other women. 

Just as a worldly man listens to the slander of other persons 
very attentively, he does not listen to the divine words of 
Guru with same fondness. 

Just as a person greedy of wealth walks a distance to cheat 
another person of his hard earned money, he does not show 
the same enthusiasm of going to the divine congregation to 
listen to the adulations of Almighty. 

Like an owl, I do not know the value of radiance of True 
Guru, like a crow am not aware of the sweet smelling traits 
of the True Guru nor do I know the relishment of the elixir
like Naam just as a she snake is unaware of the elixir- like 
milk. Thus I cannot reach the high spiritual state becaus~ 
having been involved in inferior deeds I have become low 
of status. 
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.f aise rain( i) samai sab log mai saiijog bhog, 
chakaf hiog sog bhag hfn janiai. 

]aise dinka1(i) kai udot(i) jot(i) jagmag, 
uh7. andh kmidh parcbin unmaniai. 

Sarvar sarita samundar jtil puran hai, 
trikhavant chiitrik rahat bakbaniai. 

Taise mil(O sadh sang(i) sakal sansar(u) tario, 
mohe apradhi apradban hihaniai.509. 

Just as everyone enjoys the company of their dear ones at 
night, but a ruddy sheldrake is considered unfortunate having 
been separated from its beloved. 

Just as sunrise brightens up the place but an owl is seen 
hidden in dark allays and walls. 

Ponds, streams and oceans are seen to be full to the brim 
with water, but longing for rain, a rain-bird remains thirsty 
and keeps wailing and crying for that Swati drop. 

Similarly by associating themselves with the congregation of 
the True Guru, the whole world is sailing across the worldly 
ocean but I, the sinner is spending all his life in evil deeds 
and vices. 
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jaise phal pbulah(i) lai jile banrae prat( iJ, 
karai abhiman(u) kaho kaise ban(i) avai ji. 

jaise muktahal samwidrah(i) dikhavai }tie. 
bar bar hi sarahai sohba tau na pavai Ji. 
]aise /~an1 karichan sumer sanmukb rakb(i), 
man nwi garab(u) karai bauro kaln7.vai Ji. 
Taise gian dhian {han(i) prlin dai rUbaio chlibai, 
pranpat(i) sat(i)gur kaise kai rijhiiuai jf.510. 

Just as someone takes a handful of fruits and flowers to 
present it to the king of the jungle where fruits and flowers 
abound, and then feels proud of his present, how can he 
be liked? 

Just as someone takes a handful of pearls to the treasure
house of pearls-ocean, and praises his pearls again and 
again, he does not earn any appreciation. 

Just as someone presents a small piece of gold nugget to 
Su mer mountain (the home of gold) and feels proud of his 
gold, he would be called a fool. 

Similarly if someone talks of knowledge and contemplations 
and pretends to surrender himself with a view to please and 
entice the True Guru , he cannot succee<i in his nefarious 
designs of pleasing the True Guru-the master of all life. 
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Jaise choa charidcm au dhan pan bechcm ka11, 
parab dist/. lui jae kaise ban( l) auai Ji. 
pachham disa dt7kb daram lai jae jaise. 
mrig-mad kesar lai utrab( i) dhavai j i . 

dakhan disa lai Jae laichi lauaiig lad(i), 
bad(O [tsa udam bai birto ml plivai ji. 

Tm~~·e gun. nidh(i) gur sii.gar kai hid(i)man. 
gian gun pragaf(i) kai hiluro kahauai jl.511. 

Just as someone takes the products grown in the East like 
rice, betel, sandalwood to sell there, he cannot gain anything 
ln their trading. 

Just as someone takes the products grown in the West like 
grapes and pomegranates, and those commodities grown in 
the North like saffron and musk to the West and No11h 
respectively, what gain does he get out of such trading ? 

Just as someone takes commodities like cardamom and clove 
to South where these are grown, all his efforts of earning 
any profit would be futile. 

Similarly if someone tries to display his traits and knowieuge 
before the True Gurn who Himself is ocean of knowledge 
and divine traits, such a person will be called a fool. 
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Chalni mai jaise dekhiat hai anek chhidra, 
karat karoa ki nfrida kaise ban(i) avai fi. 

Birakh habilr bharpfir hahu saran sai, 
kamlai kafilo kahai kahu na sukhavai fi. 

]aise up-has(u) karai bais(u) maral prat(i), 
chhii.tj(iJ muktahal drugandh Liv lavai fi . 

Taise hau maha aprtidhi apradh bhaio, 
sakaf sanstir ko bikar mohe bbavai ji.512. 

Just as a sieve has so many holes and if it slanders an earthen 
pot, then how can it be respected. 

Just as an acacia tree which is full of thorns call a lotus flower 
thorny, this allegation will not be appreciated by anyone. 

Just as leaving pearls, a filth-eating crow cracks a joke on 
swan, the eater of pearls of lake Mansarover, this is nothing 
but his dirtiness. 

Similarly sin-filled I, am a big sinner. The sin of slandering 
the whole world pleases me. 
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Apada adhin jaise dukhit duhagan(i) ko, 
sahaj(i) suhag na suhagan(i) ko bhavcit. 

Birhani birah biog mai sa1ijogan(i) ko, 
sundar singar adhikar(u) na suhavai. 

jaise tan manjh(i) banjh(i) rog sog sanso sram, 
saut ko sutah(i) pekh(i) mahan dukh pavai. 

Taise par-tan dhan dukhan tridokh mam, 
sadhan ko sukrit na hirdai hitavai.513. 

Just as a distressed, divorced woman cannot bear to see or 
tolerate the loving and happy union of another woman with 
her husband, 

Just as a woman separated from her husband and bearing 
the pangs of separation cannot tolerate the embellishments 
of another woman who is united with her husband, 

Just as a distressed and fatigued woman suffering from her 
inability to bear a child feels much distressed on seeing the 
son of her co-wife, 

Similarly I am infested with three chronic ailments- namely 
other's women, other's wealth and slander. And that is why 
praise of the devoted and loving Sikhs of the True Guru does 
not please me. 
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]al sai nikiJs(i) min(u) rakhiai patmihar mai, 
bin(u) jal talapb tajat pria pran hai. 

Ban sai pakar( i) pancbhi pinjri mai rdkbf.ai tau, 
bin(u) ban man umncmo unman bai. 

Bbamani bhatar(U bichhurat at(i) chhin din, 
hilakh badan tahe b/:Jauan hbail/.12 bed 

Taise gursik/:J bich/:Jumt sadh smigat(i) sai, 
jivan jatan bin(u) sangat(i) na an hai.514. 

A fish removed from water, though kept in silk cloth yet di~s 
having been separated from her beloved water. 

Just as a bird is caught from the jungle and put in a beautiful 
cage with very delicious food, his mind is seen to be restless 
without the freedom of the jungle. 

just as a pretty woman becomes weak and grieved on 
separation from her husband. Her face looks perplexed and 
confused and she feels scared of her own home. 

Similarly separated from the saintly congregation of the True 
Guiu, a Sikh of the Guiu wails, tosses and turns, feels 
miserable and perplexed. Without the company of saintly 
souls of the True Guru, he has no other aim in life. 
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}aise fi7.fe nag-be/ sai hides jat( t), 
salil sanjog chiranka/ jugvat hai. 

]aise !?1-:i.nj bacbra tiZig(iJ dismitar( iJ jat( 0, 
simrat chit(i) nirhighan rabat hai. 

Gmigodikjaise bhar(z) hhai~jcm laijdt( i) jatri, 
sujas(u) adhar nirm.al nib-hat hai. 

Taise gur charan saran(i) mitar(i) sikh, 
sabad(u) sa1igit gurdhian kai fiat hai.515. 

Just as betel leaves plucked from the creeper are sent to 
distant places and if kept in damp cloth remaih useful for 
long, 

Just as a crane deposits her young ones and fly out to distant 
land but always remember them in her mind as a result of 
which they remain alive and grow, 

Just as travellers carry water of river Ganges in their container, 
and being of superior disposition it stays good for long, 

Similarly if a Sikh of the True Guru somehow get separated 
from his Guru, he remains invigorated by virtue of holy 
congregation, meditation on His name and contemplating 
and focusing his mind in the holy feet of his True Guru. 
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Jaise bin(u) pavan kavan gun chmidan sai, 
bin(u) maliagar pavan kat bas(i) hai. 

Jaise bin(u) baid avkhad gun gop(i) hot, 
avkbad bin(u) baid mgab(i) na gras hai. 

]aise bin( u) bobith na par(i) parai kheuaf sai, 
khevaf bihilnn kat bohith bisuas hai. 

Taiso gur nam bin(u) ganm na param pad(u), 
bin(u) gur num 1zihkam. na pragas hai.516. 

just as a sandalwood tree cannot impart its fragrance to others 
without breeze and without the air of malay mountain, how 
can the atmosphere become fragranted, 

Just as a physician know the merit of every herb or medicine 
and without medicine, no physician can cure an ailing 
person, 

Just as no one can cross the ocean without sailor nor can 
it be crossed without a ship, 

Similarly without the boon of Lord's name given by the True 
Guru, God cannot be realised. And without Naam the 
liberator from the worldly desires and blessed by the True 
Guru, no one can acquire spiritual effulgence. 
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f aise kacho para khat upjai bikar gat( U, 
rom rom kai pirat(i) maha dukh pa'iai. 

Jaise tau lasan khile mon(i) kai sabha mai baithe, 
pragtai durgmidh nahe durat(i) duraiai. 

Jaise mistan pan(i) sangani kai rnakhi We, 
hot ukled khed(u) sankat sahaiai. 

Taise hi aparche pint/ sikhan kt bhikhia khae, 
a11.t ktil bhari hoe jamlok jaiai.517. 

Just as consuming raw mercury causes such a disorder in the 
body that causes pain in every limb and one feels discomfort. 

Just as after eating garlic one may remain silent in an 
assembly, even then its foul odour cannot be hidden. 

Just as a person may swallow a fly while eating sweetmeat, 
he vomits immediately. He bears much suffering and distress. 

Similarly an ignorant person consumes the offerings made 
by the devotees of the Trne Guru. He suffers much at the 
time of his death. He has to face the wrath of the angels 
of death. 
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Jaise megh harkhat harkhat(i) hai krisan, 
hilakh bad an Jodha Ion gar<. i) jat(i) hai. 

jaise parphulit hue sakal banasputt, 
sulaat javaso ak-mal murjhat hai. 

}aise khet saruar puran kirakh jal, 
uch thal kalar na Jal /haihrat hai. 

Gur updes pa rues gursikh ridcli, 
sakat sakat(i) man(i) sun(i) sakucbat bai.518. 

Just as a farmer is delighted to see the rainfall but the face 
of a weaver becomes ashen and he feels restless and 
miserable. 

just as all the vegetation turns green with the fall of rain but 
the plant of camel thorn (Alhagi maurorum) withers while 
akk (Calotropis procera) dries out right from its roots. 

Just as ponds and fields are filled with water when it rains, 
but no water can accumulate on mounds and saline land. 

Similarly, the sermon of the True Guru permeates in the mind 
of a Sikh of the Guru, that always keeps him in a state of 
bloom and happiness. But a self-oriented person who is in 
the grip of the worldly ~ttracrions is ever engrossed in 
mammon (maya). Thus he remains cringed hearing the 
divine words of the Gum. 
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jaise rc7ja ravat anek ravnf sahet, 
sakal sapfiti ek banjh na smittin hai. 

Sichat salil jaise saphal sakaf drum, 
nibphal senhal saliL nirban hai. 

Dadar kamal jaise ek sarvar bikhai, 
utam au nich kfch dinkar(O dhian hai. 

Taise gur cha ran saran(i) hai sakal jag(u), 
chm1.dan hanaspati bans unman hai.519. 

Just as a king loves many queens who all bear him a son, 
but there may be one who is barren, who cannot bear any 
issue. 

Just as irrigating the trees help them bear fruits but the cotton 
silk tree remains fruitless. It does not accept the influence 
of water. 

Just as a frog and a lotus flower live in one pond but lotus 
is supreme since it faces Sun and frog is low since it remains 
engrossed in mud. 

Similarly the whole world comes into the refuge of the True 
Guru. Devoted Sikhs of the True Guru who expel 
sandalwood-like fragrance obtain the elixir-like Naam from 
Him and become fragrant too. But a bamboo-like arrogant, 
knotty and self wise person remains fruitless (He does not 
accept the elixir-like fragrant impressions of the True Guru). 
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]aise bachhura bit-lat mat milbe kau, 
bandhan kai bas(i) kachhu has(u) na bastit hai. 

]aise tau bigari chahai hhavan gavan kio, 
par-bas(i) pare chitvat hi bihat hai. 

]aise birhani pria sangam saneh(u) chahai, 
laj kul ankus kai du.rbal gat hai. 

Taise gur chamn saran(i) sukh chahai sikh( u), 
agia-badh rahit hides akulat hai.520. 

Just as a calf wriths and wriggles to meet his mother but 
tethered with rope makes him helpless. 

just as a person caught in forced or unpaid labour wants 
to go home and spends time planning while remaining in 
other's control. 

Just as a wife separated from her husband wants love and 
union but cannot do so for fear of family shame and thus 
loses her physical attraction . 

Similarly a true disciple wants to enjoy the pleasures of the 
refuge of True Guru but bound by his command he wanders 
around dejectedly in another place. 
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Par dhan par tan par apvad bad. 
bat chhal hanch parpmkh hi kamiit hai. 

mitra gur svami droh karn krodh Lobb moh, 
go-hadh badhii. bisvas bans bipra ghat hai. 

Rog sog hue biog apda daridra chhidra, 
janam maran jam lok bil-lat hai. 

kritghan bi-sikh bikhilicti, ko{(i) dokh f din, 
adhani asai1.t marn rom na pujat bai.521. 

He who keeps his interest in other person's wife, wealth and 
who indulges in other's slander, trickery and cheating, 

He who betrays a friend, Guru and master, who is caught 
in the vices of lust, anger, greed and attachment, who kills 
cow, woman, cheats, betrays his family and murders 
Brahmin, 

Who is suffering due to various ailments and distresses, who 
is troubled, lazy and vice-ridden who is caught in the cycle 
of birth and death and is in the stranglehold of the angels 
of death, 

Who is ungrateful, venomous and user of arrow-like sharp 
words, who is miserable due to countless sins, vices or 
imperfections; such countless evil-doers cannot match even 
a trichome of my sins. I am many time more evil than them. 
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Besva ke singar hibichar ko na par paiai, 
bin(u) bha11ar ka ki nar(i) kai bulafai. 

bag( u) set fiv gbat kar(i khat kete ko, 
mon(i) gah(i) dhian dhare jugat( i) na paiai. 

Bhanrj. ki bhanda.t. hwvai na kahat avai, 
at( i) hi rjhi{hai sukchat na /ajaiai. 

Taise par tan dhan dt7khan tn'dokh mmn, 
adbam anek ek ram na pujaiai.522. 

The embellishments of a whore and her relationships with 
many men cannot be fathomed. Without a husband, whose 
wife can she be known as ? 

A heron is white like a swan but it kills many living beings 
to appease his appetite. To do this evil act, he stands in 
perfect silence, but in doing so, he does not achieve the 
know-how of yog. 

One cannot explain the shamelessness of the actions and 
words used by a mimic. He does not shy away from using 
bad words out of sheer obstinacy. 

Similarly, like these low character people, I am low too. I 
am a chronic patient of the three diseases, that is looking 
at others wealth, woman and slandering others. Numerous 
sinners cannot match even a trichome of my sinful life. I am 
lowest of all the low characters. 
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]aise chor chabiai charaio sari chauhata mai, 
chuhfi lagae chhCi.cjiai tau kahan mar hai. 

Khot-smio nikaiio chlihiai nagar hilii sai. 
tan kl or mor mukh haithe kahifo ar hai. 

Mahcl.n hajar hhZi.r( u) cjario chahiai jau hathi pai; 
tanhe sir cbar(i) ke urhae kaha:n hbar hai. 

Taise bi patit pat(i) kof(i) na pasaiil~ bhar(i), 
mohe jam danrj au narak upkar hai.523. 

Just as a thief should be crucified on a cross, but if he is 
just pinched and let off, it is no punishment for him, 

Just as manufacturer of counterfeit coins should be exiled. 
But if we just turn our face away from him, it is no 
punishment for him, 

As an elephant may be loaded with heavy weight but if just 
a bit of dust is sprinkled on him, it is no burden for him, 

Similarly millions of sins are not even counterweight of my 
sins. But to punish me with abode in hell and entrusting me 
to the angels of death is showing mercy on me. 
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}au pai chur( u) cho1i kai batavai hmis 1nansar; 

chhuf(i) kai na Jae ghar(i), suri char(iJ m cbiai. 

Bat-mar bafvaro bag(u) min jau batavai, 
tatkhin tatkal muruj kat(iJ cj,c1riai. 

}au. pai par-dara bhaj(i) mrlgan batavai hit( u), 
kan nak khancf, c;lancj, nagar nika1iai. 

Chari ba{vari par-naii kai tridokh mam, 
narak arak-sut rj.aiic;l det hariai.524. 

If a thief steals and yet declare himself pious like swans of 
lake Mansarover, he is not forgiven but is crucified and killed. 

If a wayside dacoit declares himself kind and good doer of 
the wayside travellers just as a heron feels towards the fish 
and frogs in a pond, his claim cannot be accepted and he 
should be beheaded there and then. 

Just as a lecherous person declares himself chaste and 
celibate like the deers of a jungle after committing adultery 
with some other woman, he is not let off on his statement. 
Instead his nose and ears are chopped off and he is expelled 
from the city. 

A thief, dacoit and a lecherous man is punished so severely 
for one crime they commit. But I am a sufferer of all these 
three ailments like tuberculosis. So punishing me for all these 
sins, the angels of death will get tired. 
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.fat hai jagtra jaise tirath jatra namit, 
majh hi basat hag mahima na }ant: hai. 

Prtran pragils hhaskar(i) jagmag jot(i), 
uta andh kmidh burl karni kainani hai. 

jaise tau basant samai saphal bcmaspat1, 
nihphat seribal ha(jai ur anl hai. 

Mahe gur sagar mai chakhio nahi prem ras(u), 
trikhavant chatrik fugat(i) bakbti.ni hai.525. 

Just as the whole world go to places of pilgrimage, but the 
egret living there has not appreciated the greatness of these 
places, 

Just as bright light spreads all around when the Sun rises , 
but an owl has committed so many ill deeds that he remains 
hidden in dark caves and burrows, 

Just as all vegetation bears flowers and fruits during spring 
season but a cotton silk tree who has brought in him the 
praise of being big and mighty, remains bereft of flowers and 
frnits. 

Despite living near the vast ocean like True Guru, I, the 
unfortunate one, had not tasted the divine elixir obtained by 
His loving worship. I have only been making noise of my 
thirst like a rain-bird. I have only indulged in empty 
arguments and contemplations. 
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]aise ga;ra.1 gaj(i), marat manukh, 
sir(i) <)arat hai chhar(i). tah(i) kahat arop,ji. 

Sa.a jio pirUar mai kahit hanae batai, 
pekh sun kahai tahe 1-cij grih(i) jog .fl. 
Taise sukh saiipat(i) maia madon pap karai, 
ta!Je kahai sukhia ramat ras bhog ji. 

Jati satt au saiitokbi sc.7.dban ki ni11da karai, 
ui(o f gian dhian bai agian fog .fi.526. 

Just as a giant elephant trumpets, kill people and throws dust 
on himself, he is known to be healthy (Those who are 
intoxicated in their arrogance, cruel or who kick up dust are 
good according to the world). 

Just as a parrot in a cage listens to others conversation and 
copies them. Those who listen and see him, opine that he 
is very wise and knowledgeable. He is fit to live in king's 
palace. (To the world, he who talks much is a wise person). 

Similarly a person enjoys and engrosses himself in countless 
materialistic pleasures and commits sins. People call him 
happy and comfortable. (In the eyes of the world, material 
things are means of happiness and comfort). 

The ignorant world's perception is contrary (to the truth of 
Guru's words). The world slanders those who are disciplined, 
truthful, contented and supreme. 
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Savaiyii 
}au garbai bahu bCtnd chitantar(i), 
samnukh siiidh sobh nahin pavai. 

]au bahu w;lai khag dhar(i) mahiin bat, 
pekh(i) akas ridai sukchavai. 

jio hrahmaiir:j, prachaiic/, bilokat, 
gitlar Jaiit uc;fant lajavai. 

Tun km1a ham kie tihare jf, 
to pah(i) bolan kio ban(i) avai.527. 

If a drop of water feels proud of its greatness in its mind, 
it does not earn a good name or praise before the vast ocean. 

If a bird flies high and far, putting much effort, he is sure 
to feel ashamed of its effort seeing the infiniteJy vast expanse 
of the sky. 

Just as the fruit of a kind of fig tree (cotton boll in full bloom) 
sees the vast expanse of the Universe after coming out of 
the fruit, he feels shy of his insignificant existence. 

Similarly 0 True Guru, You are an epitome of the all doing 
Lord and we are yom insignificant creation. How can we 
speak before you ? 
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To so na nath, anath na mo sar(O, 
to so na diini, na mo so bhikhi:t1i. 

Mo so na din, daial na to sar(i), 
mo so agian( u), na to so bichchi. 

Mo so na patit, na pavan to sir(O, 
mo so bikari, na to so upkci.?i. 

More hai avgun, t1'J. gun sii.gm; 
jat rasatal ot tihaii.528. 

0 True Guru ! there is no Master like You. But there is no 
one as dependent as I am. There is no one as great a donor 
as You and there is no beggar as needy as me. 

No one is as miserable as I am but none is as clement as 
You. No one is as ignorant as I am but there is no one as 
knowledgeable as You. 

There is no one who has fallen so low in his deeds and 
actions as I am. But there is no one else who can purify 
anyone as much as you. There is no one as sinful as I am 
and none who can do good as much as you can. 

I am full of faults and demerits but You are an ocean of 
virtues. You are my refuge on my way to hell. 
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Kabit 
Ualf(i) pavan man min ki cbapal gat(i), 
dasam duar par agam niuas bai. 

Tab na pavak pavan jal pritbam.i akas, 
nahe sas(i} sur utpat(i) na biniis hai. 

Nabe parkirat(i) birat(i) pin4 pran giti.n, 
sabad surat(i) nahe drist(iJ na pragas bai. 

Svti.mi nii sevak unman anbad(i) parai, 
niralanb sunn mai na bisam bisvas bai.529. 

By practicing Naam Simran and breathing exercises, the fish
like sharp and wind-like fast blowing mind acquires a stable 
place beyond the tenth door which is inaccessible. 

At that place neither the effect of five elements like air, fire 
etc., nor of Sun or Moon or even of creation is experienced. 

It experiences no effect of any material desires nor of body 
or life sustaining elements. It is unaware of words and 
sounds. No effect of any light or vision exists there. 

Beyond that divine state and in the inaccessible region, there 
is no master and no follower. In that non-existent realm of 
inactivity and hibernation, one is never in any form of 
wondrous state (wondrous or unusual events do not cake 
place any more). 
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}aise aihnis(i) mad(i) rahat bhanjan bikhai, 
janat na maram( u) kidhau kavan prakari hai . 

.faise be!f hhar(i) hhar(i) bant(i) difiat(i) sabhli, 
pavat na bhed(u) kachhu bidh(t) na bichilri hai. 

jaise din prati mad( u) bechat kalal baifho, 
mahimil na ;anai darah hitkari hai. 

Taise gur sabad ko likh(i) par(i) gavat hai. 
birlo anmrit ras(u) pad(u) hitkari hai.530. 

Just as wine remains in a bottle day and night but that bottle/ 
pot does not know its characteristics. 

Just as in a party, wine is distributed in cups, but that cup 
does not know its (wine) secret nor thinks about it. 

Just as a wine merchant sells wine all the time during the 
day but he greedy of wealth does not know the significance 
of its intoxication. 

Similarly many write Gur Shahad and Gurbani, sing and read 
it but a rare person among them harbours loving desire of 
relishing and acquiring the divine elixir from it. 
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Tin(u) tin(u) mel(i) jaise cbhan(i) cbhaiat pun(iJ, 
agan(i) pragas tas bhasam karat hai. 

Siiidh ke kinare ha/U grih(i) halak rachat jaise, 
lahir umag(i) hhae dbir na dharat hai. 

jaise ban bikhai 1nil(i) haithat anek mrig, 
ek mrigraj gaje rahio na parat bai. 

Drist(i) sabad(u) ar(u) surat(iJ dhian gtan, 
pragfe paran prem saga! rahat hai.531. 

Just as a hut is built putting each straw and twig together 
but fire raises it to the ground in no time. 

Just as children make houses of sand on the sea-shore, but 
with one wave of water all of them collapse and merge with 
the sand around. 

Just as many animals like deer etc. sit together but with one 
roar of the lion who comes there, all of them run away, 

Similarly focusing of eyesight at a point, reciting an 
incantation repeatedly and absorbing the mind in many ways 
of meditation and contemplations and many other forms of 
spiritual practices collapse like mud walls with the 
emergence of complete love of the True Guru. 
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Chandan ki har(i) jaise dijiat habur drum. 
kanchan sa11pat madh(i) kach(u) gah(i) rakhlai. 

jaise hans pas(i) baifh(i) bais( u) garah kami, 
mrigpat(i) hhavan mai jan buk bhalakhiai. 

]aise gardhab gaj prati up-has karai, 
chakravai ko char bba11qle, ditdh mad makhiai. 

Sadhan durae kai asadh apradh karai, 
ultiai chat kal'ikal bhram bhakhiai.532. 

Just as a plant of acacia is protected with the twigs of 
sandalwood or a glass crystal is stored in a gold box for 
safety. 

just as a filth-eating crow expresses pride of his beauty and 
life-style or a jackal expresses his desire to go into the lion's 
den, 

Just as a donkey makes fun of an elephant and an emperor 
be punished by a thief; wine expresses its anger on milk. 

These are all the contrary moves of the dark age (Ka~yug). 
The noble souls are suppressed while the culprits indulge 
in doing sins. (Vice and sins are rampant while noble souls 
are hiding themselves in this dark age). 
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jaise bin(u) lochan biloktai na rap rang, 
sravan bihan rag nad na sunlfiai. 

Jaise bin(u) jihba na uchrai hachan, 
m{u) nasikii bihi7.n bcts(u) basna na lfjiai. 

jaise bin(u) kar kar(i) sakai na kirat kram, 
cbaran bihfin bhaun gaun kat kijiai. 

Asan basan bin(u) dhiraj na dharai deh, 
bin(u) gur sabad na prem ras(u) pijtai.533. 

Just as without eyes a face cannot be seen and without ears, 
no musical note can be heard. 

Just as without tongue, no word can be spoken and without 
nose no fragrance can be smelled. 

Just as without hands no accomplishable work can be done 
and without feet no place can be reached. 

Just as without food and clothes a body cannot be kept 
healthy; similarly without the teachings and divine words 
obtainable from the True Guru, the wondrous elixir of Lord's 
love cannot be relished. 
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~ -

}aise phal sai birakh, birakh sai hot phal. 
ad(i)bhut(i) gat(i) kacbhu kahan(u) na auai ji. 

jaise bas(u) blivan mai, bilvan hai biis(u) bikhai, 
hisam charitra koil maram(u) na pavai Ji. 
Kasaf(i} mai agan(i), agan(i) mai kasat(tJ hcli. 
at(i) ascharaj hai kautak kahauai Ji. 
Sat(i)gur mai sabad(u), sabad(u) mai sat(i)gur hai. 
nirgun giiin dhian smnjhavai ji.534. 

Just as a seed of the fruit gives a tree and the tree yields 
the same fruit; this strange phenomena hardly comes into any 
say or conversation, 

Just as fragrance resides in sandalwood and sandalwood lives 
in its frangrance, none can know the deep and wonderful 
secret of this phenomena, 

Just as wood houses fire and fire has wood burning in it; 

it is a marvellous phenomena. It is also called a strange 
spectacle. 

Similarly the name of the Lord resides in True Guru and True 
Guru resides in His (Lord) name. He alone can understand 
this mystery of the Absolute God who has obtained 
knowledge from True Guru and who meditates on Him. 
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jaise ti/( iJ hits( u), bas(u) lfjfat kusam sai, 
tii1i te hot hai phulel j atan kai jtinlai. 

Jaise tau autae dudh jilvan jamae math(iJ, 
sajam sahit ghri.t(i) pragf(i) leai maniai. 

jaise kiJa khod kai basudha dhasae kauri, 
lcij kai bahae cj,o!(i) kar}b(i) jal(u ) aniai. 

gur updes taise hhavni hhagat(i) hhile, 
ghat(i) ghat(i) paran brabm paihchtinfrti.535. 

Just as fragrance is taken from flowers and then it is p ut in 
sesame that with some effort yields scented oil. 

Just as milk is boiled, converted to curd and then churned 
yields butter, with some more effort even clarified butter 
r Ghee) is obtained. 

Just as earth is excavated to dig a well and thereafter (on 
appearance of water) the side walls of the well are lined, 
then water is pulled out with the help of rope and bucket. 

Similarly, if the sermon of the True Guru is practiced 
diligently, w ith love and devotion, with every breath, the 
Lord-God becomes conspicuously permeated in every living 
being. 
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3-H ill llO){ QJa- UTOR tram orfu, 
fi:rcto -&" futB C«J!f a-&r o fu \"Ji fa G ~ 11 ~ ~ e II ,. 

tau sarita 
chit 

Jal( u) l?.iis{ah( i) 

laj apno i 
na horat, 
pratipario. 

Jaise tau karat sut anik ianpan, 
11rdbario hai. taii na jan-ni migun 

}aise 
lakh 

tau saran 
apradh kfe 

sar pilran 
niar(i) 

pr·atagia rakbai, 
na bi~tario hai. 

Ta ise hi param gur paras paras(i) gat(i). 
sikhcm ko kirat karam(u) kachhil na hichario hai.536 . 

Just as the water of streams and rivers does not sink the 
wood, it (water) has the shame of the fact that it has irrigated 
and brought the wood up; 

Just as a son commits many mistakes but his mother who 
has given him birth never recounts them (she still keeps 
loving him). 

Just as a culprit who may have myriad vices is not killed 
by a brave warrior in whose refuge he may have come, the 
warrior protects him and thus fulfils his virtuous traits. 

Similarly the supreme benevolent True Guru does not dwell 
on any of the faults of His Sikhs. He is like touch of 
philosopher-stone (Trne Guru removes dross of the Sikhs in 
His refuge and makes them gold-like precious and pure). 
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AA fuQ ~ ~ fil3" tit?> fur , 
llO(fT fuQO AA la H 0 "Q'l?)"" ~ II 

"' 
AA fuQ' ~ ~ ~ fur, 
~ fU{3" fuQ AA ~ IDflO ~ II 

3-Fr fuQ WU' fraif3" tf<1)}f HOO ~' 
fHc3' 0 ~ IDf fun Q]'O fuPWO ~ 11lls~11 .._ -

jaise jaf dhoe bin(u) m:Zhar ma/in hot, 
bin(u) tel mete jaise kes ban hbaian hai. 

Jaise bin(uJ marUai darpan Jot<O bin hot, 
harkha hihun .J'tlise khet mai na dban hai. 

jaise bin.(u) dipak bbavan ai1.dbka1· hot. 
lone ghrit bin(u) jaise bhojan saman hai, 

Taise hin(u) sadh sangat(i) janam maran dukh, 
mi(.at na bhai bhmm hin(u) gur gian hai.537. 

Just as a cloth not washed with water remains dirty; and the 
hair remains dishevelled and entangled without application 
of oil; 

Just as a glass not cleaned cannot let the light come through 
and just as no crop grows in a field without rain, 

Just as a house remains in darkness without a lamp and just 
as food tastes insipid without salt and ghee, 

Similarly without the company of saintly souls and devotees 
of the True Guru, the distress of repeated births and death 
cannot be wiped out. Nor can worldly fears and suspid ons 
be destroyed without practicing on the sermon of the True 
Guru. 
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AA Ws" ~ fun ~ o lfrfu tra-. 
~~funl:f'?o~~lf 
AA fso' aT-arr o ~ lWO ~ ~. 
OTfu o ~ fuQ !J30 ~ ~II 
AA fun mt:r w mlf1l o trro 'q1(JT. 

lfuJ" Wfo ~ fun ~ 0 wfo« ~ If 
3H- ill ~ Hofo crra- ~ fun' 
'ROH HOO Hfz HO o tt?l era 11 ll ~'t II 

jaise manjh baithe bin(u) bohitha na par(i) parai, 
paras parsai bin(u) dhat(u) na kanik bai. 

]aise bin(u) gariga na pavan an jal(u) hai, 
nar(i) na bhatar bin(u) sutan anik hai. 

]aise bin(u) bij boe nipjai na dhan dhara, 
sip svant(i) bitnd bin(u) mukta na manik bai. 

Taise bl charan saran(i) gur bbete bin( u), 
janam maran met(i) Jan na .fan kahai.538. 

Just as without embarking a ship, ocean cannot be crossed 
and without the touch of philosopher-stone, iron, copper or 
other metals cannot be turned into gold. 

Just as no water is considered sacred other than the water 
of river Ganges, and no child can be born without conjugal 
union of husband and wife. 

Just as without sowing seeds, no crop can grow and no pearl 
can be formed in an oyster unless the swati drop of rain falls 
on it. 

Similarly withou~ taking refuge and consecration of True 
Guru, there is no other method or force that can end the 
repeated cycle of birth and death. One who is without the 
divine word of the Gum cannot be called a human being. 
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AA ~ ~ Htro ~ 0 ~ WH, 

!fW ~ ~ ~ tfta" o 'CIB3' ~ II 
-RH ~ a1J.T cl H01C5' Jrn"I' wfu ~ t 
srf;J .. Hct31ijM ~ fi:o.RB ~II 
-RH Hfo d1fu fwwo Cfd'3" ~ R3(') I 

!fc'>3" ft:T>wo ~ ~ o lra3' ~ II 

3JT llO 30 tra llO" ~ ~ HO, 

orJ3"cl ~~~~Zd'3"& llll::!tll 

jaise tau kahai manjifr karau na ahar mas, 
masa dekh(i) pachhai daure dhir na dharat hai. 

jaise kafta 1is kai maral sabha ;ae baithe, 
chhatj(i) muktiihal durgandh simrat hai. 

jaise mon(i) gah(i) siar karat anek jatan, 
sunat siar hhakhia rahio na parat bai. 

Taiso par tan par dhan dilklma tridokh man, 
kahat kai chhacjio chuhai tev na farat hai.539. 

Just as a tom cat says that he has stopped eating meat but 
as soon as he sees a mouse runs after him (cannot control 
his desire to eat him up). 

Just as a crow goes and sit among swans but leaving aside 
pearls which is the food of swans, he always desires to eat 
filth and dross. 

Just as a jackal may try myriad times to keep quiet but 
listening to other jackals just by the force of habit, cannot 
help howling. 

Similarly the three vices of ogling at other's wife, keeping 
an eye on other's wealth and slander are inhabiting in my 
mind like a chronic disease. Even if someone tells me to leave 
them, this bad habit cannot go away. (This can only be shed 
when the incantation of divine word is obtained from True 
Guru and practiced on vigorously.) 
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~ 
fiffiif3" yatO" ikrfo m:ro l1IJ", 
iiJid 1~3 ~ fu))flCraO oft3"r 11 

Frrr >raRlT ~ ~ Hill=r Bfo I 
;:ras »@ ~ BO ~ ~ ll 

fup,po ))@fo»r?> ~ ~ ~. 
tflQT O'lfu' fu'tt ~ oT3"r 11 

~ ffilT ~ qr-a- mre- ~ Hci, 
»IBIH »ff3' »IBIH ))ffiT1fu HT3"r I I l..18o11 

Jholana 
Sinmrit(i) puran kotan(i) bakhan bahui 
bhagvat bed biakamn gita. 

Ses marjes akhles sur mahes mun(i), 
jagat ar( u) bbagat(i) sur nar atita. 

Giiin ar(u) dhiii.n unman unman ukat(i), 
rag nad(z) dij surmat(i) nit a. 
Aradh lag miitra gu.r sabad akhar mek, 
agam at(i) agam agadb(i) mitii.540. 

'If all the 31 Silnrities, 18 Purans, Bhagvad Geeta, four Vedas 
and their grammar become millions and speak, 

If Shesh Nag of thousands of tongues, Dharamraj, Kuber and 
other gods, Shiva and hermits and saints of the whole world, 
noble men get together in millions and speak; 

If seekers of many type of knowledge, contemplations and 
wise men who discuss various subjects, people of higher 
spiritual state, who ca'n speak about various skills, all the 
Ragas and their seven notes, knowledgeable scholars, 
goddess Saraswati and many statesmen become millions and 
then say-

0 friend ! all the above will fall woefully short of saying the 
praise of a syllable of the True Guru's blessed Namn-Gur
Mantar. The significance of Guru's words is beyond the 
extent of all knowledge. 
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~ 

~ ~ ~ 'fra"l? fn:r9 ~' 
~ ~ ~ H?> BOffi ~II 
(!fa~~~~~ om, 
~!JOE mo~ -o ~11 
~ -Here ms ttOTO ~ H3" t:ffir, 
~ BO'l'fu ~RE~ ~II 
~~fur>w<>~~m-o. 
Wm~~~~ 11~891 1 

Darsan dekhio dekhio sakcil sai-isar(u) kahai, 
kavan drisf(i) sew man daras(i) sam?iiai. 

Gur updes sunio sunio sabh kml kabai, 
kavan surat(i) sun('i) anat na dhaiai. 

jai jaikar japat fagat gw · mai-itm jih, 
kavan jugat(i) joti jot(i) /iv laiai. 

Drisf(i) sumt(i) gian dhian sarbang hfn. 
patit pa.van gur nuJr samjhaiai.541. 

The whole world claims to have seen. But what is that 
marvellous sight which engrosses the mind in the looks of 
the Guru? 

Everyone claims to have listened to the Guru1s sermon. But 
what is that unique voice, hearing which the mind does not 
wander away ? 

The whole world praises the Guiu1s incantations and recite 
it too. But what is that mean which will attach the mind in 
the radiant Lord. 

A fool who is devoid of such limbs and appendages that 
provide him with knowledge of the True Guru and 
contemplation, True Guru-the maker of pious people out 
of sinners, bless them with such divine knowledge through 
Naam Simran. 
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AA ~ ~ ~ !:ffu' mfr Htor ~~, 
t1S' ffi!T ;:i'l5 ~ ~ mfr ~ II 
AA or3' ~ H B1'tror Wra- ~, 
.ful.ra n t=l"'l!l, tf(f ffiIT n ~ II 
AA fcwwo fcwwo era- for>ato ~ 0 ~Cf§', 
t1lf ~ qJa" ~ »f3fu n ~II 
3R qro ftr>rn era- qro fu>,fro ~ () ~. 
t1lf ~ QJO ~ wfu () ~ 1148~11 

]aise kharirj(u) khaiuj(u) kahai mukh(i) nahf mitha hoe, 
fah !ag(uJ flhb svad khaiic;f,(u) nahfn khaiai. 

]aise rat and/Jeri mai dipak dipak kabai, 
timar na jai, jab lag(u) na jarillai. 

jaise gian gian kahai §ian hun na hot kachbu, 
jab lag(uJ gu.r gian antar(O na paiai. 

Taise gur dhiti.n kahai gur dhian lnt1i na pa.vat, 
/ah lag(u) gu.r dara.s(iJ jae na samiiiai. 542. 

Just as by saying sugar, sugar, one cannot feel sweet caste 
of sugar in the mouth. Unless sugar is placed on the tongue, 
it cannot feel its taste. 

In a dark night, saying lamp, lamp does not dispel darkness 
unless lamp is lit. 

Just by saying Gian (Knowledge) agt1in and again, 
knowledge cannot be obtained. It can only be acquired by 
lodging His name in the heart. 

Similarly just repeatedly asking for a glimpse of True Gum, 
one cannot acquire contemplation of the True Guru. This is 
possible only when one engrosses oneself upto the soul in 
the ardent desire of a glimpse of the True Guru. 
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~ yoTO ~ ~ ~ fu>wa, 
Afo Na Af3° BC{ mi t=1!J ~ ~ II 
~ H(l)O!•fe (l)•ae•feO! ~. 
tra Od" OTt:f fun fu>wo H 0 ~ ~ II 

furfu 30 ~ ~ Yo ~ ll3'· 
fuf tiQT ~ ~ ~ o ~~II 
>;or ~ 31'fur HWw Hfi:r ~~I 
yao<@lf QJO~'Sifu~~ 11~8~11 

Sinm1·it(i) puran bed sastra biranch bias, 
net(i) net(i) ne(i) suk se/zh jas( u) gilio hai. 

Sio sanakad(i) nardadik rikh'isurad( i), 
sur nar niith jog dhil"in mafr1 na aio hai. 

Gir(i) tar tirath gavan punn dan brat, 
ham jag ghog naihed kai na paio hai. 

As vai;f. hhag(i) maia madb(l) gursikhan kau, 
puran hrahm gur nip hue dikhaio hai.543. 

All the 31 Simritis, 18 Puranas, 4 Vedas, 6 Shastras, Brahma 
the scholar of Vedas, sage Vyas, supreme scholar Sukdev and 
Shesh Nag of thousand tongues sing the praises of the Lord 
but have not been able to fathom Him. They address Him 
as infinite , infinite ... 

Shiv, four sons of Brahma, Narad and other sages, gods, men 
of substance, nine heads of ]ogis could not perceive God 
in their contemplation and meditation. 

They could not realise that infinite Lord even by roaming in 
jungles, mountains and places of pilgrimage, making charity, 
fasting, doing hom-yag and offering food and other delicacies 
to the gods. 

Such fortunate and enjoying the worldly maya are the Sikhs 
of the Guru who are seeing the inaccessible Lord in the 
manifestated state of a True Guru. 
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~ m »fc!lf5 W"3" 11"8" Rfu3'r ~, 
~ H ~ »fOTfo ~ -&H ~~II 
~ H- ~ m-~ ac ~. 
~ H ~~~~CE" ~II 
~ ~ ~ wfu ~ ~ ~. 
~ Htih.Jfg ~ ~ ~ ~II 
>-fWw ~ ~ m Qfij"-~ ~, 
3trT ~ wfu>w ~ ORJT 6ild ·8~ llll8811 

Bahar ki agan(i) bujhat Jal sarita kai, 
nao mai jau agan(i) lagai kesai kai bujhiHai. 

Br..7har sai hhag(iJ ot lijiat kot gar, 
gar mai jau lut(iJ lijai kaho kat jalai. 

Charan kai t1-as jti.e saran(i) gahai narind, 
mlirai mahipat(i) jio kaise kai bachalai. 

Miiia cjar r;larpat har(i) gur-duiirai javai. 
taba jau maia biapai kahii thahrafai.544. 

Fire burning outside the stream can be extinguished with the 
water of the stream, but if the boat in the river catches fire , 
how can that be extinguished ? 

Escaping from the attack of a robber while out in the open, 
one can run and take shelter in a fort or such other place 
but when someone robs in the fort, what can be done then ? 

If for fear of thieves one takes refuge with a ruler and if the 
niler starts punishing, then what can be done ? 

Fearing the dragon-net of worldly compulsions, if one goes 
to the door of Guru, and if ma.ya overpowers on him there 
too, then there is no escape. 
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'ROlT ~ 3TR 'ffiJfo ~ ~ ;:rrfu, 

a(JT ~ ~ arR ~ -&Jr tmWH II 
~ fr rnr ~ cit lraf<z>- om, 
3<Jf ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~II 
~ ~ :ei-tr wre lraf<z>- BH-a- mu, 
a(JT ~ ~ ~ qTfu €H ~II 
C(Q}f Y(J}f ~ 'ROf'o ~ om. 
3<Jf -n fHZ ~~Ge~ 11t.ieL111 

Sarap kai tras saran( i) gahai khagpat( 0 jiie, 
tahan jau sarap grasai kaho kaise jfj[ai. 

]aJibuk sai bhag( i) mrigraf kf saran(iJ gahai, 
tahan jau ja1ihuk hanti kabo kahan kijiai. 

Daridra kai chanpai jae saran(i) sumer si1idb, 
tahan jau daridra dahai kabe dosu dijilti. 

Karam hhai·am kai scmm(i) g11rdev gahai, 
tahaii na mitai karam(u) kaim of lfjfai.545. 

If for the fear of snake, one takes shelter of Garud and yet 
the snake comes and bite there, how can one survive then ? 

For the fear of a Jackal, if one takes refuge of a lion what 
can be done if jackal comes and kills there ? 

Distressed by poverty if someone goes and takes refuge in 
a gold mine, Sumer mountain or ocean-the treasure-house 
of diamonds; and if he is still distressed by poverty, then who 
should be blamed ? 

In order to liberate oneself from the wandering and effect 
of the deeds performed, one takes the support of True Guiu. 
And if even then the cycle of deeds and actions do not end, 
then whose refuge should be sought. 
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ffi'r ~ HCIB fcr;fq ~ ~ ~I 
fuf ~ fmN ~ ~II 
AA ~ "dta'r woor trratr fmr. 
~ crfo t=rm ~ l(dJ<:: 1~il II 

AA llO ~ HfW>fTora jfqr cruo. 
"' mr a- ~ ~ fu~rn•;gel 11 

3Ft <!]aa•ol ~ HCIB twoa" ~. 
Hitmrr~rnrn~ 111.1se11 

]aise tau sakal nidh(i) pitransamundm bilzhai, 
hmis maijlua nibchai prasad( u) pavaf. 

]aise parhat(iJ hira manak paras sidh, 
khanuara khan(i) jag vikhe pragtaval. 

]aise baiz hikhai maliagar saudba kapft1~ 

sodh liai su hasi sihas bihsaual. 

Taise gurhtini hikhai sakal padarath bai, 
joi Joi kbojai soi soi nipjavat.546. 

Just as treasures of pearls and diamonds are found in the 
sea, but only a seasoned evaluator of these precious stones 
who can dive deep into the bottom of sea can surely enjoy 
the pleasure of picking them up from there. 

Just as mountains have diamonds, rubies and philosopher
stones-those can purify metals into gold, but only an adept 
excavator can bring them out before the world. 

Just as a jungle has many aromatic trees like sandalwood, 
camphor etc., but only a perfume1y expe1t can bring the ir 
fragrance out. 

Similarly Gurbani has all the precious items but whosoever 
would search and research them, he would be rewarded with 
those items that he so fondly desires. 
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~ BlOUl 'RH'fo mg fl ·~et( t 

~ ~ !J3T ~ -&" ~II = 
. tra €d ~t'H F<l ~ WA" ~ ;:rrf7;' ~I 
qffi o 'RlraH ))ftraR ~ 11 

Ulk ulfc !f60 ~ 'RB ~ Ufa" I 
~ ~ ~ ~ o ~II 
QJO ~ HO ~ : l!'d'fu I 
tra-'00 tra-30 l@'-~ ~ lltl8.911 .. 

Partria diragh saman(i) laghu jti.vdek, 
Jan-ni bhagnf suta nip ktai nihc'lriai. 

Par dai·basah(i) gau mas tul(i) jan(i) ridai, 
kijai na sapars aparas sidharlai. 

Gha(( i) ghaf( i) puran brahm jot(i) ot( i) pot(i), 
avgun(u) gun(u) kaha ko na hichariai. 

Gur updes man dhavat barnj(i), 
par-dban par-tan .pm--dukbna nivii.iiai.547. 

So far as other women are con cerned, regard elder to you 
as mother; one of your age as sister and younger than 
yourself as your daughter. 

Let the desire for other's wealth be treated like beef that i.s 
not to be touched, and remain away from it. 

Consider the radiance of complete Lord re.siding in eve1y 
body like warp and weft and dwell not on anybody's merits 
and demerits. 

By virtue of True Guru's sermon, keep the wandering of the 
mind in ten directions under control and abstain it from 
looking at other's woman, other's wealth and slander . 
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AA l.fB mr tJOT 11B ~ ~ R", 
~ ))flfu ~ fuacf ill H ))flfu a- II 

mil w ~ H- f7;qfi; "O"a" ~ a-, 
~ ~ AA ~ -at H- t=rfu a- 11 

Ba' a-~ 00' t1'3' 3'13" HB H('), 

~ wITT ~ tjQ ~~~II 
mr ~ ~ rn-r RB~~. 
~ 3a3" yfo" fa[<JHd ~l:Pfu a- lll.l8tl1 

jaise prat samai khag JZU ucj,(i) hirakh sai, 
hahur(i) ae baithat hirakh bi mai ae kai. 

Chifi cbfta hi! sai nikas(i) dhar gavan kai, 
hahurio paisat faise bi! hi mai jae kai. 

lar kai larika rilth jat tat mat san, 
bhfikh lagai tiugai hath avai pachhutae kai. 

Taise grih tiag(i) bhag(i) fat udas bas. 
asro takat pun(i) gn'bsat ko dhae kai.548. 

Just as birds fly away from the tree in the morning and return 
to the tree in the evening, 

Just as ants and insects come out of their burrows and walk 
about on the ground and return back to the burrow after their 
wandering, 

Just as a son leaves the house after an argument with his 
parents, and when experiences hunger gives up his obduracy 
and returns repentantly, 

Similarly, a man forsakes life of a householder and goes to 
the jungle for a hermit's life. But unable to achieve spiritual 
happiness and after wandering here and there returns to his 
family (One can realise God as a householder by keeping 
oneself unsullied of mayif). 
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~ -ew ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~. 
~~cl~~~~'' 
~ ~ ll'(') CitIB ~ ~ -em, 
~ ttl? ll'<'> fa»J1it ~ fS8M'3 ~II 
~ raru- al ~ lJtq 'Rio(' fHftr ~, 
~ rai_u- oft ~ ~ HQ'3' ~II 
~ al iraTfa f>m? ~ ~ yfu, 
~oft fraifu fiITT? 'ffifYfa' if'3' ~ II~ 8 t II ., 

Kaba dasa ke pavan gavan barkha hai, 
kahu dasa ko pavan badar bi/at hai. 

Kahii. Jal pan kie rahat arog dehi, 
kahu Jal pan biapai britha bil-!at hai. 

Kahii. grih ki agan(i) pak sak sidh{i) karai, 
kahu grih ki agan(i) bhavan jarat hai. 

Kahii. ki sangat(i) mi!(i) jivan mukat(i) hue, 
kahu ki sangat(i) mil(i) Jampur{i) jiit hai.549. 

Just as wind blowing from a particular direction causes rain 
while another direction blows the clouds away. 

Just as drinking some water keeps the body healthy while 
some other water causes one to fall sick. It troubles the 
patient no end. 

Just as the fire of a house helps in cooking but the fire raged 
in another house burns the house to ashes; 

Similarly someone1s company liberates, while other1s company 
leads one to hell. 
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$n-r a- m.r m.r ~ ~ ~ u3crr, 
~ l@T'Jf Hal ~ -g ~II 
l1'JH B"ffin l>@ ~ ~ ~. 
tr5 Ml?~ >fto' yfe" ~II 

~ ~ ~ l:lfcra ~ 5'fl! r 
~ ~ ~ 'ff01'f8" tid' 1~il II 

Ml? ~ l>@ ~ mrl3" ~. 
ai.rc Hi<r ~ e; ow •c;;el 1144011 

Pritam ke mel khel prem nem kai patang, 
dipak pragas joti jot(i) hit1i samavai. 

Sabaj sunjog ar( u) bi rah biog bikhai, 
jal mil(i) bicbhurat min hue dikhavai. 

Sabad surat(i) liv thakit chakit hoe, 
sabad bedhi kurang jugat(i) jatavai. 

Mil(i) bichhurat ar(u) sabad surat(i) Jiv, 
kapaf sneh saneh'i na kahavai.550. 

For meeting the dear True Guru, an obedient disciple plays 
the game of love and merges his self into the light divine 
of the True Guru in a manner as is done by a moth who 
perishes on his beloved flame. 

The state of a devoted Sikh for meeting with True Guru in 
order to relish the spiritual ecstasy is like that of a fish in 
water. And one who is separated from water looks like dying 
with pangs of separation. 

Like a deer engrossed in the musical sound of Chanda 
Herha, the mind of a true devotee enjoys the divine bliss 
engrossed in the word of the Guru. 

The disciple who is able to engross his mind in the divine 
word, and yet separates himself from True Guru, his love 
is false. He cannot be called a true lover. 
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~~~~(j~~. 
~ flrc:rn ~ n aa 1~e1 II 

= 
1F>3' Hlft yfn We' (j fi.f8'3" fi.@T' 
Hlft ¢ til7; t=IOl:f 8t'l'~e1 II 

QTa ~~~(I)~ 00\, 
~ n faH~'B QTa ~ yfu n clH'<ael II 

H8 ~ 'RB .Ol!f ~ faJ»rO" fu»ro-, 
~ ~ fi:rtt" ffi? >it?>" yfu ~ 1144 crn 

Darsan dip dekh(i) hoe na milai patang( u), 
parcha bihun gursikh na kahavai. 

Sunat sabad dhun(i) ·hoe na milat mrig, 
sabad surat(i) bin janam(u) lajavai. 

Gur charnamrit kai chatrik( uJ na hoe milai, 
ridai na bisviis( u) gur diis hue na hasavai. 

Sat(i) rap sat(i) nam(u) sat(i)gur gian dbian, 
ek tek sikh jal min hue dikhavai.551. 

If a glimpse of the True Guru does not turn a disciple in 
a state that of a moth who is prepared to sacrifice himself 
unto his beloved lamp, then he cannot be called a true 
disciple of the Guru. 

Hearing the melodious words of True Guru, if a disciple's state 
does not become like that of a deer who goes into a trance 
at the sound of Ghanda Herha, then without lodging of Lord's 
name in his deep within, he has wasted his precious life. 

For the acquisition of Naam-like elixir from the True Guru, 
if a disciple does not meet the True Guru with complete faith 
like the rain-bird yearning for the Swati drop, then he has 
no faith for the True Guru in his mind nor can he be His 
devoted follower. 

A devoted disciple of the True Guru engrosses his mind in 
the divine word, practices it and swims in the loving lap of 
the True Guru as a fish swims in water merrily and contented. 
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Utam madhim ar(u) adbam tribidh(i) jag(u), 
apno suann kahu buro tau na lag(i) hai. 

Sabh kou banaj( u) karat labh labhat kau, 
apno biuhar(u) bhalo jiin(i) anurag(i) hai. 

Taise apne apne istai chahat sabhai, 
apne pahire sabh jagat( u) sujag( u) hai. 

Suann samrath bhae banaj( u) bikane janai, 
is{ pratap(u) ant(i) kat(i) agrabhag(i) hai.552. 

Just as no category of society, high, middle or low class 
considers their son bad or evil, 

Just as everyone do business in order to earn profit, but they 
all consider their own profession to be the best and therefore 
love it, 

Similarly everyone respect and love their own deity and in 
their life-time, are ever ready and conscious of worshipping 
him, 

Just as a son when grown up understands the art of business 
and trading and acquires proficiency, similarly on receiving 
initiation from the True Guru, a devoted disciple learns that 
the knowledge, ambrosial name blessed by the True Guru 
is capable of liberating from the noose of the angles of death 
at the final hour. 
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Apno suann sabh kahuai sundar lagai, 
saphal( u) sundatta sansar mai sarahiai. 

Apno banaj( u) buro Lagat na kahu ridai, 
jahe jag( u) bha/o kahai soi tau bisabiai. 

Apno karam( u) kula-dharam karat sabhai, 
utam karam( u) log bed avgahiai. 

Gur bin( u) mukat(i) na hoe sabh kou kahai, 
maia mai udas rakbai soi gur chahiai.553. 

To everyone, his/her son looks beautiful. But one whom 
others praise is certainly beautiful. 

No one dislikes his profession, but one should trade only 
those commodities which are praised by others. 

Everyone follows rites and traditions of one's family, but all 
deeds which are as per scriptures and according to social 
traditions are considered supreme. 

Everyone says that no salvation can be achieved without a 
Guru, but one requires such a capable True Guru who can 
guide a person to salvation through His advice while living 
a householder's life, in a society and enjoying all material 
comforts. 
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jaise madhu makhi sich(i) slch(i) kai ikatra karai, 
barai madbu ae take m ukh(i) cbbar(u) cjar(i) kai. 

jaisr; bachh bet gaa sanchat hai khfr, 
tii.be let ai ahir( u) duhe bachhre bicj.ar( i) kai. 

]aise dhar khod(i) khod(i) kar(i) bit sii.jai masa, 
paisat sarap(u) dhae khae tahe mar(i) kai. 

Taise kot(i) pap kar(i) mZiia jor(i) jor(i) mur, 
ant(i) kal(i) chhacj(i) chalai dona karjhii.r(i) kai.554. 

Just as honey bee hops from flower to flower and collects 
honey, but a honey collector smokes the bees away, and 
takes the honey. 

Just as a cow collects milk in her teats for the calf, but a 
milkman uses the calf to bring down her milk. He ties the 
calf away, milks the cow and takes it away. 

Just as a rodent digs up earth to make a burrow but a snake 
enters the burrow and eats away the rodent. 

Similarly an ignorant and foolish person indulges in umpteen 
sins, collects wealth and leaves this world empty-handed. (All 
his earnings and material goods prove worthless ultimately). 
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fake anik phanang phanagra bbar dharan(i) dhari, 
tahe girdhar kahai kaun si bacfai hai. 

fa ko ek bavro bisvanath nam kahavai, 
tahe brijnath kahe kaun adhikai bai. 

Anik akar oankar ke bithare jahe, 
tahe nand nandan kahe kaun sobhtaf hai. 

janat ustat(i) 
aise aradhbe 

karat nindia andh milr, . 
te mon(i) sukhdai hai.555. 

The Creator who has placed very heavy Earth on the tip of 
one of the thousand hoods of Sheshnag, what praise is His 
if we call him Girdhar because he has lifted a mountain ? 

Shiv, a lascivious person created by the Lord who calls 
himself Vishwanath, if we call that Creator master of Braj 
Bhumi, then what praise of His it is? (The extent of His 
creation is limitless). 

The Lord who has created countless forms, to call Him son 
of Nand is no matter of praise for Him. 

Ignorant and foolish devotees call it His praise. Infact they 
are slandering the Lord. It is better to remain silent rather 
than say such praises. 
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Swaiya 
Bed biranch(i) bichar( u) na pavat, 
chakrit sekh sivad(i) bhae hai. 

jog samadh(i) aradhat narad, 
sarad sukra sanat nae hai. 
Ad(i) anad(i) agadh(i) agocha1; 
nam niranjan jii.p jae hai. 

Sri gurdev samev su sangat(i), 
pairi pae bhai pairi pae hai.556. 

Brahma studied and reflected on the Vedas yet could not 
fathom the beginning and the end of the infinite Lord. 
Sheshnag, with his thousand tongues and Shiv Ji are falling 
into ecstatic state singing His paeans and contemplating on 
His extent. 

Sage Narad, goddess Saraswati, Shukracharya and Sanatan 
the sons of Brahma are bowing before Him after 
contemplating on Him in meditation. 

The Lord who is since the beginning of the beginning, is 
beyond the beginning is spread beyond the comprehension 
of mind and senses. Such mammonless and blemishless Lord 
is being meditated upon by all. 

The True Guru who is engrossed in such God is absorbed 
and permeated in the congregation of supreme people. 0 
brother ! I fall, yes I fall on the holy feet of such a True Guru. 
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jaise tau kanchnai paro parsat sokh(i) let, 
agan(i) mai ef,are pun(i) paro u<f. jat hai. 

jaise mat mutra lag(i) anbar malin hot, 
saban salil mil(i) nirmal gat hai. 

jaise ah(i) grase bikh( u) biapat saga! ang, 
mantra kai bikhai bikar sabh su bilat hai. 

Taise maia mob kai bimohat magan man( u), 
gur updes(i) maia mUI murjhat bai.557. 

Just as mercury touching gold conceals its real colour but 
when put in a crucible regains its luster, while the mercury 
evaporates. 

Just as clothes become dirty with filth and dust but when 
washed with soap and water become clean again. 

Just as snake-bite spreads poison in the whole body but with 
recitation of Garur Jaap (a Mantra) all ill effects are 
destroyed. 

Similarly by listening to True Guru's word and meditating on 
it, all the effects of worldly vices and attachment are 
eliminated. (All the influence of worldly things (Maya) ends.) 
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f aise pat chaki ke na mii:n4 ke ufhae jat, 
kala kie tie jat aichant achfrzt hi. 

jaise gaj kehar na bal me bas(i) hot, 
jatan kai aniat samat samat hi. 

jaise Sarita praba/ dekhat bhayan rilp, 
kirav men char par utrai turat hi. 

Taise dukh sukh bahu bikham sansar bikhai, 
gur updes Jal, jal Jae kat hi.558. 

Just as grinding stone of a water grinding mill cannot be taken 
away by lifting on head but can be pulled away using some 
method or machine. 

Just as a lion and an elephant cannot be controlled by force, 
but with the use of special methods can be brought under 
control conveniently. 

just as a flowing river look dangerous but can be crossed 
in a boat easily and quickly. 

Similarly, pain and sufferings are unbearable and leave a 
person in an unstable state. But with the advice and initiation 
of a True Guru, all pain and sufferings are washed away and 
one becomes quiet, calm and composed. 
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jaise tau maral mat baifhat hai mansar, 
mukta --amol khae khae bigsat hain. 

jaise tau sujan mil(i) baifhat hain paksa!(i), 
anik prakar binjnad(i) ras khat hain. 

]aise drum chhaya mil(i) bai(hat anek panchhi, 
khae phal madhur bachan kai suhat hain . 

Taise gur sikh mil(t) baifhat dharmsal, 
sabaj sabad ras anmrit aghat hai.559. 

Just as a flock of swans reaches lake Mansarover and feels 
pleased eating pearls there 

Just as friends get together in a kitchen and enjoy several 
dainty dishes together, 

Just as several birds collect in the shade of a tree and eating 
its sweet fruits produce melodious sounds, 

Similarly, faithful and obedient disciple get together in a 
Dharamsala and by contemplating on His elixir-like name 
feel happy and satisfied. 
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]aise banita bachitra abharan singar saj(i), 
bhe{at bhatar chit bimal anand hai. 

]aise saruvar pariphulat kamal dal, 
Madhukar mudat niagan makra1id hai. 

jaise chit chahat chakor dekh dhian dharai, 
anmrit kiran achvat hit chand hai. 

Taise gaibo sunaibo su sabad sangat(i) main, 
mano dan kurkhetra pap ma! kand hai.560. 

Just as a wife embellished with many form of ornaments feel 
happy meeting her husband with all the love in her heart, 

Just as a bumble bee feels satiated drinking the elixir from 
the lotus flower. 

Just as Ruddy sheldrake looks at the moon with rapt attention 
and drinks its ambrosial rays with his heart and mind; 

Similarly, reciting and singing the supreme hymns/ words of 
the True Guru in a congregation assembled in the presence 
of the True Guru is capable of destroying sins from the 
roots-just as it is believed that charity made in Kurukshetra 
destroys all the sins. 
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fa_tse kirtas gar ;at Jal build pari, 
ghrit sanbandb Jal madh(i) savdhan hai. 

]aise kot(i) bhar tii.l tanak chinag jarai, 
tel mel(i) dipak main bati bidman hai. 

]aise !oho bfr;l jat salil main rf,amt hi, 
kasat prasang gang sagar na man hai. 

Taise jam ka/ bial saga/ sansar grasai, 
sat(i)gur bhetat hi dasan(i) dasan hai.561. 

Just as paper perishes or decays when water falls on it, but 
when smeared with fat, tolerates the effect of water superbly. 

Just as millions of bales of cotton get destroyed with a spark 
of fire, but when associated with oil as a wick, gives out 
light and lives longer. 

Just as iron sinks as soon as it is thrown in water, but when 
attached with wood, it floats and disregards the waters of 
river Ganges or even sea. 

Similarly death-like snake is swallowing everyone. But once 
consecration from the Guru in the form of Naam is obtained, 
then the angel of death becomes slave of the slaves. 
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]aise kharu;i chun ghrlt hot ghar hi bikhai, 
pai pahuna ke ae puri kai khuvae khafai. 

jaise chir har mukta kanak abharan, 
pai biah(u) kaj saj(i) tan sujan dikhiiiai. 

]aise hira manik amol hot hat hi main, 
gahkai dikhae birta bisekh paiai. 

Taise gurbani likh pothf bandh(i) riikhiat, 
mil gursikh par(i) sun(i) !iv laiai.562. 

Just as flour, sugar and oil are kept at home, and on arrival 
of some guests, sweet dishes are prepared, served and eaten. 

Just as beautiful dresses, pearl necklace and gold jewellery 
are in possession but are worn on special occasions like 
marriage and are shown to others. 

Just as valuable pearls and jewels are kept in the shop, but 
shopkeeper shows them to the customer to sell and earn 
profit. 

Similarly Gurbani is written in a book form, it is bound and 
preserved. But when the Sikhs of Guru assemble in a 
congregation, that book is read and heard and it helps one 
attach the mind in the holy feet of the Lord. 
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jaise narpat(i) banita anek biabat hai, 
ja kai sut janam hvai tanhi grih raj hai. 

]aise dadh(i) bohath bahae det chahun or, 
Joi par pahunchai puran sabh(i) kaj hai. 

jaise khan khanat anant khanvaro khojai, 
hira hath(i) avai Jan kai tan ke baj baj(i) hai. 

Taise gursikh navtan au puratan mai, 
Jan par kripa karachh tan ke chhab(i) chhaj(i) hai.563. 

Just as a king marries many women, but one who gives birth 
to a son is honoured with bestowing of kingdom. 

Just as many ships sail in all directions of the sea, but one 
that reaches the shore beyond proves profitable. 

Just as several mine diggers dig for diamonds, but one who 
finds a diamond enjoys the celebrations of his find. 

Similarly, a Sikh of the Guru whether new or old devotee 
who gets a look of grace of the True Guru, earns honour, 
glory and praise. 
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f aise birariidhi misfan pan an kahu, 
khuvavat mangae mangai ap nahi khat hai. 

jaise drum saphal phalat phal khat nanhe, 
pathak pakberi1 tor tor le jat hai. 

jaise tau samundra nidh(i) puran sakal bidh(i), 
bans marjfva ber(i) katJ,hat sugat bai. 

Taise nihkam sadh sobhat sansar bikhai, 
parupkar bet sundar SU gat hai.564. 

Just as worshipper of brave (in Sikand Puran 52 Bir's Nandi, 
Bhirangi, Hanuman, Bhairav, etc. are mentioned) asks for 
sweet, distributes to all but does not eat any himself. 

Just as a tree bears sweet fruits but does not eat them itself. 
Instead birds, travellers pluck and eat them. 

Just as ocean is full of all sorts of precious pearls and stones 
but those who have swan like temperament dives in it and 
relish them. 

Similarly, there are many saints and hermits (who have no 
self interest and are always ready to do good to others 
without any gain to themselves) their lives become successful 
helping others. 
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jaise dip jot(i) liv lagai chafe jat sukh, 
gahe kar duchit( u) hvai bhafka so bhet hai. 

faise dadh(i) kill baith(i) mukta chunat bans, 
pairat na pavai par lahar lapet hai. 

jaise nirakh(i) agan(i) kai madh(i) bhavsidh hot, 
nikat(i) bikat dukh sahsa na met(iJ hai. 

Taise gur sabad saneh kai param pad, 
mii.rat(i) samip singh sap ki akbet hai.565. 

just as focusing the mind in the light of a lamp helps walk 
steadily, but once the lamp is held in hand, one becomes 
unsure to step forward because the shadow of the hand 
caused by the lamp light impairs the vision. 

Just as a swan picks pearls on the bank of lake Mansarover, 
but when swiming in the water, can find no pearl nor can 
go across. He may get caught in the waves. 

Just as keeping fire in the middle is more helpful to all for 
warding off cold, but if placed too near creates fear of 
burning. Thus the discomfort of cold is supplemented by the 
fear of burning. 

Similarly loving the advice and teachings of Guru and lodging 
it in the consciousness, one reaches supreme state. But to 
focus on any form of the Guru and then expecting/longing 
for nearness of the Lord is like falling a prey to snake or 
lion. (It is a spiritual death). 
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Svami kaj lag(i) seva · kamt sevak(u) jaise, 
narpat(i) nirakh saneh upjav-hi. 

f aise put chocbta km-at pita hidiman, 
dekh(i) dekh(l) sun(i) sun(i) ana11d barj.hav-hi. 

}aise paksiila madh(i) binjan parosai nar(i), 
pat(O khat piar kai param sukh(u.) pav-hf. 

Taise gur sabad sunat srota savdhan, 
gavai rfjh(i) gain sahaj(i) !iv lav-M.566. 

Just as a worker serves the king whole-heartedly and the king 
feels happy to see him. 

just as a son shows his childish pranks to his father, seeing 
and hearing these father pampers and cuddles him. 

Just as a wife serves the food fondly that she had prepared 
so lovingly in the kitchen, her husband eats it with pleasure 
and that pleases her immensely. 

Similarly, the devoted followers of the Guru hear the divine 
words of the Guru with rapt attention. Then the s~nger of 
these hymns also sing with deep emotion and love that helps 
both the listeners and the singers absorb their mind in the 
essence of Guru's words. 
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jaise pekhai siam ghata gagn ghamaruj ghat; 
1nor au papiha suhh sabad sunav-ht. 

]aise tau basmit samai maulat anek anb, 
kokila madhur dhun(i) bachan sunav-hi. 

jatse parphulat kamal samvar vikhai, 
madhup gwijarat anand upjav-hz. 

Taise pekh(i) srotfi savdhanah gain gavai, 
pragtai piiran prem sahaj(i) samav-hl.567. 

Just as peacocks and rain-birds make pleasing sounds seeing 
the dark clouds in the sky and hearing their thunder. 

Just as mango and many other trees bloom during spring 
season, when cuckoos become ecstatic and make very sweet 
sounds sitting on these trees. 

Just as lotus flowers bloom in a pond attracting bumble bees 
who come flying making pleasant sound. 

Similarly, seeing the listeners sitting in singular mind, the 
singers sing the divine hymns in deep devotion and attention 
that creates an atmosphere of loving tranquility absorbing 
both the singers and the listeners in divine state of ecstasy. 
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Jaise ah(i) nis andbiar"i mar;(i) kacjb(i) rakhai, 
krira kai du1·avai pun(i) kahu na dikhav-hf. 

jalse bar nar(i) kar(i) sihja sanjog bbog, 
hot pa;·bhat tan chhadcm chhupav-hi. 

Jaise al(i) kamal sanpat achvat madh, 
hhor bhae jat ucj, nato na janav-hi. 

Taise gursikh uth bai(hat anmrit jog, 
sahh sudha ras chakh(i) sukh triptav-hf.568. 

Just as during dark nights, snake takes out its jewel, plays 
around with it and then hides it and does not show to 
anyone. 

Just as a virtuous wife enjoys the pleasure of the company 
of her husband at night and as the day breaks, re-drapes 
herself. 

Just as a bumble bee closed in the box-like lotus flower keep 
sucking the sweet elixir and flies away in the morning as 
soon as the flower blooms again without acknowledging any 
relationship with it. 

Similarly, an obedient disciple of the True Guru absorbs 
himself in the meditation of the Lord's name and feels satiated 
and blissful relishing the elixir like Naam. (But he does not 
mention his blissful state of the ambrosial hour to anyone). 
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Sihja sanjog priya prem ras khel jaise, 
pachhai hadhu janan sai garabh samav-hi. 

puran adhan bhae sovai gurjan bikhai, 
jagai parsut samai sabhan jagav-hi. 

]anmat sut khan pan mo sanjam karai, 
tan te sut sanmrath bvai su.khah dikhav-hi. 

Taise gur hhefat bhai bhae sikh seva karai, 
alap ahar nindra sahad kamav-hi.569. 

Just as a newly wedded bride uniting with her husband on 
the nuptial bed and after their love making lodges the seed 
of the child in her womb; 

And on confirmation of her pregnancy sleeps in the company 
of other elderly ladies of the house, and on delivering the 
child, keeps herself and other elders awake at night; 

And on birth of a son, she observes all preventions and 
precautions in her eating habits so as to ensure sound 
development of the son who will ultimately become a source 
of their comforts. 

Similarly an obedient Sikh of the True Guru serves Him with 
complete devotion after surrendering himself before Him and 
abiding by His teachings. For obtaining the pleasure of Lord's 
union, he eats frugally and sleeps a little; and in the holy 
congregation practices meditation on True Guru-blessed 
divine words. 
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]aise anuchar na1pat( i) ki pachhiinain bhakha, 
ho/at hachan khin hz1jhai bin dekh hi. 

jaise jauhari parakh janat hai ratan kt, 
dekhat hi kahai kharo kho{o ri1p rekh hi. 

jaise khir nir ko nibero kar(i) janai hmis, 
rakhiai milae bhinn hhirm kai sarekh hi. 

Taise gur sabad sunat paihchunai sikh. 
an bani kritami na ganat hai lekh hi.570. 

Just as an attendant on king waits behind him and recognises 
his sound and utterances without even seeing the king. 

Just as a gemologist knows the art of evaluating the precious 
stones and is able to declare whether a stone is fake or 
genuine by a look on its form. 

Just as a swan knows how to separate milk and water and 
is able to do in no time. 

Similarly, a true Sikh of the True Guru recognises which 
composition is fake and which one is genuine, created by 
the True Guru as soon as he hears it. He discards what is 
not genuine in no time and keeps it in no account. 
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Bais u(loh bat ;au beg milau prya, 
mifai dukh(u) rog(u) sog(u) birah b~yog ko, 

Avadh bikaf katai, kapat a11tar(i) pat(u), 
dekhau din prem ras sahaj sanjog ko. 

Lal na avat suhh lagan sagan bhale, 
hoe na bilanb kachhu bhed(u) bed lok ko. 

Atih(i) atur bhai adhik auser lagi, 
dhiraj na dharou kbojau dhar(i) bhekh jog ko.571. 

I am sacrifice unto you 0 Crow ! go and convey my message 
to my beloved to come and meet me soon so as to allay 
my sufferings, distresses and pangs of separation; 

0 my beloved ! separated from you, the life has become hard 
to spend. I am living in ignorance. Then how will I ever get 
the opportunity of uniting with my husband Lord to relish 
His love for ever ? 

Time and omen appear auspicious, yet the dear beloved is 
not coming. Hopefully the cause of the delay in His arrival 
is not my worldly attachments. 

0 my d_ear beloved ! much delay has taken place in meeting 
with You and I am very anxious and impatient to meet You. 
I can hold on to my patience no more. Should I then dress 
up as a (female) yogi and search You ? 
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Agan(i) jarat, Jal btu;lat sarap grasah(t), 
sastra anek mm rom kar(i) ghat hai. 

Birtha anek apda adhin din gat(i), 
grikham au sit barakh mahe nis prat hai. 

Go, dvij, badhu, bisvas, bans kot(iJ hatia, 
trisna anek dukh dokh bas(i) gat hai. 

A nik prakar jor sakal sansar sodh, 
piya ke bichhoh pal ek na pujil.t hai.572. 

Pain in the body due to burns, drowning in water, snake
bite or wounds received by the strike of weapons; 

Sufferings of many distresses, spending days in summer, 
winter and even rainy seasons and bearing these discomforts; 

Distresses of the body due to killing of a cow, brahmin, a 
woman, trust, family and many such-like sins and stigmas 
performed under the influence of desires. 

All the pains of the world put together cannot reach the pain 
of separation of the Lord even for a moment. (All worldly 
distresses are trivial compared to the pangs of separation of 
the Lord). 
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Pi1ran(i) sarad sas(i) sakal sansar kahai, 
mere Jane bar baisantar kf uk hai. 

Agan agan tan madh(i) ch ingarf chha(lai, 
Birah usiis mano phannag ki phtf.k hai. 

Parsat pavak pakhan phuf (i) tut jat, 
chhati at(i) barjan hoe doe tuk hai. 

Piya ke sidhare bhari fivan maran bhae, 
janam lajayo prem nem chit chuk hai.573. 

The light of full moon is considered cool and comforting by 
the whole world. But to me (suffering the pangs of separation 
of the beloved) it is like a burning wood. 

This pain of separation is causing countless fiery sparks in 
the body. The sighs of separation are like hissing sound of 
a cobra, 

Thus fire of separation is so strong that even stones break 
into pieces when they touch it. Despite much effort my chest 
is breaking into pieces. (I can't bear the pain of separation 
anymore). 

Separation of the beloved Lord has made both living life and 
death burdensome. I must have made a blunder in abiding 
by the vows and promises of love that I had made that is 
sullying my human birth. (The life is going waste). 
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Bin(u) priya sibja bbavan an nlp rang, 
dekhfai sakal jam-did hhai bhayan hai . 

Bin(u) priya rag nad had gian an katha, 
!agai tan tichhan dusah ur ban hai. 

Bin(u) p1~ya asan basan ang ang sukh, 
bikhia bikham(u) au baisantar saman he. 

Bin(u) priya mano min salil antargat(i), 
jfvan jatan bin(u) pritam na an hai.574. 

Without the presence of my beloved by my side, all these 
comfortable beds, mansions and other colourful forms look 
frightening like the angels/demons of death. 

Without the Lord, all modes of singing, their melodies, 
musical instruments and other episodes spreading knowledge 
touch the body as sharp arrows pierce the heart. 

Without dear beloved, all delicious dishes, comfort-giving 
beds and other pleasures of various kind look like poison 
and horrible fire. 

Just as a fish has no other aim than living in the company 
of its beloved water, I have no other purpose of life than 
living with my beloved Lord. 
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Pae lag(i) Zag(iJ dut'i benti karat huti, 
man mati hoe kahu mukh na lagavati, 

Sajni sakal kah(i) madhur bachan nit, 
sfkh det(i) huti prati-utar nasavati. 

Apan manae prla terat bai pria prla, 
sun(i) sun(i) man gah(i) naika kahavati. 

Birah bichhoh lag pachhat na bat koil, 
hritha na sunat tharj,hi dvar(i) hil-lavatl.575. 

When the maid-servant bringing the message of my dear 
husband used to fall on my feet and pray, I in my arrogance 
would not even look at or even speak with her. 

My friends used to ever advise me with sweet words, but 
I used to reply them haughtily and send them away. 

Then, when the beloved Lord himself used to come and call 
me-0 darling ! 0 dear one ! I used to keep silent just to 
feel important. 

And now when I am suffering the pangs of separation of 
my husband, no one even come to ask me what state I am 
living in. Standing on my beloved's door I am crying and 
wailing. 
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Yah'i mastak pekh(i) rijhat ko pi-an nath, 
hath apnai hanae tilak(u) dikhavate. 

Yahi mastak(i) dhar(i) basat kamal pr~ya, 

prem katba kab(i) kah(i) manan manavate. 

Yahi mastak nahi nahi kah(i) bhagti thi, 
dhae dhae bet kar(i) urah(i) lagavate. 

Soi mastak dhun(i) dhun(i) pun(i) roe ur/Jaun, 
svapne ha nath nahe daras dikhavte.576. 

My beloved master used to feel pleased seeing my forehead. 
Adoring it, he used to put mark of consecration on it and 
ask me to see it. 

My beloved then used to keep her soft hands on my forehead 
and with loving stories used to please me-the arrogant one. 

I used to run away saying No! No! and chasing me, he used 
to hug me very lovingly resting my forehead on his chest. 

But now on separation, I lament and cry with the same 
forehead, but my beloved master does not even appear in 
my dreams. 
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jaise tau prasat samai satnt kani) manai priai, 
janmat sut pun(i) rachat singarai ji. 

]aise bandsala bikhai hhupat ki nirida karai, 
chhfitat hi vahi svami kamah(i) samvarai ji. 

]aise har hae gae siisnii sahat 1 tit, 

kab-hun na samjhai kufevah(i) na t;iarai fi. 

Taise dukh dokh papl papah(i) tiagio cbahai, 
sanka{ mi(at pun(i) papah(i) h'icharai ji.577. 

Just as a woman considers her husband as her enemy at the 
time of undergoing labour pains, but after the birth of the 
child, she re-indulges in adorning and embellishing herself 
in order to please and entice her husband, 

Just as a well-wisher of a king is put in jail for some mistake 
and on his release the same courtier performs the assigned 
task as a true well-wisher of the king, 

Just as a thief when caught and imprisoned is ever lamenting 
but as soon as his sentence ends, re-indulges in theft not 
learns from his punishment, 

Similarly, a sinful man wants to leave his evil deeds because 
of pain and sufferings that these have caused him but as soon 
as the sentenced punishment period is over, re-indulges in 
these vices. 
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bail teli ko jiJnat 
ughrat vii.bi thau 

kai kos chalio, 
hi fhikano hai. 

jaise jevari bafat 
khat jat bacbhro 

andbro achint chint, 
tafore pachhutano hai. 

]aise mrig trisna tao dhavai mrig trikhavant, 
avat na sant(i) bhram bhramat hiriino hai. 

Taise svapanantar(i) disantar hihae gai, 
pahurich na sakio tahanjahan mohejiino hai.578. 

Just as a blind folded bullock of an oilman keeps going 
around the extractor and he thinks he has travelled many 
miles, but when his blindfold is removed, sees himself 
standing at the same place. 

Just as a blind person keeps twisting a rope without care 
when at the same time, the calf is eating it. But w hen he 
feels for the work done by him so far, repents to know that 
much of it has been eaten away; 

Just as a deer keeps running towards a mirage, bm the 
absence of water does not satiate his thirst and he feels 
distressed wandering. 

Similarly, wandering in the country and beyond, I have spent 
my life in a dream. I have not been able to reach where 
I had to go. (I have failed to re-unite myself with God). 
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Sutan ke pita ar bhratan ke hhrata hhae, 
hhaman(i) hhatar het jan-ni ke bare hain. 

Balak kai ba! budh( i), ta run sai tarunai, 
bridh sai hridh bivastha bisthare hain. 

Di·is{( i) kai rap rang, surat(i) kai nad bad, 
naska sugaiidh(i), ras rasna uchare hairi. 

Ghat(iJ avghaf(i) nat vat adbhut gat(i), 
pi'iran sakal hhiit, sah/J hi te niare bain.579. 

My wondrous beloved master is son of sons, brother of 
brothers, beloved husband of wife and mother of child. 

He is childlike with children, youngman among the youth, 
old with elderly people. 

He is beautiful to look at, listener of the musical melodies, 
relishers of fragrances and utterer of sweet words with his 
tongue. 

Like a performer of strange acts, the beloved master is 
existing in strange form both in and out of the bodies. He 
is present in all bodies and yet is separate from all. 
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f aise ti! plr tel kacj.hiat kasat(u) kai, 
tan te hoe dipak ;arae ujiaro Ji. 

jaise roni rom kar(i) katiai ajii ko tan, 
tan ki tat bajai rag riigani so piaro Ji. 
]aise tau utae darpan kijai losat seti, 
ta1i te kar gah( i) mukh dekhat sarisaro Ji. 
Taise diikh bhukh sudh siidhan kai sadh bhae, 
tan hi te jagat ko karat nistaru ji.580. 

Just as oil is extracted with much effort and when that oil 
is put in a lamp and lit, spreads light. 

Just as a goat's meat is cut into pieces while the strings made 
of its intestines are used in musical instruments that produce 
melodies in various Ragas. 

Just as a lump of special sand is melted and turned into glass 
and the whole world holds it in hand to see their face. 

Similarly, one living through all sufferings and tribulations 
obtains Naam from the True Guru and practices it to 
discipline one's mind; and with success in penance becomes 
a person of high virtues. He attaches the worldly people with 
the True Guru and helps them sail across the worldly ocean. 
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jaise tau annad(i) ad(i) mit pmyailt hmit, 
saga! sansar ko adhar bhayo tanh'i sain. 

]aise tau kapas tras det na usas kacf,hai, 
jugat ki of bhae mibar divahi sain. 

]aise apa khoe Jal milai sabh(i) baran mai11, 
khag mrig miinas tripat gat(i) yahi sain. 

Taise man siidh(i) sadh(i) sadhna kai sadh bhae, 
sakal sansar kau udbar avgahi sain.581. 

Just as grains are beaten and crushed right from the beginning 
and having lost their identity they become the support and 
sustenance of the whole world. 

Just as cotton bears the pain of ginning and spinning and 
loses its identity to become cloth and cover the bodies of 
the people of the world. 

Just as water loses its identity and becomes one with all 
colours and bodies and this character of destroying its own 
identity makes it capable of satiating others need. 

Similarly, those who took consecration from the True Guru 
and practiced Naam Simran to discipline their minds become 
superior persons. They are the emancipator of the whole 
world by attaching them with Guru. 
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Sang mil(i) chalai nir bighan pahuchai ghar(i), 
bic/:Jhrai tu.rat batvaro mar cjar(i) hai. 

f aise bar dfe khet chhuvat na mrig nar, 
chhec# bhae mrig pankhi khetah(i) ujar(i) hai. 

Pinjra mai sua jaise ram. nam let het(u), 
niksat{i) khin tanhe grast manjar hai. 

Sadh sang mil{i) man pahunchai sahaj ghar(i), 
bichrat pancho dat p1iin. parihar hai.582. 

Just as a man travelling in the company of others reaches 
home safely but one who gets separated, is robbed by dacoirs 
and killed. 

Just as a fenced field cannot be touched by humans and 
animals but an unfenced field is destroyed by passers-by and 
animals. 

Just as a parrot shouts Ram Ram when in a cage but as soon 
as it gets out of cage, it is pounced upon by a cat and is 
eaten away. 

Similarly, the mind of a human being acquires higher spiritual 
state when it unites with God-like True Guru. But when 
separated from the True Guru, it wanders about and is 
destroyed (spiritually) by the five vices- lust, anger, avarice, 
attachment and pride. 
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]aise tat mat grih( i) janmat sut ghane, 
sakal na hot samsar gun gath fi. 

Cha/ia anek jaise fwain chatsal hikbai, 
parat na ekse sarab bar katb fi. 

jaise nadf nav mil(i) baifbat anek panthi, 
hot na saman sahhai cha/at hain patb jf. 

Taise gur charan saran(l) hain anek sikb, 
sat(i)gur karan kara1l samrath ji.583. 

Just as several sons are born to a parent, but all are not 
virtuous to the same extent. 

Just as there are several students in a school, but all of them 
are not proficient in understanding a subject to the same 
extent. 

Just as several passengers travel in a boat, but all of them 
have different destinations. Everyone goes his own way oo 
leaving the boat. 

Similarly, several Sikhs of different aptitude take refuge of 
the True Guru, but the cause of all causes-the capable True 
Guru makes them alike by bestowing on them the elixir of 
Naam. 
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]aise janmat kannia dijiai dahej ghano. 
ta ke sut agai hiahai habu pun(i) {f(iai. 

Jaise dam lti.iat pritham bana_j bikhai, 
pachhai lii.bh bet num(i) sakuch n.a kUiai. 

jaise gail seva kai sahet pritpaliat, 
sakal akbad vii ko dudh duhe pijiai. 

Taise tan man dban arap saran(i) gu1~ 

dikhia dan lai amar sad sad jijiai.584. 

Just as in the marriage of daughter born in a house, much 
dowry is given. And when her sons are married, much dowry 
is received from their in-laws house; 

Just as one spends money from one's pocket at the time of 
commencement of a business and then to earn profit, one 
should not hesitate to ask enhanced price; 

Just as a cow is reared with love and care, she is served 
fodder and other items not eaten by human beings, and she 
yields milk that is drunk. 

Similarly, falling in the refuge of the True Gum, one 
surrenders all (body, mind and wealth) to Him. Then 
obtaining the incantation of Naam from the Trne Guru, one 
achieves emancipation and is freed from repeated deaths and 
births. 
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]aise liikh kor( iJ likhat na kan bhar lagai, 
]iinat su sram hoe Jan kai gan rakhiai. 

Aiimrit anmrit kahai paiai na amar pad, 
jau tau jihvt1 kai suras mimrit na chakhiai. 

Bandi-jan ki asi.s bhupat(i) na hoe kou, 
sirightisan baithe jau !au chakravai na bhakhtai. 

Taise likhe sune kahe paiai na gurmat(iJ, 
jau !augur sabad kl su jugat(i) na /akhfai.585. 

Just as writing figures representing millions and billions 
amount involve no burden at all, but if that much money 
is counted and placed on someone's head, he alone knows 
the burden he is carrying. 

Just as repeatedly saying Amrit, Amrit does not bestow one 
with liberation unless the supreme elixir is tasted. 

Just as praises showered by a Bhatt (bard) does not make 
a person a king unless he sits on the throne and become 
known as a king with vast empire. 

Similarly, one cannot obtain the wisdom of True Guru by 
just hearing or saying unless the skill of practicing devotedly 
the Gurus' words obtained from the True Guru is known. 
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jaise tau chmipak be! bibidh(i) bithar chilr(u). 
hasna pragat hot phal hf mai .file kai. 

jaise dmm diragh svari1p dekhiai prasidh, 
svad ras hot phal hi mai pun(t) ae kai. 

jaise gur gian rag nad hirdai hasat, 
karat prakas tas rasna rasae kai. 

Taise ghat ghat bikhai puran brahm rup, 
jcmiai pratachh ma/Ja1i purakh manae kai.586. 

Just as Champa (Michelia champacca) creeper is spread all 
over but its fragrance is felt only in its flowers. 

Just as a tree is seen ~o spread all over but sweetness or 
bitterness of its character is known only from tasting its fruit 

Just as the Naam incantation of the True Guru, its melody 
and tune resides in the heart but its radiance is present on 
the tongue drenched with elixir-like Namn. 

Similarly, the Supreme Lord is residing completely in 
everyone's heart but He can be realised only by taking the 
refuge of True Guru and great souls. 
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]aise brithavant jant pachhai baid baid prati, 
jau Lau na mifat rog tau tau bil-lat hai. 

Jaise hhikh rnangat bhikhari ghar(i) ghar(i) 4olai, 
tau tau nahin avai chain jau !au na aghat hai. 

jaise birhani saun sagan /agan sodhai, 
jau tau na bhatar bhe(.ai tau tau akulat hai. 

Taise khofi khojai al(i) karnal karnal gat(i), 
jau !au na pararn pad sanpur sarnat hai.587. 

Just as a patient describes his pain and discomfort to many 
physicians and doctors and ask for necessary cure, and till 
such times he is cured and become healthy, he keeps crying 
and wailing due to pain. 

Just as a beggar wanders from door to door in search of alms 
and he is not satisfied till his hunger is appeased. 

Just as a wife separated from her husband, searches for 
auspicious moments, omens and remains restless till her dear 
husband meets her. 

Similarly, like a bumble bee searching for lotus flowers and 
getting arrested in the box-like flower while sucking its 
nectar, a bumble bee-like seeker desiring union with his 
beloved Lord keeps searching for the elixir-like name till he 
obtains it from True Guru and is absorbed in the supreme 
spiritual state practicing it. 
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Pekhat pekhat jaise ratan parukh( u) bot, 
sunat sunat jaise pan4it prabfn bai. 

Sunghat sunghat saudha jaise tau subtisf hot, 
gavat gavat ;aise gain gunfn hai. 

Likhat likhat lekh jaise tau lekhak hot, 
chakhat chakhat jaise bhogf ras bhin hai. 

Chalat chalat jaise pabunchai thikanai Jae, 
khofat khojat gur sabad( u) liv Lin hai.588. 

just as one becomes an expert gemologist watching and 
studying gems; and listening to words full of knowledge 
makes one clever, wise and a scholar. 

just as smelling various fragrances, one acquires much 
knowledge to become a perfumist and practicing singing 
preludes, one becomes expert in singing. 

Just as one becomes a writer by writing essays and articles 
on various topics; and tasting various edible commodities, 
one becomes an expert taster. 

just as walking on a path leads one to some place, similarly, 
searcher of spiritual knowledge takes refuge in the feet of 
the True Guru who initiates him to practicing Naam Simran 
that introduces him to his self and then he absorbs his 
consciousness in the holy feet of the Lord. 
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}aise al(i) kamal kamal bas let phirai, 
kahan ek padam kai sanpat samat hai. 

]aise panchhi birakh birakh phal khat phind, 
barhane birakh baifhe rajni bihat hai. 

}aise tau biapari haf(i) ha/(i) kai dekhat phim.i, 
birle ki hat(i) baifh(i) hanaj lai fat hai. 

Taise hi sabad gur ratan khojat khojf, 
kor(i) madhe kahu saiig(i) rang(i) lapfat hai.589. 

Just as a bumble bee hops from one lotus flower to "another, 
but sucking nectar from any one flower at the time of Sun
set, it gets arrested in its box-like petals, 

Just as a bird keeps hoping from one tree to the other eating 
all types of fruits but spends night on a branch of any tree, 

Just as a trader keeps seeing commodities in every shop but 
purchases goods from anyone of them, 

Similarly, the seeker of jewel-like Guru1s words searches the 
jewel mine-the True Guru. Amongst many fake Gurus, there 
is a rare saintly person in whose holy feet a liberation seeker 
absorbs his mind. (He searches for the True Guru, obtains 
the elixir of Namn from Him and dyes himself in the hue 
of divine colour of Lord's love). 
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jaise dfp dfpat patmig lot pot hot. 
kab-hflri kai jvara mai parat jar(i) Jae hai. 

]aise khag din p1it chog chug(O avai uc,l(i), 
kfi.hu din phiisi phasai ba/Jur(i) na ae hai. 

jaise al(i) kamal kamal prati khojai nit, 
kab-bun kamal dal smipar smnae bai. 

Taise gurbani avgahan karat chit, 
kab-hil magan hvai sabad(i) urjhae bai.590. 

Just as a moth is enamored by the flame of a lamp, circles 
around it, and one day falls in the flame and burns himself. 

Just as a bird picks grains and worms the w hole day and 
return to his nest as the sun sets, but some day, it is caught 
in the net of a bird catcher and does not return to its nest. 

Just as a black bee keep searching and smelling elixir from 
various lotus flowers, but one day it is caught in the box
like flower. 

Similarly, a seeker perpetually dives in Gurba1.i i, but some 
day he becomes so engrossed in Gurba~fthat he is absorbed 
in Guru's words. lh bti1.zf jo jioh jii>Jai, tis(u) witar(i) ravai 
Hat{O nibna (p. 797) 
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Ja ise posti szmat kahat post hu J'O, 

tc7n ke bas(O bbaio chhacjio chahai pai na chbu(ai. 

Jaise faa khel bit har bilkhai j1u7ri, 
tan. par-juaran ki sangat(t) na {11.fai. 

jaise ch or chori jat hirdai sahkat. 
pun(i) tajat na chori jau lau sis bf na phu{ui. 

Taise sahh kahat sunat mcl.ia dukh-dai. 
!<.ahii. pai na fifi parai mti.ia jag(u) lU{ai.591. 

Just as a poppy husk addict calls this addiction bad, but 
caught in its web, even if he wants to leave it can't do so. 

Just as a gambler loses all his money and wails, even then 
he cannot leave the company of other gamblers. 

Just as a thief is scared of being caught when he goes out 
to steal, yet he does not leave stealing till he runs into trouble 
(is caught, imprisoned or hanged). 

Just as all humans declare mammon (maya) a troublesome 
necessity, yet it cannot be won over by anyone. On the 
contrary, it is plundering the whole world. (It is entangling 
people in its net and taking them away from the holy feet 
of the Lord.) 
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Taruar(u) gire pat bahuro na .fore jilt, 
aiso tat mat sut hhrat mah maia ko. 

]aise hudhuda ora pekhat bilae .1ae, 
aiso jan(i) tiagoh bharoso bbram kaia ko. 

Tri1.1. ki agan(i) jar(i) bCijhat na bar lagai, 
aiso ava audh(i) jaise neh(u) drum chhaia ko. 

janam jtvan ant kal ke sangtiti racboh, 
sapbal ausar jag tab hi tau aia ko.592. 

Just as leaves broken from the branches of a tree cannot be 
re-attached, similarly; father, mmher, son, brother are relations 
that came into being due to chance of previous births. Like 
the leaves of a tree they will not re-unite again. None of these 
will stand by in the end. Therefore developing attachment with 
them is nothing but falling into the dragonet of mc7ya. 

Just as a bubble of water and a hail perishes in no time, 
similarly, give up the belief and illusion that this body will 
stay for long or forever. 

The fire of hay takes no time to extinguish, and just as 
developing attachment with the shade of a tree is futile, so 
is the period of our life . Loving it is worthless. 

Therefore, absorb yourself in the Naam of the True Lord 
throughout your life-span since this is the only asset that will 
go with you and is the companion for ever. Only then should 
you consider your birth in this world a success. 
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Kofi bar jomi, hovai, koi:t rakhai, lunai kart, 
jil.niai na jCi.he tanhe ant(i) kaun khaedbo. 

Kofi garai, chine.ti koit , kofi lipai, pochai koiJ., 
samajh na prai kaun basai grih aedho. 

Koii. chuncti, lorai kou, koa katai, bunai kou, , . 
hujhiai na ocj,hai kaun ang sai banaedho. 

Taise a.pa kiichh(i) kiichh( i) kiimni saga! bachhai, 
kavan suhagan(i) hvai sihja samaedho.593. 

For obtaining some grains, just as someone ploughs the field, 
someone else sows the seed and guards it, and when the 
crop is ready, somebody comes and reaps it. But it cannot 
be known who ultimately will eat that grain. 

Just as someone digs the foundation of a house, somebody 
else lays the !?ricks and plasters it, but no one knows who 
would come to live in that house. 

Just as before getting the cloth ready, someone picks cotton, 
someone ginns and spins it, while some other person 
prepares the cloth. But it cannot be known whose body will 
adorn the dress made of this cloth. 

Similarly, all seekers of God hope and expect union with God 
and prepare themselves in all possible way for this union. 
But no one knows which of these seekers would ultimately 
be fortunate to unite with husband-Lord and share the mind 
like nuptial bed with Him and merge to become one with 
Him. (This is not an individual's effort alone but is His 
blessing and only blessing). 
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Joi prabh hhavai tahe sovat jagavai Jae, 
jagat bihavai ji1.be ttihe na bu/avai. 

Joi prabh bhavai tahe manan(i) manavai dhtie, 
sevak swamp seva /iarat na bhavai. 

Joi prabh bhavai tahe rijh kai rijhavai, 
a.pa kachh(i) kachh(i) avai tahe pag na lagava'i. 

Joi prabh bhavai tahe sabai ban(i) avai, 
ta k'f mahima apar n.a kahat ban(i) avai.594. 

A woman-like seeker whom He likes, Lord goes and wakes 
her up. But one who spends the night awake, He does not 
go and talk to her. 

The seeker woman who is liked by Him, and even if she 
is proud and arrogant, He rushes to please her and bring 
h17r around. On the other hand, a seeker woman may be seen 
doing service outwardly, she may not be liked by Him even 
then. 

The seeker woman whom Lord likes and becomes kind upon 
her, He pleases her but one who adorns herself and come 
to Him with ego-filled mind, He does not even let her touch 
His feet. 

A seeker woman whom He likes, all efforts and labour bear 
fruit. Her grandeur is beyond and difficult to express. 
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Jaise tau samwidra bikhai bohtho bahae dijai, 
kijai na bharoso jau !au pahunchai na par kau. 

jaise tau krisan kb et bet( u) kar( 0 jotai bovai, 
manat kusal an(i) pai{he grih dvar !~.au . 

jaise pir sai1gam kai bot gar hi1Y nar(z), 
karat bai prit(i) pekh(i) sut ke lilar kau. 

Taise ustat(i) ninda kariai na kti.hu ke1i, 
janiai dhau kaiso din avai ant kar kau.595. 

Just as a ship is set to sail in the sea, but no one can know 
its fate till the time it reaches the shore beyond. 

Just as a farmer happily and delightfully ploughs the field , 
sows the seed, but he celebrates his happiness only when 
the harvested grain is brought home. 

Just as a wife comes close to her husband to please him, 
but she considers her love a success only when she bears 
a son and he loves her. 

Similarly, no one should be praised or slandered before time. 
Who knows what sort of a day may dawn in the end that 
all his labour may bear fruit or not. (One may tread a wrong 
path and wander or will be accepted by the Guru ultimately). 
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jaise cl.ntno kha1~r;t. svet ek se d ikhtif det, 
pafai tau svad ras rasna kai chakhiai. 

jaise pit baran hi hem ar( u) pitar hue, 
.fii.nfai mahat parkhad agra rakhiai. 

jaise kaua kokilti. hai dono khag siam tan, 
biljhfai asubh subh sabad su hhakbfai. 

Taise bi asadh sZidb chihan kai saman hot, 
karni /im1at lag(i) tacchan kai lakhiai.596. 

Just as both sugar and flour being white look alike, but can 
only be identified when tasted (one is sweet, the other 
insipid). 

Just as brass and gold bear the same colour, but when both 
are placed before an examiner, the value .of gold is known. 

Just as both a crow and a cuckoo is black in colour, but they 
can be distinguished by their voice. (One is sweet to the ears 
while the other is noisy and irritating). 

Similarly, outer signs of a real and a fake saint look alike 
but their actions and characteristics can reveal who is 
genuine among them. (Only then can one know who is good 
and who is bad). 
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karpar Lon ek se dikhar 
kasunbh samsar aruna'i 

kansr do no jaise ujal bamn 
kajar au choa hai saman siamtai 

det, 
hai. 

hot, 
kai. 

bidrain phal mimrit phal pit sam, 
hira au phatak sam rup hai dikhai kai. 

Taise khal drist(i) main asadh sadh sam deb, 
hujhat hiheki jal jugat(i) samai kai.597. 

Just as a camphor and salt being white look alike, petals of 
saffron and safflower (Carthamus tinctorious) being red, look 
the same. 

Just as silver and bronze shine alike, collyrium and incense 
stick ash mixed with oil have the same blackness. 

Just as colocynth (Tuma) and mango both being yellow look 
alike, a diamond and a marble bear the same hue. 

Similarly, in the eyes of a foolish person, good and bad men 
are seen the same, but one who is a knowledgeable person 
with Guru's teachings, knows how to separate milk from 
water like a swan. He has the ability to distinguish between 
a saint and a sinner. 
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Kalar main boe bij upjai na dhan pan, 
khet main dare su tan te adhik anaj bai. 

Kalar sai karat sabar jam sa as( u) tau, 
pavak prasang tap tej upraj hai. 

jasat sanyukat hue milat hai sit Jal, 
achvat sant(i) sukh trikha bhram bhaj hai. 

Taise atma achet sangat subhav het, 
sakat(i) sakat(i) gat(i) siv siv saj hai.598. 

Just as seed sown in saline land does not grow even a leaf, 
but if this land is treated with gypsum salt, it gives much 
yield. 

Saline, when mixed with water vaporises and then 
condenses, but when brought near fire produces a blast. 

The same saline salt when brought in contact with zinc 
container cools the water that gives peace and comfort when 
drunk. It satiates the craving and thirst. 

Similarly, a human soul under the influence of good and bad 
company and developing love and attachment with 
consdousless ma.ya becomes consciousless. And by loving 
the conscious benevolent Lord, it also becomes benevolent 
and conscientious. 
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Kehar(i) abar mas, siu--hi adhar ghas, 
madhup kamal btis let sukh man-ht. 

mfrzah(i) nivas nir, balak adhar khir, 
smpah sakha samfr, jt:van kai Jan-hi. 

chandah(i) chahai chakor, ghanhar ghata mor, 
chatrik bundan svant(i) dharat dhian hi. 

Panc;l.it bed bfchar(i), lokan mai lokacha1~ 

maia mob mai sansar, gian(i) gur gian hi.599. 

Just as meat is the food of a lion, grass-that of a cow, while 
a bumble bee feels happy with the fragrance of a lotus flower. 

Just as a fish likes living in water, a child has support of milk 
for sustenance and cold breeze is considered friend of a 
snake. 

Just a ruddy sheldrake loves the moon, a peacock is 
enamored by the black clouds while the rain-bird is always 
craving for the Swati drop. 

Just as a scholar indulges in discourse and exposition while 
a worldly person is involved in worldly affairs, just as the 
whole world is immersed in the love of mammon ( maya), 

Similarly, a Guru-conscious and Guru aware person remains 
engrossed in the elixir-like name of the Lord blessed by the 
True Guru. (Practicing of Naam becomes then his life's 
support). 
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jaise pit svet siam. arun varan ri1p, 
agrabhag rakhai andhro na kachhu dekh hai. 

jaise rag ragani au nad bad an gun, 
gavat bajavat na bahro parekh hai. 

jaise ras bhog bahu binjan parosai agai, 
brithavant jant(u) nahe ruchit bisekh hai. 

Taise gur daras, bacban, prem nem nidh(i), 
mahima na Jani mohe adham abhekh hai.600. 

Just as yellow, red, black and white coloured articles placed 
before a blind person means nothing to him. He can not see 
them. 

Just as a deaf cannot judge the expertise of a person who 
plays musical instruments, sings or performs other singing 
related acts. 

Just as a sick person when served with dainty dishes, pays 
scant attention towards them. 

Similarly, I who is low and wear a hypocrite garb have not 
appreciated the value of the words of True Guru which are 
priceless treasure for fulfilling the pledges and promises of 
love. 
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Kavan hhakat(i) kar(iJ bhakat(i)-vacbhal bbae, 
patit pavan bhae kaun pati-tai kai. 

Din dukh bha1ijan bhae su kaun dinta kai, 
garab prahari bhae kavan bar;l.ai kai. 

Kavan seva kai nath sevak sahai bhae, 
asur sanghara1J hai kaun asuriil kai. 

Bhagat(i) jugat(i) agh dinta garab seva, 
janau na birad milau kavan kamai kai.601. 

0 Lord! what is that worship that has made You the beloved 
of the worshippers ? Which is that apostasy that has made 
You the forgiver and purifier of the sinners? 

Which is that humility that has made You the allayer of the 
sufferings of the poor ? .Which is that ego-filled praise that 
has made You the destroyer of the pride and arrogance? 

Which is that service of Your slave that has made You his 
master and You have helped him? Which is that devilish and 
demonic trait that has made You the destroyer of the demons. 

0 my Lord ! I have not been able to fathom Your duty and 
nature. Please be kind and tell me by what form of worship 
and service that can bring humility in me, destroy my ego 
and apostasy, can I reach you? 
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Kaun 
kavan 

~ Hao ttaT~~ 

$° Elf ~ ~ Bl:f 'flTa'TO HOC ~, 
~ ~ ~ HO rrara11 
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a-a.~~~~~11 
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gun giie 
mohan 

kai rijhafai gun nidhan. 
jag-mohan bimohiai. 

Kaun sukh dai kai sukh sagar sarar; gahaun, 
bhukhan kavan chintamar;(i) man rnohfai. 

Kof(i) brahmancf ke nayak ki nayaka hue, 
kaise, antarjiimi kaun ukat(i) kai bohiai. 

Tan(u) man( u) dhan( u) hai sarbas( u) bisva jan kai bas(i), 
kaise bas(i) avai Jan ki sobhii lag(i) sohiai.602. 

Singing what virtues of the treasure-house of merits can we 
please Him ? With what pleasant actions can we enamor the 
bewitcher of the world ? 

What comfort can be offered to the sea of comforts that 
would provide us His refuge ? With what embellishments can 
we captivate the mind of the Lord who fulfils all desires ? 

How can one become the wife of the Lord-Master of 
millions of Universes ? With what means and methods can 
the knower of inner things be apprised of the anguish of 
the mind? 

The Lord who has the mind, body, wealth and the world 
in His control, involvement in whose praise one becomes 
adorable; how can such a Lord be brought in one's favour? 
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]aise Jal mil(i) drum saphal nana prakar, 
chandan milat sabh chandan subas hai. 

jaise mil(i) pavak cj.harat pun( i) soi dhat, 
paras paras(i) rnp kanchan prakas hai. 

Avar nakhatra barkhat Jal jal mai, 
svant(i) bund sindh mil(i) mukta bigas hai. 

Taise parvirat(i) au nivirat fo svabbav dou. 
gurmil(i) sansari nirarikari abhias(u) hai.603. 

Just as all trees and plants yield many types of fruits and 
flowers by their union with water, but the nearness with 
sandalwood makes the entire vegetation fragrant like 
sandalwood. 

Just as union with fire melts many metals and on cooling 
remains the metal that it was, but when touched with 
philosopher's stone, that metal becomes gold. 

Just as rain falling outside the specific period 
(Nakshatra) according to the position of stars and planets is 
just falling of water drops, but when it rains during Swati 
Nakshatras, and a drop falls on the oyster in the sea, it 
becomes a pearl. 

Similarly, engrossed in maya and liberated of maya's 
influence are two tendencies in the world. But whatever 
intentions and inclinations one goes to the True Guru, he 
acquires the trait of worldly or divinely accordingly. 
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]aise bibidh(i) prakar karat singar nar( i), 
bhefat bhatar ur bar na suhat hai. 

Balak achet jaise karat anek Ula, 
surat samar ha/ budh(i) bisrat hai. 

]aise priyii sangam sujas niiika bakhanai. 
sun(i) sun(i) sajnf sakal bigsat hai. 

Taise khaf karam dharam sram giiin kaj, 
gian hhan udai urj. karam urj.at hai.604 . 

Just as a wife makes over many type of embellishments in 
order to attract her husband, but once in the embrace of her 
husband, she does not like even the necklace in her neck. 

Just as an innocent child plays many types of games as a 
child, but as soon as he grows up, he forgets all his childhood 
preoccupations. 

Just as a wife praises before her friends the meeting that she 
had with her husband and her friends feel happy listening 
to her details. 

Similarly, the six righteous deeds performed so laboriously 
for acquisition of knowledge, all of them disappear with the 
radiance of Guru's teachings and Naam like the stars 
disappear with the brightness of the Sun. (All these so-called 
righteous deeds are paltry in front of Guru's initiation and 
obtaining of Naam from him). 
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jaise simar simar pria prem ras bi.sam hoe, 
sobha det mon gahe, man muskat hai. 

Pilran adhlin par-sut samai rodat hai. 
gur jan mudat hue tahi laptat hai. 

jaise manvati man tiag kai aman hoe, 
prem ras pae cbup hulsat gat hai. 

Taise gurmukh prem bhagat prakas jas, 
ho/at bairag, mon gahai bahu suhat hai. 605. 

Just as a wife recalls her experience of pleasure with her 
husband and feels happy, becomes quiet and chuckles in her 
mind exhuming prettiness; 

Just as on completion of her pregnancy, she goes into labour 
and cries due to pain but the elders of the house feel happy 
seeing che child and they shower love on him time and again; 

Just as an honoured pretty woman sheds her pride and 
arrogance and becomes humble, and on receipt of her 
husband's love when united with him becomes quiet and 
smiles within. 

Similarly, an obedient disciple of True Guru who experiences 
light divine as a result of his loving, perpetual meditation 
on Naam blessed by the Guru, he earns much respect and 
praise whether he speaks in a detached mood or goes silent 
in ecstasy. 
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f aise andhkar hikhai dipat dipak dekh(i), 
anik patang ot(O pot(i) hue gui~jar hi. 

f aise mistan pan jan-kan bhanjan main, 
rakhat hi chiti lobh lubhat apar hi. 

jaise mrid( u) saurabh kamal or dhae Jae, 
madhup samuh subh sabad uchar-ht. 

Taise hi nidhan gur gian parvan ja mai, 
saga/ sansar ta charan namaskar hi. 606. 

Just as seeing a lamp lit in the dark, several moths start 
rumbling around it like warp and weft. 

just as sweetmeats kept in best possible way to protect them 
from encroachers, yet avarice bewitched ants reach it from 
aH sides. 

Just as attracted by the fragrance, a bunch of bumble bees 
invade lotus flowers resoundingly. 

Similarly, an obedient Sikh who is accepted (by the Guru) 
and in whose mind the words and knowledge of the True 
Guru the supreme treasure, gets lodged, that Sikh's feet are 
bowed at by the whole world. 
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Rup kai Jo rijhai ri7pvaiit hi rijhae leb(i), 
bal kai ju milai halwa1it gah(i) rakh-hi. 

Darab kai jo paiai darhesvar le Jahe tahe, 
kabita kai piiiai kabisvar abhilakh-hi. 

jog kai jo piHai Jogi Jara mat durae rakhai, 
bhog kai jo paiai bhog'i bhog ms chakh-hi. 

Nigrah Jatan pan parat na pran man, 
pran-pat(i) ek gur sabad(i) su bhakh-hf 60 7. 

If God-the husband Lord could be enticed by some form 
of beauty, then beautiful people would have enticed Him. 
And had He been reached by force, then great warriors 
would have overpowered Him. 

If He could be acquired by money and wealth, rich people 
would have purchased Him. And if he could be obtained by 
recitation of a poems then great poets desirous of reaching 
Him would have reached Him through their art. 

If the Lord could be reached by Yogic practices, then the 
Yogis would have hidden Him in their big tresses. And if 
he was reachable through consummation of materials, then 
materialistic people would have reached Him through their 
relishments. 

The Lord dearest than life is not captured or overpowered 
by controlling or giving up the use of senses or any other 
efforts. He can only be reached by meditating upon the 
words of the True Guru. 
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jaise phal te birakh birakh te hot phal, 
adbhut gat(i) kachhu kahat na avai Ji. 
jaise bas bavan mai bavan hai bas bikhai, 
hisam charitra kou maram na pavai jf. 

kasat mai agan( i) ar( u) agan(i) mai kasaf jaise, 
at(i) ascharya may kautak kahavai ji. 

Sat(i)gui· mah(i) sabad sabad mah(i) sat(i)gui· hai, 
nigun sagun gian dhian sajbavai jf.608. 

Just as a tree is born out of fruit and fruit grows on the tree, 
this act is wonderous and cannot be explained. 

Just as fragrance is in sandalwood and sandalwood is in 
fragrance, no one can know secret of this astonishing display. 

Just as fire exists in wood and wood is fire. This play is no 
less amazing. 

Similarly, the True Guru has word (Naam) and True Guru 
resides in it. The True Guru alone explains us the focusing 
of mind on the absolute and transcendental form of divine 
knowledge. 
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]aise ti/ bii.\~ bii.-; lijiat kusam te, 
tan te hot hai phulei jatan kai janiai. 

jaise tau autae dildh faman jamae math(i), 
sanjam sahat ghri't pragfiie maniai. 

]aise kiW kbod kar(i) basudha dhasae kothi, 
laj kau bahae dot ka4h(i) Jal aniai. 

Gur updes taise bhavanf bhakat bbae, 
ghat ghat puran brahm paihchaniai.609. 

Just as perfume is extracted from flowers and it is mixed in 
sesame oil and then with some effort, fragrant oil is prepared. 

Just as milk is hard boiled, cooled and a small quantity of 
coagulant is added to turn it into curd. This curd is churned 
and butter obtained. The butter is then turned into ghee 
(clarified butter). 

Just as earth is dug up to dig a well and then a frame of 
the size and shape of the well is pushed in, whence a bucket 
tied with long rope is used to pull out water. 

Similarly, if the precept of the True Guru when practiced 
devotedly and lovingly with every breath, then the perfect 
Lord becomes imminent in His splendour in everybody and 
all forms. 
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jaise dhar(i) dhanukh chalaiat ban tan(i), 
chalio jae tit hi kau .fit hi chalaiai. 

jaise asv chahuk lagae tan teJ kar( 0, 
daurio Jae atur hue Jit hi dauraiai. 

]aise dasi naeka kai agrabhag fharujhi rahai, 
dhavai tit hi tahe Jit hi pafhaiai. 

Taise prii.?Ji kirat sm1jog Lag(i) bhramai bhum, 
Jat jat khan pan tahi Jae khti.iai.610. 

Just as an arrow is placed in a bow, the bowstring is pulled 
and arrow released in the direction in which it is intended 
to go. 

Just as a horse is whipped to make it run faster and agitated, 
it keeps running in the direction it is made to run; 

Just as an obedient maid-servant keeps standing in attention 
in front of her mistress, and she hastes away to the direction 
she is sent, 

Similarly, an individual keeps wandering on this Earth 
according to the deeds that he had performed (in previous 
birth). He goes where he is destined to sustain himself. 
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faise khar bol sun(i) sagunian man let, 
gun avgun tan ko kachhu na bichar hi. 

jaise mrlg nad sun(i) sahai sanmukh ban, 
priln det badhik birad( u) na samar-hf. 

Sunat jujhau jaise jfijhai jodba judh samai, 
r!hat# ko na baran chihan ur dhar hi. 

Taise gur sabad sunae gae sikh thago, 
bhekh-dhari jan(i) mohe mar(i) na bicjar-hi.611. 

Just as a believer of omens, regards braying of a donkey as 
a good omen, but pays no attention to the donkey's good 
or bad qualities. 

Just as a deer, attracted by the music of GhandaHehra rushes 
towards its source and is killed by the hunter's arrow, but 
it does not ponder over his killer qualities. 

Just as a battle warrior rushes into the battlefield on hearing 
the sound of war-drums that fills him with excitement, but 
he does not bring the form or colour of the drummer in his 
mind. 

Similarly, I a cheat different from inside and outside swindle 
gullible Sikhs by singing to them the sacred hymns of the 
Guru. But those Sikhs enamoured by the sweetness of 
Gurbar;i and of very generous nature, don't even scold me 
despite them knowing that I am a fake Sikh. 
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Ridh(i), sidh(i), nidh(i), sudha, paras, kalap-tar(u), 
kamdhen, chintaman(i), lachhami svamev kf. 

Chatur padarath, subhav, sit, nr,p, gun, 
bhukat, jukat, mat(i) alakh abhev ki. 

]villa jot(i), jai jaiktir, k'irat(i), pratap, chhab(i), 
tej, tap, kant(i), bibhai, sobha sadh sev kf. 

Anand, sahaj sukh sakal, prakcis kot(i), 
kinchat katachh kripa janhe gurdev ki.612. 

All wealths, miraculous powers, so-called elixirs, philosopher
stones, heavenly-trees and cows, pearl that frees a person 
from all worries and even goddess Lakshami (goddess of 
wealth) are paltry, 

The four elements, piety of character, righteousness, beautiful 
form, virtues, relishment of material wisdom and means of 
uniting with inaccessible and indiscriminating Lord are also 
paltry, 

Shining miraculous intellect, praise of the world, glory and 
grandeur, power, penance, revolutionaty praise, luxurious 
living and service of the holy-men is also no match. 

A momentary glimpse of grace by the True Guru provides 
a slave Sikh with all the bliss, ecstasy, happiness and millions 
of radiances, who has been blessed with consecration of 
Lord's name by the Guru. 
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uur ip<At:.~l u prui :;,umui 1::.nurt MC,Llt i/, 

jihvii. japat gurnia11tra jaise jan-hi. 

Tilak lilar, pii.e parat parspar, 
sahad sunae gae sun(t) unmc7n-bi. 

gurmat(O hhajan tajan durmat(i) kabai, 
giii.n dhiii.n gursikh parith paruan bi. 

Dekhat sunat au kahat sabh koa hbalo, 
rabat antargat(i) sat(i)gttr man-hi.613. 

The obedient Sikhs of the True Guru bathe themselves in 
the ambrosial hour, sit in meditation and recitation of Lord's 
name as they know and as taught to them by the Guru. 

In the congregation of the Sikhs of the Guru, they shower 
respect and love upon each, sing, listen and reflect on Lord's 
praises while the marks of acceptance of such acts become 
conspicuous on their forehead. 

The path of Guru's wisdom teaches us adopting and 
practicing Guru's teachings and shedding base wisdom. 
Guru-blessed knowledge and concentrating mind on the Trne 
Guru is only acceptable. 

Outwardly, everyone sees, listens to and describes this Guru
defined path. But those who have adopted this path innately 
are accepted ultimately at the door of the True Guru. 
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jaise dhohi saban /agile pitai pathar sai, 
nirmal karat hai basan ma/in kau. 

]aise tau sunar baran bar gar gar c;fhai; 
karat asudh sudh kanchan kutin kau. 

jaise tau pavan jhakjhorat birakh mil(i), 
malya gandh karat hai chaizdan prabin kau. 

Taise gur sikhan dikhae kai hritha bibek, 
maia ma/ kt"lf(i) karai n~j pad chin kau.614. 

Just as a washerman applies soap to a dirty cloth and then 
beats it time and again on a slab to make it clean and bright. 

Just as a goldsmith heats the gold time and again to remove 
its impurity and makes it pure and shining. 

Just as fragrant breeze of Malay mountain shakes other plants 
violently making them sweet-smelling like sandalwood. 

Similarly, the True Guru makes His Sikhs aware of the 
troublesome ailments and destroys the dross of maya with 
His knowledge, words and Naam, and then makes them 
aware of their self. 
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Pa.tar mai jaise hahu binjan paros'iat, 
bhojan kai c;lariat pavai nahe fhlim ko. 

jaise hi tamol ras rasna rasae khae, 
cjCi.riai ugar nahe rahai ac;lh dam ko. 

Phiilan ko har ur(i) dha1' bas( u) lijai jaise, 
pachhai c;l.ar dijai kahai, 'hai na kiihu kam ko'. 

]aise kes nakh than bhrisf na suhat kaha, 
priya bichhurat soi silt bhaio biim ko.615. 

just as several eatables are served in a big leaf but after eating 
these dishes, the leaf is thrown away. Then it has no place 
in one's scheme of things. 

Just as betel leaf extract is obtained by masticating the leaf 
and after enjoying the extract, the residue is thrown away. 
It is not worth even half a shell. 

just as a garland of flowers is worn around the neck and 
sweet smell of the flowers is enjoyed, but once these flowers 
wither away, these are thrown away saying that they are no 
good now. 

Just as hair and nails if plucked from their actual place are 
very uncomfortable and painful, such is the state of a woman 
separated from love of her husband. 
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jaise asvani sutah chhcuj,(i) andhkas(i) madh(O, 
jat(i), pun(i) avat hai surat(i) saneh kai. 

jaise nindravmit supana1itar disantar mai, 
bolat ghatmitar, chaitann gat(i) geh kai. 

jaise tau preva triya tiiig hue akiischari, 
dekh(i) parkar girai tan bflnd meh kai. 

Taise man bach kram bhagat jagat bikhai, 
dekh kai sanehi hot bisam bideh kai.616. 

Just as a mare leaves the house with her master to help him 
do his work leaving her colt back home and returns home 
remembering its young one. 

Just as a sleeping person visits many cities and countries in 
his dream, mumbles in his throat, but once out of his sleep 
performs his household duties attentively. 

Just as a he-pigeon leaves his mate and flies in the sky but 
seeing his mate, he comes down towards her at such a fast 
pace as a drop of rain falls from the sky, 

Similarly a devotee of the Lord lives in this world and his 
family but when he sees his beloved Satsangis, he becomes 
ecstatic of mind, words and deeds. (He becomes absorbed 
in the loving state that the Lord blesses him with through 
Naam). 
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]aise Jodha judh same sastra sanc1he saj(i), 
lobh mob tiag(i) bir khet bikhai jat hai. 

Sunat jujhti.17. ghor mor gat(i) bigasat, 
pekhat subhaf ghat ang na samat hai. 

Karat sangram svam(O kaj(i) lag(i)jujh marai, 
kai tau ra1J fit biti kahat ju gat hai. 

Taise hi bhagat mat bhefat jagat-pat(i), 
mon(i) au sahad gad gad muskat hai.617. 

Just as a brave warrior goes to the battlefield wearing his 
armour and his weapons, renouncing all his love and 
attachments. 

Listening to the inspiring music of battle songs he blooms 
like flower and feels happy and proud seeing the army 
spread like dark clouds in the sky. 

Serving his master the king, he is performing his duties and 
is killed or else if alive, returns to narrate all the happenings 
of the battlefield. 

Similarly, a traveller of the path of devotion and worship 
becomes consciously one with the master of the world. He 
either becomes totally silent or singing His praises and 
paeans, remains in a state of ecstasy. 
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f aise tau narind charh(i) baifhat prayank par, 
charo khut sai darah det an(i) an(i) kai. 

Kahil kau risae agia karat jau marbe ki, 
tatkat mar(i) ef,ariat pran han(i) kai. 

Kahu kau prasann hue divavat hai lakh kot(i), 
turclt bhm~rj.ari gm;, det(i) an man(i) kai. 

Taise det let bet net kai brahm gianf, 
lep na lipat hai brahm gian sian kai.618. 

Just as when a king comes and sits on his throne, people 
from all over come to him with their problems and petitions 
or offerings, 

And if the king angrily orders killing of a culprit, that person 
is executed at once. 

And pleased with some noble and virtuous person, he orders 
giving millions of rupees to the honoured person, the cashier 
obeys the order and brings the required money immediately. 

Just as a king remains impartial while passing judgement on 
a culprit or a noble person, so does an enlightened person 
feels God Almighty as the cause of all comforts and 
tribulations to human being and he himself remains aloof of 
these being a knower of Lord's nature and dispensation of 
His justice. 
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Anhhai hhavan prem hhagat(i) mukat(i) clva1~ 
charo has(i), cba1-o kun/ rajat rajan hai. 

]agrat svapan din rain, uth(i) haifh(i) chal(i), 
simran svaran sukrit parvan hai. 

Joi Joi avai soi hhavai pavai nam( u) niclh, 
hhagat(i) vachhal mano bajat nfsan hai. 

jivcm mukat(i) sani raj sukh bhogvat, 
adbhut chhab(O at(O h'i birajman hai.619. 

The door of the True Guru is perpetual source of knowledge, 
a place where His slaves are ever involved in His loving 
worship and His loving maids are praying for salvation. 

That human being is ever accepted at the door of the True 
Guru who utters and listens to His divine name awake, 
sleeping, sitting, standing or walking. This for him is the 
supreme task for him. 

All those who come to the door of the True Guru with 
devotion and love are accepted by the True Guru. He 
acquires the invaluable treasure of Name. 

It seems the proclamation of Him being the lover of the 
worshippers is being sounded on His door in the form of 
drum beating. 

All those human beings who take refuge on the door of the king 
of kings, they enjoy the wondrous comforts of the treasure of 
Name and becomes liberated while alive. Such wondrous 
beauty of the court of the True Guru is becoming well adorned. 
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Lochan bilok(i) rup rang ang ang chhah( i), 

sahaj hi nod mod kautuk dikhcw-hi. 

Sravan 
s11n(i) 

Rasna 
nasika 

st~jas ras rasik rascl.l gun 
stm(i) surat(i) smides pabuchclv-hf. 

sabad{u) rag nad svad hinti kai, 
sugalidh(i) sanbandh samjhav-h l. 

Sarita anek mano sm:Zgam samundra gat(iJ, 
ridai pr~ya prem, nem(u) tnpat(i) nl.t pti.v-hl.620. 

The eyes of a Sikh of the Guru are seeing the adornment of 
the every limb, colour and form of the True Guru. The bliss 
of the spiritual knowledge and its wondrous effect is evident. 

The ears of a Gursikb have become reslishers of the virtues 
of the True Guru having heard them perpetually, and they 
are reaching the messages of His wondrous deeds to his 
consciousness. 

The tongue of a Gw:\'ikh is uttering the words blessed by 
the True Guru. I ts music is sounding in the tenth door and 
the pleasure so generated is reaching his consciousness in 
the form of prayer and the fragrance of Nawn Simran is also 
being conveyed by the nostrils to it. 

Just as many rivers fall in the sea and yet its thirst is never 
satiated . So is the love of his dear beloved in the heart of 
Gursikh where multi-waves of Naam are propagating yet its 
loving thirst is never satiated. 
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Lochan kripan avlokat cmup rz1p, 
param nidban jcm(i) tripat(i) na elf bai. 

Sravan daridri sun(i) anmri.t bachan priy a, 

achvat(i) surat(i) pias na mifiii hai. 

Rasna ratat gun guril agrcmiu git.r~ 

chturik jugat(i) gat(O niat(i) nu aghaf hai. 

Pekhat sunat( i) simrat(i) bismad ras(i), 

rasik pragas( u) prem trisan bac.l/Jaf hcti. 621. 

just as the desire of a miser for money is never satiated, so 
are the eyes of a Sikh of the Guru who have realised that 
the form of True Guru is a unique treasure seeing which one 
never feels satisfied. 

Just as hunger of a pauper is never satiated, so are the ears 
of a Gursikh which are ever desirous of hearing the ambrosial 
words of the True Guru. And yet hearing those elixir-like 
words, the thirst of his consciousness is not quenched. 

The tongue of a Gursikh keeps recalling the prime traits of 
the True Guru and like a rain-bird who keeps shouting for 
more, it is never satiated. 

The inner self of a Sikh is getting enlightened with blissful 
light through seeing, hearing and uttering of the wondrous 
form of True Guru-a treasure-house-nay the fountain-head 
of all the virtues. Yet the thirst and hunger of such a Gursikh 
never wanes . 
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Drigan mai dekhat hau, drig hiljo dekhio chahai, 
param anup rii.p sundar dikhiiiai. 

sravan mai sunat ju sravan hun sunio chiihai, 
anhad sabad prasmin hue sunaiai. 

Rasna mai ra(at ju rasna han rase chahai, 
prem ras(u) m1mrit chuae kai chakhafai. 

Man mah(i) basoh mal(i) maya kfjai maharaj, 
dhiivat ha raj unman liv lafai.622. 

0 my True Guru ! I am seeing your beautiful face in my eyes, 
and if I ever attempt to see anything else with them, then 
bless me with your wonderful form for me to see all the 
times. 

I am listening your elixir-like words in my ears; and if I ever 
desire to hear anything else with these ears, then bless me 
with hearing of unstruck tune of Naani Simran perpetually. 

My tongue is continuously recalling Lord's name and if my 
tongue desires to relish some other elixir, then please bless 
me with perpetual flow of elixir-like Naam (in my tenth 
door). 

0 my Great True Guru ! Be clement on me and reside in 
my heart for ever. Please stop my wandering mind going all 
over and then engross it in high spiritual state. 
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Nindra mai kaha dhau jiie, khudbia mai kaha dhau khae, 
trikha mai kaha ;arae kaha Jal pan hai. 

Hasan rovan kaha, kaha pun(i) chi1ita chau, 
kahan hhay bhao bhir, kaha dhau bhayan hai. 

Hichki cjakar au khanghar, fanmhtii, cbhik, 
apsar gat khujlat kaha an hai. 

Kam krodb lobh mob ahanmev tev kahii.Ji, 
Sat au santokh daia dharam na jti.n bai.623. 

Where does a man reach while asleep ? How does he eat 
when hungry? When thirst flares up, how does it satisfy it ? 

And where does the water consumed creates calmness ? 

How does it cry or laugh ? Then what is worry and glee or 
elation ? What is fear and what is Jove? What is cowardice 
and to what extent is dreadfulness ? 

Where and how does hicups, belching, phlegm, yawn, 
sneeze, passing of wind, scratching of body and many other 
such-like things happen ? 

What is the nature of lust, anger, greed, attachment and 
pride ? Similarly reality of truth, contentment, kindness and 
righteousness cannot be known. 
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Panch tat me! pinr/ lok bed kahain, 
pc!ncho tat kaho kahe bhatit(i) rachat bhe ad(i) hf. 

Kahe se dharan dhari dh'f.raj kaise bithari, 
kahe sion gario akas tha<fho bin pad hi. 

Kabe son salil saje, sltal pavan haje. 
af!.an(i) tapat kahe at(i) bismad hi. 

Karan leamn dev alakh abhev nfitb, 
un ki hhf ohi janai hakno hai bad fi.624. 

Common knowledge , Vedas and other religious scriptures say 
that body is made of five elements. But tell me, how have 
these five elements come into existence ? 

How is Earth supported and how is patience spread in it? 
How is sky secured and how is it existing without any 
support? 

How is water made ? How does breeze blow ? How is fire 
hot ? All this is very wondrous. 

The effulgent Lord is beyond comprehension. No one can 
know His secret. He is the cause_ of all happenings. He alone 
knows the secret of all these things. So it is futile for us to 
make any statement in connection with creation of Universe. 
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]aise Jal siiich sinch kiisat samath kine, 
Jal sanba1idh pun(i) bohitba bisvas hai. 

Pavan prasang soi kasaf sri-khanrj. hot, 
malaya gir basna su rnan4 pargas hai. 

Pavak paras bhasmf karat de geh, 
niitra satra saga! sansar hi hinas hai. 

Taise atma trigun tribidh sakal siv, 
sadh sang bhetat ht sadh ko ahbias hai.625. 

just as wood is strengthened by drenching it in water for 
long and then its relation with water by which a faith 
develops that water will not sink the wood since it has 
brought it, up; ships are made with it that sail across the sea. 

The fragrance of sandalwood of Malay mountain causes 
happiness. The woods and plants that have been touched 
by that fragrant breeze also acquire the fragrance of 
sandalwood. 

The same wood reduces houses to ashes when it unites with 
fire. It also consumes friends, enemies and the whole world. 

Just as wood deals differently with water, wind and fire 
similarly, human soul deals with three characteristics rRajo. 
Tamo, Sato) differently that determine the nature of human 
beings. But by meeting with God-like True Guru and 
practicing his blessed teachings, one becomes perfect and 
blissful. 
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Kavan an.fem kar(i) lochan bilokiat, 
kavan kunrjal kar(O svaran sunijiai. 

Kavan tmimof kar(i) msna sujas(u) rasai, 
kuun kar(i) kankan namskar kifiai. 

Kavan kusam har kar(i) ur dhariat, 
kaun angia SU kar ankmaf dijiai. 

Kaun hir chir laptae kai /apet lfjai, 
kavan sanjog priya prem ras(u) pijiai.626. 

By the use of which collyrium in the eyes can one see the 
beloved Lord ? What ear-rings can help hear his sound ? 

Which betel leaf when chewed can help the tongue repeat 
the supreme praise of the beloved Lord? What bangles 
should be worn in the hands to greet and salute Him? 

What flower garland can make Him reside in the heart ? What 
bodice should be worn to embrace Him with hands ? 

What dress and diamond can be worn to entice Him ? With 
what method can the union of the beloved be relished ? The 
crux of the whole thing is that all embe!lishments are 
worthless. Relishing His love can only unite one with Him. 
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Gavar(i) mah es ctu ganes se sahasras( u), 
puja kar(i) henti bakhanio hit chit hue. 

Paruj.it jotik sodh(i) sagun Lagan gn'h, 
subh din saha likh dehu bed nit hue. 

Sagal kuta1ib sakhi mangalgavoh mil(i), 
charoh tilak tel mathai ras rft(i) hue. 

Bedf rach(i) ga1ith jor, dijiai asfs mohe, 
sil~ja sanjog maipratit prit(i) rit hue.627. 

(Jn lhis Kabitt, Bhai Sahth bas used tbe metaphor (if a Hindu maid who 
is seeking blessings of various gods and goddesses for a rnilable u nio11 i11 

111ania.f.!e). 

0 Parbati, Shiv ji, Ganesh Ji, Surya god, I pray and beg you 
to be kind to me, be my well-wishers. 

0 Priest, 0 astrologer ! tell me of an auspicious day according 
to vedas. 

0 all my relatives and friends! sing wedding songs, put oil 
in my hair and anoint me with saffron as is the customs in 
a marriage. 

Raise and decorate the Bedi (sacred place where Hindu 
marriage rites are performed) for my marriage and bless me 
that I may have full devotion and love for my beloved Lord
Husband, when I meet Him. 

(In essence the Kabbit invokes blessings of friends for a seeker
woman who is craving to get married to her Lord-husband.) 
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Sis gur charan, 
Lochan daras 

karan 
avilok 

updes dikhia. 
sukh paiai. 

Rasna sabad gu1; hasat seva r;lmicjaut, 
ridai gur gian unman Liv taiai. 

Cbaran gavan stidh san.gat(i) parkrama !au, 
dasan dasan mat(i) ni1imrata samaiai. 

Sant ren majan, bhagat(i) bhau hhojan dai, 
Sri gur kripa kai prem paij pragfaiai.628. 

0 True Guru ! be kind and let my head be in the feet of 
the True Guru, my ears be always attentive to listen to the 
words divine, my eyes be seeing your glimpse and thus bless 
me with true happiness. 

0 True Guru ! be kind and bless me that my tongue may 
ever repeat and utter the ambrosial words that Guru has 
blessed me with, the hands may indulge in the service and 
salutation, the words of wisdom may remain installed in my 
mind and thus fix my consciousness in higher state of 
spirituality. 

May my feet advance towards holy Sangat and circumambulate 
them, and thus absorb my mind in the humility possessed 
by slaves of the servants. 

0 True Guru ! enlighten in me the loving respect by Your 
grace, making me dependent upon those holy and noble 
souls whose support is Lord's name. Grant me their company 
and food of loving devotion to survive on. 
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jaise megh barkha sarbatra barkhai saman, 
ilcho taj nlchai thal gavan kai jat hai. 

Tirath parab jaise jat hai jagat chat, 
jatra het det dan at(i) bigasat hai. 

]aise nrip sobhat hai bai/hio singbasan pai, 
Chahun or te darb avai din rat hai. 

Taise nihkam dham sadh hai sansar bikhai, 
asan basan chat avat jugat bai. 629. 

Just as rain falls alike all over, and the water falling on higher 
ground flow down to lower ground automatically. 

Just as on festivals people go to places of pilgrimage and 
feels happy making charities. 

Just as a king sits on throne and earns admirations, he 
receives gifts and offerings from all sides both during day 
and night. 

Similarly, the house of God-like True Guru is without desires. 
Like the rain water, charity at places of pilgrimage and the 
king, food items, clothes and money of Daswandh keep 
pouring in the house of the True Guru. 
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Jaise ban dhanukh sahit bue nij bas, 
chhutat(i) na avai phun(i) jatan sai bath fi. 

]aise bagh bandsala bilihai bandhio 1·ahai, 
pun(i) khulai tau na avai bas(i), basah(i) na sath Ji. 
ja·ise dip dipat na janiai hhavan bikhai, 
davanal bhae na durae durai nath Ji. 
Taise mukh madh bii.'!Ji basat na koa lakhai, 
bo/iai bichti.1~ gunnat(i), gun gatb ji.630. 

Just as an arrow is in full control (of the warrior) as long 
as it remains in the bow, but once released cannot come back 
howsoever one may try. 

Just as a lion remains in a cage, but when released cannot 
be brought under control. Once out of control, it cannot be 
tamed. 

Just as the heat of a lit lamp is not felt by anybody in the 
house, but if it becomes the fire of the jungle (spreads in 
the house) then it becomes uncontrollable. 

Similarly, no one can know the words on one1s tongue. Like 
an arrow released from the bow, words spoken cannot be 
taken back. Therefore one should always think and reflect 
on what one is about to say and all conversation should be 
in accordance with the wisdom bestowed by the Guru. Be 
sure to make virtuous statements. 
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jaise ma/a mer( u) poiat sahh Ct.par kai~ 
simran sankhia mai na avat ba(l,ai kai. 

jaise hirkhan hikhai pekhiai sebal ucho, 
nihphal bhaio sou at(i) adhikai kai. 

]aise chi! panchhin mai u(l,at akaschati, 
herai mrit pinjran uche mat(u) pai kai. 

Gaibo bajaibo sunaibo na kachh fi taise, 
gur u.pdes bina dhrig chaturiii kai.631. 

Just as main bead in a rosary is always put in the string first 
but being at higher place is not considered along with the 
other beads when the rosary is turned. 

The silk cotton tree is the tallest and mighty among the trees 
yet it bears useless fruits. 

Just as of all the birds that fly high, an eagle is supreme but 
when flying high, it only looks for dead bodies. What use 
is its ability to fly high ? 

Similarly, without the teachings of True Gum, arrogant, 
cleverness is condemnable. Loud singing, playing or 
recitation of such a person is meaningless. 
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jaise pancho tat bikhai basud/Ja navan 1nan, 

tan mai utpat bue samat sabh tiJhi mai. 

faise pii.1icho a1iguri mai sftkham leanungrfa hai. 
kanchan khachat nag sohhat hai vahi mai. 

jaise nfch jon(i) ganiat at(i) makhi krim, 
hir chir madhu upjat sukh jahi mai. 

Taise ravidas nama hidar kahir bbae, 
hin jat(O uch pad pae sabh kahi mai.632. 

just as Earth is most humble out of the five elements. That 
is why it produces so much and all that goes back to it. 

Just as the little finger of the hand is smallest and frail looking, 
yet a diamond ring is worn in it. 

Just as fly and other insects are counted among the low 
species, yet some of them produce such valuable things like 
silk, pearls, honey etc; 

Similarly, saints like Bhagat Kabir, Namdev Ji, Bidar and Ravi 
Das Ji being low born have attained a much higher spiritual 
level who have blessed humanity with their precept that have 
made their life peaceful and comfortable. 
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.f a ise rog rogi ko d ikhafai na bai d prat i, 

hin(u) upchar chh in chhin hue asadh ji. 

]aise rin din d in udam adiao bin( u), 
miil au biaj bac,lhai, upjai biadh f i. 

}aise satra s?tSna sangram kar( i) sadhe bin(u), 
pal pal prabal hue karat upadh fi. 

] ion }ion bhijai ka1mi tion tion bhari hot jat. 
bin(u) sat(i)gur ur(i) basai apradh ji.633 . 

Just as the ailment of a patient if not told to a physician 
becomes beyond treatment with every passing moment. 

Just as the interest on the borrowed money increases every 
day if the principle amount is not returned leading to greater 
problem. 

Just as the enemy though warned, if not sorted out in time, 
makes him powerful with every passing day, can raise 
rebellion one day. 

Similarly, without obtaining true precept from the True Guru, 
sin resides in the mind of a mammon-effected human being. 
This sin increases further if not controlled. 
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]aise kela has at babur kai nika(, 
tanhe salat hain surai1i, apa sakai na bachae Ji. 
jaise pinjri mai sua parat gatha anek, 
din prati he rat( i) hi/ai ant( i) khae Ji. 
jaise Jal aiitar mudat man bot min, 
mas lap{ae let banchbi lagtii jf. 

Bin( u) sat(i)gur sadh milat asadh sa1ig(i), 
aiig ang durmat(i) gat(i) pragtae fi.634. 

Just as leaves of a plaintain tree are torn by the thorns of 
an acacia tree growing within its proximity, it can not free 
itself from the hold of the thorns without damaging itself. 
Just as a parrot in a small cage learns much but he is watched 
by a cat who one day catches it and eats it up. 
Just as a fish feels happy living in water but an angler throws 
the bait tied at the end of a strong thread and the fish is 
enticed to eat it. When the fish bites the bait, it bites the 
hook as well making it convenient for the angler to pull it 
out. 
Similarly, without meeting the God-like True Guru, and 
keeping company of base people, one acquires base wisdom 
that becomes the cause of his falling in the hands of angels 
of death. 
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Kot(iJ parkar nar(i) sajai jau singar char(u), 

bin(u) bhartar bhe(.ai sut na khilae hai. 

Sinchiai salil nis basur birakh mu/, 
phul na basant bin(u) tas(u) pragfae hai. 

Savan samai kisan kbet jot bij bovai, 
barkha bihun kat na; nipjae hai. 

Anik prakar bhekh dhar(i) prani bhramai hbum( i), 

hin(u) gur ur(i) gian dip na jagae hai.635. 

A woman may adore herself with very attractive embellislunents 
but without surrendering to her husband, cannot enjoy the 
pleasure of playing with her son. 

If a tree is watered day and night, it can not bloom with 
flowers in any other season than spring. 

If a farmer ploughs his field and sows seed in it even in the 
month of Sawan, then without rain the seed cannot sprout. 

Similarly, a man may dress himself in any number of 
disguises and wander the world over. Even then he cannot 
acquire the radiance of knowledge without the initiation of 
the True Guru and receiving His precept. 
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jaise n tr khir arm bhojan khuvae a nt(O, 
garo kaf(i) mamt hai aja ke svan kau. 

}aise bahu hhar r;liirlat laghft naukii mahe, 
bur;lat hai majhdhar par na gavan kau. 

jaise bur nar(i) dhar(i) hharan singar tan(i), 
ap(i) amai arpat chinta kai bhavan kau. 

Taise hi adharm karm kai adharm nm~ 
marat aka! jam-lokah ravan kau.636. 

Just as a male off-spring of a goat, (a he-goat) is brought 
up by feeding him with milk and food, and at last he is killed 
by cutting his neck. 

Just as a small boat is loaded with excessive baggage, then 
it sinks in the middle of a river where the water is more 
turbulent. It cannot reach the far bank. 

Just as a prostitute adorns herself with make up and 
ornaments to excite other males for indulging in vices with 
her, she herself acquires disease and worry in life. 

Similarly, an immoral person dies before his death by 
indulging in unrighteous deeds. And when he reaches 
Yamlok (abode of angels of death), he bears more 
punishment and pain. 
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]aise paksala ha/a binjan anek rachai, 
chhuat apilvan chhinak chhot tag(i) hai. 

]ai.se tan sajat sinp,ar nar(i) anmid kai, 
puhapvantt. hue priya sihjti. tiiig( i) hai. 

jaise grabh-dbilr nar(i) j atan karat nit, 
mal-mai garabh cbhed khed nihghilg(i) hai. 

Taise sit sanjam janam pmjant kijai, 
Tanak hi pap kfe tu/ mai hajag(i) hai.637. 

Just as a woman cooks many dishes in a kitchen but a small 
act of unholiness makes the food contaminated or sullied. 

Just as a woman embellishes her body and enjoys the union 
with her husband, but if her menstruation is due, the husband 
refrains from sharing bed with her. 

Just as a woman makes every effort for the safety of her 
pregnancy, but if her menstruation re-starts, there is every 
fear of miscarriage. She then feels distressed and is called 
unfortunate. 

Similarly, one should maintain disciplined life and piety of 
actions. But, if even a small sin is committed, it is like a 
dreadful fire in a bail of cotton. (One small wrong act 
destroys all the goodness that had been earned.) 
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Chfkane kalas par jaise n.a t;ikat bund, 
kalar mai pare naj nipjai na khet fi. 

Jaise dhar(i) par tar(u) senbal aphal ar(u), 
bikhia birakh phale jag( u) dukh det ji. 

Chandan subas bans bas bas basfai na, 
pavan gavan mat mii.t-ta samet ji. 

Gur updes parues na mo ridai bhidai, 
faise man.a svant(i) band ah(O mukh letjf.638. 

Just as a drop of water does not rest on a greasy pitcher 
and no seed grows in a saline soil. 

Just as silk cotton tree is bereft of fruit on this earth, and 
just as a poisonous tree causes much trouble to the people. 

Just as a bamboo tree acquires no fragrance despite living 
near a sandalwood tree, and just as the air blowing over filth 
acquires the same bad odour. 

Similarly being like a greasy pitcher, saline land, silk cotton 
tree, bamboo tree and filth-polluted air, the sermon of the 
True Guru does not pierce my heart (it creates no ambrosial 
elixir). On the contrary, it feels as if a snake has just taken 
swati drop in its mouth. (Swati drop in a snake's mouth can 
only become venom and rtot pearl). 
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Chmidan samip bas(i) bans(i) mahima na Jani, 
an dnun dur hhae blisn.a kai bohe hai. 

Dadar sarovar main Jane na kamal gat(i), 
makrmid kar(i) madhukar hi himobe bai. 

Sursarf bikhai bag janio na maram kachhil, 
avat hai jiitrl jantm jatra her sohe hai. 

Nikar basat mam gur updes hin, 
dii.r hi disantar(u) ur air.tar lai pohe hai.639. 

Just as a bamboo has not known the merits of a sandalwood 
tree having lived near it, but other trees though far away from 
it still acquire its fragrance. 

A frog knows not the goodness of a lotus flower though it 

stays in the same pond, but bumble bees are crazy of the 
nectar that is stored in these flowers. 

An egret living in the waters of river Ganges does not know 
the importance of that water, but many people come to the 
liver Ganges on a pilgrimage and feel honoured. 

Similarly, though I live near the True Guru, I am bereft of 
the knowledge of His advice whereas people from far off 
places come to the True Guru, obtain His sermon and abides 
it in their heart. 
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Nahin anup rap chituai kio chintama~1i, 

lone hai na loin jo /a/an bilokiai. 

Rasna rastli nah(e) benti bakhanau kaise, 
surat(i) na sravnan bachan madhokiai. 

ang mig hin din kaise bar mat karau, 
mastak nahe bbag priya pag dhokiai. 

Sevak suabhav nahe, pahunch na sakau sev, 
nahin pratit prabh prahhuta samokiai.640. 

My looks are not attractive. Then how can I remember and 
conceive the beautiful ? Lord the fulfiller of desires Lord ? My 
eyes are not good looking; then how can I see the glimpse 
of that beloved Lord ? 

My tongue is not ambrosial. Then how can I make an 
effective request to my beloved? I do not have such power 
of hearing that I can enjoy the honey-like words of my 
beloved Lord ? 

I am weak and imperfect in every part of my body. Then 
how can I make a superior rosary of remembrance of my 
Lord's name ? I have no I can bank upon to wash the feet 
of my beloved. 

I do not have the temperament of service in my heait; so 
I cannot reach for the service of my beloved. Nor do I have 
that devotion through which I can become one with the 
greatness of the dear Lord. (The greatness of the Lord may 
reside in me.) 
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Besva ke singar bihhchih· ko na paravci.1: 
bin hhartar nar(i) ka ki kai bulafai. 

Bag set gat jiv ghat kar(i) khtit kete, 
man gahe, dhian dhare, jugett(i) na paiai. 

BhancJ ki bhai14ai, hurval na kahit avai. 
at(i) hi cjhirhai, sukucbat na lajaiai. 

Taise par tan dhan diJkhna tridokh mam, 
patit anek ek rom na pi~faiai.641. 

For immoral acts, there is no end for a whore to do up her 
ornamentation and embellishment. But without a husband, 
whose wife would she be called as ? 

The looks of a heron are like that of a swan but it kills many 
living beings to eat them up. He silently sits in contemplation 
but such contemplation cannot reach one to the Lord. 

The shameless words and foul acts of a Bhmicj (low caste 
persons who entertain people on their happy functions) are 
beyond discription. Due to their extreme impudence, they 
never feel shy of saying and doing anything. 

Similarly, like the incurable and deadly disease, I am infested 
with the ailments of looking at other's woman, other's wealth 
and slander. Sins of every trichome of my body are more 
intense than the myriad sins of many sinners. 
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]a kai naeka anek ek se adhik ek, 
pflran suhag bhag saatai sam dham hai. 

Manan hue m.an hhmig htchhur bides rah'i, 
birah h~yog lag hirhani hham hai. 

Sithal saman triya sake na 1-ijhae p1iya, 
daio hai duhag vai du.hagan sanam hai. 

Lochan sravan jih kar ang mig hin, 
parsio na pekhio sunio mero kaha nam hai.642. 

A beloved husband who has many wives and each one 
better than the other, each one enjoys all the love, attention 
of husband and other comforts of life. 

Separated from her dear husband and living far away from 
him, she feels her respect getting compromised, beside 
bearing the pangs of separation and thus is called separated. 

Like lazy people, idle wife cannot please her husband and 
as a result she is known as one who has been abandoned 
by her husband. 

One who enjoys love of her husband is called Suhagan 
(Happily married). Even separated woman and a Dubagan 
(unhappy in marriage) also belong to someone and are 
associated with him, but I have not felt my beloved with any 
part of my body. I have not seen Him with my eyes, not 
heard His praise with my ears, not uttered His name with 
my tongue nor have I done any service with my hands. Bereft 
of all these, with what name can I be called ? 
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jaise jar chor or herat(i) na ahe kou, 
cbor jar jZi.nat sakal bhat her-hi. 

jaise din samai ava gavan hhavan bikhai, 
ta.hi grih paisat sankat hai andher hi. 

jaise dharmatma kau dekhiai dharmrae, 
papi kau bhaian jam tra.b trah fer hi. 

Taise nirvair sat(i)gur darpan rap, 
taiso hi dikhavai mukh jaise jaise pher hi.643. 

Just as in normal circumstances no one pays attention to a 
thief or a paramour, but once it becomes known, they look 
like demons. 

Just as one keeps going in and out of a house freely, but 
at night during darkness one feels scared of entering the same 
house. 

Just as the Yamraj (angel of death) is the king of 
righteousness for a righteous person at the time of his death, 
but the same Yam.raj is a demon for a sinner who appears 
to him as a demon and he shouts for help for his safety. 

Similarly the True Guru is sans enmity, with a heart as clear 
and clean as a mirror. He wishes ill of no one. But with 
whatever type of face one turns towards Him, he sees the 
True Guru in the same form (For righteous people, He is 
love and for sinners he is a monster). 
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Jaise darpan sudho sudh mukh dekhiat, 
ulat kai dekhai mukh dekhiai bhaian so. 

Madhur bachan tahi ntsna sai piaro lagai, 
kaurak sabad sun lagai ur ban so. 

Jaise dano khat gat push! mish( svad mukh, 
post kai pie dukh biapat, masan so. 

Taise bhrit ni11dak svabhav chakai cbakor, 
Sat(i)gur samat sahan sil bhan(u) so.644. 

Just as the image is real when the mirror is held straight and 
it becomes aberrated, when the mirror is held upside down. 
The face looks aweful. 

Just as sweet words uttered by tongue feel loving to the ears, 
but bitter words said with the same tongue hurt like arrow. 

Just as food eaten with the mouth leaves a good taste in the 
mouth and if poppy extract is consumed with the same 
mouth, it is distressing and one gets feeling of near death. 

Similarly, the nature of a true servant of the True Guru and 
a slander is like a Chakvi and Chakor ( Chakvi longs for the 
light of the Sun while a Chakor desires setting of the Sun). 
The clement nature of the True Guru is like Sun that provides 
light to all uniformly (He forgives even slanderers who come 
to His refuge). 
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f aise tau papiha pri.ya pr(ya fer berai hund, 
uaise patihrata patibrat pratipal hai. 

jaise dip d1pat pataiig pelzh(i) jvarc1 jami, 
taise pria prem nem. premanz sambar hai. 

]al se nikas(i) jaise min mar jat tat, 
birah hiyog birhanf bap(u) bar hai. 

Birhani prem nem patibrata kai kahavai, 
lzarni kai ais'i kof(i) madhe kou nar(i) hai.645. 

Just as a rain-bird longing for a Swati drop keeps wailing 
making sound of 'Peeu, Peeu'; similarly a faithful wife fulfills 
her wifely duties remembering her husband, 

Just as a love-lorn moth burns itself on the flame of an oil 
lamp, so does a woman faithful in love lives her duties and 
religion (She sacrifices herself over her husband). 

Just as a fish die immediately when brought out of water, 
so does a woman separated from her husband die of pangs 
becoming weak in his memory day by day. 

A separated faithful, loving and devoted wife who lives her 
life according to her religion is perhaps one in a billion. 
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Anik ant"lp rap rilp samsar nanhe, 
anmrit koran(i) kof(i) madhur hachan sar. 

Dharam arth kot(O kamna katlichh pa1: 
var ef,arau hibidh mukat(O marid-has(u) par. 
Svarag anant kot(t) kinchat samagam kai, 
sangam samuh sukh sagar na tut dhar. 

Prem ras ko pm.tap sar kachhfi pt"ljai nahe, 
tan man dhan sarbas(u) balihar kar.646. 

Many other beautiful forms may be there but none can reach 
near the effulgent form of the beloved True Guru nor millions 
of elixir-like items can reach the sweet words of the True 
Guru. 

I sacrifice all four desires of life over a look of grace of my 
True Guru. I can sacrifice myriad salvations over a sweet 
smile of my True Guru. (dharam, arth, Kaam and mokh are 
paltry over the smile and look of grace of the True Guru). 

Comforts of millions of heavens cannot match even a 
momentary meeting with True Guru and comforts on total 
meeting with Him are beyond the capacity of oceans. 

No one can reach the glory and loving elixir of the True Gum. 
I sacrifice my body, mind and wealth unto Him. 
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Achhal achhed prahh(u) ja kai bas bisva bat, 
Tai ju ras bas kfe kavan prakar kai. 

Siv sankad(i) brahmadik na dhian pavai, 
tero dhian dharai ali kavan si1igar kai. 

Nigam asankh sekh janpat ha i ja ko jas( u), 
tero jas gavat kavan upkar kai. 

Sur nar ntith jahe khojat na khoj pavai, 
kbojat pbinlt tohe kavan piii.r kai.647. 

(A seeker woman asks her spiritual love-drencbed friends .) 

0 friend ! that Transcendent one who cannot be deceived 
by anyone. He is unbreakable who with His power has 
subdued the whole world, With what elixir have you been 
able to enamor Him ? 

0 friend ! He who has not even been realised by Sanak, 
Sananadan and those who have contemplated on Brahma, 
what embellishments and adornments have attracted Him to 
you ? 

0 friend ! the Lord whose praise is being said in different 
words by Vedas and Sheshnag, what merits have made Him 
sing your praise ? 

God who has not been realised by gods, man and Naths who 
have laboured untiringly, what type of love has made Him 
search you? 
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Kaiso kai agah gahio, kaise kai acbhal cbhalio, 
kaise kai abhed bhedio, alakh lakhaio hai. 

Kaise kai apekh pekhio, kaise kai agar gario, 
kaise kai apio pio, ajar ;araio hai. 

Kaise kai ajap japio, kaise kai athap tbapio, 
parsio apars, agam sugmaio hai. 

Adbhut gat(i) ascharaj bisam at(O, 
kaise kai apar niradha~· thaihraio hai.648. 

(As in last Kabitt a friend who has reached Him is being asked) 

0 friend ! how have you acquired the Lord who cannot be 
seized ? How have you tricked Him who cannot be deceived ? 
How have you known His secret whose secret is not revealable ? 
How have you realised Him who cannot be accessed ? 

How have you seen the Lord who cannot be seen ? One who 
cannot be installed at a place, how have you installed Him in 
your heart ? Whose elixir-like name cannot be consumed by 
everyone, how have you consumed it ? How have you withstood 
the state produced by the power of elixir-like Naam? 

The Lord who is beyond any words of discription and repeated 
utterances, how have you meditated upon Him? How have 
you lodged Him (in your heart) who cannot be installed ? How 
have you touched Him who is untouchable ? And He who is 
beyond reach, how have you been able to reach Him ? 

The Lord whose every aspect is so amazing, wondrous and 
beyond comprehension, how have you lodged Him in your 
hea1t who is infinite and without form ? 
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Kahidho kaha ku rama rmim purah janam bikbai, 
aisi kaun tapasia kafhan tobe kini hai. 

}t1 te gun rap au kararn kai sakal kala, 
sresr hue sarab naikr,T. ki chhab(i) chhini bai. 

]agat kl jivan jagat-pat(i) chintaman, 
rnukh rnuskae chitvat hir 11.ni hai. 

Kof(i) brabrnand ke nayak kf nayka bhai, 
sakal bhavan kf sriya tumah(i) dfnf hai.649. 

0 beautiful Lakshami ! please tell us what strenuous penance 
had you performed in your previous births ? And how had 
you performed it that you have defeated all other women 
in glo1y and praise? 

The happy smile of the master of the Universe that is like 
Cbin.tamani (a jewel that destroys all worries and fulfills 
desires) is the sustainer of the Universe. 

Ho\V have you obtained that jewel of happiness through 
meditation? 

How have you become the mistress of the Master of millions 
of Universes? How has He bestowed the happiness of all 
the realms to you ? 
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Rup !wt(i) rup par, sobha pew kof(i) sobha, 
chaturai kot(iJ chaturaf par uarlai. 

Gian gun kot(iJ gun gian pai· var f;larai, 
kot(iJ bhag bhag par dhar(i) balihariai. 

Sil subh lachhan kotan(i) sll lachhan kai, 
laja kof(i) lajti kai la_jaeman 111Zlrtai. 

Freman patibrata bun p1·em au patibrat kai, 
ja kau nath kinchat kafachh kai nihariai.650. 

Millions of beautiful faces, millions of praises over her praise 
and millions of wisdoms are sacrifice unto the wisdom of 
that woman; 

Millions of virtuous knowledge and millions of fortunes are 
sacrifice unto the knowledge and fortune of that woman; 

Millions of praiseworthy traits associated with a well-bred, 
well-behaved person and millions of shames and modesties 
are sacrifices unto that woman; 

Who is looked at with even a small look of grace by the 
Lord for her living a life commensurate with her feminine 
religion and duties. 
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Kotan kotan(i) sukh pujai na saman(i) sukh, 
anand ko(an(i) tu! an.and na av-hi. 

Sahaj(i) ko{an(i) kot(zJ pujai na sahaj sar(i), 
mangal kotan(i) sam maiigal na pav-hi. 

Kotan kofti.n(i) partap na pratap sar(i), 
kotan kotan(i) chhab(i) chhab(i) na pujZiv-hi. 

Arth dharam kam mokh na kotan(i) sa1n, 
ausar ahbich nab sihja bulav-hf.651 . 

Millions of comforts and millions of ecstasies cannot reach 
anywhere near the comforts and ecstasies that are experienced 
with His acquisition. 

Millions of equipoise states cannot reach the state of His 
stability, nor can millions of happy songs of praise can touch 
the bliss of the happiness blessed by Him. 

Millions of splendours cannot match His splendour nor can 
millions of adornments reach His form. 

Millions of four desirable elements (dharam, a11h, kaam and 
nwkh) cannot reach him who has been blessed with His 
Naam and who gets an opportunity of the auspicious 
invitation of the Master calling the seeker on the nuptial bed 
of His heart. 
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Saphal janam, dhann aj ko divas rain(i), 
pahar, mahilrat ghari au pal pae hain. 

Saphal si1igar char( u) sihja sanjog bhog, 
ti11.gan mmidar at( i) swidar suhii.e hain. 

Jagmag jot(i) sobba kirat(i) pratap chhab(O, 
anand sahaj(i) sukh sii.gar bacjbae bain. 

Arth dharam kam mokh nibkam ntim( u), 
p1·em ras rasik hue !al mere ae hai1i.652. 

My birth has become successful and fruitful today. This 
auspicious day, night, watch, moments that have provided 
me with moments of union with my Lord are worthy of 
admiration and salutation. 

All my embellishments of Nauin Simran are fruitful today, 
now that I am about to enjoy the spiritual bliss of union with 
my Lord on the bed-like heart. My heart-like courtyard and 
temple-like body are also becoming decorated. 

The seas of comfort and bliss are leaping in my stable 
spiritual state as a result of union with my Lord on the bed 
of my heart. It is effulgent with divine light. It has blessed 
me with praise and glo1y, grandeur and splendour and a 
beautiful image. 

Lord's name that makes dharam, artb, kaam and mokh as 
no more desirable elements of pursuits; the meditation of that 
Namn has enamored my beloved Lord in the hue of my love 
who has now come and taken the seat on my bed-like heart. 
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Nis na ghatai, na latai sasiar dip jot(i), 
kusam bas h1"1i na mifai au su tev sev kl. 

Sabaj katba na ghatai sravan surat( 0, mat(i), 
rasna pams ras rasak(i) samev kl. 

Ni1idrt1 na parai ar(u) karai na iiras prcwes ridai, 
haria sa1'ijog alakh ahheu Id. 

Chao chit chau.guno barjhai, prabal prem nem, 
daia das guni upjai daiat deu kf.653. 

May this night of enjoying blissful union with my Lord not 
end, nor should the soothing light of the lamp-like moon 
recede. May the flowers remain laden with fragrance nor 
should the power of voiceless voice-meditation decrease 
from my heart. 

May this spiritual stability not recede nor should the 
sweetness of sound decrease in my ears. With the absorption 
of the divine elixir, may the desire of my tongue to remain 
engrossed in that elixir not wane. 

May the sleep not burden me nor should laziness effect my 
heart, because an opportunity of enjoying the inaccessible 
Lord has been formed (opportunity of enjoying the bliss of 
union with Lord exists). 

Bless me that this desire and enthusiasm of my heart becomes 
fourfold. May the love within me become more powerful and 
unbearable and the benevolence of the beloved effulgent 
Lord appear ten times more for me. 
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Nimakh nimakh nis nis parman boe, 
pal pal mas paryant hue bithii.rt hai. 

Barakh barakh paryant ghatika bihae, 
jug jug sam jam ;amanf piari hai. 

Kala kala kot(iJ gun jagmag jot(i) sas(i), 
prem ras prabaf pratap adhikliri hai. 

Man bach kram priya seva sanmukh rahon, 
aras(u) na avai ni11.dra, aj meri ba1i hai.654. 

May every moment of my union with the Lord become night 
long and every second of this meeting become month long. 

May each watch be a year long while each pehar (a quarter 
of a day) become equal to an epoch. 

May each trait of the moon change into millions of traits and 
enlightens in bright radiance; and the grandeur of love elixir 
may become more and more powerful. 

Now that an opportunity of meeting with Lord on the heart
like bed has come up in this invaluable life as a human being, 
chen let me remain engrossed in the voiceless voice
meditation of the Lord on account of my mind, words and 
actions. May I not sleep nor feel lazy. 
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jaisiai sarad nis taise i puran sas(i), 
vaise i kusam daf- sihja suvat·i hai. 

jaisi e Johan bais, taise i anup rup, 
uaise i singar char gun adhikari hai. 

jaise i cbhabtle nain taise i rasile bain, 
sobhat parspar mahima apii.ri hai. 

jaise i prabin pria piare prem rasik hain, 
vaise i bachitra at(i) premanipiari hai.655. 

Just as the night of winter month is, so is the moon radiant 
this night. The fragrant buds of the flowers have adorned 
the bed. 

On one side is the young age while on the other side is 
incomparable beauty. Similarly there is adornment of Naam 
Simran on one side while on the other is plenitude of virtues. 

On one side are attractive and shining eyes while on the other 
hand are sweet words full of nectar. Thus within these the 
beauty beyond words is sitting in state. 

Just as the beloved master is adept in the art of love, so is 
the strange and astonishing amorous feelings and love of the 
beloved seeker. 
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]a din jagat-man tahil kahi rasae, 
gian dhian kot(iJ jog jag na saman hai. 

]a din bhai panihii.ri jagan-niith Ji ki, 
ta sam na chatradhan kotin kotan hcli. 

}a din pisanhan hhaf jagjivan kf. 
artb dhararn kam mokh dasan dasan bai. 

Chbirkthi panihaii p1sanharl ko jo sukh, 
premcmf piari ko akath unman hai.6.56. 

The day Omniscient Lord felt pleased and ordered to perform 
service, millions of worldly knowledge, meditation, yoga 
became paltry on that auspicious day. 

The day I received the assignment of filling water for God, 
the master of the Universe, the comforts of millions of 
kingdoms cannot compare with that blessed day. 

The day I received the assignment of grinding the mill-stone 
of the Lord, the master of universe and all living beings, then 
the four much sought and desired elements of spirituality 
became slave of the servants. 

The love-lorn beloved who is blessed with the task of 
sprinkling of water, grinding of mill-stone and filling of water, 
to state her praise, comfort and peace is beyond description. 
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Ghari ghari (er(i) gharia1· sunae sandeso, 
pahir pahir pun(i) pun(i) sa11~jhae hai. 

jaise jaise jal bhar(i) hbar( i) beli bacjat bai, 
puran hue pa.pan ki navah(i) harae hai. 

Chahu1i or sor kai pahrua pukar hare, 
charo jam sovte achet na lajae hai. 

tamchu r sabad sunat hi ugbar ankhai, 
bin priya prem ras pachbai pacbhtae hai.657. 

The clock is repeatedly and loudly conveying a message after 
every watch and every pehar (a quarter of a day/night, that 
the time is rolling by). 

As the water clock sinks repeatedly, 0 human being! you 
are also sinking your boat of Hf e with ever increasing sins. 

The True Gurn is warning you repeatedly from all directions; 
0 unattentive and senseless person ! the four pehars of your 
night-like life are being spent sleeping in ignorance. You 
seemed to have no shame of your concern. 

0 living being! be aware, open your eyes with the crowing 
of the cock, be attentive after attending to your body needs, 
taste the elixir of love with the Lord. Without relishing the 
Naam Amrit of beloved Lord1s name, one would feel 
repentant ultimately. 
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Majan kai chir chai: anjan, tamol ras, 
abharan singar saj sibja bichhaf hai. 

Kusam sugandh(i) ar(u) mm1.dar sundar manjh. 
dipak dipat jagmag jot(i) chhai hai. 

Sodhat sodhat saun lagan manae man, 
banchhat bidhan chirkar bari af hai. 

Ausar abhich nlch nindra mai sovat khoe, 
nain ughrat ant pachhai pachhutttf hai.658. 

Bathing myself clean, wearing beautiful clothes, putting 
collyrium in the eyes, eating a betel and adoring myself with 
various ornaments I have laid the bed of my Lord. (I have 
prepared myself for union with my beloved God Lord). 

The beautiful bed is decorated with fragrant flowers and the 
beautiful room is lit up with radiant light 

I have received this human birth after much effort for the 
union with the Lord God. (I have gone through many births 
to reach to this stage that is very auspicious). 

But losing this opportunity of favourable constellation 
position for a union with God in the sleep of hateful 
ignorance, one will only repent when one wakes up (because 
by then it would be too late). 
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Kar anjul(i) Jal joban praves( u) all, 
man taj(i) pranpat(i) pat(i) rat(O maniai 

Ga11dbrab nagar gat(i) mjnl bihat jat, 
ausai· abhich at(i) dulabh kai janiai. 

Sihja kusam kumlat murjhat, 
pun(i) pun(i) pachhutat samo avat na aniai. 

Soi bar nai{i) prlya piar adbikai·i piaii, 
samajh siani to so bentl bakhanlai.659. 

(A woman who has met Him tnstrncts a world~y woman). 

0 friend entering in youth ! abandon all ego and take water 
(of humility) in your hand, worship the Lord husband the 
Master of all lives and lodge His love in your heart. 

Like an imaginary world, this night-like life being imaginary 
is passing by. So consider this human birth as an invaluable 
opportunity that stars have favoured you with for meeting 
the Lord God. 

As the flowers on the nuptial bed withers away, this 
invaluable time once gone past will not return. One will 
repent repeatedly. 

0 dear friend ! I pray to you to be wise and understand this 
important fact, that she alone is supreme seeker female, who 
becomes dejure owner of her Lord's love and, ultimately 
becomes His beloved. 
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Manan / na kfjai man, hado na tero sian, 
mero kahio man, Jan ausar abhich ko. 

Priya ki anek piarT chirmikal af barf, 
leh(u) na suhag. sang chhifrj.(i) hath nich ko. 

Rajni bihat jat, joban smgar gat, 
khefoh na prem ras moh sukh bich ko. 

Ab kai na bhetai nath, bahurio na avai hath, 
birha hibti.vai ba!(i) ha<;lo bhai mfcb ko.660. 

0 my egoistic friend ! Don't be proud, I do not consider much 
wisdom in this pride. Listen to me and regard this human birth 
as the most auspicious and invaluable time of meeting with the 
Lord. Make this opportunity a success by taking the initiation 
of Namn Amrit from the True Guru and practicing it. 
Dear Lord has numerous beloved wives whose hearts are 
pierced with His ambrosial Naam. After wandering in many 
species, you have now got the turn to meet with the Lord 
through this human birth. Why don't you give up your 
arrogant obduracy and unite with your Lord husband ? 

This night-like human life is passing away. The youth, body 
and all its adornments will be left behind. Then why don't 
you enjoy and relish the loving elixir of your dear husband ? 
And why are you wasting your night-like life in the false 
pleasures of maya? 

And if you fail to achieve union with your master Lord in 
tl1is human birth, you will not get another opportunity. You 
will have to spend the remainder life in the separation of 
the Lord. The separation is far more painful than death. 
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]au /au dip jot(i) hot(i) nahin ma/in aii, 
jau /au nah(iJ sih;a kusam kumlat hai. 

]au tau na kamlan praphulat u(j.at af(i), 
hirakh bihangam na jau Lau chuh-chuhat hai. 

]au tau bhaskar ko prakas na akas bikhai, 
tamchur satikh nad sabad na prat hai. 

Tau tau kam kel kamna sakal puran kai, 
hoe nihkam pnya prem nem ghat hai.661. 

(Advice to a seeker to make the ambrosial hour a succe~J. 

0 friend ! before dawn when the light of a lamp goes dim 
and the flowers on the decorated nuptial bed have not yet 
withered away, 

Before the sunrise till the flowers bloom and the bumble bees 
are not attracted to them and before the dawn when the birds 
on the tree have not yet started chirping; 

Till such time, the Sun shines in the sky and the crowing 
of the cock and the sound of the conch blowing is not heard, 

Till then, free from all worldly desires and in complete 
pleasure, you should remain engrossed in the bliss of union 
with the Lord. This is the time to fulfil the tradition of love 
with your beloved Lord. (Taking initiation from the True 
Guru, this is the invaluable time of obtaining and relishing 
the loving elixir of meditation on His name). 
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Joi milai apa khoe, sof tau naycika hoe, 
man kfe manmatf, ptiiai na man jf. 

jaise ghanhar harsai sarbatar sam, 
ftchai na charat Jal basat nichan ji. 

Chandan samip Jaise bifr;f.io hai ba<;laf bans, 
as pas birakh subas paruan Ji. 
Kripa sindh priya tiya hoe mmjiva gat(i). 
pavat param gat(i) sarab nidhan ji.662. 

The seeker woman who sheds her ego and meets with dear 
husband, she alone is the loved wife of the husband. One 
cannot get honour and respect from the Lord if one feels 
haughty and egoistic. 

Just as clouds rain equally in all places, its water cannot climb 
up the mounds. Water always go and settles at lower levels. 

Just as a bamboo stays in his pride of being high and lofty 
and remains bereft of the fragrance of sandalwood, but all 
big and small trees and plants absorb that sweet smell in 
themselves. 

Similarly, to be the wife of the ocean of kindness--dear Lord, 
one has to sacrifice oneself and become a living dead person. 
Only then can one acquire the treasure of all treasures (God's 
name from the True Guru) and reach the supreme divine 
state. 
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Sihja samai agian man kai rasae nahe, 
tanak h'i mai risae ut ko sidhare hai1i. 

Pachhai pachhutae hae hae kar(O kar mij(O. 
mfi1irj. dhun(i) dhun(i) kot(iJ janam dbikare hai11. 

Ausar na pavon, bil-lau d'in dukhat hue, 
hirah biyog sog atam smigha1·e hain. 

Paru.pkiir kijai, !alan manae dijai. 
to par anant sarbatis balihare hain.663. 

(A plea to make human life fruitful). 

Due to my pride of youth, wealth and ignorance, I did not 
please my beloved Lord at the time of my meeting with Him. 
As a result He became cross with me and left me for some 
other place. (I was too preoccupied with enjoying my human 
life and paid no attention to meeting my Lord God). 

After realising the separation of my Lord, I am now repenting 
and grieving and beating my head, am cursing my millions 
births of separation from Him. 

I cannot get this chance of meeting my Lord for ever 
anymore. That is why I am wailing, feeling the distress and 
perturbation. The separation, its pangs and its worry is 
torturing me. 

0 friend beloved of my Lord! do me a favour and bring 
around my separated Lord husband. And for such a favour, 
I will sacrifice all that I have many times over you. 
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Prem ras( u) ausar agiiin mai na iigia mani, 
man kai miinan apno i man khoio hai. 

Tan te ris man pran-nath bu1i ju iniini hhae, 
manat na mere man, iin(i) dukh roio hai. 

Lok bed gian dat bbugat pradhiin, 
tiin te lunat sahas guno ja1~r;e b[j boio hai. 

Dasan dasan gat(i) benti kai pae lagau, 
hai koa manae dai saga/ jag joio hai.664. 

In my human birth when it was time to acquire the elixir 
like love of my beloved Lord, I did not obey the command 
of my True Guru to toil and practice the teachings of the 
Guru. Becoming proud of my youth and wealth, I lost the 
respeC't that I had in the heart of my beloved Lord. 

Due to my involvement in worldly pleasures, my Master 
beloved Lord has become angry with me. Now when I try 
to bring him around, I fai l. 0 my pious friend ! I have now 
come and expressed my distress before you. 

It is a primary axiom of all the folk tales and religious 
scriptures that one reaps what one had sown. Whatever good 
or bad we sow, we have to reap many times more than that. 

I have searched the whole world, defeated and defected. I have 
now made myself as the slave of the servants and approaching 
the slaves of the Lord, I go into their refuge with a prayer-Is 
there any God-loved servant who can bring around my 
separated and angered beloved Lord and unite me with Him ? 
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Pharkat lochan adhar bhuja, tapai tan, 
rnan mai auser kab la/ grih av-hi. 

Nainan se nain ar(u) bainan se bain milai, 
rain samai chain ko sihjasan bttiav-hi. 

Kar gah( i) kar ur w· se lagae pun( i), 
ank ankmal kar(i) sahaj(i) samav-h'i. 

Prem ras anmrit piae triptae a.ti, 
daia ke daial dev kamna pujav-hi.665. 

With earnest desire of meeting my beloved Lord in my heart, 
my eyes, lips and arms are quivering. My body temperature 
is rising while my mind is restless. 'X'hen will my dear 
beloved come to abide into my house-like heart ? 

When will I have my eyes and words (lips) meeting with 
the eyes and words (lips) of my Lord ? And when will my 
beloved Lord call me to His bed at night to make me enjoy 
the divine pleasure of this meeting ? 

When will He hold me by my hand, take me into His 
embrace, in His lap, around His neck and plunge me into 
the spiritual ecstasy? 

0 my co-congregational friends ! When will the beloved Lord 
make me drink the loving elixir of spiritual union and satiate 
me; and when will the effulgent and kind Lord become 
benevolent and appease the desire of my mind ? 
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Lochan anup mp dekh(i) murchhat bhae, 
sei sukh bahirio bilok dhian dhar(i) hai. 

Anmrit bachan sun(i) sravan bimohe all, 
tahi mukh bain sun(i) surat(i) samar(i) hai. 

fa pai benti bakhan(i) jihba thakat bhat., 
tahi ke bulae pun(i) benti uchar(i) hai. 

]aise mad pie gian dhian bisran hoe, 
tahi mad achvat chetan prakar bai.666. 

0 friend ! seeing the beautiful form of the beloved, I had 
become unconscious. Seeing that radiant face again in my 
inner self, my inner consciousness has anchored on to the 
stable peace. 

0 friend! hearing whose ambrosial words, my ears had gone 
into raptures, now with the ambrosial words from the same 
tongue entering my consciousness, my inner self has become 
engrossed in His Naam Simran. 

The beloved Lord praying to whom my tongue had got tired, 
I am praying non-stop to call that Lord on the bed of my 
heart. 

Just as consuming some intoxicating substance, all awareness 
and consciousness is lost, (a man becomes unconscious), 
now drinking it in the form of Naam Amrit, it has become 
a means of inner consciousness. 
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Sun(i) priya gavan sravan hahre na bhae, 
kiihe ki patibrata patibrat pa.yo hai. 

Drish! priya agochar hue andhare na hhae nain, 
kahe ki premani prem bun lajayo hai. 

Avadh(i) bihae, dhae dhae birha biapai, 
kahe ki birhani, birah bilkhayo hai. 

Sunat bides ke sandes nahe ph£7.tio rida, 
kaun kaun ganau chuk uttar na ayo hai.667. 

Why did my ears not turn deaf hearing the departure of my 
dear beloved ? What type of faithful a:id loyal wife am I and 
what sort of husband-engrossed religion (life style) have I 
acquired? 

Why did I not go blind when my beloved was disappearing 
from my vision ? What sort of beloved am I ? I have shamed 
the love. 

My life is waning and the separation of my Lord is chasing 
me and causing me distress. What type of separation is this? 
The pangs of separations have made me restless. 

Why has my heart not burst, receiving the message that my 
dear beloved will stay away from me in other place ? What 
all blunders made may I count and recall, I have no answer 
of it. 
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Birah davanai pragti na tan ban bikhai, 
asan basan ta rnai ghrit paryar(i) bai. 

pratham prakase dhilm at(i) hi du.s-ha dukh, 
tahf. te gagan ghan ghafa aiidhkar bai. 

Bhabhak bhabhuko hue prakasio hai akas sas(i), 
tarka maru;lctl chingari chamkar hai. 

Kt7. sio kahau kaise antkal brithavmit gat(i), 
mohe dukh, soi sukhdai sansar bai.668. 

The separation of my beloved is not only appearing in my 
body, like the fire of jungle, but all these dainty dishes and 
dresses instead of giving me comfort are acting like oil in 
raising the intensity of fire and consequently my sufferings. 

Firstly, this separation, because of the sighs associated with 
it is appearing like smoke and thus unbearable and then this 
smoke is looking like dark clouds in the sky causing darkness 
all around. 

Even the moon in the sky is looking like a flame. The stars 
are appearing to me as the sparks of that fire. 

Like a patient nearing his death, whom should I tell this state 
that has resulted due to the fire of separation ? All these things 
(moon, stars, dresses etc.) are becombg uncomfortable and 
painful for me, whereas all these are highly peace-giving and 
source of comfort for the whole world. 
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Bf akhian ju pekh(i) pratham cmup nip, 
~zamana paran kar(i) sahaj samt"ini hain. 

Ei akhian ju lila !a/an ki ik-tak, 
at(i) ascharaj hue herat hirani hairi. 

Ei akhia1i ju bichhurat pria priinpat(i), 
birah b~yog rag p fra kai pirani hain. 

Naska sravan rasna mai agrabhag huti, 
ebi akhia1i saga! ang main biran'i hain .669. 

These are the very eyes which used to see the extremely 
beautiful form of the beloved Lord and satisfying their desire 
would absorb themselves in the spiritual bliss. 

These are the eyes that used to go into raptures of bliss seeing 
the divine wonders of the dear Lord. 

These are the eyes that used to suffer the most at the time 
of separation of the Lord, the Master of my life. 

To fulfil the loving relationship with the beloved, these eyes 
that used to be ahead of all other parts of my body like nose, 
ears, tongue etc. are now behaving like stranger over all of 
them. (Being bereft of beloved Lord's glimpse and His 
wondrous deeds, these eyes are perturbed and have become 
very weak). 
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Ik-{ak dhian hute chandrame chakor gat(i), 
pal na lagat, supnai bun na dikhaiai. 

Anmrit hachan dhun(i) st.mat hi bidyaman, 
ta mukh sa11-deso pathkan pai na paiai. 

Sihja samai na or antar(i) samato ha1; 
Anik pahar ot bhae, kaise jaiai. 

Sabaj sanjog bhog ras partap hute, 
birah biyog sog rog bil-laiai.670. 

I used to see my beloved Lord without a blink of the eye 
as a ruddy sheldrake looks at moon. There used to be no 
break. But now I don't even see Him in a dream. 

Previously, I used to hear the melody of my beloved's sweet 
words from His mouth, but now I do not even receive His 
messages even from the passers by coming or going this way. 

Previously, even the interference of the necklace around my 
neck was not tolerated between us at the time of our meeting 
on the nuptial bed, but now many mountain size customs 
have come up between us. How can I raise them down and 
reach my beloved Lord ? 

Previously in my spiritual tranquility, I had the happiness and 
bliss of being near Him, but I am now crying with pangs 
of separation. 
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]a kai ek phan pai dharan(i) hai so dharnfdhai~ 

tahe girdhar kahai kaun ba~liai hai. 

]Zi ko ek bavro kahavat hai bL<;vanZith, 
tahe brijnath kahai kaun adhiklii hai. 

Sagal akar 01ikar ke bithare Jin, 
tahe nand nand kahai kaun thakuraf hai. 

Ustat(i) jan(i) ninda karat agian(i) m1dh, 
aise hi aradhan te mon sukhdZii hai.671. 

God created Sheshnag who is believed to be supporting the 
Earth on one of his thousand heads, and he is called 
Dharnidbar, and if his creator is called by the name of 
Girdhar (lifter of Goverdhan mountain-Krishan) what sort 
of praise is his ? 

The creator who has created a crazy (Shiv Ji) and is called 
Vishwanath (master of the Universe), if his creator is called 
Brijnath (master of Braj region-Sri Krishan) then what is so 
praiseworthy about him? 

The creator who has created this entire expanse, if that 
creator is called son of Nand-Krishan Ji, then what is so 
great about him ? 

(So by such type of worship) ignorant and blind of 
knowledge consider Lord's worship being performed, but 
instead, they are slandering Him. Remaining silent is far 
better than this type of worship. 
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Nakh sikh !au saga! aiig rom rom kar(i), 
kat(iJ kat(iJ sikhan ke charan par variai. 

agan(i) jatae, phun(i) pisan pa.sae tanbe, 
lai uqai pavan hue anik prakariai. 

]at kat sikh pag dharai gur panth prat, 
tahu ta.ha marag mai bbasam ko ef,ariai. 

Tih pad pii.dak charaii liv lagi rahai, 
daia kai daial mohe patit udbariai.672. 

If I cut every part of my body from nails to the top of my 
head into the size of a trichome and sacrifice them over the 
holy feet of the Sikhs of Gurui 

And then these cut parts are burnt in fire, ground to ashes 
in a mill-stone and these ashes are blown all over by the 
wind; 

Spread these ashes of my body on the paths leading to the 
door of the True Guru, that the Sikhs of the Guru take at 
the ambrosial hour; 

So that the touch of the feet of the Sikhs treading that path 
may keep me engrossed in the remembrance of my Lord. 
I may then pray before these Gursikhs to take me-the sinner 
across the worldly ocean. 
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Panch bar gang jii.e, bar panch prag nhae, 
taisa pu1in ek gursikb kau nahvae ka. 

Sikh kau pilae pani bhau kar(i) ku.rkhet, 
asvmedh jag phal sikh kau jivae kli. 

jaise sat mmidar kanchan ke usar dine, 
taisa punn sikb kau ii~ sabad sikhae ka. 

]aise bis bar darsan sadh kia kahu, 
taisa phal sikh kau chap(i) pag suii.e ka.673. 

Providing bathing facility to a Sikh and helping him bathe 
is an act that is equal to five visits to a place of pilgrimage 
to river Ganges and an equal number to Prayag. 

If a Sikh is served water with love and devotion, then it is 
an act equal to visiting Kurukshetra. And if a Sikh of the Guru 
is served meal with love and devotion one is rewarded with 
blessing obtainable from an Aswmedb Yag. 

Just as a hundred temples raised in gold are given away in 
charity, its reward is equal to teaching one hymn of Curbani 
to a Guru's Sikh. 

The gain of pressing the feet of a tired Guru1s Sikh and 
putting him to sleep is equal to seeing a noble and godly 
person a score of times. 
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jaise tau anek rogi avat hain baid grih( i), 

jaiso jaiso rog taiso aukhadh( u) khavavai. 

faise 1·aj dvar log avat seva namit, 
jof jahiii jog taisi rahil batavai. 

]aise de-1ta pas jan mthi anek avain, 
jof joi jachai de de dukban mitavai. 

Taise gur saran avat baiii anek sikh, 
jaiso jaiso bbau taisi kamna pufavaf.674. 

Just as several patients come to the house of a medical 
practitioner, and he administers medicine to each one of them 
according to their ailment. 

Just as myriad people come to the door of the king to serve 
him, and each one is told to prefer service that he is capable 
and fit to do; 

Just as many needy persons come to a kind-hearted donor 
and he gives them whatever each one asks, thus allaying 
distress of each one of them. 

Similarly many Sikhs come into the refuge of the True Gurn, 
and whatever devotion and love one has in the mind, the 
True Guru fulfils it accordingly. 
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Rag jat ragi janai, bairagai hairagi janai, 
tiagah(i) tiagi janai, din data dan. hai. 

jog jugat(i) jogi jcmai, bhog ras bhogf janai, 
rag dokh rogi janai pragat bakhan hai. 

Phul rakh mc7/f janai, panah(O tanbol'i janai, 
sakal sugandh(i) gat(i) gandhi jii.nau Jan hai. 

Ratnai jauharI janai, bihtirai bioharl janai, 
atam-prikhiii koil hibeki paihchan hai.675. 

A musician alone knows the modes of music and singing and 
their various forms. Only a renunciator who has given up 
his attachment with worldly goods know what a detached 
temperament is, a hermit alone knows what it involves and 
a donor would know what it is to be kind to a poor. 
Similarly a Yogi knows the method of strenuous penances 
that are required to be practiced for realisation of God. A 
relisher would know how to enjoy the taste and enjoyment 
of worldly tastes and this can be emphatically stated that a 
patient alone knows the pain of another patient. 
A gardener knows how to take care of flowers, a betel leaf 
seller alone knows how to preserve betel leaves. One can 
learn the secret of scents from a perfume seller. 
Only a jeweller knows how to evaluate and examine the 
genuineness of a jewel. A trader knows all aspects of business 
but he who can recognise the reality of spiritual virtues is 
a rare, wise and knowledgeable person who has imbibed the 
teachings of Guru in his mind . 

• 
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